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VI. Production

A. Positive Intelligence Information

NOSENKO’s positive Intelligence production has been 
meager, and nothing-he reported merited dissemination as an 
intelligence report. According to his biography, NOSENKO’s 
entire adult life until defecting had been spent either as 
a student or as an intelligence oifleer, and in explanation 
of his lack of positive intelligence information, he has 
stressed that since the early 1950's he had few outside 
interests and "no real contacts" outside the KGB itself.* 
NOSENKO’s assignments to the Soviet delegations to the 
Disarmament Conference in 1962 and 1964 were, he has said, 
for cover purposes only, and he neither had any connections 
with officials or organizations in the USSR concerned with 
arms control or disarmament policies nor did he take any 
part in the substantive work of the delegations.

During the period 18 to 23 February 1964, a wide range 
of questions covering various aspects of nuclear weapons, 
missiles, electronics, communications, unconventional wea
pons, military industry, military units and equipment, and 
research and development were put to NOSENKO in order to 
evaluate his knowledgeability. He had no direct knowledge 
of any of these topics, although he was able to identify in 
general a few of the KGB organizations which protect sensi
tive installations such as nuclear weapons production and 
storage sites. NOSENKO was given a set of requirements 
from the Defense Intelligence Agency on 24 February 1964. 
These questions were premised on his two TDY tours to the 
Disarmament Conferences in Geneva; they de*lt with such 
matters as Soviet underground testing, Soviet efforts and 
progress in the fields of chemical and biological warfare, 
Soviet aims and purposes at the disarmament talks, and 
Soviet views of the corresponding attitudes and intentions 
of the United States. NOSENKO stated he had UQ_.lnfnrma.LL0n___ 
on any of these questions but expressed his personal opinion 
on a few of them, in general terms. NOSENKO’s answers to 
other questions of a positive intelligence nature—those 
concerning the viability of the current Soviet leadership, 
plans for a new Soviet constitution, anti-Semitism as 
governmental policy, personality data on Soviet leaders, 
and other political and social matters—were couched in vague 
and general terms and were not based on concrete knowledge.

♦At the start of his first meeting with CIA on 9 June 1962, 
however, when explaining how he knew of the real state of 
affairs inside the USSR (as opposed to that presented by 
Soviet propaganda), NOSENKO said: "I circulate among 
ministers, with the friends of my father, and I hear 
what they say."
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* B. Soviet Intelligence Personalities *

Ai Indicated in the accompanying tabulation, NOSENKO . i
- has provided information on a total of approximately 1,000 3

Soviet citizens *ho are staff employees of, or have, other
- wise been affiliated with; Soviet intelligence and security I

organizations. At the time NOSENKO defected, 64 of these— :
51 officers and 13 agents or contacts—were abroad. Of the t
51 officers then abroad, 41 were already known or suspected •
of being Soviet intelligence officers.

‘ KGB Staff Personnel 
t ■
। Leadership and administrative components 25

First Chief Directorate 165

Second Chief Directorate* . 435

। Third Directorate 7

; Seventh Directorate 25

Eighth Chief Directorate 5

Ninth Directorate 11

Operational Technical Directorate 12

Border Guards Directorate 4

Republics ?nd Oblasts 74

Retired or deceased 55

Possible KGB officers 12

5 Total 830 ;i :
KGB Agents

?
- First Chief Directorate 15

j Second Chief Directorate 116
»
i KGB Trusted Persons, Cooptees 19
• (of primary use to First and Second Chief
j Directorates)
i . ' ,
i Total KGB-connected 980 .. . . .I • .
■ *0f NOSEKKo's information on 435 Second Chief Directorate
i staff employees, 47 had been identified previously as KGB
! officers. Another 140 were identified by NOSENKO only by ’
! last name, and he could provide no additional information
। which might identify them further; most of these names were i

. of persons engaged in strictly Internal economic, industrial .
!. and political security activities. Of the remaining 248,

. NOSENKO's information on the majority of them is inadequate
f.. for identifioation preposes if they should travel abroad. j

• -
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GRU Staff Personnel

Current (1964) 14

Former 7

Suspect 1

Cooptee 1

Total 23

Total Soviet Intelligence Staffers and
Coopted Agents .1003

The following is a tabular summary of NOSENKO's infor
mation on First Chief Directorate personnel (who are the ones 
now abroad or likely to be stationed abroad).

Total Identifiable First Chief Directorate Personnel: 146 
(and 3 possible)

Previously identified:* 103

Previously suspect: 9

New Identifications: 37

Of whom:

No record of any travel abroad: 6

Not abroad since 1963: 7

After NOSENKO defected, returned 
prematurely to USSR: 5

Were out when NOSENKO defected 
or came out thereafter and re
turned routinely 7

Deceased since NOSENKO's defection 1

Stationed abroad in December 1966 11

In sum, of the 37 First Chief Directorate personnel 
newly compromised by NOSENKO's defection, 24 were abroad at 
the time of his defection or have come abroad since.

♦There are, however, some conflicts between the reports by 
NOSENKO and those, by other Soviet sources on the KGB organi
zational elements or specialties with which certain of these 
officers (as well as some in the Second Chief Directorate) 
are associated. As with Second Chief Directorate personali
ties, the notation "previous identifications" does>not in
clude those from any Soviet sources subsequent to GOLITSYN.

TOP SECRET
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C. KGB Headquarters

1. Structure and Functions

Prior to NOSENKO’s contact with CIA in June 1962, tho 
most recent information on KGB structure and functions had 
been provided by GOLITSYN, whose information was current as 
of December 1961 when he defected. GOLITSYN'S data and that 
from the Polish defector GOLENIEWSKI were the first detailed 
new information on this subject available to the U.S. intel
ligence community since 1954, when DERYABIN, RASTVOROV, 
PETROV, and KHOKHLOV defected, just prior to the change-over 
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) to the Committee 
for State Security (KGB). GOLENIEWSKI and GOLITSYN had re
ported on the 1959 reorganization of the KGB, the first major 
realignment of the KGB’s functions since the abolition of 
the Committee for Information in 1951. It encompassed the 
absorption into the Second Chief Directorate of the duties of 
the former Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Directorates, which had 
been responsible for political, economic-industrial, and 
transportation security, respectively. It also included the 
upgrading of the Illegals Department to the status of a 
Special Directorate within the First Chief Directorate, the 
consolidation of counterintelligence operations abroad into 
one new department, the Fourteenth, and creation of a new 
department—Department "D" (Disinformation)—td ..coordinate 
and intensify the KGB’s activities in the area of deception 
and misinformation. The latter, although placed in the First 
Chief Directorate, was established to serve the needs of the 
entire KGB.

NOSENKO’s 1964 information on the organization and func
tions of the KGB indicated refinements of responsibilities 
in the Second Chief Directorate in accordance with the 1959 
absorption of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Directorates. 
The formation of the so-called "Service" (Sluzhba) as a 
component of the Second Chief Directorate centralized those 
political security functions (formerly handled by the Fourth 
Directorate) which were unrelated to foreigners in the USSR; 
the creation of an element entitled "the Directorate” (Uprev- 
leniye) accomplished the same thing for industrial-economic 
functions formerly managed by the Fifth and Sixth Directorates. 
As for the First Chief Directorate, NOSENKO reported the up
grading of the Scientific and Technical Department to direc
torate status, and the expansion of the Information and 
Counterintelligence Departments to {.’Servicer Number :1” and "Ser
vice Number 2," respectively; according to NOSENKO, the 
latter organizational designation permits an increase in 
personnel without a corresponding rise in the bureaucratic 
level of the component.

The accompanying charts offer a comparison of the or
ganization of the KGB in 1961, as known from GOLITSYN (and 
supported by GOLENIEWSKI), and in 1964, as given by NOSENKO. 
Comments on particular weaknesses in NOSENKO’s information 
on the KGB organization since its formation in 1954 will be 
found in Part VII.B.l., Statements of DERYABIN.

.-i . -V’
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TSYN Information: December 1961 
S

jdSSR COUNCIL OF MINISTERsj

Committee for State Security

t chief Directorate 
aign Intelligence) 
f: A.M. SAKHAROVSKIY

nd Chief Directorate 
nterintelligence) 
f: O.M. GRIBANOVI

Directorate of 
(Order Troops

SEMICHASTNYY 
IVASHUTIN 
PEREPELITSYN

Chairman: V.Ye
Deputies: P.I.

A.I.

{party Committee)

Fhird Directorste 
(Counterintelligence 

in Armed Forces)

FourthDirectorate
(incorporated into

Second Chief Direc
torate ca 1959)

Sifth Directorate
(incorporated into 

Second Chief Direc- 
torate ca. 1959)

Sixth Directorate 
(Transport; incorpor

ated into Second 
Chief Directorate 
ca. 1959)-

Seventh Directorate
-(Surveillance and In

vestigation) ■

Eighth Directorate 
(Cipher and decipher)

'iinth Directorate
(Protection of the 

Government)

rechnical Operations Directorate
Chief (fnu) LALIN (sic: LYALIN)

.LnvesTTgatTon Directorate

•Supply Directorate

ersonnel Directorate

Department for Collation 
of Operational Experience

apartment of Government 
ommunicationH

Commandant Departmcn

Operational Registry and 
Archives Department

Finance Department

Chekist Museum! ■— —

Collegium of the 
Chekist Journal
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KO Information: January 1964 ,9

Secretariat
Chief: KISEI.E

oreign Intelligenco) 
Of: A.M. SAKHAROVSKIY

oru Chief bi rec tor ate1 
ternal Counterintel
ligence)
Of; O.M. GRIBANOV

td Directorate 
iftad Forces Counter
intelligence)

Lef: I.A. FADEYKIN

n Council dOtihlsFer s|

Committee for State Security
KGB

Chairman: V.Ye. SEMICHASTNYY
Deputies: N.S . ZAKHAROV

A.I . PEREPELITSYN
S.G . BANNIKOV
L.I . PANKRATOV

Chairman's Group 
Chief: V.S. BELOKONEV

(Surveillance) 
Chief: V.I. ALIDIN

Eighth Chief Directorate 
(Ci pher-Communicatioas)
Chief-. S.N. LYALIN

Ninth DirectoraEe 
(Guards - "OKHRANA" 
Chief: V.Ya. CHEKALOV

opn mrloruT-Tt’ utml cd11D iruu tot’d to
Chief: PATRUKHIN

KGB Higher School ‘
Chief: Ye.P. PITROVRANOV

Chief Directorate.of Border Guards
Chief: P.I. ZYRYANOV

Investigative DepurEmenT
Chief: N.F. CHISTYAKOV

Registry-Archives Department
Chief: A.V. PROKOPENKO

,THEmT“CaETneTr” 
Chief: A.M.-IVANOV

(Personnel Directorate 
[Chief: P.I. VASILYEV

Administrative Directorate 
(KhOZU)

Chief: A.D. CHETVERNYA
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|TSYN Information: December 1961 KTTB-------------------

First Chief Directorate
Chief: A.M. SAKHAROVSK1Y 
Deputies: (fnu) MORTIN

________ __________ (fnu) KOTOV
{Tarty Committee || Secretariat

— - -- — ------------ -— --------------------

st Department 
inited States) 
eft B.S. IVANOV

ond Department 
ngland, Scandinavia)

•

ru Department 
ustria, Germany)

—

rth Department 
rance, Italy, Holland 
uxemburg, Belgium, 
witzerland, Greece?)

———

th Department 
atin America?) " —

fh Department 
frica?) ——

e'nth Department 
ear East?) —

I
। apartment 

ar East?) 1

| Finance Section

I Personnel Department

I Registry and Archives

| Higher Intelligence School

I Language Courses

Ninth Department 
(Emigre)

—
Tenth Department 

(Scientific and Technical
Chief: L.R. KVASNIKOV_________

Eleventh Department 
(Advisors)

Twelfth Department 
Outlying Districts —

Thirteenth Department 
(Executive Action)

Chief: RODIN 8 N.B. KOROVIN
—

Fourteenth Department 
(Counterintelligence)

Chief: V.M. KLIMKIN
—

Fifteenth Department 
(Intelligence through other 
agencies)

—— ■

sixteenth Department 
(Information)

Special Directorate 
(Illegals)

Chief: (fnu) KLIMOV,
6 V.G. PAVLOV

I Communications Department

Disinformation Department 
(Department ,!D")

Chief: I.I. AGAYANTS
—

Editorial-Publishing 
Department
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NOSENKO Information: January 1964

t:8 Chief's Group
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XGB
First Chief Directorate
(Foreign Intelligence)
Chief: A.M. SAKHAROVSKIY
Deputies: F.K. MORTIN

V.V. MOZSHCHECHKOV
F. KOTOV
V.C. PAVLOV

6

I
t 
i

Special Directorate 
(Illegals)

Chief: M.S. TSYMBAL
—

First Department
(United States and Canada) 

Chief: KULEBYAKIN

| Directorate for Scientific-
| Technical Intelligence
1 Chief: NOVIKOV

Second Department 
(United Kingdom, Scandinavia)

Chief: LITVINOV

Service No. 1
(Information) 

Chief: (may be L.R. KVASNIKOV

Third Department 
(Austria, Germany)

—

Service No. 2 
(Counterintelligence)

Chief: G.F. GRIGORENKO
—

Fourth Department
(Western Europe, including 
Greece)

—

Department "D" 
(Disinformation) ——■

Fifth Department 
(Eastern) —

' -■

Sixth Department
(possibly Latin America) 

Chief: S.N. ANTONOV

‘Seventh Department
(includes India and Pakistan)

£
Eighth Department 
(unknown)

Ninth Department 
(Emigres)

—

Eleventh Department 
(Satellite Advisors) —

Twelfth Department 
(may no longer exist) —

Thirteenth Department 
(Terror, Assassination and 
Sabotage)

Chief: L.A. STUDNIKOV?

—

Fifteenth Department 
(Cover Organizations-
Moscow)

Chief: Ye.T. YELISEYEV

Special Group 
(Chinese)

Chief: N.A. VLADYKIN
——

Operational Registry 
Department 
Chief: P. ZAYTSEV

i
I

i

i
I
s

i

t

£
&
£
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TSYN Information: December 1961

'torato for the Security 
he Foreign Diplomatic

inited States Dept.x

Ing land Dept.

> the r str

KGBu 
Second Chief Directorate 
Chief: O.M. GRIBANOV

First Department 
.(United States)

S . M. FEDOSEYEV

Second-Department- 
(England; possibly 
Cti.nada and the 
Commo nwe a1th)

Third Department 
(Austria, Germany,- 
Scandinavia)

Four til DepaTEmcnt 
(Other European coun- 
tries--Frar.ee, Italy 
Switzerland, Greece, 
other!:; Scandinavia un
til ca. 1960)

Fifth Department
^(The East; probably 

treaty organization 
countries, Iran, Tur- 
key, Thailand)

Sixth Department
(The East; probably non
treaty organization 
countries)

■Party Committee

3 e v e n tK "be pa r tine n t 
(Visiting Tourists 
and Businessmen)

Eighth ’DepartAidnE
(I n ve s t i gations)

Ninth Department 
(Soviet Delegations 
and Tourists)

Tenth Department 
(Counterintelligence 
among the Intelligensia 
and visiting Delegations; 
created ca. 1959)

Eleventh Department 
(Nationalists; created 
ca. 1959)

rweitn Department 
(Economic Enterprises; 
created ca. 1959)

Thirteenth department 
(created ca. 1959)

Fourteenth Department 
(Transoort; created 
ca. 1*959)

Fifteenth Department 
(Collation of Second 
Chief Directorate 
Counterintelligence 
Experience)

Sixteenth Department
(Struggle against
Contraband; created
1960)

iPersonnelt o
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SENKO Information: January 1964 -----------------------KUB--------------------------------------------  
Second Chief Directorate
(Internal Counterintelligence)
Chief: O.M. GRIBANOV

Asst, to Chief: MOLLTDS1OVOV
Secy, to Chief: Ye. S. KIRPICHNIKOV

Deputies: F.A. SHCHERBAK 
F.D. BOBKOV 
I.A. MARKELOV 

KARDASHEV

. Secretariat 
Chief: V.V. PETROCHENKOV — — Special Section 

(Technical Support) 
Chief: N.A. GAVRILENKO

..' -.-A' ■ ' ’

irst Department
(U.S. and Latin America)
hief: S.M. FEDOSF.YEV

— Seventh Department 
(Foreign Tourists)

Chief: A.G. KOVALENKO

econd Department
(U.K. and Commonwealth, 
including Canada)

hief: G.V. BONDAREV

Eighth Department
(Analysis and Machine Records) - 

Chief: V.M. KOPYTOV

NinXh Department
(Students and Satellite 
Liaison)

Chief: P.V. TOPTYGIN

ird Department 
(Germany, Austria, Scan- 
dinavia)

hief: N.P. NOVIK

—
ourth Department 
(Western Europe) 
hief-__ V.G. POVAROV_________

Tenth Department
(Intelligentsia, Foreign Cor- 
respondents, and Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs)

Chief: Ye.N. ALESHIN

—xifth Department
(East: Turkey, Iran, 
Israel, Japan)

hief: A.P. DAVIDYAN

Eleventh Department 
(Soviet Travellers Abroad)

Chief: T. ZHARIKOV

ixth Department 
(Afghanistan, Africa, 
India, all others)

hief; K.N. DUBAS___________

Twelfth Department 
(Speculants, Embezzlers, 
Foreign Air Lines)

Chief: *K.Z. DRAGUN

Directorate oi Second 
Directorate Industrial 
Chief: K.I. MAKAROV

Chief
Security

Service of Second Chief Direc- 
torate
(Political Security Control)

Chief: KARDASHEV

Personnel Group 
Chief: V.I. KUDREV

Finance Group
Chief: I. KOLOSOV



2. Modus Operand!

Less measurable or precise in comparison with KGB 
structure and functions are the operational methods and 
Headquarters procedures of the KG 9. KOSENKO himself has not 
been as productive in revealing Tourist Department methods 
as was the document which he provided on this subject in 
1964. He has not been able to provide a systematic, detailed, 
or documented review of the methods of the other Second Chief 
Directorate component to which he was assigned, the U.S. 
Embassy Section, not of the methods of the Surveillance 
Directorate with which ne worked closely. NOSENKO neverthe
less has furnished insights into rhe U.S. Embassy Section 
and Surveillance Directorate methods in the course of dis
cussing specific operations.

NOSENKO brought to ttv Geneva meetings in 1964 a draft 
of a report to the Collegium oi the KGB dated March 1963 on 
the work of the Tourist Department of the Second Chief Direc
torate. He claimed to nave written it himself, and it bore 
corrections in his handwriting. This draft described KGB 
investigations of and operations against Western tourists 
suspected of being agents of foreign intelligence services, 
primarily in the period of 1961-l':*b2. It described the 
functions of each component of the Tourist E‘epartnent and 
the number and qualifications of the operational staff, 
giving figures on length of service, educational background, 
foreign travel and languages, and training. It went on to 
cite statistics on the number of ioreign tourists visiting 
the USSR, and the number of foreign agent suspects uncovered 
among them through the work of the KCB. A wide variety of 
techniques used by the Tourist Department were mentioned, 
with examples of certain successes interspersed in the 
discussion. On the basis of the detail on techniques and 
modus operand! set forth in this report, CIA prepared the 
Is tu d y ent it leci ’KGB Work Against foreign Tourists" which was 
disseminated to the U.S. intelligence community in June 1964. 
Aside from the case examples which were added as illustrative 
material, derived from tnv many reports from Americans who 
wem targets of such KGB operational activity, this study 
drew almost exclusively on the material discussed in the 
NO3ENKO document The study received high evaluations from 
all recipients.

NOSENKO has made numerous references to the techniques 
described in this report, as discussed in the many cases 
reviewed in detail in me foregoing treatment of his KGB 
career. «fhen interviewed for further information on the 
statistics which appear throughout the 1963 draft, however, 
NOSENKO was unable to identify the operations referred to in 
the numerical citations, nor those included as illustrative 
examples of operational technique’s, with one exception. The 
exception was the example of the use of the concealed trans
mitter "N-EKSTRA" in the Restaurant Praga to monitor an 
attempt by an American intelligence officer to recruit a dip
lomat of one of the neutral countries; this was identified 

, by NOSENKO as the incident involving the Indonesian military 
attache ONGKO, discussed in detail in Part Vl.D.7.b.* On

♦ if NOS^NKO is correct in Identifying this as the ONGKO case, 
the reference is to a recruitment effort on the part of an 
American Embassy officer, not a tourist operation.

TOP SECRET



other occa*ltMiS| when Uih« report w«m M art* 11;«'•♦•• Io ’il'ti- 
NOSENKO could not provide as much detail on Second Chief 
Directorate operational techniques and methods as is con
tained in the written report.

The document refers also to the role of the leadership 
of the Tourist Department in briefing other organs of the 
KGB on work against foreign tourists. NOSENKO was questioned 
on this activity but could not recall any information contained 
in such lectures or discussions. Although the document also 
emphasized the daily need for coordination of the Tourist 
Department activities with numerous other components of KGB 
Headquarters and with local organs of the KGB throughout the 
Soviet Union, NOSENKO was unable to explain how such coordina
tion was effected in practice, nor could he describe require
ments for the preparation and approval of correspondence 
pertaining to such coordination; in many instances he asserted 
that telephone calls sufficed, but he said he could.not indi
cate who was authorized to coordinate informally in this way.

Apart from this information on Tourist Department modus 
operandi, NOSENKO has described the operational methods of 
the U.S. Embassy Section of the American Department and of 
the Surveillance Directorate in connection with their coordinat 
activities against Embassy targets. Of particular note is 
Part V.E.3.C., in discussions of operations against Embassy 
code clerks.

3. Staff Procedures

In recounting various operations in which he participated 
or which he supervised, NOSENKO described operations and 
events which encompassed various KGB procedures. Some of 
these were: authorization for recruitment; file checks; 
correspondence and coordination with other KGB departments, 
directorates, or regional units; technical support of opera
tions; administration of safe houses; KGB files and reports; . 
and travel authorizations and accountings. He was from time 
to time asked to describe such procedures systematically and 
in detail. From such questioning it was not possible to 
derive any detailed picture of current KGB procedures. The 
little NOSENKO was able to provide did not differ from infor
mation dated 1954, and was only a small fraction of the. iuXor- 
mation available from earlier sources. He had no information 
on changes or developments in the interim. Examples of the 
level of NOSENKO’s knowledge of certain procedures may be 
found in Part VII.B.l, DERYAEIN's Comments, as may instances 
of inaccurate reporting of procedures.
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D. KGB Activities 
■ : ■ ‘ 4

1. Operations Against Americans j 4

In the context cf KGB recruitment operations and investigations,
NOSENKO has mentioned 111 Americans; Forty-nine of them were said : 5
to have been recruited, 33 were under development, and seven re- i
fused to collaborate with the KGB; investigations of nearly all ’ .3
the remaining 22 Americans were reportedly predicated on KGB sus-' I 1,
picion or knowledge of their affiliation with U.S. Intelligence. • I

Of the 49 Americans recruited, -NOSENKO attributed his knowl- •
edge of nine of them to his own direct, personal involvement in .
the approaches, usually as recruiting officer; these cases are ;
discussed at greater length in connection with NOCENKO's KGB '
career (Part V). His knowledge of 11 other recruitments was said ■

. to have derived from either indirect involvement or contact with 1
the targets of these operations; KOSENKO indicated that he be- 1 ■;

, came aware cf these 11 persons through his duties at various times 
in the American and Tourist Departments of the KGB Second Chief ;

Directorate. ^Because of interest in American correspondents
during 1954 and 1955 while in the American Department, for exam- . . *
pie, he was able to report that five of them were KGB agents, al- V
though he had taken no part in their recruitments, which had been ;
achieved earlier; likewise, he learned of two recruitments when ;
an American Department officer twice visited the Tourist Depart
ment with a request for operational assistance during 1962 and ’
1963, when NOSENKO was a Deputy Chief of this department.) In 
four cases--all First Chief Directorate operations--NOSENKO said ;
he learned of the recruitments unofficially from discussions with '
friends and from remarks by other case officers which he over- j
heard. Two of these four cases were considered by NOSENKO to be i

' among his most significant information, the penetration of the :
Orly Courier Transfer Station by U.S. Army Sgt. Robert Lee JOHN- -

. SON and the recruitment in Moscow and later handling of code- !
machine mechanic Dayle W. SMITH; detailed information on the
JOHNSON and SMITH cases is presented after the tabulation (below) S
of NOSENKO’s American leads. ’

NOSENKO has provided no sources for his information on 25
of the 49 successful KGB recruitment operations against Ameri
cans, although he has sometimes identified the case officers in- :~
volved in them; most of this information was contained in handwritten 
notes, which NOSENKO carried to Geneva in 1964. According to NOSENKO, 
he learned of these cases casually while Deputy Chief of the Tour
ist Department during 1962 and 1963; many of the recruitments were .

.i said to have been accomplished in 1960 and 1961 at a time when
NOSENKO was serving in the American Department. He has explained .

j these notes as follows: "If I did not participate in a case,. I ....
don’t know much about it. Please understand me. Since 1962 when .
I first began to get ready for this act [defection], any time I

; got a whiff of something which smelled like an agent, I would put ;
: it down. I have a regular safe in my office and then I have a
; hidden wall safe. There I may put ray personal papers, notes. I i

am the only one who has a key and any little notes,, like those 1 •
. mentioned, I would put in there." ’ . . 1

. j



The tabulation below presents NOSENKO’s American case leads 
under the categories of successful recruitment approaches,* de
velopment operations, unsuccessful recruitment approaches, and 
KGB investigations, in that order. Within each of these cate
gories, the tabulation summarizes NOSENKO’s information, his 
sourcing and the year he reported the lead to CIA, and the re
sults of investigations of the NOSENKO leads by U.S. and other 
Western security services. As indicated in the tabulation, cer
tain cases are discussed in greater detail elsewhere in this 
paper.

’ This tabulation also includes one agent, John A. SHUBIN, who 
was recruited by the GRU, thus bringing the total listed in 
Part VI.D.2.a. to 50.

IBS®*
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. j Tabulation of American Leads

. | Slice es s f u i Rec ru i t ment Approaclies

। Lend. ’

I ■ .
"TCR/ridVrO;;: (NOSLNKO has given
'Tn’ThS-’TVCTT'R and PROCTOR names on 
iheus occasions.) A valuable First 
i|ef Directorutc agent who travelled 
•ertly to western Europe, where he 
-taino: a visa from Soviet contacts 
13 went on to the USSR clandestino1v.1 . *
I ■

LBREC'Vf. Nelson Charles : Born 1938 
iTT..~'-'i'7TuL~i 17$. citizen re- 
rflite.l by trie Soviets in I960 on 
i| ba* i s of coaprom in i ng material; 
J8in visited the USSR in 1961 and 
sjd fellow tourists ho was dc- 
'.|ned by the Soviets in I960 for 
18c km;: r kc t eer i ng .

So;iruing and bate of Report

Tourist Department officer V.N. NOS- 
?1OV learned of the case from an un
identified First Chief Directorate 
officer, and he reported it to KOSENKO. 
(1964 notes)

Source not named. Recruited by Tour
ist Department during period NOSENKO 
in American Department. (1964 notes)

’ Investigation Result?; ■ , '

One Vernon W. PROCTOR travelled to 
the Soviet Union during the 
of 1963. Investigation continuing. -

XgRF.TT, Reber t : A guide at the 
."5^ Inci;ib it i on in Moscow in 1959, 
\SRETT was trapped in homosexual 
.ippromi so bv agents VOLKOI’ and 
EFREMoV, whom NOSENKO handled, 
hbugli resulting photographs were 
ffgood quality, a moratorium had 
een imposed on approaches at the 
xhibition because of KHRUSHCHEV's 
l®nncd trip to the United States, 
me photographs were used suc- 
essfully to recruit BARRETT when 
ar returned with another exhibit 
nl 1901.

Learned of compromise in 1959 through 
personal involvement as responsible 
case officer and handler of homo
sexual agents. Source for informa
tion concerning subsequent recruitment 
not given, (1964 notes)

BARRETT reported his compromise and 
recruitment to the FBI in January . 
1962, immediately after" bis return 
to the United States; cJaiaed he was 
drugged at time of compromise.’, See 
Part V.D.4.m. for details v. i. < . .

• ■. • ..A ' w. •' . , * g, v .

i
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JSTOCK, NataHe: Recruited by 
TUB“d’irn'ng"’a T9 6 2 visit to the 
I, with Cull knowledge of the 
that she was an American Intel- 

snce agent; case turned over to 
Mrtmcnt D," and if she returns 
;he USSR an effort will be made 
>reak her; KGB knows of her 

in the AIS attempt to contact
Soviet ballerina Natalia SLAVA- 

fSKAYA.

Source not named. A Tourist Depart
ment case. Case officers were K.G.
KRUPNOV and A.G. KOVALENKO. (1964 
notea)

NOSENKO’s information on BIENSTOCK’s 
part in the AIS approach to SLAVA- 
CHEVSKAYA is correct. BIENSTOCK con
fessed in July 1964 to recruitment 
during tourist trip to Moscow in 1962 
and to clandestine contacts with KGB 
upon return to USA; she claimed all 
contact was broken in late 1962 or 
early 1963, at Soviet initiative.

HI-S, Adam: Born in 1896 ; has 
tives in the USSR and was re - 
ted cn ideological grounds 
e there with a tourist group 
ept ember 1960.

Source not named, 
case while KOSENKO 
ment. (1964 notes)

Tourist Department 
in American Depart-

Born in 1890; lias a brother Alexander 
born in 1890. GOLITSYN reported that 
Tourist Department officer told him in 
1960 that Adam BROCHES had been Soviet
agent in 1920's and 30‘s in Paris under
V..M. ZARUBIN, then an Illegal; as 
guide for .MAUPIN Tours visited USSR 
two or more times in 1959 er I960 
via Finland; KGB knew of his history 
as Soviet agent, but suspected his J, 
visits to USSR might be cover for 
American Intelligence operation dined 
at effecting contact with ZARUBIN; 
KGB placed BROCHES tfhdet intensive 
surveillance, and the Chief of.T’/ur- 
ist Department was planning 
cuss with ZARUBIN what shculd/lir

I
b
I



.upson cT'a 'Russian emigre ; was 
qruitcd in 1962 on ideological 
qiunds; was an employee of ihe 
our Winds Travel Agency" in New 
rk City but left it; case is in- 
tjivc, but. the KGB is waiting for 
ia. to open his own travel agency.

5.

Source not named. Tourist Department 
case h ind led by Vitaly Grigorevich
DERA. 11961 notes)

E^'*ne Peter BUWARIH? 
1917, is the son of u» 
travelled to the Soviet Untcn’for 18 
days in 1962; employed by ‘'Four Wind* 
Travel Agency" from Jun? 1961 nntil 
April 1962, when he loft to travel ■

IRGI , R i cha rd: Recruited in Kiev in 
• o oh basis homosexual compromise

|NOSEHKO and Deputy Chief of rhe 
••lirist Departirent, A.S. KOZLOV. 
IRG1 is a professor nt Yale i)ni -
Csily. Recruitment historic- 

significant as it was first 
tqcessful approach by Tourist De- 
ittinent , established in 1955 .*•tT

Personal involvement as responsi
ble case officer and handler of 
homosexual agents. f19b2)

lEW, George: Visiting the USSR 
. ta tourist in 19 59, DREW was 
aitted as a homosexual by NO' 
INKO's agents VOLKOV and YEFRE- 
IV. NOSENKO recruited DREW in 
ihingrad on basis of homosexual 
nspromise staged with assistance 
Ha homosexual agent of the local 
IB in Leningrad.I
PISON, Henry: U.S. citizen of 
rmenian origin; recruited in 
pril 1963 by the KGB of the Ar- 
ehian SSR; recruitment based on

Personal involvement: Agents 
reported to NOSENKO who made the 
approach. (1962)

Source not named. .Tourist Depart
ment case. (1964 notes)

deological grounds but not firm; 
s| scheduled to return to tiie 
SSR in 1964, at which time the

%

Henry APISSOM, a naturalised U.S,' .
citizen visited the USSR in 196S . < >»
and planned to return in 1964; owns 
a hotel and restaurant near West r 
Point, N.Y.; interviewed in 1964 . • ’ 
and admitted contacts with Soviet^ 
in Armenia; said he may have.given** ' ’ ft

io? SEE®
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;KGD will attempt to consolidate 
Rhe relationship; has access to a 
Military installation in the New 
York suburbs.

impression of willingness to sc# '"- " 
Soviets in USA if they should visit 
West Point; said he did not real* 
ize the approach was for intelli
gence purposes. '

FRIFPEL, Arsene: American Express 
Comp7niy represcntat ive in Moscow 
.■recruited bv NO.SENKO and V.D. 
(CIIELNOKOV, Deputy Chief of the 
(Tourist Department, in 1959 on 
(basis heterosexual compromise. 
INOSENKO handled FRIPFEL until he 
I left Moscow in 19 a 1 and met him 

when he later returned with teiir 
groups. Unproductive agent.

GROVER, Preston: Currently Asso- 
clauTrTress correspondent in Mos
cow; is a recruited KGB agent.

Personal involvement: Took part in 
recruitment and was later handling 
officer. (1962)

American Express Company r^presenta* 
tive in Moscow from April 1539 to

BARRIS^ Gisdla: An employee of 
t h e Ain ericn n ” Exptens Company in 
Salt Lake City, HARRIS visited 
the USSR as a tourist in 195S and 
was recruited by NOSENKO on basis 
of her romantic involvement with 
Soviet male. Case turned over 
to First Chief Directorate and 
NOSENKO unaware of subsequent 
developments.

Source not named. A Tenth Depart
ment case. (1964)

Personal involvement as recruiting 
officer. (1964)

No derogatory information; 5ROVER 
-retired in 1965 and new lives la 
France with his wife. Lattvr was rra
born in St. Petersburg, and
apparently emigrated at rr»
time of the Revolution in iVi?.
GROVER met her in Mosco-.whcvo the
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ARP, Herbert: Recruited by the 
II ur xng” lus “four-mont h TDY to the 
.fllmbassy in Moscow in the spring 
1062; was on temporary USIA scr- 
eL on a pub.1 ications procurement 
saon.

Si'nric was G . 1 . MRYAZNOV, U.S. 
Embassy Section, asked NOSENKO’s 
help in obtaining a hotel room 
near HOWARD’S for a woman from 
Leningrad. (1964)

Fg, Sam: This ARC correspondent 
. lbs cow" i s an active KGB agent 
treated and recruited by V.A.fv.

Source was G.f. GRYAZNOV, U.S. 
Embassy Section. In 1963, NOSENKO 
asked GRYAZNOV for an agent who 
could be used against a visiting 
American delegation, and JAFFE was 
suggested. At the time, NOSENKO 
was in Tourist Department. (1964)

Before NOSENKO’s information was re
ceived, JAFFE reported recruitment 
by "Slava” KISLOV in October 1962; 
in a CIA interview in December 3966, 
JAFFE did not recognize A.K. KISLOV’# 
photograph but identified a photograph 
of KUSKOV as being the KGB officer 
who recruited him in 1962. JAFFE 
was expelled from the USSR in October 
1965; ne is now serving alsawhare 
abroad and apparently has net yet. 
been interviewed by the FBI on th® 
basis of NOSENKO’s information.

RMSON, Robert Lee: . In 1962 and 
Hie KuB had an agent, name 

nown, who was assigned to an 
idrtant military installation 
it? Paris and had access to highly 
is'itive materials. On six or 
on occasions technicians from 
^Special Technical Section of 
JSecond Chief Directorate

Veiled to Paris to assist in 
fling envelopes taken from the 
ilt at this installation.
.8NK0 described this First Chief 
ectorate case as the most im- 
tant information he learned

ile in Moscow during 1962-1964.

I

Sources were various technicians of 
the Special Technical Section who 
were directly involved in the case 
and with whom NOSENKO was on good 
terms by virtue their collaboration 
in Moscow Tourist Department opera
tions. (1964)

Identified as Sgt. Robert Lee JOHNSON 
who, in January 1965, confessed hav
ing been KGB agent since 1953 and 
confirmed NOSENKO’s description of 
vault entries at Orly Courier.Tiea#’ 
fcr Station, Paris, JOHNSON is now 
in prison as result o?TJGS£tHR5 loo.

' For full description see ParL VX.D.
3.c. . '— "tr.• „y : «
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liRAT’T. : ai 1 Visited tii-e
"Y”.. H6 J an.l was cryrccchcJ 

!y the ’.GB b"th t!3u::; al thoUGi:
lip:, v"/, KitAFT said he would teip 
he ; rYm ps;. if contacted; dis

trustful of .-IKAFT, First Chioi 
Ojrr.r.rrate lias not follow-.-ii up 
©n viv approach; not an active

£LJ/r, He: act G■ ; LGNT, ar; A.teric^ 
o: >! of Slavic philology, w.is
jc utuitoi in 19G1 by the Bulgarian 
iervic.- tn Sofia on the basis o: .1 
heme ..oxval compromise. NOSEIIK, 
who tes in Sofia on temporary 
|sri,;'c.oit as an advisor to the 
iccai service, helped the Buiqarians 
to mount the operation but did not 
Participate directly. LUNT pre- 
jri-wnly visited Moscow several 
times and his homosexual tenden
cies had been noted by the KGB.

fhurcc not named. A Tourist 
Pey ; rtment case. (1964)

•.•i;cn..i involvement as KGB ad- 
rn: r to • ulyarians; l.UNT’s homo- 
xunlity earlier reported to
Si-h.’KO by one or both of his homo 
M.al agents, VOLKOV and YEFREMOV

Immediately following his recruit
ment by the Bulgarian HVO on 6 May 
1961, LUNT travelled to Yugoslavia 
where he recounted th’ incident in
detail tc Ambassador Georgs XESKAN 
an academic collcsguc*. L’JiJT ia C1 
rently a proiouoor and Nutd ut the 

• Department of Slavic Langcagw* and
Literature at Harvard ‘
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SON. W. E. : A Baptist minister 
nCali fornia, JOHNSON visited 
Soviet Union in 1962 and was 
Ctcd mailing letters which were 
[critical of Soviet life. It 
decided to approach him and 

■9 him to stop this activity, 
it has been determined that 
NSiON was a homosexual, a compro- 
cfwas arranged involving one of 
ENKO's two homosexual agents, 
KOV and YEFREMOV. Compromising 
tographs were made in the Metro- 
Hotel in Moscow and JOHNSON was 

reached by NOSENKO, who obtained 
igned statement in which JOHNSON 
dged to stop criticizing the 
R. No attempt was made to re- 
i>t him for intelligence acti- 
y. JOHNSON was later seen enter- 
jthe U.S. Embassy, and it was 

Umed that he had reported the 
iroach. In 1962 NOSENKO said 
14 happened in January of that 
ar; in 1964, he said the approach 
sjmade in the spring of 1962.

NTOR, Melvin: A student at Har- 
r who was recruited on ideolo- 
c®l grounds in 1961; case turned 
ef to the First Chief Directorate.

Personal involvement as handler 
of homosexual agents, and Tourist 
Department officer who approached 
JOHNSON. NOSENKO alluded to the 
approach in 1962, without naming 
JOHNSON. In 1964 he brought a note 
to Geneva with JOHNSON’S name and 
the date "S January 1962." He in
sisted in 1964, however, that this 
date had no connection with JOHNSON 
anl had no significance to him. 
(1962)

Source not named. A Tourist Depart
ment case in 1961 while NOSENKO was 
in .American Department. (1964 notes)

JOHNSON reported the approach to 
the American Embassy on S January 
1962, describing his compromise and 
the approach by Georgiy Ivanovich 
NIKOLOV [sic: NIKOLAYEV was one of

Marvin KANTOR, a Slavic-language 
instructor at the University of
Michigan, visited USSR in 1958 
and 1959; admitted Soviet Intelli-
gence contact in 1959 when inter
viewed by CIAin 1961; reintervie
b ~
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LUNT, 
c philology, was 

j in 1961 by the Bulgarian

A Tourf 
irtment case. (1964)

^ervice in Sofia on the basis of 
ijemo s ox ua 1 co mp rom i s e. NOSE:.’ KO, 
v|ho was in Sofia on temporary 
assiqnment as an advisor to the

X-n

cnal involvement as KGB ad- 
r to Bulgarians; LUNT'S homo

sexuality earlier reported to 
NCSEL'KO by one or both of his homo
sexual agents, VOLKOV and YEFREMOV, 
i 19 6 2)

KHA1T wrote a pant1
phi at about the 1958 inciuent v/hich 
was available to lecture audiences
aL 1 oil at as

Immediately 
ment by the

early as 1960.

following his recruit-
Bulgarian MVD on 6 May

local service, helped the Bulgarians 
to mount the operation but did not 
participate directly. LUNT pre
viously visited Moscow several 
times and his homosexual tenden
cies had been noted by the KGB. 
a

1961, LUNT travelled to Yugoslavia 
where he recounted the inciuent in 
detail to Ambassador George KENNAN, 
an academic colleague. LUNT is cur
rently a professor and Head of the

• Department of Slavic Languttges and 
Literature at Harvard

i
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MERTENS, Rol ert: Professor from 
fennesrec who was recruited by the 
KpB in Minsk in 1959 on homosexual 
gjxninds; case of no value and was

opped by the KGB.

XPN i r>;'' ILIY Amo r i <. 
cow i n

u r t

^F.CRTER. Borm rd: PECKTER was 
Et». ■. r \i t t.' Ly tl 1 c KG B 1 n Mo S'' •; W 
Bn

BRESSMAM , r : I r ; r k : Camo to the 
gSsK’ 'Ctoh.?r"T9 57 with a dele
gation of American metal lurgists 
and was recruited by the KG!’; case 
then handed over to the First Chief 
Directorate.

Personal involvement as responsible 
case officer who approached MERTENS. 
Reported without name in 1962.

Source not named. t.'OSENKO said: 
"Thio is all I know. The Seventh 
ITour.ist' bepartwent recruited him 
but 1 don’t knew the c-iw officer.
I was on Tbi’ at the time so I don’t 
know any details." (1964)

Source not named. (1964 notes)

Fcurce not named. (1964 notes) Identified as Aron PRESSMAN, a long- 
time Communist and a oloac friend 
of Bernard KOTEN (see Part ;
in about 1945 sister married a Sov- , 
iet citizen identified au * evurier ।
for Soviet Intelligence.Stwa has '■ |
been living in Soviet;Bnion wth him 
for many years since4\.-'- ;

- - -.7.-
< J,- iV": * ■'.‘'T’Gistsif-'jjp v-

... ci . u .*>AikM... ■

6
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ASK, t•?r: President of World
idc"’,i~urs-. ~was recruited in the USSR 
tlJ1 '>60 and has made several, trips 
iftco; ur^d <or spotting tourists 
ifh intelligence affiliations; KGB 
18 received only one open code 
als.'.go from RASK since recruxt-

Source not named. Recruited by 
Tourist De partmont officer Ye.N. 
NOSKOV while NOSENKO was in Ameri
can Department. Mot by American 
Tourist Section officers on trips 
subsequent to 1960. (1964 notes)

Former CIA contact who had travelled 
several times to the USSR; reported 
an approach in 1961. ■ ;

I'^E,_2ohn : During a 1959 visit 
Jlthu”Ti.lsii his homosexuality was 
ilcovered but ho action taken un
it 1962, when RUFE was recruited 
nfa homosexual compromise; case was 
eiminated in 1963 and. while active 
38 only of marginal value.

Source not. -.amed. Case run by Ameri
ca;. Department because ROBERTS for
merly U.S. Embassy employee in 
Moscow. Cane officers were V.M.
:: l ’■ :.TT :.dv, v.A. KUSKOV, and V.M. 

nosem;-.-., le'.rn.'d of events 
in U.S. free is.A. SOLOMATIN, First 
Chief directorate Officer assigned 
tr. the toirican Department. (1964)

Had been first 
ployee coopted
in Moscow ca. 1949-50.

Sw.iw not named. An American Dc- 
pu t rmcr.t c.-.»e. ‘ijChNSu said he did 
not knew who recruited her because 
he was not. in U.S. Embassy Section, 
Amo ri. l-apartment, at time of
nv । u i tm t. t 1994 notes)

In 1962 ROSS reported tc the Ameri
can Embassy her arrest in Kiev in

State Department etn
as CIA representative

Source not. named. A Tourist Depart- 
a-'nt c.-me at time NOSENKO serving 
there. (1964 notes)

In 1964 RUFE, a New York attorney, 
confessed that he had been compromised 
in the USSR in 1962 and watf la con
tact with Soviets in USA during 1962 
and 1963; contact broken in Novem- / 
ber 1963.
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'ERV, Gerald: Recruited in Moscow 
TourTs’f~Department in 1958 or 1959 
Ideological grounds. He is valu- 
6 all purpose agent. His KGB 
Btonym is "liDVIN."

Sources were the Deputy Chief 
of the Tourist Department, V.D. 
CHELNOKOV, and the case officer, 
V.M. IVANOV. NOSENKO was Deputy 
Chief of the section working 
against American, British, Cana
dian, and Commonwealth tourists at 
the time. (1964 notes)

J

Russian-born parents; name origin
ally was Gennadiy SEVASTYANOV. En
joys special residence arrangements 
in Moscow; strongly>uspect as KGB 
agent prior to receipt of NOSENKO 
lead. Friend of a number of CIA 
staff personnel. SEVERN has not re
turned to the United States since 
July 1961 and has not been interviewed 
by the FBI. GOLITSYN said that in 
early 1959, the American Section of 
the Fourteenth (Counterintelligence) 
Department, First Chief Directorate^ 
had an agent whose KGB cryptonym was 
"EDVIN"; possibly an American with 
Russian background or relatives.

Ay I P.O . Henrv. Correspondent who 
st recruTTc u some time prior to
Sp, when NOSE 
nJ Dena r tment.

ly pc
in

Basis of recruit- 
SHAPIRO produced 
information. His 
as "VALERIY" for

NOSENKO read SHAPIRO'S development 
file in 1953 when responsible for 
operations against American journal
ists. Case then being handled by 
NOSENKO’s friend, V.A'. KOZLOV. 
(1962)

SHAPIRO has lived almost exclusively 
in USSR since 1933 and is married 
to a Soviet citizen. GOLITSYN re
ported in 1961 that KGB officer KOV- 
SHUK had been handling an American
correspondent, whose cryptonym was 
"VALERIY"; GOLITSYN believed this

fPlHR." 
£ handled 
Ch KOSLOV

but has now been changed 
In 1953 SHAPIRO was be- 
by Venyamin Alekseye- 
and in 1964 his case

ficer was Filip Denisovich BOBKOV 
cf the deputy chiefs of the

cond Chief Directorate, At one 
lie he was handled by Vladislav 
»VSHUK.

lATTAUER, Sofia Greta: Recruited 
iTPoTaluTO)/-SoTTets in 1946-47 
t never contacted because KGB 
lieved she was known to American 
intelligence; again recruited in 
'itember 1962 when she returned 
^Soviet Union.

Source was D.A. DITYATEV, Tourist 
Department case officer who re
cruited SHATTAUF.R. (1964 notes)

1
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J

IWHIN , .^hn: SHUBIN a professor 
q \>w YorT Uni vers i t.y , lu;rn 1915 
!$ Cal i fo ri’, i a , was spotted by KGB 
lirvci 1 lance riding in a G~:U car in 
ciscow sometime during 195;> or 1959. 
inquiries were ma-ic with the GRU, 
liich i equest'’d that the KGB make no 
utvmpt to contact SHURIN. 0>n this 
■is is NOSuXKO supposvc SHUBIN to be 

jGRU agent. GiUBIN was in Moscow 
gain in 1962.

NOSENKO was in the Tourist Depart
ment at time of SKURIN's first visit, 
and because of his Russian background, 
special surveillance was assigned to 
SHUBIN. When SHUBIN arrived in 1965, 
NOSENKO, who was Deputy Chief of the 
Tourist Department, was informed by 
the Chief of the American Tourist 
Section, V.G. DERA. (1964)

John Andrew SHUBIN, born ZC February 
1915, a professor of cconvwxs at NYU. 
In the mid-1940* <; SHUBIN was associated

MI TH, D.iyle: Name unknown, KGB 
iyptui.y5r""aNl RET , " a code - mach ine 
.achanic at the American Embassy in 
Idsccw, was recruited by Norman 
I tkhayIovich F.ORODIN ••■w. inc during. 
94 9 - 1 9 55 (various dates given at 
■artoise tries). "ANDREY" provided 
iUch valuable information in Moscow 
ind after his return to the U.S., 
GB officer V.M. KCVSHUK travelled 
6 Washington to reactivate him. As 
f 1962, "ANDREY" was working at 
Ome military district command in 
lashington area and was furnishing 
information of value. This case 
>ne of two items NOSENKO first
ferud to sell CIA in 1962.

Various sources named at different 
times. KOVSHUK appears to be main 
source, but others mentioned were 
N.G. BAGRICHEV, V.A. CHURAKOV, and 
G.I.. ZHUKOV. (1962)

Identified as Dayle W. SMITH, who 
in 1963 confessed his recruitment 
by the KGB while in Moscow but has 
denied furnishing anything of value 
to the Soviets. SMITH is currently 
being questioned by the FBI. 39 xa- 
tired irora tho Army in. Doceabec 1961 
and lost access to U.S. Govemauant 
information at that time. : Seo Part 
VI.D.3.b. ’<J>;,'t•:
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lOCHURTK, Howard: The Time/Lifo 
lan in Moscow Tor one or two years; 
irobably an agent of Vadim BIRYUKOV.

Source not named. Tourist Depart
ment involved in case in 1962. 
(1964)

SOCHUREK, who was in Moscow from 1958 
until 1960, reported to the U.S. Emb
assy a number of instances when the 
Soviets attempted to pressure him and 
described contact:with KGB officers; 
han named BIRYUKOV ns th<» guide and 
interpreter who invariably accompan
ied him while stationed in the USSR.

onnent in >o 
he KG3 there 
ical ratters 
to with the

■ow
U.S. cerrer 

ar. agent e 
rng o;: poi ;

KGB in the United 
Geneva 1ater on.

Source was perhaps V.^. KOZLOV, who 
was handling STEIGK!! in 1^53. NO- 
SENKo said he may have learned of 
the case "accidentally" when KOZLOV 
asked him to translate an AP dis
patch. (1962)

Numerous reports of Communist affilia
tions and of suspicion that he waa an 
informant for the Soviets; married to 
a Soviet national.

Eri ml 
"f A

ren rcoen not named

■eact.ions tr 
lir. rrr r ; ag<

provnie inior 
ial vitwpc-adE

1 9
se when
Cuing !: 
"NIA's

MG-
u.. Embassy Soc- 

;e::ko joined in
;r-r. cd by KoVSUUK dur- 
1460-196) assignment

Department. NOSENKO
Ivr.-u seen STEVENS in company 

KSVAitA .

ta us 
ver h

□3 furnish; 
nformat: on.

vu been tuctors in his 
KGB be I lev. •« re may

;; v 1 tendenci os <.:nd

NIL Fr;iBair» Former Stat'.- Dopart- 
emplwyec assigned to Moscow; vis

rce not named. U.S Emba s sy

working as a correspondent; om-
promised in a blackmail operation in 
Which he was accused of rape; agreed to 
Cooperate. STEVEN.*' described approach in 
Sa letter to his mother which he left at the 
^Embassy. Letter was opened and read by 
Minister Counsellor, who at once dictated 
Ja cable to the State Department describing 
^he events. This was heard by the KGB via 
V

Suction cisr handled by V.M. KOV- 
SHUK and V.A. KLY”IN when NOSENKO 
assigned to seation in 1960-1961. 
(1964 notes)

Formerly a member of the CPU5A, STEVENS 
claims to have broken with the Party in 
the early 1930's; soon thereafter he 
first visited Moscow and has lived 
there intermittently since: married 
to a Soviet; many reports on tile 
of his extensive blackmarket and ille
gal currency activities and of h*Bnn. 
close relationships with Soviets;
FBI interview

*

£ .&
#... 

/ A-/z'>A

Left a detailed written report «t the 
Embassy for Ambassador TMOMFSOK im
mediately after the incidents and was 
interviewed by Minister 
next
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I-'-’. ’W

ff i co 
o^ate 
ork, 
one.

microphone in the Minister Counsellor's
. Case was given to First Chief Direc-
. ten pl.'Hines’, to contact STEVENS in New 
but NOSENKO was unsure whether this was

o e
 - r. c .-;

-z CHANSKTY, Alexander: Owner of "Afton 
s," .a Ta'w 'i’os k Ei.avcl agency, and of 
ssian-language bookstore tn Chicago; 
recruited by the Tourist Depattment in 
ow in 1961.; was used to spot interest- 
tcurists cor.i ng to USSR. In autunt 
, NGSFNKG, then First Deputy Chief of th- 
1st i•epartmont, tock cas^ over iron Yev- 
y N;kw)ayevsch NOSKOV and subooquently 
twice with. SVENOKANSKIY . iieccuitaent

Personal participation as senior 
Tourist Department officer after 
transfer from American Department 
in 1962. SVENCHANSKIY'a case offi
cer after mid-1963. (1964 notes)

d /'n :;VK?.Cii.* N:'K 1 Y ' 3 tbr- iire !<■:: cos t-rciul 
rs and win made only after suspicions b.u 
FB’. .sgont h.vi been resolved.

Born in Russia, SVENCHANSKIY emi
grated to USZ. in 1923.. Has travelled 
frequently to Moscow; during and fol
lowing World War 11 had extensive 
contacts with Soviets; close con
nections with numbers of known CPUSA 
members. Several accusations of Sov
iet espionage on record. Linkeu to 
Soviet espionage in USA by Harry 
GOLD in 1950. Another similar otute- 
r.ient by GOLD reported in New York 
Times in 1953 (see Part V.E.5.).

r.RFY, t?.r7e': : Feeru 1 to 
' I’Ouv on “tliu basis of h 
iviet; turned over to Fi t Chief

Source net naewi. Recruited by 
Tour..st Department w/.ile NOSENKO 
was in American Department.
(1964)

In 1960 it was reported that TORREY 
planned to defect to the USSR because 
she was in love with a Soviet named 
Yuriy Petrovich NIKOLAYEV; in 1961 
she married an American. In 1962 the 
KGB defector GOLITSYN reported KGB 
attempts to recruit an American iden
tifiable with TORREY during an Octo
ber or Novctiber 1959 visit to Moscow. 
There is no indication she has boon 
employed by the UN or NATO, although 
she worked for the Pan American Union 
during 1954-1959.

TO
P SEC

8H1

OLKGV, Vas illv Andreyev 
*on company employee; w 
he KGB in th<: summer of

A construc-

Ot use in emigre operation
I-

1962 in the USSR

Source not named. Recruited by 
Tourist Department in 1962, when 
NOSENKO there. (1964 notes)

A carpenter and religious fanatic 
living in California; has a record * 
of many arrests; may be mentally dis' 
turbed; travelled to USSR in 1962.
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LgKTY, Boris: President of "Ameri
nd "Iravel AKroad," VOLSKIY was re
united in 1962 on ideological 
ojinds; his mission is to spot 
sjicious tourists. and to notify 
b;KGB by open code.

Source not named. Tourist Depart
ment case in 1962. (1964 notes)

Lt A CE. Ki 11 iam : Student at Vienna 
ryers > t yT- recruited in l‘J61 in 
ebsa or. ideological grounds; now 
i^lcd by KGB first Chief Direc- 
rate.

Source not named. Tourist Depart
ment case in 1961, when NOSENKO in 
American Department. <1964 notes)

WALLACE visited the Soviet Un lea in C3 '
1961; interviewed on 28 February 1965 |
in Vienna, he admitted approach by C/3 |
unidentified Soviet but clai*l>d he ^3 'f
refused to "help them"; said there
have been no further attempts to con- —I f
tact him. J

If NEY ,_Tbom: American cc r - 
jponuent Teonas WHITNEY was re- 
iltec by the KGB in Moscow seme- 
10 betorc 1953, when KOSENKO 
ined the KGB. In 1953 he was 
i^g handled by Venyamin KOZLOV 
the American Embassy Section, 
yas furnishing information 
the American Embassy, political 
Ormation, and personal infer
ior! on {Americans in Moscow.

.Used to cooperate further with 
|KGB after leaving Moscow.

NOSENKO said he perhaps learned of 
the case "accidentally" from V.A. 
KOZLOV who was handling WHITNEY in 
1953. (1962)

V.C.2.
y
£
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'((UNGER , Ra 1 ph _on<l_Evp H”' : Ar -
"< stoH as A I S *ag.::ics and "dnubi o<!
>) KGB in the WV.R in 19(S'; they 
ten failed to appear at a i'.u;>t- 
rg site in

Source not named. 196? American 
Department case. KOSENKO's friend 
sand feumer American Embassy Section 
subordi (iste , V.V. KOSOLAPOV, was 
directly involved in the case, which 
took place when NOSENKO was back in 
the Tourist Department. (1962}

On mission for the U.S. Army at the 
time of their arrest, the YOUNGERS 
reported their recruitment immedi
ately on leaving the Soviet Union. 
KGB officei' KOSOLAPOV travelled 
to Copenhagen under alias in 1962, 
at the time the YOUNGERs. were sup
posed to meet with KGB in Denmark.

Source not named. Tourist Depart
ment case while NOSENKO was in 
American Department. (1964 notes)

$RiNG . 5 tan I ey : ?\ s tubent who
as re?ruitoo, curing his 1960 
•fsit to the USSR, cn the b^sis

r, possibly miLitary iato)1i-

admitted blackmarketeering but denied
Interviewed in London in 1964, ZIRING

[ar.ee, who was stationed in 
,4rmhny trom 1955 to 1957, is a 
aD agon; ; "DAEHA" rciurreu 'to 
Jermany as <i cepartir.ent chief in 
-4tell icence in late 196.: or 
|rly 1963.

tame Unknown : A U. S. ci t i 'co 1 v- 
ig in England; a furrier airriea

a Soviet national who is herself 
long-time KJB agent. He was rc- 
uited when he visited Leningrad

Or fur exhibits between 1950 
ijd 1961.

Source was M.A. SHALVA!’TN, who re- 
cruitcd "SASHA"; also possibly hoard 
of can-.; from Yu. I. GUK, Yu. A. LOPUK
HOV, and V.M. KOVSHUK.

Unidentified. Investigations by CIA, 
ACSI and the FBI continue. See
Part VI.D.3.a.

No indication of source. (1964) Unidentified, possibly Daniel Echiel | 
SHERICH, who married a Soviet na- te 
tional in 1955; marriage was suffi-
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aine Unknown, KGB cryptonym

IT": A KGBagent in teneva 
lere he is employed by the 
international Labor ,Organiza- 
ipn.

uno Unknown: K.N. SMIRNOV 
ravelled from New York City to 
jneva in 1962 (while NOSENKO 
IS there) to meet an agent, 
writer who was a former U.S.

tate Department employee, possi- 
ly with prior service in Mos- 
•w; in 1962 this target had 
tremely good connections in

ifluential U.S. circles.

Source was Yu.I. GUK, in Geneva 
in 1962.

Source not named. Handled by 
SMIRNOV in Geneva in 1962. (1962)

Unidentified, possibly Joseph 
Wilson HAYDON, long-time counsellor
librarian of the ILO; as early as 
1950 was reported to be "well known 
for his Communist sympathies" and 
for being associated with Soviet In
telligence networks in the United 
States and Canada. Other possible 
candidates also under examination.

Unidentified, possibly Francis 
STEVENS (see above).
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F Devel°Pinent Operations

Lead

ASTRONG, Robert: The Ambassador’s 
3c Tn~3Gscow is a homosexual and 
Close friend of Stephan HOFFMAN 
00 below); he is known to be hav- 
g homosexual relations with 
Hannes BUHLE, a code clerk at the 
itish Embassy; no other informa- 
dn available.
J. Frank: NOSF.NKO identified DAY

"State Department code clerk in 
sicow in the 1960- 1961 period. lie 
£ a target of either KOSOLAPOV or 
YA’NOV (NOSENKO could not recall 
ich), but no .active operational 
asures were taken against him for 
ck of opportunity. NOSENKO said 
did not remember anything inter
ting or unusual about DAY from con
aled microphones, telephone tapes, 
^surveillance and that he did not 

member DAY'S KGB file, although he 
d "skimmed it." NOSENKO also said 
at he did not know who DAY’S 
osest American or foreign friends 
rc, or the names or descriptions 
any agents working against him. 
also did not know of any trips 

Y may have taken outside the USSR 
d. doubted that DAY took any inside 
a* USSR. The KGB had no deroga- 
ry information on DAY and was 
aware of any vulnerabilities he 
ght have had.

Sourcing and Date of Report

Source not named. A U.S. Embassy 
Section case at time NOSENKO said 
he was Deputy Chief of this section. 
(1961)

Investigation Results

Recalled from Moscow on the basis 
of this information, ARMSTRONG ad
mitted the truth of the allegations 
and resigned from the State Depart
ment in August 1964; he denied having 
been approached by the KGB.

Involvement as supervisor of opera
tions against American code clerks. 
(1964)

DAY arrived in Moscow by train from 
Helsinki in May 1960 and served 
there until October 1961. After 
living alone for several months in 
America House, he moved into the 
Embassy compound where he roomed 
successively with State Department 
code clerks BRIDGEWATER, SALSAVAGE, 
and GARLAND. In July 1961 DAY 
travelled to the Caucasus with his 
friend G. Stanley BROWN, who was the 
Agricultural Attache at the Embassy 
and who formerly had been an overt 
employee of CIA (see Port V.E.3.f.). 
DAY later reported to the State De
partment Office of Security that the 
two were followed by five surveil- 
lants at all times, that on one 
occasion when they returned to their 
hotel room they found four "repair
men" there, and that while traveling 
by train on this trip they shared 
a compartment with "an available and 
attractive Soviet female." DAY de
nied any approach by Soviet Intelli
gence, any homosexual activities, 
and any heterosexual activities with 
Soviet females in Moscow, or that he 
had participated in blackmarket activi 
ties while there. (He was aware of
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the fact that a number of his 
acquaintances were involved in cur~

to NUSENKO.)
POWs agentTuTcording 
DAY said that he had

sold a hi-fi set at a large profit 
to an Egyptian when;‘,g Moscow 
(probably GRYAZNOV’s
agent, according io NuaThMJl.

©WEid-'-', Tor. , re: p.eviewir.g a U.S. Peruon... I involvement as supcrvi- 
tlist in September sor of code clerk operations and 

If’Ca . . sa::! he believed that handler of homosexual agents YEFRE-
t’.-’EL’i w.is a co’lo clerk curing t.lic MOV and VOI.KOV. (1964) 
1') 6b -■ I •'< 1 ;?e:. :o.:. said

tr urn : hat. L 'er.; wis no 
Ln:- • „:C rxxx.LY and that
feed:: nut anew the doiai’s of the 
pperat i •>...; 1 p ■i against UWELLY or the 
ideet: ; / of any upatiis who might naw 
keen used a-n‘: r.st h.: m. f he .ta^e otfi- 
ters were V.v. YUS'LAPbV annG.!.
ERYA'dJO.V. Under interroo?.rion in Febrap 
irv i n.-.5f ;<os:'?-:ko said tnat, cr. the 
basis o: •'bMnvinr when visiting
a pv.n'ic nm's roon," the KGB was 
per e..nt sure" that ho was a homosexual, 
there was, NCtiubKC sard, "a big hunt 
lor DWELL'.’.M Or. a number of evenings 
when O';:-;;.I.i was known to be free frata 
Work, NoSENKO, GRYAZNOV, KOSOLAPOV, 
and the tyj hcmoneyual agents YEFREMOV 
and VOLKOV waiter! in vain in a KGB sur- 
h/eil lance car in the hope that DWELT.Y 
would visit downtown Moscow and contact 
acould bo established with him. No nhoto- 
graphs of rwELLY were obtained; there

DWELLY was assigned to Mobccv as 
a code clerk from April 1^5? to July 
1960. He was interviewed by the Of

TO
P SEC

RET

jVas no approach and no recruitment.
1NOSENKO could recall no other informa- 
Ition on DWELLY at this time, but later 
hie said that perhaps GRYZiZtJOVs homosexual

fice of Security of the •>—ui» rrwent
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nt "VOLODYA" had spoken with DWELLY 
a|public toilet in a museum or a 
kfand believed on this basis that 
LLY was a homosexual.

from other sources. GOLITSYN also

s

hl, Thorias ; A consul in Moscow, 
FT, was spotted by NOSENKO' s homo- 
Ual agent VOLKOV, who exchanged 
rices wi th FAIN and was "almost 
Pier cent sure that FAIN is a homo- 
ual"; this was in 1959, when FAIN 
iited the USSR from his post in 
qslavia, and there was insuffi- 
tit time to mount an operation 
inst him dur ire this visit;
Or, when FAIN arrived in Moscow, 
JKGB was planning to place a 
qscxual agent, in his life; no 
thcr details available.

provided information concerning a 
KGB operation against a homosexual 
American code clerk at about this 
time. GOLITSYN reported that he 
had learned from discussions in the 
American Department in the spring 
of 1960 that the KGB had photographs 
of a code clerk engaged in homosexual 
acts but that KGB Chairman SHELEPIN 
had forbidden their use at that time 
because of possible political reper
cussions. (See Part VI.E.3.d. for 
details on this lead.) Apart from 
the coincidence of dates and the na
ture of the compromise, there is no 
information available to permit an 
equation of the NOSENKO and GOLITSYN 
information.

is
3i

s 
ao

i

Reported to NOSENKO by his homosexual 
agent VOLKOV. (1964)
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Kt, Davit!: Professor in Philn. 
phi a*" a n d f r e q 11 e n t v i i t o r t o 
jUSSR, the Leningrad KGR hoped 

recruit him on ideological basis 
.through use of a female agent; 
Mise of sister's love affair with 
c^rict he was refused a visa in 
3^, but the KGB has arranged it 
tihat he will be admitted if he 
Jies again.

f
Norr.nn: V:sited the USSR as 

qur ist in 1939, when he was 
assed ns a homosexual; if he re
qs he will l*u a recruitment tar-.

Case brought to NOSF.NKO's atten
tion when FINK was denied a visa 
and the Leningrad KGB objected. 
NOSENKO was Deputy Chief of Tourist 
Department at the time. (1961)

FINK’s sister was trying to marry 
a Soviet citizen, but the Soviets 
refused her a visa to do so -

NOSENKO copied name when retiring 
file of one of his homosexual agents, 
VOLKOV or YEFREMOV. NOSENKO said 
that when such a file is retired, 
KGB requires case officer to draw up 
a list of persons on whom the agent 
reported. NOSENKO made a copy of list 
and gave it to CIA. (1964;

FISK travelled to Europe and USSR

GAFFEY arrived in Moscow in Sept
FEY, Joseph: Originally rdcnti- 

•T"T‘y~K^'5cNwC as a r; i’. it ary cn- 
fed man in Moscow during 1960- 

>1 period who was an operational 
rge t:of V1 ad im1r DEMK1N. i n
jfuary 1965 he correctly identi-
4 him ■ ns a ' State Department
10 clerk, saying that V.V. KQSO-
PQV was the respon.s i.b 1 e case 
fleer and that heNOSENKO, supor- 
r.ed KGB operational activity nur- 
unding GAFFEY. The KGB attempted 
lure GAFFEY into downtown Moscow 

ing Svetlana IVANOVA, a maid in 
erica House and one of DEMKIN's 
exits. Despite her repeated invi- 
tions, GAFFEY would not meet her. 
Ker than IVANOVA, NOSr.NKO knew 
ino foreign friends of GAFFEY or 
’any trips he made have made in-
de thu Soviet Union or abroad.

Involvement as supervisor of KGB 
operations against American code 
clerks in Moscow. (1964)

TO
P SEC

RET

tember 1961. Fred KADERA, a fellow 
resident at America House, reported
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GB, NOSF.NKO said, had no dcrogn- 
fnformat ion cn GAFFEY and was 
ware of any vices he may have

cow in the summer of 1962, before
expiration of his regular tour, 
because of drunkenness. During ques-

TRF , 1 ddv: American corresp.H’.' 
was-a m.!’ recruitment target 

?p- 1954 , but NOSENKO di.! not 
ifhc th<‘ r he was subs'-q ucn 1.1 y re - 

ted.

Personal involvement: When NOSENKO 
j-!i--:?d the U.S. Embassy Scct'or. in 
1955, he was given GILMORE'S develop
ment-! 1 file to read and was respon- 
siblo for handling agents reporting 
on GILMORE. (I9uz)

Married a Sovietthe summer

Eddy Laiiicr King GILMORE first went 
to Moscow in 1941 and was chief of 
the A!’ Bureau there from 1945 to

BERG, Professor (fnu): Came to 
.l5<>R i n 'TS^ ■ > r 19 58 , wh c r. 
ationul ceniar.t was established 
een him and the hGB; details of 
aft unknown.

MAN. Freshen: Currently assigned 
he American Embassy in Moscow; 
indulged in homosexual acts 
an Armenian in Yerevan and is 

n^ly with Robert ARMSTRONG, 
her suspected homosexual (see 
c); KGB is now mounting n com- 
lse‘ operation against HOFFMAN.

Source! not named. (1964) Professor Michael 
to U.S. officials 
August 1956 about 
approach.

GINSBERG reported 
in Helsinki in 
a recruitment

Source was G. I. GRYAZNOV, who Camo 
to NOSENKO, .then in the Tourist De
partment, to arrange fur compromis
ing photography of HOFFMAN. (1964)
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HUSTON (fnu): Travelled TDY to Mos
cow from Belgrade and was photographed 
making a blackmarket deal in a taxi; 
qase not completed because HUSTON has 
not returned to the USSR.

JENNER, Paul Francis: In early 1960, 
when the K6b learned through normal 
Channels that JENNER was to be 
assigned to the U.S. Embassy in Mos
cow, it was supposed that he was a 
Code clerk because he was listed as 
h Secretary-Archivist, a frequent 
Cover for code clerks. As first 
Step in development of JENNER, U.S.
Embassy Section officer V.V. KOSO- 
LAPOV travelled to Helsinki, where 
he boarded the train on which JEN
NER was travelling to Moscow, and 
then struck up an acquaintance with 
him. Additionally, a female KGB 
agent boarded the train after it 
crossed the Soviet border and she 
too became acquainted with JENNER. The 
plan was to continue these relationships 
in Moscow. Because JENNER refused to 

so and because he turned out to 
joe a pouch clerk and not a code clerk, 
|the operation was put aside. No re- 
icruitment approach was made.

Source not named. An American 
Department case in 1960, when NO
SENKO was serving there. (1964)

NOSENKO originated the idea for 
this operation, was involved in 
its planning and in arranging 
KOSOLAPOV'S trip to Helsinki; 
later KOSOLAPOV reported to NO
SENKO on his trip and contact with 
JENNER. G.I. GRYAZNOV, case offi
cer for the female agent, also sub
mitted a report. (1964)

USIA employee Hayden Henry HUSTON, 
was arrested in Yugoslavia in 1954 
for sexual activities; this, the 
only adverse information about him 
was reported to USIA on 30 October 
1963; he claimed no recruitment wa 
made in his 1963 interview and sai 
he made two trips to USSR during 
Belgrade tour. Other than his ar
rest in 1954, he stated there were 
no other incidents in ^Yugoslavia 
or elsewhere in the Soviet Bloc 
which could be used to embarrass 
him. Currently serving in Taiwan 
with USTA and has not been inter
viewed on basis of NOSENKO’s alle
gation. i

GOLITSYN described a similar opera 
tion involving KOSOLAPOV, dating 
it in late 1960. JENNER reported 
meeting girl and her brother to 
Embassy officials on arriving in 
Moscow, but reports no encounter 
with person matching KOSOLAPOV’S 
description. Official Finnish 
travel records show KOSOLAPOV was 
not on same train as JENNER, but 
returned to Moscow two days after 
JENNER travelled from Helsinki to 
Moscow. See Part V.E.3.C.
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:S, fnu: A wealthy Baptist layman 
fps vfsitcd the USSR six or seven 

and has met with Russian Ropt- 
fon each occasion; personally 

■Minted with President JOHNSON 
l^new President KENNEDY; under 

1$ by thrj decond Chief Director- 
to obtain blackmail materials; 
^62, JGNES became involved with 
viet female, and although she is 
a KGB agent, the KGB lias taken 
d relationship under control encl 
Unsuccessfully attempted to ob- 

, |compror.'.isii.g photographs on 
4 trips by JCNE3.

Source not. named. Case handled 
by NOSENKO’s Tourist Department 
subordinate, Vitaliy DERA.
(1962)

on in a 1961 Top Secret KGB doevtx A 
furnished to CIA by GOLITSYN in -*r 
citing JONES' Bible-smuggling act. 
vities and giving his nas.a.

IZA I , ’Charles: Object of such 
"In•:e": uac during his 26 Octcber- 
jttember 1963 visit to the USSR; 
IB officer under cover made con- 
iwith ;U!i. anil, planed to continue 
|cor.tact;.xv.':£'he United States.

Source not named. NOSENKO explained 
that the -irst Chief Directorate 
requested Tourist Department assist
ance in arranging contact with 
KBAMC.M in Moscow and that "we ex
erted all efforts to help them make 
this contact." NOSENKO at time was 
Deputy -Chief of Tourist Department. 
(l‘>6 4)

Charles P. HAM2API, son-in-law of
Alexander SAFFIAN who was reported
in contact with Spvieta in the 1^27 r 
HAMZAUI himself was noted in f 
contact with Soviets since arrivtr.*/

■QV (fnu) : Visited the USSR in 
< wncn lie was assessed as a 
>S«xual; jf he returns he will 

recruitment target.

Name included in list NOSENKO said 
ho made when retiring file on one 
of his homosexual agents, see above 
entry for FISK. (1964 notes)
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:edy bort:
arnc<i from GRU 
AKOU, who had !

In 1963 NOSENKO 
Colonel G.N. BOL-

nt KENEDY as a confix 
ri correspondence with 
at Robert KENNEDY had 
sit the Soviet Union.
1U NOSENKO that, when 
ISLet had been on tour 
altos, Fobert KENNEDY

. ...

•inner
KHKUSHCEEV 
Jong wishes 

BOLSHAKOV 
the Bo.lsho'

t’OLCHZ.KOV, whom NOSENKO described 
as a friend whom he had known for 
"about two years" (since 1962).
(1964)

to 
also

BOLSHAKOVs role as a Soviet ’’dis
information" channel was publicized 
in the press in 1962, after he 
assured the White House that the 
Soviets hading offensive missiles 
in Cuba. identifiedBOLSHAKOV as'aoT^officer. NOSENKO’s 
developmental plan for Robert KEN
NEDY cannot be checked. Robert 
KENNEDY had already visited the USSR

is
iSef or

V7
Chief Direc 
invited to 
.arters, and

ent Judin
KAYA

at an attempt be mate t 
the purpose ot this pl a 
.•remote a rapprochement" 
and to take over the d. 

। President KENNEDY' and 
> was then being handled

ru i t 
only

■ in
id he would di
YY, Cha i imar. u

'^President KENNEDY'S as 
lOrtly thereafter.

ior

f

once, when he 
Court Justice 
1955 or 1956.

accompanied Supreme 
William DOUGLAS in

See Part V.F.9.
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a| Martin; A graduate student, 

A; visited Moscow for about four 
hs in 1955 and homosexual tendon- 
jferc detected. KGB suspected 

A?of intelligence ties. Cor.ipro- 
Operation staged in Moscow 

if room, but MALIA insisted on 
Ing off lights and no photo- 
hy possible. Consequently no 
oach made. Again visited USSR 
961, hut was more careful and 
her opportunities did not pre- 
jthomselvcs. KOSENKO also 
iiates of MALIA's visits as 1959 

1962.

O'. Ra 1 ph: Suspected of having 
sexual tendencies daring his 
yisit to the USSR; will be a 

et for recruitment if l.c re- J sv.

NE, Joseph: State Department 
cleFk "Joseph MORONE was an 

<ition.il target of the U.S. 
ssy Section in 1960-1961.
he travelled to Warsaw on 

ef in late 1960, a Polish girl 
ubs a US agent was placed on 
ti-ain to reduce him. Ccm- 
ising photographs were made 
irt’aw. At KGB request, the 
gent, wag later brought again 
□scow where more photographs 
made. Operation was terui- 

d before approach could be 
because Americans ordered

NE out of Moncow before the 
of his tour, possibly because 
is intimate relations with 
at females at America House.

Personal involvement as case offi
cer; for this opertrtion, NOSENKO 
borrowed Viktor'BELYANOVSKIY/ crypto- 
nym "STROYEV," a homosexual agent 
of the British Department, KGB Sec
ond Chief Directorate, and arranged 
the compromise operation in the Mos
cow hotel. (1964)

A U.S. Navy Intelligence officer 
during the Second World War and 
a periodic CIA contact since, 
MALIA visited the USSR in 1955 
and again in 1962. In the spring 
of 1963, he told the ClA that he 
had had no involvement with black- 
marketeers , homoscxjials, or females 
on trips to USSR; ।

KOSENKO noted name when retiring 
file of YEFREMOV or VOSKOV, his 
honosesua1 agents; see above en
tries for FISK and KARLOV. (1964)

Identity confirmed as Ralph MATLAW; 
case still under investigation.

Personal involvement; NOSENKO in 
charge of code clerk operations at 
the time and helped plan the compro
mise on the train. At the time
MORONE went to Warsaw, NOSENKO was 
on 7DY in Cuba, but details were 
reported to him on his return.
(1964)

A sensitive CIA source reported in 
detail on the KGB compromise opera
tion in 1961. As a result, MORONE 
was interviewed and polygraphed in

May 1961 and admitted inti- 
with the Polish female; he 

denied ever being approached by 
cither the UB or Soviet Intelligence 
He was transferred to Lisbon in 
August 1961, a year after ho first 
arrived in Moscow. See Part V.E.3. 
c.(iv).
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SEN, Philip; NIELSEN'S first 
ito the USSR was in 1957 or 1958 

j {tourist. Because he made the 
iaintanco of some "teddy boys" 
idscow and tried to acquire a 
jof the Moscow Phone Directory 

i ithem, the KGB suspected he was 
iQCted with CIA. NIELSEN was 
hinder surveillance during this 
all subsequent trips, but was 
if observed in other intelli- 
a tasks. On one of his visits 
oscow, NIELSEN fell in love with 
agent Tamara KUNGAROVA, and the 
decided.to use her in the de-

’pment of NIELSEN. For the pur
'S of assessment, LEONOV, a
1st Department officer, was 
Squently introduced to NIELSEN 
he role of KUNGAROVA's father, 
there wore Jib positive results, 
f, perhaps in 1960 or 1961 
{NOSENKO was in the U.S. Embassy 
ion, he heard that the "active

section (penetration of Ameri- 
Xntolligence operations) of the 
ican Department was planning to 
{further on NIELSEN, but NOSENKO 

rrted ho more in this connection, 
lid hear, however, that NIEESEN 
KUNGAROVA had married and as of

I ‘were living in London. NOSENKO 
Ulatcd that one of the reasons for 
failure of the recruitment opera- 
against NIELSEN is the possibility 
ho learned that KUNGAROVA didn't 

t la father or that she told him
-it the operation surrounding him.

NOSENKO was involved in the de
termination of NIELSEN'S possible 
intelligence status on first trip. 
No source given for subsequent in
formation. Tourist Department 
officer LEONOV and American De
partment officer Viktor KOPEYKIN 
were involved at various stages of 
the operation. (1964)

NIELSEN travelled to the S yiet 
Union by private car in Ap lil 1958; 
he was a CIA agent at the Kime and 
one of his tasks on this tKp was 
to obtain a Soviet phone bdrok. 
NIELSEN met KUNGAROVA on ^aMater 
trip, in January 1959, and/Preturned 
to sec her in Moscow in January 1960 
despite indications and warnings 
that he was involved in wha^ appeared 
to be a KGB operation. Because KUNGA 
ROVA's "father" allegedly objected 
to the plans of the couple to,marry, 
NIELSEN agreed to talk toi him. In
troduction was made at the nk>tel 
Praga in Moscow. NIELSEN later 
noted that the "father" bore no 
resemblance to KUNGAROVA, although 
her brother "could have been -her 
twin." CIA terminated relationship 
with NIELSEN after this trip. He 
returned to Moscow in 1961 and mar
ried KUNGAROVA. They subsequently 
lived in Paris. KUNGAROVA: died in 
Franco in 1965 (see entry for John 
THOMPSON).



'H
L"CH,_Rnul: Contacted by the 
Ju t-3 ng f Tic S g uaw Va Iley 01 yin - 

«| but not yet recruited; to be 
Started in Switzerland.

iSRENNIKOV, Sergey: In 1955, 
al or S'EREBRENNIKOV, an
lOyeo of the Library of Congress, 
3|to Moscow with a Congressional 
Ration. He had a brother, a 
idal doctor, living in Sverdlovsk,

389.
Source was K.G. KRUPNOV, case 
officer in American Section, Tour
ist Department, who arranged con
tact between OMELTCH and First 
Chief Directorate officer, (fnu) 
DAYTSEV, when OMELICH visited Mos
cow in August 1963. (1964)

Personal involvement. (1964)

^he KG 3 arranged to bring the 
ter to Moscow to meet SEREBRENNI- 
.I KOSENKO told the FBI tnat it was 

to use the "reunion of the two 
tiers a:; a possible wedge toward 
rpitment of SEREBRENNIKOV"; he told 
that the KGB had information indi- 

ifcg SEREBRENNIKOV to be connected 
h|Amcrican Intelligence and that the 
p^se of the meeting was "to feel
^ut." NOSENKO himself arranged for 

EiRENNIKOV's brother to be brought 
Moscow and then briefed him to meet 
E^RENNIKOV "first as brother meeting 
thev." He told the brother that the
Would have further instructions for 
iftcr the first meeting. A moct- 
did take place, but it was "very 

tlonal" and the brother later told 
|(GD that he had no«;onportunity 

discuss with SEREBRENNIKOV the pos- 
11 ivy of liis helping the Soviet 
oh. As SEREBRENNIKOV was only in 
cow for a few days, to further meet- 
si took place and no further action 
haken by tKe KGB. NOSEMKO said 

t; the KGB felt that SEREBRENNIKOV 
auspicious of his contact with his 

ther. No further details.

iet Union accompanying Senator Henry 
H. JACKSON and Lieutenant'Colonel 
Edward HATHAWAY from the Pentagon. 
On his last night in Moscow he re
ceived a telephone call in his hotel 
room from a person who said he was 
SEREBRENNIKOV'S brother from Sverd
lovsk, whom he had not. seen since 
1918. The brother requested a meet
ing. SEREBRENNIKOV was convinced 
from the caller's uneducated speech 
and other signs that he was not in 
fact his brother. Therefore, he re
fused to see him. Immediately after 
the Ifr-minute conversation, SEREBREN
NIKOV called Senator JACKSON's hotel 
room to report what had happened. 
Senator JACKSON sent Colonel HATHA
WAY to SEREBRENNIKOV'S hotel room, 
and they discussed the entire inci
dent. At JACKSON'S suggestion, 
SEREBRENNIKOV then moved into the 
Senator's room for the night. SERE
BRENNIKOV also advised the U.S. Emb
assy of the incident. After hie return 
to the United States, the Story of 
the phone call was written up in 
Newsweek magazine. The article 
wrongly stated that SEREBRENNIKOV 
knew his brother was dead, t

‘ . . 4 ‘f -.J • ‘ f
y ■■■ ■ ’ . r. -
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■BURY , Har risen : A mrresnond- 
$XT.iiT'~lfP:- w.is an operational

of the U.S. Embassy Section, 
Lean is^>ai tre'sit, during 1953 
1954, when Nwl'ENKO was assigned 
?|with • e.cpr.sibi 1 it.y for such 
itions. NOSENKO read the ele
mental file or. SALISBURY but 
^hat it is impossible to tell 
au.n files whether the target

rerronal involvement. Read develop
mental file on SALISBURY and also 
handled two KGP. agents, a chauffeur 
and a maid, who were reporting on 
him. (lfsrS’4)

r: - - c r - i t < ‘.

f
»«, ;;---acn: SUTTON, who 
dTfcY T—-:rist firm in the 
d| States, visited the USSR 
vtial occasions and became 
vbd with KGB agent forissn 
oyA, an 1 nturist intur- 
rl, SUbeKOUA '-as NOSENKO' s 
from 1955 until 1959, when 

of marti<:-d and retired.
Kb suspected that she hud 
sp re 1 at iomhip with SUTTON 
ejrhaps was ii.t irate with 
she did r.c.t repor*. thia, 
er, and therefore NOSENKO 
pot he sere. SUTTON used 

ij.e SOBOEOVA letters and 
ajrds which he signed "aloha.

Personal involvement 
ROVA's case officer.

as SOBO- 
(1964)

SALISBURY was first in Moscow tn 1914 
and again lived tharc from 1949 to 
1954 . He was closely associiti'd 
with Thomas WHITNEY and WHITNEY*a
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william: 1,'ow York City 
iff!:':. in; wan worked on by the 
as-nia:’. KGB in Juno 1263 with 
ibjful results; had been pre- 
’UtC y worked m ii. Moscow dur- 
! Uh earl;- v trip in 1953, hut. 
Icon: idered a "stup’d and un- 

nusiru l.iuget" at that time.

Source net named. NOSENKO said he 
had no personal involvement, the 
1958 and 1963 trips made during 
NOSENKO's service in Tourist De
partment; tne 1960 trip, which 
No.SENKO did not mention, was when 
NOSENKO war. in the American De
partment. (2''6 4)

Travelled to the USSR i;; 13‘S< I960 
and 1963, and had a CXA mlssfoa dur
ing the 1960 trip; upon. return troca 
1960 trip, reported details of KGS 
approaches in 1958 and I960, denying 
acceptance of Soviet prepon.a' ’j

1 ijO R, John: NOSENKO identified 
12&H *i'i *Stat e Department code 
't^k who was a target of V.V. 
’.QLAVoV. NCCEMKO did not recall 
de TAYLOR served earlier and 
4 ha was not aware of any bnck- 
dnd information the KGB might 
d had concerning him. The Sov- 
Jiaaid who cleaned TAYLOR'S room 

s |a KGB agent, and at KGB direc- 
a rucceeded in getting TAYLOR to

Supervisor of operations against 
American code clerks. (1964)

TAYLOR served in Tol Aviv so s 
code clerk from 195") !to Sep
tember 1959 and later confoas«4 that / 
during this tour he performed clandes
tine tasks (including the p<ss«go 
of classified messages) for a mb 
ho believed to oe a member of Israeli 
Intelligence. Ho arrived in Moscow 
in February 1960 and, aftar living 
a month in & Soviet hotel, moved into 
quarters in the Embassy/ tyla maid, 
was Sophia ALEKSEYEVA; according to .

1,
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apartment whore she lived with 
rlfriend. TAYLOR and the maid 
mie int imate; however, no com* 
ising photographs were taken 
er apartment as the KGB pre- 
ad to lure him to a different 
tment which was better suited 
this purpose. By studying his 
acter, the maid learned that 
□ugh not a Communist, TAYLOR 
Sympathetic toward the people 
way o:" life in the USSR. At 
point it was decided to insert 
■LAPOV into the operation 
ctly. To accomplish this, 
LAPOV contacted the agent's girl- 
rid and recruited her as an op- 
ional contact. An evening 
y was then arranged at the maid's 
tment, and KOSOLAPOV was intro- 
d to TAYLOR as a friend of the 
friend. It was KOSOLAPOV'S in
ion to develop TAYLOR further 
make a thorough assessment with 
deological approach being the 
1 objective. This was toward 
end of TAYLOR'S tour. KOSO- 
V never met him again, and 
e was no recruitment approach, 
as NOSENKO's opinion that no 

>mpt was made to recruit TAYLOR 
his time partly because the 
did not want to jeopardise 
more important STORSBERG case 
>|Part V.E.3.C.) by risking a

The case was turned over 
be First Chief Directorate when 
OR was reassigned from Moscow.



TAYLOR, he began to have intimate 
relations with her in about Septem
ber 1960. On the first four occa
sions, their relations took place 
in TAYLOR's quarters, but there
after, because TAYLOR roomed with 
the code clerk Paul JENNER, Sophia 
invited TAYLOR to her apartment. 
TAYLOR recalled having been.intimate 
with her four or five times!there. 
Shortly after he began having rela
tions with her. Sophia announced 
that she was pregnant; TAYLOR of
fered her money for an abortion but, 
he said, she refused to take the 
money. In about December 1960, 
Sophia invited TAYLOR to. visit her 
girlfriend's apartment (she had no 
roommate). TAYLOR recalled, that 
this was a well-furnished apartment 
with, he believed, a full length 
mirror on the closet door; TAYLOR 
thought the KGB could not have 
acquired photographs because the 
lights wore out during their rela
tions. Around Christmas or New 
Years 1960, TAYLOR also recalled, 
there was a party in Sophia's apart
ment; two Soviets who did not speak 
English were also present. TAYLOR 
left Moscow in February 1961. He 
has denied ever being approached for 
any purpose by Soviet Intelligence.







4 KPAKOV, Hugo: Uwi-enc^ Source nol named. NOSENKO said
ipVner:can. Armoniar background, "ho was a tourist and that's why
Sited the USSR in November 196 3; ho our :?..m made the first contact 
ijtactod the itt'JB and told them of an wi'.h him." This war. one of the 
1r ican Arr./ .'.•?.r-tain in ".i I i vary In- Ic-ns which NO SFAX'9 "simply

1 i g j • n c c who u • • k r:: ALL 0 Y A:: t o tell j... 11 c d dc w:; been j .= e it crossed 
KG'?- of Zane.-: ..-.in Tnte’.l i jencc use his fi'.ld of vision." (19*. 4) 

the Hcntorey Annoua^je Sr.; EGr.
ns to conf.-t tre Ameri■-•.-.n captain,

\R LA!' "H! M ; CJ< : r. : < • : A i s i a:; r. Ai: 
iTacEc .it U.S. .'.wassy, MuuIV..-.
Russian actress, Alla LAiG CNCVA , 

ib place..! on a train going from 
trlin to Moscow some tiro in 1953 
cl lf'54, in ork-r i.o st ri ku up ..n 
Auair.tance widi VAN .
if did become aeguainted with 
i^ and gave him her address and 
i0ne number in Moscow. Although 
ae was sure she would hear from

NOFFNKi'-iivard ‘■.his story from 
P.f. PANKRATOV, whese lyin'. 
.'.Ah fCNO’.'A w<;s. FC’Si.NKO .•.ddud 
that the case officer working 
agamn t VAN LAETNEM himself was 
V.A. dcnAA Z'" , who was respon
sible for work against all mem
bers of tt'.'j Air Attache office 
at tli.it time. (1964)

i£, he never did call her in

George VAN tAETHEM was Aaeiataut 
Army Attache at the U.S..Zrbsocy 
in Moscow from March 1351 to March 
1953, and again from Match .to 
May 1955. He was the rrypt-igraphic 
security officer. In charge of the 
Eiabasoy code rocu, and Kupcrwiaod 
the activities of thu military code 
clerks and mechanics, including 
Dayle SMITH, and was *luo My 
RHODES’ supervisor. VAN LAETnEM's / 
1955 assignment wan tainted to the 
use of new and sensitive electronic 
equipment carried by militaiy attaches 
on trips. Thio equipment wau captured 
by the KG3 in Stalingrad in May 1955. 
He has been interviewed onsa number 
of occasions and has reported no 
incident similar to that doseribea. ... 
by NOSENKO. See;Vzc< /Ie- / ,

/ v«‘\V.-ro \ ■ . -I.',

TO
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ERFORD, Frcilrrick r.iyr-.c : A guide 
'"th e Americen ’exhibition in Moscow 
959 and roommate there of Robert 
BTT (see above). WFLLERFORD became 
Ived with KCSENKO’s homosexual agents 
OV and YEFREMOV and photographs were 
i rerr.i i i.si.'r. to approach hi.n was 
ed, however, because of a general pro- 
tier, on recruitment attempts dt the 
6it ion in connection with KHRUSHCHEV' 
licoti'it i trip to the Unitn'J States, 
I '

'S, Matthew Peter: NOSENKO supervised 
MR ouvelopmcnt operation against

^ary code clerk ZU.iUS, who replaced 
■t STORSRERG at the .American Embassy 
961. As part of this development 

:NKO direetc.i h i sagent:
3 V'‘ 1 1 '

,ake ZUJUb' acquaintance at America 
t*. hvcntua I 1 y s to help
>Jve Z UJI'S with a Soviet female, 
j^iecawe friends with ZUJUS during 
■rob er of visits to America House, 
^as able to accomplish and report 
.Io 'ar; .'UJUS was reserved by nature. 
ijLng derogate: y war. developed and 
»Jng cine of the operation.

JG, Maurice: NOSENKO identified 
1G in i56-I ac; an American code 
;k who wns"activcly worked on" in 
•pw durinn the 1960-1961 period; 
4*KO supervised activity against

An agent, name unknown, an Arab 
n the Egyptian Embassy, introduced 
NG to Inga VARLAMOVA, an agent of
■U.S. Embassy Section, and ZWANG 

itod her apartment several times. 
’ "NOVA did not like ZWANG, however, 
Mid not want to have intercourse

Personal involvement as case 
of ficcr for agents VOLKOV and 
YEFREMOV: was behind two-way 
mirror and viewed compromising 
acts. (1964)

Personal involvement as case 
officer. (1964)

Involvement as supervisor of 
operations against American 
code clerks. (1964)

♦

November 1965, he said he bad mat 
but did not . know his name and 

tllxZd to him for only about 15
minutes on one occasion; admitted 
sexual relationships with a number 
of third nationals in Moscow. CIA
has information concerning other 
activity against ZUJUS at America 
House, which NOSENKO did not re
late to him. doe Part V.E.3.c.(v) .

ZWANG, a State Department code

ary 1961 to January 1962. Uia maid
clerk, served in Moscow from Febru



ith him., y..F;<*r?”Lhis reason the case was 
ropped and ho recruitment approach wa.- 
adc to ZWANG. Tn 1965 NOSENKO said that 
.y. KOSOLAPOV was the case officer respon- 
ible for ZWANG and wrote the operational 
aln concerning him. It was G.I. GRYAZNOV, 
eyertiu less, who arranged for the Egyptian 
g'ent to visit America House, where ho mar 
nil developed ZWANG. GRYAZNOV was also the 
asr o: f. acr for VARLAMOVA and arranged fur 
>tx to Nc introduced to ZWANG through the 
gypt i a:.. At the time NOSENKO left the
•S. .-..re ar, ay Section in January 19t>r:, there 
a^J no 'urHuir activity surrounding ZWANG: 
here m other ueei.iu in a a•; a ■: t with
ljr.; w;o no vci Hu- rahty cat., cen-
artar. : h i ; and no aooroacu had :;ec:; ;•„•.:<• ii .

397.

Americans in Moscow ac a hwavy gam
bler; he has also bean reported by 
various sources to hav4 baer: active 
in currency speculation and black 
market act.ivities centering around

whom NOSL.NKO Tdantitiud. a» KOSOLAPOVb 
agent. He resigned from-th® State ' 
Department.

■ ■■ r V.-.; .»y\ t- / "

.-..j 'k . . j
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Sourcing and Date of Report Investigation Results

'R,_ Pet er : The KGB attempted to re- 
t7BlKDER7 an Army sergeant assigned

U.S. Embassy in Moscow on the 
sjof his .involvement with a Russian 

/America House. The attempt

MS. Horst Henry: A former Soviet 
r.en who left the USSR with re- 
ting German troops in 1942, BRAUN’S 
target of unsuccessful approach 
he returned to the Soviet Union 
tourist to visit relatives in
.I BRAUNS was told he would be 
gad with war crimes unless he 
pted recruitment; he initially 
ed, but later refused to co
ate. The KGB has dropped the

*
STONE, Richard: According to 
ton given on 9 June 1962, the 
obtained photography showing 
STONE, Second Secretary at the 
Embassy, engaging in both 

sexual and heterosexual acts; 
KGB approached him on this 
s! in cither- 1958 or 1959; HARM- 
E-rejected recruitment and re
ed the incident to his superiors; 
id not tell entire story, how- 
,1 but said only that he was 
cached on basis of heterosexual 
rbmise. NOSENKO volunteered

Source not named. NOSENKO said 
he never read BINDER'S file, al
though he saw some "materials" 
concerning him in 1961 while in 
the U.S. Embassy Section. Saw no 
more information after return to 
the Tourist Department in early 
January 1962. Vladimir DEMKIN and
S.M. FEDOSEYEV named by NOSENKO as 
participating in case. (1964)

Personal involvement as supervisory 
Tourist Department official and 
later as recruiting officer. NO
SENKO reported that when BRAUNS re
fused to cooperate, he (NOSENKO) 
travelled to Leningrad to speak 
with him. Parts of lead learned 
from K.G. KRUPNOV, whe originally 
approached BRAUNS in Moscow.
(1964)

No source given in 1962; in 1964 
NOSENKO said he learned of the 
case from Chief of the U.S. Emb
assy Section, V.M. KOVSHUK. Did 
not know who made the approach. 
(1962)

from Moscow

BINDER reported the attempted re
cruitment at once and was recalled

served in Moscow from 16 March 1961 o
V.D.4.C.
until 22 January 1963. See Part

TO
P SEC

RET

HARMSTONE served in Moscow from 
October 1957 until routinely trans
ferred in October 1959. On 23 May 
1959 he reported an approach by 
KGB during which was shown photo
graphs of himself in homosexual 
acts with a Soviet acquaintance. 
Claimed he did not participate and 
was drugged when photos made. With 
knowledge of Security Officer and 
Minister Counsellor, HARMSTONE kept 
first appointment to meet same Sov
iet who approached him but then 
broke contact. Tentatively
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tfthis report was not made in the 
assy I’ll! did not elaborate. In 196-1 
EjCKO told CIA that KGB knew HARMSTONE 
be homosexual, but had no photographs ; 
refem approach made cn basis of 
togriphs showing him in heterosexual 
st On basis of information from micro- 
nes in the Embassy, KGB was certain 
tl he Aiil not report KGB's knowledge 
his homosexuality.. Later said this 
O? based on telephone taps and fact 
tf IIARpsTONE was not removed from 
epw immediately. In Iwith versions 
ENKO said that this fact would be 
d| to pressure ILA R.’'.STONE should he 
e^r again abroad.

sfcRA, Jar’Ojs: The KGB discovered that 
a”code clerk, was a homosexual

nl one of the KGB a jents at America 
a|e spotted him kissing a member of 
isitmg Ice Capades tour. Appar- 
ly the AmorLeans determined KEYSERS' 
khess at the same time, as prepara- 
n£ ware immediately made to remove 
SERS frem Moscow. Because .of lack 
dno, all the KGB could do was to 
» KEYSERS a letter pointing out he 
jin deep trouble and urging him to 

efct. KEYSERS reported this letter 
American officials. At the airport, 
rt KEYSERS was leaving Moscow, he 
approached by NOSENKO, who made a 

al bid for KEYSERS to remain in the 
R. When originally reporting this 
<1, NOSENKO named the ?.merican as 
US and then, a few days later, called 
fecial meeting with CIA to correct 

stake

identified Soviet as KOVSHUK. After
returning to Washington, HARMSTONE

■•'.mil ted to Sfate Department

Subsequently resign 
CHEREPANOV papers contain a docu
ment dated August 1958 which details 
KGB plans for operational activity 
against HARMSTONE. See Part VI.D.8.C.

Personal involvement as American 
Department officer responsible 
for operations against U.S. code 
clerks; personally accosted KEY
SERS at Moscow airport. (1962, 
without, name)

KEYSERS, who performed code clerk 
duties for a short time in addition 
to his regular administrative func
tions in the office of the Military 
Attache, was recognized as a homo
sexual in the spring of 1961 and was 
removed from Moscow shortly there
after. He had earlier been relieved 
of code clerk duties due to lack of 
interest and aptitude. Events in
cluding delivery of the letter and 
the approach at the airport were 
much as NOSENKO described. KEYSERS 
unable to identify NOSENKO photo
graph. See Part V.E.3.c.(vi).

HU
G
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TH, Edwards KGB cryptonym "RYZHVY." 
arity Officer at the U.S. Embassy 

. {was the target of an unsuccessful 
i trccruitment operation in 1954 or 
’9. On the basis of falsified 
,dbs of SMITH and his Russian maid 
sexual relations, the KGB tried to 
)i|talize on the fact that he was 
lefed having an affair with this maid, 
vlfographs were sent to him in a let- 

iwhic'h sot up a meeting with KGB. 
dame to the meeting, but did not 
ae to recruitment; agreed to come 
another meeting. He did not appear, 

i (after receiving several more 
reatening letters from the KGB, 
Confessed to the Ambassador and was 
X hone.

9RSBERG, James Harry: Military code 
ark who was NOSENKO's principal re- 
ultment target during 1960-1961. 
nw-moving development operation 
niisted of involving STORSBERG 
rat with a series of Soviet females 
th the aid of NOSENKO's agent, Johan 
EISFREUND, a Finnish businessman; 
ebnd in blackmarket activities; 
^ finally, with the aid of N.S. 
VORTSOV (who posed as a French 
Binessman) with more female KGB 
ehts. Compromising photographs

NOSENKO claimed case officer in
volvement in the operation in 
1962, but in 1964 retracted this 
and said he learned of the case 
from V.M. KOVSHUK who was the 
case officer. His only role was 
in a surveillance phone-watch. 
(1962)

Personal involvement. NOSENKO 
said he devoted almost full time 
to this case for about a year. 
In 1964 NOSENKO said he was pres- 
ent in the hall outside the 
hotel room in which STORSBERG 
was approached. In 1962 NOSENKO 
had said that he personally 
approached STORSBERG. (1962, 
without name)

GOLITSYN told of reading, some time 
in 1957, of a case against a U.S. 
Embassy Security Officer; not named, 
based on his love affair with his 
Russian maid or cleaning woman. 
By KGB instruction she told him 
she was being forced to work for 
the KGB and would be arrested if 
she did not. He helped her by pass
ing her false information, until 
the KGB objected, after which he 
passed a mixture of false and true 
material. This took place between 
1953 and 1957. Edward Ellis SMITH 
acknowleuged to CIA his having re
ceived letters (as described by 
NOSENKO)--in June 1956—but denied 
having personal meetings with the 
KGB . He did confess to the Ambassa
dor, but only to having been intimate 
with the maid. Not until 1962, when 
confronted with the details from 
GOLITSYN, did he confirm the truth 
of the rest of the story as GOLITSYN 
told it. At all times he denied 
accepting recruitment. See Part 
VI.D.4.C. for details.

GOLITSYN reported two leads which 
may relate to this operation. 
First was to a military code clerk 
in Moscow who had been developed 
to tho point where recruitment ' 
was virtually assured by spring 
of 1960. (STORSBERG was one of 
two American "military code clerks" 
in Moscow at the time.) Second 
lead was to American at U.S. Emb
assy who was successfully' recruited 
with the aid of PREISFREUND in 
late 1960. (NOSENKO and PREISFREUND
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■ obtained and STGRSBFRG was 
Cached er. basis his activities and 
ircial need shortly before he was 
Signed in late 1961. STORSBERG 
'^ed to cooperate, but did not ra

the approach to the Americans and 
te approached again by the KGB if 
qmes abroad.

;ar~enpac!', Cc 1 lotto: schwarzenbach 
the target of an unsuccessful KGB 
S'itmcnt approach in 1958 or 1959 .
as working in Moscow at the time 

Sell in love with a male KGB agent. 
KGB •iad conpromiring photographs 

.^ir with this Soviet, but it was 
'tjKO's opinion t;ut these were noh

NOSENKO said he was not sure from 
whom he learned this information, 
but it may have come from V.M.
MIKHAYLOV of the U.S. Embassy Sec
tion who directed the operation. 
NOSENKO did not read tho file on 
SCH'.-.'ARZENBACH, but saw it and the 
compromising photographs. (1964)

reported that PREISFREUND took part in
onLY one -°^rr° j*

FBI

During 1955 and 1956, SCHWARZENBACH
was secretary to Mrs. BOHLEN, the 
/Ambassador's wife, and Director 
of the Anglo-American School in Mos
cow. In 1956 and 1957 she worked
for Henry SHAPIRO, UP representative 
there (see part VI.D.2.a.)i While
employed by SHAPIRO she became 
acquainted with one Viktor1I. SER
GEYEV, a functionary in the pub
lishing business. In January 1959 
she was approached by a KGB officer 
in Riga on the basis of compromising 
photography and was asked.to provide 
specific information on the U.S. 
Embassy. She reported this at 
once to Henry SHAPIRO, who told 
Ambassador THOMPSON. SCHWARZENBACH

I jin th? approach, which was based 
sly or. her afrection for the Sov- 
. । NCSEL".-' did not /.now who made 
®pprca"'h or under what circum-

Htcs; he was certain rhe attempt

TO
P SEC

RET

left the USSR in early 1959, shortly 
after the incident. She was. inter
viewed by the State Department Re-
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Investigations

!UD1 AN, John V.: NOSENKO was the KGB 
age olncer responsible for ABIDIAN 
□ ring 1960-1961". A3IDIAN, the U.S. 
nbaasy Security Officer, was con- 
idered to be a CIA officer and the- 
sat important target of the Second 
hlet Directorite in this period. 
oWnvcr, it was decided merely to 
atch ran and not attempt recruit- 
apt in hopes of "catching another 
OpCV” (the GRU lieutenant colonel 
ht> had been handled by former 
©purity Officer Russell LANGEELE 
nB who, according to NGsesko, was 
pprehendod in 1959 through serve fi
ance) . NOSENKG received the report-

from those agents who were in toucn 
ith ABIDIAN and supervised surveil- 
ahce coverigr on him. At the end 
f|1960, A2IDIAN was noted visiting 
njaddress on Pushkin Street in Mos- 
OW wnich appeared suitable for a 
e^d drop am! special surveillance 
f|this location was begun, but there 
arc no results. Only later, when 
Ofep.NKO was no longer in the U.S. 
mbassy Section, war. it learned that 
h^s drop site was related to the PEN- 
oySKX” operation (GRU colonel who was 
gent source for CIA and British in- 
elligence).

I
.UiINGER, Donald: Born in 1937 , a U.S. 
i-tizeu, "t caviTIcd to the USSR in 1963 
rid wan the target of a KGB investi
gation in Sochi; he was thought to be- 
cmg to /American Intelligence because 
2 his contacts with a KGB agent, 
^ptonym "TRAPEZUND."

Personal involvement ns ABI DIAN'n 
cas>- officer. After ABIDIAN visited 
Pushkin Street address, NOSENKO 
inspected area and later received 
reports of stationary surveillance 
established across the street.
(1962)

Personal involvement; supervised 
activities of local KGB organisa
tion; discussed case with the 
American Department and with O.M 
GRIBANOV, Chief of the Second Chief 
Directorate. (1964)

ABIDIAN was a CIA cooptee during 
this period and among other assign 
ments visited the dead drop on one 
occasion, as mentioned by NOS.ENKO. 
This visit was occasioned by re
ceipt of what appeared to be a 
telephone signal from PENKOVSKIY. 
It took place on 30 December 1961, 
a year after the date given by 
NOSENKO and several days before 
NOSENKO allegedly transferred to 
the Tourist Department. See Part 
VI.D.7.b.

Donald ALBINGER travelled to the 
Soviet Union in 1963
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GRN, Frodnrick : th' RCHOCRN, a 
spr at Yale 'University, was the
Of a KGB provocation operation 

3| the KGB planted di sinforma- 
niBARGHOORN and then arrested 
he purpose of the provocation
Counteract the FBI arrest of 

V^NOV in Now York in connection 
he BUTENKO case uith a view to 
ly tracing BARGHOORN for IVANOV 
fiiscouragir.g future such arrests 
TBI. BARGHOORN was in the USSR 

tsarist at the time of IVANOV'S 
and was considered the most 

life available hostage for a

HjEMY, Thomas Frank 1 in: Twice 
• ijr a st group's’ to the USSR in 
rid was assessed as an Am ;ri- 
.^lligcnce agent; BARTHELEMY 
contact with a Finn

is a KGB arjr.nt?^

Personal involvement in prelimi
nary discussions and selection of 
BARGHOORN as victim; NOSENKO was 
present during initial stages of 
BARGHOORN' s interrogation follow
ing his arrest. (1964)

L •? a r i e d o f B A P.Tv IE;. EM 7' s contact 
wit): LAINE from the Leningrad KGB 
while there on TRY in 1963. BAR
THELEMY had been under observa
tion by the Tourist Department in 
1959 because KGB had information 
Ae had >jra luatcd from an intel
ligence school. This information 
was in his file in Tourist Depart-
ml. (l'K4)

Professor BARGHOORN was arrested in 
Moscow on 31 October 1963 after an 
unknown Soviet approached him on 
the street and placed what purported 
to bo classified documents in his 
pockets. BARGHOORN" s account of the 
provocation-arrest and its aftermath 
generally coincides with that given 
by NOSENKO. BARGHOORN recognized 
NOSENKO's photograph as that of one 
of the Soviets present at his inter
rogation. See Part V.F.7.

A CIA contact whose intelligence 
connections were assumed to have been 
compromised during trips to the USSR; 
name appears in a KGB document on 
Western tourist operations, supplied 
by GOLITSYN in 1962. BARTHELEMY re- 
ported cor.tacts with.



John S.: 
Assistant

BENSON, an Army major, 
Army Attache in Mos-

re 1955; because of his status he 
ssumed to be an intelligence 
air and was therefore? studied, 
llong time the KGB had wanted 
□e of electronic intelligence 
tie nt being used by the Ameri- 
| As early as the beginning of 
Authorization was given the 

Snoassy Section to steal this 
nent. This was accomplished in 
when BENSON was on a trip to 
ngrad with fellow attaches 
B MULE and William STROUD. Hav-
garned that, the American attaches 
lit equipment xn their hotel room, 
ifficers broke in at an appto- 
e moment and took it. All three 
Cans were then declared persona 
iata. Other than normal sur- 
ance, no other action taken 
ist BENSON during Moscow tour.

dj, Harold: While visiting the 
it Union BERMAN, an /American 
it and prominent jurist, was 
winded by KGB agents, but the KGB 
! Ido nothing with him.

:N: Lewis: In 1960 the KGB 
jered tHat Lewis BOWDEN was 
jeurity Officer at the American 

38y and that he was "perhaps 
iCted with CIA or the FBI." He 
i&aling with counterintelligence 
□rs such as "SK" [i.e., was con
sul with security of Americans
scow]. The U.S. Embassy Section

Personal involvement as U.S.
Embassy Section officer working 
against military attaches in 1953- 
1955. Took part in initial attempts 
to secure electronic equipment, but 
had transferred to Tourist Department 
in June 1955, before the theft took 
place and was not involved. (1964)

Source not named, and NOSENKO 
did not provide date he obtained 
this information. He said he did 
not know anything about BERMAN other 
than that he is a professor of law, 
came to the USSR quite often, and 
was being studied. (1964)

KOVSHUK, who told NOSENKO about 
BOWDEN in 1959 when NOSENKO was 
in Tourist Department. NOSENKO 
used Arsene FRIPPEL, KGB agent 
recruited in 1959, as a source 
on BOWDEN. (1964)

In May 1955 the KGB officers forced 
their way into the Stalingrad hotel 
room occupied by Assistant Army 
Attaches BENSON, MULE and STROUD, 
pinioned the officers, and left 
with sensitive electronic equip
ment. The three were immediately 
declared persona non grata by the 
Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
See Part V.C.3.b. GOLITSYN also 
reported on the Stalingrad equip
ment seizure; he added that a KGB 
general organized the operation. 
When the Soviet General Staff gave 
the equipment a very high evalua
tion, it was then recommended for 
use by the. Soviets abroad.

BERMAN is a professor at Harvard 
University specializing in the 
Soviet legal system; he has visited 
the USSR on several occasions for 
study and research and has described 
several incidents in Moscow which 
appear to have been provocations.

BOWDEN was Second Secretary in the 
Internal Affairs Section of the 
U.S. Embassy in 1958-1960. He was 
not connected with CIA or the FBI 
at this time. He is the subject 
of the CHEREPANOV paper giving 
an operational plan, dated Febru
ary 1960, which sets the goal of 
"exposing his possible agent
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o'fficer working against him 
•A. KUSKOV, and V.M. KOVSHUK 
was acquainted with him.

.1
TNER, Robert Charles: CHRISTNER 
^rested while touring the Sov- 

’niion by automobile. (NOSENKO 
jthis case in passing while re- 

ng a list of Americans who had 
qd the USSR; he was not ques- 
i further on it.)

contacts, as well as his counterin
telligence activity in the Embassy." 
See Part VI.D.7.C.

None indicated. (19G4) As announced in the press and as 
stated in a KGB document on Ameri
can tourists which GOLITSYN pro
vided, CHRISTNER was arrested on 
charges of espionage in the summer 
of 1961. He had a CIA assignment 
at the time, but reported that lie 
managed to maintain his tourist 
cover through intensive interroga
tion.

(LIN, Howard I.A lieutenant 
iel and Assistant Army Attache 
1953 until 1954 or 1955, when 

13 declared persona non grata 
tialiation for a similar act 
iQ United States. FELCHLIN 
igtomatically assumed to be 
itjelligence officer and was 
ied accordingly.

J
iduSER, Richard: The U.S. Emb- 
"Sectidh suspected that FUNK-

was a CIA officer because he 
$pecialist on Russia, parti- 
ly economics. KOSENKO did 
<$call the names of agents re- 
ng on FUNKHOUSER but reported 
F' e case officer responsible

was V.A. KUSKOV.

(OFF, Ray; At Geneva disarma- 
spring of 1962 and

oiled to the USSR in 1963 and was 
acted by the KGB of being an 
iCan Intelligence officer;
NKO assigned to watch him in 
v& in 1962 and close watch was

Personal involvement as Ameri
can Deuartnent case officer re
sponsible for FELCHLIN. NOSENKO 
held FELCHLIN's file and directed 
agents surrounding him. (1964)

Source not named. NOSENKO thought 
he may have read some of the 
"materials" concerning FUNKHOUSER, 
but could not recall their con
tent. (1964)

FELCHLIN, who arrived in Moscow in 
July 1953, was declared persona non 
grata with Major Walter McKINNEY 
on 25 March 1954; they were charged 
with spying while on a trip to Vladi 
vostok. Soe Part V.C.3.b.

FUNKHAUSER was Counsellor for Econo
mic .Affairs at the U.S. Embassy 
in 1961-1962; he was not associated 
with CIA, although this official 
position was at one time overtly 
held by a CIA officer known to the 
KGB. '

Source not named. Tourist De
partment case while GARTHOFF 
was in USER. (1964)

A former overt CIA employee, GART
HOFF is now an advisor to the State 
Department and instructor at the 
Sino-Soviet Institute at George 
Washington University; he is a 
specialist in Soviet political and 
military policy.
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i) him in 196 3, wlmr. KGB ag 
gainst him; possibly using 
icover.

, ’Bernard; A member of the
lucnt of New York City

CPUSA 
KOTEN

flEN trave 
;n 19 6 3, h

iQd to

d to the soviet 
arried with him the 
:s of this agent and 
.hem. KOTEN thern-

Supervised the case as Deputy 
Chief of the Tourist Department 
and sanctioned KOTEN's compromise 
and detention in the absence of 
G.M. GRIBANOV and NOSENKO's other

ient. and b
3 i gn s of F

!«CV t" ir a ion a

$0Ti
1 the Unit 
the USSR,

ar n t. e
id, ana impr 
k^ bean req 
directorate 
Utime for t

.rstcd by the First 
wh i.ch wan t e d co

2 agent to es-

KOTEN, an instructor at NYU and mem
ber of a number of Communist front 
organizations, wasinterviewed by 
representatives of the State Depart
ment in January 1964. He described 
his arrest, interrogation, and month
long imprisonment in August-September 
1963, saying that he denied being 
an FBI agent and that the Soviets 
later told him the arrest was all 
a mistake. He was released on 28 
September 1963 after intervention 
by the CPUSA. In unprecedented 
move, fact of arrest on homosexual 
charges leaked to Western press by 
Inturist, and case received wide 
publicity in U.S. newspapers in 
1963.

TO
P SEC

RET

lafore KOTEN returned

K Rep

was automa'.tical ly assumed

|surroundcd with agents, and* 
i0 entered the country for the 
time, his baggage was searched 
$opy of his service record fou. 
was no approach to him, and no

30ses or vulnerabilities wore 
during his tour in Moscow.

Personal involvement as case 
officer responsible for military 
attaches during 1953-1955. NO- 
SENKO was present when baggage was 
searched with assistance of the 
Special Technical Section of the 
Second Chief Directorate. (1964)

Army Attache in Moscow in 1954- 
1955, replacing MICKELSON. A num
ber of incidents, including one 
recruitment approach, on record— 
none of which has NOSENKO reported 
See Part V.C.3.b.

$
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Personal involvement as 
responsible case officer in 
1954. (1964)

Personal involvement as respon
sible case officer in 1954-1955. 
NOSENKO and KOVSHUK blocked MULE'S 
exit from Leningrad hotel room so 
that BORODIN could talk to him in 
1953 or 1954. (1964)

LgON, Earl L. : Army Attache and 
e3 milltary "intelligence officer; 
fpre, main task of U.S. Embassy 
oh was not recruitment, but to 
nt him from carrying out his in- . 
jence mission in the USSR by 
aht, heavy surveillance. MICKEL- 
£ile in the U.S. Embassy Section 

i^ed nothing unusual or interest- 
rom any source and no derogatory 
■nation. P.F. PANKRATOV was the 
al case officer working against 
and the case was turned over to 
KO in 1954. It may have been 
[.SON rather than MEARNS whose 
g© was searched (see above).

Walter: Captain MULE was an 
cant Army Attache in Moscow in 
1555. In either 1953 or 1954, 
Kp accompanied N.M. BORODIN and 
KpVSitUK to Leningrad, where BORO- 
ropositioned MULE to work for 
SB. MULE refused. In 1955, 
^as with DENSON and STROUD in 
rigrad when the KGB broke into 
hotel room and stole classified 

rpnics equipment. He was declared 
non grata shortly afterwards.

3BNSON, above.)
j) Lee Harvey; When OSWALD in 1959 

iced his desire to defect to the 
tjunion and particularly after he 
i^cd suicide by slashing his wrists, 
B felt that there was “something
’fwith him and decided to leave him 
dy alone. OSWALD was never 
iGhed by’ the KGB at any time during 
tay in the USSR or subsequently and 
j he nor his wife Marina were, at 

iQe, KGB agents.

Served as Army Attache from 1952 
until December 1954. See Part 
V.C.3.b.

Leningrad incident took place on 
29 September 1954 and was reported 
at once by MULE. Along with BENSON 
and STROUD, he was declared persona 
non grata on 7 May 1955. See Part 
V.C.3.b.

Personal parLicpation; NOSENKO Documents provided by the Soviet 
was first involved with OSWALD in Government after the assassination 
1959, when as a Tourist Department are consistent with NOSENKO’s 
officer, he had a part in considers- account and give no indication of 
tion of OSWALD'S application for KGB interest in OSWALD. See Part 
Soviet citizenship and the KGB's de- V.D.6. |
cision to "wash its hands of him." [
In 1963, after President KENNEDY'S t
assassination, NOSENKO, then Deputy 
chief of the Tourist Department, took j
part in investigations of OSWALD. 
(1964)
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REINER, Gahric

Uhion and is 
w|uch h.'.s pla 
with him; how 
be in contact 
attempt h..s b 
for this rear.'

to o 
time

RI.C!;A!;i

I

1

: Head of the Cosmos 
has visited the Soviet 
interest to the KGB 

d officers ir. contact

w i th t he FBI

and io

r i

RE 11 is talkative
<y, but. he would not I 
irial, and any attempt 
lira wculd be ■ a waste c

ms an As 
during 1 

a sub31?ct 
nsirle ca

LioUte

and 1955 
study.

c

408

Source not named. REINER was 
in contact with Tourist Depart
ment officer V.D. CHELNOKOV and 
was considered for KGB recruit-
me nt in 
plan to

(1964)

connection with NOSENKO’ 
recruit tourist firm em- 
for use us spotters.

iiial involvement; case offi- 
(1964)

UBual in

jor tir 
ling :
\RDS '

RICHARDS 
octi ng or 
ftie.’

owns a aphic shop

-IS

w r a
61,

pcssibl in 1960
USSR 
and 
an

,e NO

named. To u r iat De - 
e officer was Yu.M. 
SINGER visited USSR

was in the Tour 
nt. (1964)

It; N

Born in 
came to 
he is a

Lithuania or Poland, REINER 
the United States in 1922; 
member of the New York City

Bar Association and han managed
Cosmos he,had travelled
extensively to the USSR and Satel
lite countries and is a registered 
foreign agent on Inturist; he 
has not been interviewed by the FBI

I

deal;ngs 
visitor;-.
seemed tc 
ihtcrest

who came to his store and

When it was thought
he might make some contacts or do 
something interesting in the USSR, the 
TOuri-t Department nut an agent, the 
Ojmcr of a Moscow photographic shop, 
in contact with him. They became 
fyiends and may have exchanged cor-
respondents here was no plan to

FBI

*

RICHARDS was Assistant Army Attache 
from July 1954 to July 1956. He 
was interviewed by CIAi in November 
1964 and mentioned a number of Sov
iets with whom he had contact and 
whom NOSENKOI had identified as KGB 
agents. One of these was Lyudmilla 
GROMAKOVA, his language teacher, 
whom NOSENKO identified but did not 
associate with RICHARDS. See Part 
V.C.3.6.

J. .J-M

IM
ESKKD

i



ippro.'ch SLESINGER, but only to 

Study him. NOSENKO had no other 
detai 1s.
i
$TROUD, William R. : Captain STROUD 
Was an Atsista*nt—Army Attache in 
*954 an.! 1955. From concealed micro
phones the KGB learned before his 
arrival in Moscow that STROUD was an 
Expert in electronic intelligence 
techniques. STROUD, together with 
^EXSON’ and MURE (q.v.), was caught 
by the KGB in Stalingrad in posses
sion of electronic intelligence de- 
yices and was declared persona non 
grata. Other than this, NOSENKu 
knew"nothing interesting or unusual about 
^TROUD from any source.

WASHENKO, Steve: The KGB considered 
iSAsiUlNKO, the Agricultural Attache, to - 
Sc either a CIA officer or contact. On .
rips outside Moscow he gathered infor
ation in manner of an intelligence 

dfficcr and was heard discussing re
ports on his return via concealed 
microphones. He once mailed a letter, 
probably in 1959, to a KGB-controlled 
agent inside the USSR. Also, he con
tinually checked for surveillance. 
American Department therefore in
stituted special surveillance, 
surrounded him with agents, and applied 
metka to his clothes to detect letter- 
ihaiIings.
I
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Personal involvement as respon
sible case officer in 1954-1955, 
but h;:d left First Department in 
June 1955, before the Stalingrad 
theft took place. (1964)

Assistant Military Attache from 
1954 until he was declared per
sona non grata on 7 May 1955 
following the seizure of elec
tronic equipment in Stalingrad. 
Another source has connected this > ;
operation with information re- 
ceivcd by the KGB from concealed 
microphones. See Part V.C.3.b.

Source not named. NOSENKO said he 
joined U.S. Embassy Section in 
January I960; WASHENKO was in Mos
cow until March 1960. (1964)

WASHENKO was in Moscow from January 
1958 until March 1960; he had been 
detached from his job as an overt 
CIA employee but was coopted by the 
CIA for clandestine work during this 
period. Between April 1958 and Febru
ary 1960, he mailed a total of 11 
clandestine letters to addresses in
side the USSR: at least eight of the 
addressees are now known to have 
been under KGB control at the time 
of the mailings. The CHEREPANOV 
Papers identify. WASHENKO as a CIA ; 
officer. See Part V.E.3.
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S’. Georgex WINTERS was the 
a t le compromise of CIA agent

KGB surveillance detected WINTERS 
/a letter to POPOV in January 
rui in this way got its first indi- 
| that POPOV was working .for CIA.

IS, because of his conduct, had 
dnsidcred a CIA officer and par
ti attention was given him prior 

; jletter mailing. One of his KGB 
ts was V.M. KOVSHUK, who used the 

KjiMAROV and the cover of the Sov- 
nistry of Foreign Affairs.

'.3 was not declared persona non 
vfith LANGEhl.E after Lhc arrest 
'QV because the KGB did not want 
eal how POPOV was discovered, in 
>pc that WINTERS might attempt 
i0n«l letter mailings. He was 
lally declared persona non grata

First heard of WINTERS from 
KOVSHUK probably in 1959, when 
KOVSIIUK said that he had an 
appointment to meet WINTERS and 
therefore could not go out drink
ing with NOSENKO; KOVSIIUK probably 
did not indicate that WINTERS was 
a suspected CIA officer at this 
time. After the POPOV compromise, 
NOSENKO learned from KOVSHUK that 
WINTERS, not LANGELLE, was the 
true cause of the compromise.
(1962 I

WINTERS served in Moscow from 
June 1958 until October 1960, when 
he was declared persona non grata 
for his part in the POPOV opera
tion. (LANGELLE, POPOV'S case 
officer in Moscow, was declared 
persona non grata a year earlier.) 
A CIA staff officer, WINTERS mailed 
one letter to POPOV in January 1959 
and performed other support func
tions in connection with the case. 
In debriefings he has described 
his relationship with KOVSHUK, whom 
ho saw frequently. The story of the 
POPOV compromise is also given in 
the CHEREPANOV Papers, many of 
which concern WINTERS. See Part 
VI.D.7.a.
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3. Selected Cases of Recruited Americans

Note: Of NOSENKO's leads to Americans recruited by the KGB, 
there were three who, he indicated, had access to 
classified U.S. Government information at the time 
he first reported on then to CIA. These three cases-- 
"SASHA", "ANDREY" (Dayle W. SMITH), and the penetra
tion source in France (Sergeant Robert Lee JOHNSON)- - 
therefore have been selected for detailed discussion.

a. "SASHA"

(i) NOSE’-'KO's Information on the Agent

At the first meeting with CIA in 1964 NOSENKO announced that 
he could not continue to work in place for CIA; he was going to 
defect outright, he said, rather than go back to the Soviet Union. 
He was 'told that in order to make the arrangements for his secure 
removal from Switzerland it would be necessary to expand the 
limited number of people in CIA who were aware of his case; in 
this connection it was extremely important that he think hard 
about whether he knew of any indication of penetration of CIA. ’ 
His first reaction was to shrug his shoulders indicating that he 
had no idea, but upon his case officer's insistence he thought 
further about the question and finally said: "1 do not know of 
any in CIA, but there is one in your military intelligence. This 
one worked in Germany and then returned to America in 1955, and 
then after 1955 he worked in Germany." He explained that he had 
first learned of this case from M.A. SHALYAPIN, who had been the 
case officer for this operation in Germany. This agent, whose 
name NOSENKO did not know, was still in Germany as of the time 
SHALYAPIN left Berlin in about 1957.*  SHALYAPIN told him that this 
agent's KGB cryptonym was "SASHA," and that he had recruited 
"SASHA” himself in Germany, on a purely financial basis- Asked 
if "SASHA" wore a uniform while meeting his KGB handler, NOSENKO 
said he appeared in civilian clothes. He knew "SASHA" was of offi
cer status,' but whether he was in civilian or military intelligence 
he could not say; he thought, however, the agent was working 
against military targets NOSENKO added that "SASHA" returned to 
the United States in the 1960's, then specified 1962, and returned 
to Germany again after that.

*0n the basis of the collateral evidence on KGB officers in 
Germany named by NOSENKO in connection with SHALYAPIN (see 
below), it has been established that-- despite NOSENKO’s 
dates of 1955 to 1957-- "SASHA" would have been in Germany’ and 
recruited some time between early 1957-and late 1959, when 
(according to NOSEKKO) SHALYAPIN left Germany for an assign
ment to Cuba.

**See also Part V.F.10. for NOSENKO’s statements about the 
role of GRU Colonel G.N. BOLSHAKOV in the Cuban missile crisis 
of October 1962.

In February 1964, talking about another matter, NOSENKO 
said he had remembered something that might help to identify . 
"SASHA." He had heard that the KGB had not-had luck in getting ’ 
intelligence from high places in the U.S. Government during the 
Cuban missile crisis in late 1962-**  SHALYAPIN had
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mentioned in this context that "SASHA" had Lee?, stationed in 
the United States during this period hyt had r.et been able to 
provide any infcimaticn of value. KOSENKO concluded from this 
that "SASHA’s" second assignment to Germany, kicre he served 
as a department chief in intelligence, did net take nlace until 
sometime after the Cuban crJsis--November l./o? at the earliest, 
and perhaps not until the first part ot 1963 (He later stated 
firmly that SHALYAPI.'.' had not told him this part of the case, 
but he was unable to say who had.)

NOSEKKO was not certain which department of the First Chief 
Directorate was originally responsible fcr "SASHA"; at first he 
thought it was the Third (European; Department, because the agent 
had been recruited in Germany, but then he reieired to Germany as 
a special situation a ad said he thought it might have been the 
First (American] Department, since the agent was an American. In 
any event, NCSENKO stated, the Service No. 2 wes the last First 
Chief Directorate element responsible for the case, which indi
cated that it was not a valuable operation producing intelligence 
otherwise the American Department would net nave giver, it up to 
the Service No. 2. NOSENKO knew no other KGB case officers who 
had been personally involved in the case with or after SHALYAPIN.

(iiJ KOSENKO'S Sourcing

KOSENKO was interviewed intensively about SHALYAPIN and 
the "SASHA" case on a number of occasions. Concerning SHALYAPIN, 
he said that this KGB officer had been stationed in the United 
States in 1944 or 1945, at which time he worked as an interpreter 
in the United Nations fcr the Ukrainian .Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, D.Z. MANUILSKIY SHALYAPIN was in t.ie United States 
for five or six years, but NOSENKO did nut know in what year he 
returned to the USSR. Upon returning, he was assigned by the 
First Chief Directorate to work in the American Department as 
Chief of one of the four directions which then existed in the 
department--New York. Washington, Canada, and Latin America. 
At some later date SHALYAPIN was Deputy Resident and then Resi
dent for the KGB in Uruguay, succeeding I.P. MISHIN in this 
capacity.*  His next foreign assignment was Berlin. NOSENKO 
did not know definitely the ceriod of this tour but believed it 
was from 1955 to 195?; he did know that V.V. KRIVOSHEY was in 
Germany for a short time after SHALYAPIN ariired.*"  N.S. SKVORT
SOV was also there fcr a short while, because SHALYAPIN took 
over SKVORTSOV'S cases before the latter left to return to 
Moscow. Although NOSENKO invariably has given 1955-1957 as 
SHALYAPIN'S dates for his Germany assignment, he has also said 
that SHALYAPIN left Germany because he had to go to Cuba, and 
that he went to Cuba some time in 1959. He was recalled from 
Cuba around January 1962 because he had been rude to the Cubans, 
quarrelled with the Chief of Cuban Intelligence, and was drink
ing heavily. NOSENKO said that he met SHALYAPIN for the first

*0n the basis of this item from NOSENKO, SHALYAPIN was iden
tified from photographs as being identical with M.G. KOTUKHOV, 
assigned to the Soviet Embassy in .Montevideo from July’ 1950 
to June 1955, with five or six months' home leave in 1953.

^•According to CIA records, KRIVOSHEY was reassigned from Berlin 
early in 1957. To date no trace has been found which confirms 
SHALYAPIN'S presence in Berlin or in East or best Germany at 
any time, under any name.
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tise in about September or October 1962, througn Yu. I GUE, who 
had worked in the American Department of the first Chief Direc
torate in Moscow Headquarters with S'TALYAPIN at sose time, pro
bably before GUK was assigned to the United States.*

*GUK was in the United States from.August 1954 to September 
1956. He had transferred from the Second Chief Directorate 
to the American Department of the First Chief Directorate in 
January 1952, according to GOLITSYN. Tr.us if he and SHALYAPIN 
served there together, it was either during the latter's home 
leave in May-October 1953, or in late 1956, before SHALYAPIN 
went to Germany.

♦*At this time NOSENKO r.ad already met CIA representatives in 
Geneva and had agreed to collect information for them.

When SHALYAPIN came back from Cuba, he was to be a case 
officer in the Latin American Department of the First Chief 
Directorate, under S.N. ANTONOV. SHALYAPIN, a full colonel at 
this time, resented this assignment, and tnere was also consider
able animosity between himself and ANTONOV, whose work in America 
had been criticized by SHALYAPIN, the desk officer for ANTONOV at 
that time. Thus SHALYAPIN decided to retire,, and he applied to 
the Medical Commission of the KCB for disability retirement on 
the basis of ailments he had contracted because- of his work. (On 
one occasion NOSEIEO claimed That a friend of a friend of his was 
on this commission, and NOSENKO used his influence with him to 
help SHALYAPIN get his medical retirement.) He retired on full 
pension, and NOSLNKO then helped, him to get a joo with Inturist. 
When SKVORTSOV and ANTONOV heard of this, they tried to inter
cede with V. D. CHELNOKC’.', Chi^f of the iourist Department, Second 
Chief Directorate, to prevent him from getting the job, because 
tney both wanted to revenge themselves on SHALYAPIN for his 
having exposed both of them in the past ii pool work. NOSENKO, 
however, personally told CH1LNOKOV of ;he true background of 
their efforts and pointed out to him how good a case officer 
SHALYAPIN was. NOSENKO got SHALYAPIN s file from the Tourist 
Department officer who ordered it in connection with the Inturist 
job and brought it to CHELNOKOV. As a result of this interven
tion by NOSENKO, SHALYAPIN got the Inturist job. These actions 
on NOSENKO's part made him a close friend of SHALYAPIN.

Because of this SHALYAPIN felt free to talk to NOSENKO, 
and over drinks he expressed his particular brtterness at the way 
the First Chief Directorate: had treated nim. since without him 
it would not have had an agent like ’SASHA" in Germany at that 
tine (1963). On a couple of other such occasions, SHALYAPIN 
told NOSENKO some of the details about "SASHA."

The above story is what NOSENKO most often cited as the back
ground for his having happened to learn about ’SASHA." Under in
tensive questioning, however, on exactly when and how he first 
learned of the "SASHA” case, NOSENKO backed off of his original 
attribution to SHALYAPIN; he said he did not remember when or from 
waom he had first picked this up, but that it could have been 
from GUK, or LOPUKHOV, maybe SHALYAPIN or others. He added, how
ever, that he was sure that SHALYAPIN had talked to him about the 
case at some time.**



NOSENKO has indicated that others to vnom the "SASHA" case 
was known were GUK, because he worked in the Axerican Department 
when he returned from Switzerland in 1962; KRIVOSHEY, because he 
was a good friend of SHALYAPIN; LOPUKHOV, who was with NOSENKO 
when SHALYAPIN talked about "SASHA"; and SKVORTSOV, because he 
"is sly" and had many acquaintances. Also aware of the case was 
Ye.A. ZAOYSTROVTSEV. because he too "is sly" and ’’knows every
thing that is going on wherever he is"; ZAOVS1RO\’ISEV was in Ger
many for many years. NOSENKO said he thought KOVSHUK also knew 
about "SASHA."

Although he had first attributed rhe story of "SASHA" in re
lation to the Cuba missile crisis to SHALYAPIN, in subsequent 
discussions of the "SASHA" case, NOSENKO has denied that he learned 
of it from SHALYAPIN. He could not recall from whom he did hear 
this, "perhaps from (Yu.I.) GUK, from (Yu.A.) LOPLKliOV, or from 
(V.M.) KOVSHUK."

( i i i ) GOLHSYN’s Lead to "SASHA"

GOLITSY'N provided a lead to a KGB recruitment of an agent 
in Germany who had the KCB cryptonyx "SASHA. TI:i= agent was 
connected with American I..tell igence. and although originally 
this was an operation of the Emigre Department, KGB-First Chief 
Directorate, it was taken over by the Fourteenth (Counterintelli
gence) Department, predecessor of Service No. 2. COLIT'SYN first 
learned some details of this case in about 1955.
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b. "ANDREY'' (Deyle.W. !4J

(i) I ntr cdu rt ion

Ir. eor.ta:t ir,g CIA in June 1962, NOSFNKO offered to sell 
two items of iraormaticn at cut KGB opeiatii-nx in return for money 
to replace operational funds he had squandered on a Geneva bar- 
ciri. He first made this offer to David MARK on the afternoon of 
9 .Kne 1962, describing one item to HARK a the case of an Ameri
can who had been te.tui’td by the KGB tn Kos.ov while assigned to 
the U.S. Erbai.-y, and uho was then (June 19621 working in Washing
ton "near ciphv-rr. On the evening of the- same day he gave this 
lead in nreafc-r detail to a CIA case officer and said "ANDREY" 
was the- KGB cryptonym NDjFNKO did not kn .-' bis true name but gave 
sore, data which ^'lid pewit i dent i f i cat : er.. Early in the 1964 
Sift tines with NO; ENKO t lie •‘/"JDrtEY" . a; '"ii again discussed, and 
derpite di t i er e: .< s ,n -.rcain ; c.i t iw I ;i; s as compared with HCS- 
ENKO's 1962 a.:. , it i:;<veni afr;r tiirther ir.vcstiga-
ricn that th.re -'is cniy • ;.e, .puss: t-c candidare for "ANDREY"; 
Sergeant Davie W. SMITH,- a-fcuci-nadune r ?pa. .'.mar. in rhe Moscow 
Em bassy from Apt li 1951 • w iJi i I 1964, wl/. had retired from the 
U.S. Army on 31 Novi-moer 196V. SMITH was then queuevioned by the 
FBI ci: the oasis of tm- NOSENKO Iwd. Although re a: first denied

recct xO.'.s.

The following review of the "ANDREY" rase is divided into F
several parte: NOSENKO's information tn 195 z, hir information 
in 1964, his .-our. ir.q for this ir.tonnat ion, and the results of '
the investigation oi the NOSENKO lead. :

( i j ) NOSENKO] s Inf or mat J on _z:_ 1962

In 19bz, ai the fiist ir.eetiny ir. Geneva, NOSENKO intro
duced the ANDREY' .'ase:

NOSENKO- Now I will tell you (about the second of two casts), 
I did not wotk on this case personally. A code 
machine mechanic was recruited in Moscow. He was 
ie.icited with waraen ana money. In 1950 or 1949.

Question- When was this’

NOSENKO: 1949, 1950. With this' ca.se it is more difficult.
Because I will rot be able, to give you his name. 
But I will give you such facts which will allow you 
to find him... They recruited him. He worked tn 
Moscow satisfactorily. He gave information on 
ciphers. He gave materials... He promised he 
would cooperate- with us abroad, but he said he 
would not work with us in America. He said: "In 
no case do I want to sit in the electric chair." 
They paid him wei 1 enough. He did r.ot want to 
w-ork in America...

Question-. He was recruited when?

NOSENKO: Tn 1949 1950, in Moscow.

* The other item was the identitication of BELITSKIY as a KGB- 
controlled agent against CIA- see Part VI.D.6.
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Question- Yes, yes, I am saying, was he already at that time...

NOSENKO: I tell you I was not working on this case. He was
recruited in 1949-1950.

Question: When did he leave Moscow?

NOSENKO: He left in 1950. It seems so, yes. He said that he
would not work in the USA.

NOSENKO went on to say that 'ANDREY" was the cryptonym 
assigned to the agent by the Second Chief Directorate at the time 
of his recruitment. Although NOSENKO was not sure of the dates, 
he was certain that this man, a U.S. Army Sergeant, had been 
spotted for the KGB by Roy RHODES, whose KGB cryptonym was 
"QUEBEC", RHODES was still in Moscow when "ANDREY" was re
cruited; he had told the KGB about many other U.S. Embassy 
employees, including military personnel, and the name "ANDREY" 
would mean nothing to RHODES because he did not know that the 
KGB had recruited this man.*

* After NOSENKO's first mention of Roy RHODES' role in this 
case/ records were checked for the dates of RHODES' assign
ment in Moscow, which were April 1951 to July 1953. Accord
ing to RHODES, the date of his own recruitment by the KGB 
was January 1952. When these dates were cited to NOSENKO 
on two separate occasions during the 1962 meetings he 
changed the original date for the recruitment from 1949 
or 1950 to 1952 or 1953. In 1962, as well as in 1964, 
he said he was certain that the recruitment had already 
taken place prior to his (NOSENKO's) entrance on duty with 
the KGB. In 1962 he gave this date as • March. 1953. In 
1964 and since he has given a variety of dates for this, 
ranging from the beginning of 1952 to April 1953. (See 
Part V.A.)

The mechanic worked satisfactorily in Moscow for the KGB, 
providing materials and information on ciphers. "ANDREY" pro
mised he would cooperate with the Soviets in future assignments 
abroad, but would not work with them in the United States as he 
did not want to "sit in the electric chair." He was paid well 
for his cooperation in Moscow, and the Soviets wanted to pay 
him more but he refused to accept it because he said he could 
not plausibly explain the possession of too much money. When 
the KGB offered "him diamondsand other gems for later sale, he 
did not take them, telling his case officers that possession 
of a large diamond of more than a carat in the United States 
could arouse the attention of the police. In 1950 the agent 
left Moscow for the United States, and the KGB waited for him 
to reappear in some other country, but he did not. Finally in 
1955 the KGB sent an officer, who had participated in the re
cruitment of the agent in Moscow, to the United States for the 
purpose of finding "ANDREY" and the officer had no other
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assignment. The man went under the name of KOMAROV*  as a second 
or third "ecretary to the Soviet Embassy in Washington. After a 
long search, "AiDREY” was found. NOSENKO’s impression was that 
the agent worked at the Pentagon then and that in 1962 he was 
still working at the Pentagon.

* NOSENKO identified KOMAROV as the alias used abroad and in his 
Ministry of foreign Affairs cover job in Moscow by V.M. KOVSHUK, 
who had become Chief of the U.S. Embassy Section, American De
partment, KGB Second Chief Directorate, by the time he wes sent 
to Washington to locate this agent. GOLITSYN had previously 
identified KOVSHUK as an officer of the American Department who 
had come to Washington in 195? for nine or ten months. He did 
not know the specific reason for the trip but said that in 
view of KOVSHUK‘s job it would be to solidify a developmental 
operation begun in Moscow or to recontact an agent already 
recruited in Moscow. He identified a photo cf KOMAROV as
KOVSHUK.

KOVSHUK (KOMAROV), with the help of the KGB Legal Residency 
in Washington., learned where the agent was living, identified his 
automobile, and contacted him finally at the end of 1955 or the 
beginning of 1956. Speaking of the difficulties the KGB had in 
locating "ANDREY", KOSENKO said: "... He (KOVSHUK) said they 
were lucking for him a long time, the places where they looked 
for him. Then they found where he parked his car, where he lived 
in a place where there were many other people and it was difficult 
to get close to him. Then (he told) about his surveillance, the 
noirs of 'AN’DREY's1 return from -work; sometimes he was sitting in 
the mo/ies. But we knew that he had made a contact..." At first 
"ANDREY" was frightened and refused to work, but when at the 
third contact he was offered a package of $1,000, "it went dif
ferently.'1 The agent finally accepted the money from KOVSHUK 
because, due to his gambling, he was again in financial straits. 
From that point on he worked well with the KGB. He again pro
vided good information and was still doing so as of 1962. NOSEKKO 
was not sure what kind of materials he was giving then, out he 
knew that he was close to codes at that time and this informa
tion was considered important by the KGB. NCSENKO believed that 
when KOVSHUK found him, "ANDREY” was working in the Pentagon and 
that he was still there in 1962.

In reference to the modus operand! for meetings between 
KOVSHUK and "ANDREY," NCSENKO reported’that KOVSHUK knew he was 
under surveillance by the FBI, for the Soviets were intercepting 
the FBI surveillance-radio traffic which included references 
to "The Three Musketeers”. The Soviet monitors knew this to be 
a term applied to KOVSHUK and his colleagues.**  NOSENKO was not
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aware of the identities of tne other two Soviets comprising the 
trio. In addition, KOSENKO descrioeci the meetings as having 
taken place always in carst KOVSHUK would lose his surveillance 
the day before the meeting and go to another state where he would 
wait by the highway; the American would drive by and stop hi.; 
car/ KOVSHUK would sit down with him in the car, receive the 
materials, and give him the money; then KOVSHUK would get out, 
and the American;would drive on.

According .to NOSEL'KO, the person who compromised Rudolf 
Ivanovich ABEL (Reino HAYHANEN, who. defected to C’A in Paris in 
May 1957) also gave away information on Roy RHODES, who had been 
in Moscow as a garage superintendent. When RHODES was under 
investigation, *ANDREY" was called as a witness because he had 
•■orked with RHODES in Moscow. "ANDREY" was the only person called 
as a witness, and he was called upon several times to tell how 
RHODES had behaved in Moscow. The agent, NOSENKO stated, could 
be identified by the fact that he was the only person who testi
fied at the trial. He suffered during this investigation period 
and stepped meeting the Soviets. He was afraid he would be ex
posed and arrested too, as a result of RHODES' arrest. NOSENKO 
suggested that “ANDREY" may have had Some suspicion of RHODES' 
involvement in his own recruitment; or he may merely have been 
panicky because he knew he could be accused of the same thing 
as RHODES. Little by little, however, "ANDREY" resumed his 
meetings with the Soviets, having little other choice.

* BAGRICHEV was reassigned from Washington in June 1960 but 
returned on TDY from 3 July to 1 November 1961.

KOVSHUK turned "ANDREY" over to a member of the Washington 
Legal Residency and returned to Moscow. NOSENKO did not know 
who succeeded KOMAROV as the handler tut said that this second 
officer eventually turned the case over to N.G. BAGRICHEV, wno 
concluded his tour in Washington in 1961.*  NOSENKO did not 
know BAGRICHEV's successor, but said in 1962 that the case was 
still alive.

(ill) NOSENKO's Information - 1964

, When the "ANDREY" case was discussed with NOSENKO in 
Geneva in 1964 and in additional discussions after his defec
tion, he altered several details of the 1962 story and supplied 
some new details about the recruitment, various officers know
ledgeable of the case, and information provided by "ANDREY." 
Only where the 1964 information differs from that of 1962 or 
adds to it is it included below.

The recruitment of "ANDREY" took place in 1948 or 1949 
according to one interview, in 1952 or earlier by another, and 
in 1953 according to a third discussion of the case with NOS
ENKO. The association in NOSENKO's mind between "ANDREY' and 
Roy RHODES remained firm, but he could not be certain whether 
“ANDREY" was still in Moscow in 1953 or that he heard nothing 
about the agent in 1954.

"ANDREY" used to play cards, NOSENKO reported, and may 
have played poker for high stakes. Ke also said that "ANDREY" 
had worked at the Pentagon - in codes - but by the time that 
KOVSHUK got in touch with him he was nearing the end of his
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enlistment and was working in an Army recruiting office, where 
he still was assigned when BAGRICHEV took over the case from 
KOVSHUK.

NOSENKO was told by CIA that "ANDREY' had not yet been iden
tified. He replied; "I’d like to say that you have selected a 
a slightly wrong way of trying to find him. You should not be 
looking for him during the trial. It was the investigation, 
during the investigation was when he made an appearance. Only 
once he appeared during the investigation. He was called just 
once, and he was scared to death..." Asked if he thought this 
information to be correct.. NOSENKO answered: "Oh, absolutely. 
I'm absolutely sure it is. It's absolutely correct- The fact 
that they called him - they summoned him to be interrogated during 
the investigation - this is absolutely correct..." Later he 
said: "As I told you, take ail those who were called up for the ■ 
pre-trial investigation of RHODES, not who were at the trial but 
at the pre-trial and among those people must be 'ANDREY'..." 
Questioned further on whether "ANDREY" had testified at the trial 
of Roy RHODES, NOSENKO repeated: "Ko, he did not testify at the 
trial, and at the pre-trial investigation he was only called up 
once for questioning because he had worked with RHODES at one 
t ime."

Describing "ANDREY’S" production in Moscow, NOSENKO stated 
that he explained to the KGB how the code machines in the U.S. 
Embassy worked and on one occasion NOSENKO expressed the opinion 
that "ANDREY" may have given the KGB parts of code machines such 
as "discs" (sic, meaning rotors). In this connection, NOSENKO 
recalled that one Aleksandr SELEZNEV, a deputy department chief 
in the Communications Directorate of the KGB, had oeen involved 
in the 'ANDREY' case: NOSENKO said he first saw him in 1953 
during the period that "ANDREY" was working for the KGB in Mos
cow, SELEZNEV came to meetings in the First Department, Second 
Chief Directorate, held to discuss and plan the "ANDREY" opera
tional meetings. The reason for BELEZNEWs presence was that 
the case officers were not technical specialists, and SELEZNEV 
would supply them with the questions to be asked of "ANDREY." 
Since SELEZNEV came to these meetings in civilian clothes, 
whereas NOSENKO normally saw him in uniform in his visits to 
the First Department in 1960 and 1961, NOSENKO speculated that 
SELEZNEV may have gone in person to some of the meetings with 
"ANDREY" NOSENKO was asked if SELEZNEV had instructed the case 
officers working with "ANDREY" to ask him for discs from inside 
the code machines, but NOSENKO replied that he did not know. 
Although he did not know how the KGB exploited him, NOSENKO 
repeatedly emphasized "ANDREY'S" great importance to the KGB 
during the time he worked for them in Moscow. "Thanks to his 
help they were able to read your State Department codes. To 
date we have never been able to read your military codes..."*  
NOSENKO was asked if "ANDREY" had brought military code material 
to the KGB, and he replied: "No, I believe it was only State 
Department material. What he did mainly was to describe the 
operation of code machines and what daily or other periodic 
settings were made..."

* See Parts V.3.c. and VI.D.9. on KGB operations against U.S. 
code clerks as KGB cryptologic successes.

According to NOSENKO, "ANDREY" supplied valuable material 
from the time that the first recontact was made until he ceased
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meetings because of the RHODES trial> again after the trial he V
was able to furnish good materiel, not only orally but also in
the form of documents, papers, and written material. This was J
true for the period KOVSHUK was handling him and also for the 1
BAGRICHEV phase of the operation. NOSENKO was queried as to ' J
whether during the period between June 1962 and January 1964 he _ '
hed heard about "ANDREY" continuing to supply good information. j
He answered: "No, something is going wrong there with this I
operation."

i
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(iv) NOSENZS F Sourzinj

NOSEST.O was asked in 1962 i.nw he had about the
•AUDREY" rase. He repljen ci rhe first occasii.-n "’.■.’ell, because 
I was wornina in tr.e First Dtpar tment. Althoucn I worked there 
quite a bit iatcr.* But it was known. Arc KCMA-DV, who went (to 
the United States) is tny friend. it.ere are ft tends in intelli
gence; here you hear aoreui:r.5, there there are mends. in the 
First (Chief) Diru-toratv. HAGSIGfEV himself vas once working 
in the Seccr.d Directorate. w^il, you ack’ 'Kciy= (EZ.C-RICiE'V), 
how were you working with hi;: ? Zero we giv .r.-: hi:;, n a ch? H.nat 
war he giving? hew? deed mat'-i lai•’ ' A'»-.Y ?' het it is im- 
pioptr to ask for the nan*... Ar another meeting in 1962, MOS- 
EKKO said‘of thio case: "I .he-.med of this op ar t t ion through 
both KCVSHYK and BAGZJCHt.V. BACRICtifV had aiic mm in the 
Second Chief Directorate at o e time,.."

Since he returned m '.\n .-.■i in i9: 4 h-s attributed
his knowledge of ths "ANDREY" cm'1 to .•aricur Z Z'. cificers who 
were witting of the case, G . -me occ;:-.iar. he sail that Yu.I. GEZ 
knew all acout cite case, BAJ? i 2?;EV . ir.<!.3 with him, end the basic 
recruitment was made Ly N.M. ;?OfOD1M. t-n nr.otner occasion he was 
asked arm in hew ne had learned <.:out "zNDBEY. " •••! answered: 
"•AUDREY1? it war. in c. convrr;n.vion. KOvSHt'K •■ .; there; (V.A.) 

' CHURAKOV kr.'-.; rwut 'zi<’D?.EY. • Even - who else? - GUK knew about 
•AUDREY1... I might have heard fre.r simil.--.- g’/r: - raybe from 
BOFODIN, who said that when he was leaving he returned the 
itoner..." iiOSC-Ku said mat it was from KOVSHUK that he learned 

^abodt~what had happened in Washington and about 2AGRICHEV working 
with "AUDREY." ZOVSHUK told him how "AUDREY" had been frightened 
at the time of the RHODES trial, and later GfK told him the same 
story. Or. y-?t another occasion :;CSENKO was a.:?.-id whether GUK 
knew cf the case, end he asserted that he had r.e;er discussed 
"ANDREY" with GZK.

(v) Results of Investigations

* As noted in the preceding discussion, in 1962.NOSENXC gave 
his date of entry into the KGB as March. 1953. „
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The lead to the penetration of a sensitive U.S. military ; ’
installation in the Paris area during 1962 and 1963 was the first . ।
piece of information NOSENKO gave CIA after reestablishing con- 3
tact in Geneva in January 1964. KOSENKO characterized this lead '3
then and later as the most important single counterintelligence i
item that he had acquired during the year and a half he had been 
a CIA collaborator at KGB Headquarters in Moscow; the subject of 1
the 1^ad had provided the KGB with significant documents, some i
of which had been shown to Premier KHRUSHCHEV personally. Still 
active at the time NOSENKO left Moscow for Geneva, the agent 
nevertheless had lost access to the sensitive information some 
months earlier. NOSENKO explained that the agent was scheduled i
to remain with the American Armed Forces in Paris until May ;
1964, when he would be rotated to the United States. In the j
interim, one of the Second Chief Directorate's special techni- ;
cians, an expert at opening and resealing envelopes, had been 
assigned on extended TDY to the KGB Legal Residency in Paris 
against the possibility that access would be regained before j
this transfer. NOSENKO was unaware of any other services this ,
agent may have earlier performed for the KGB and estimated that =
he had been recruited in 1962. ‘

. i
NOSENKO's lead eventually led to the identification of_____ :

""m’Sr-'Army Sergeant Robert Lee JOHNSON, JOHNSON's wife Hedwig, 
and James Allen MINTKENBAUGH, a friend, as KGB agents. All 
three had been recruited in Berlin in 1953 and had worked 
closely together since. Although Mis. JOHNSON'S direct par
ticipation (she served as a courier) ended with JOHNSON'S 
transfer from Berlin in 1954 and despite KGB efforts to com
partment the activities of JOHNSON and MINTKENBAUGH after 1959, 
all three were aware of the others' clandestine work. NOSENKO's 
lead to JOHNSON therefore compromised the other two.

While investigations of the NOSENKO lead were proceeding 
in the early autumn of 1964, JOHNSON deserted his duty assign
ment at the Washington Area Courier Station in the Pentagon 
and disappeared until the end of November, when he voluntarily 
turned himself in to Air Force Police officials in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. JOHNSON had arrived at his Pentagon assignment in May 
1964.- for the previous nine months he had been serving as non
commissioned officer in charge of the classified documents 
control section of the Seine Area Command Headquarters in 
Camp Des Loges, France: for two years before this, until Aug
ust 1963, he had been assigned to the U.S. Armed Forces Cour
ier Transfer Station at Orly Field in Paris. During the . .
latter assignment JOHNSON had regularly stood weekend security 
watches in the Station's vault area, and it was to this period 
of time that NOSENKO's lead pertained.

In confessing to American authorities in January 1965, 
JOHNSON admitted having penetrated the Orly vault for the (
Soviets about seven times during December 1962 and the first ;
five months of 1963. Although there were certain differences 1
in timing and detail, JOHNSON'S confession closely matched ,j
the complete description of this operation earlier given by 
NOSENKO. Except to implicate himself and other participants, j
JOHNSON added few essential details that were not already |

J 
I

i 
j
J

\
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known. JOHNSON'S loss of access to the Orly vault in August 
1963 coincided closely with tye date when MINTKENBAUGH lost . 
contact with the KGB, probably in September of that year.

NOSENKO has described the Paris operation as being entirely 
a First Chief Directorate case. He first learned of it in 1952, 
shortly after returning from his meetings with CIA in Geneva, in 
casual conversations with one or more Second Chief Directorate 
technicians who had been sent "DY to Paris to assist the local 
Legal Residency. NOSENKO was not sure which technician told him 
about the case, or under what circumstances. Additional infor
mation was similarly obtained 'in bits and pieces1' from one or 
the other of the technicians over the next year and a half, and 
NOSENKC had most recently discussed the case with the TDY "flaps 
and seals" expert in Paris while he (KOSENKO) was enroute to 
Geneva in mid-January 1964. NOSENKO explained that, although as 
a Second Chief Directorate officer he had no rightful access to 
information on this operation, he had worked with the special 
technicians in operations against tourists and other■foreigners 
in Moscow and was on good terms with them. In such circumstences 
NOSENKC said, it frequently happens that KGB officers 'Will tell 
other KGB officers "some details of operations on which they are 
working."

The following discussion of the details of the operation 
commences with a review of NOSENKO’s statements on the case and 
the way in which he learned about it. The remainder of the dis
cussion covets events leading up to the confessions by the 
JOHNSON couple and MINTKENBAUGH; the substance of their admis
sions, including the security problems posed by Mrs. JOHNSON'S 
mental condition and the Soviet concern for her illness; and 
the assessment of the damage to U.S. interests caused by the 
activities of JOHNSON.

(ii) The Lead from NOSENKO

The agent was described by NOSENKO as being a U.S. mili
tary man, probably not an officer, who served r.ightime guard 
duty with others at an American military installation in 
France where an airfield was located and where top secret 
documents were held in a vault which he had helped the KGB 
to penetrate. He was scheduled to leave France in May 1964. 
Through him the KGB acquired documents on U.S. strategic bomb
ing targets in the USSR and France; "almost all" of these 
materials were of interest to the Soviet Ministry of Defense, 
NOSENKO said. From early 1962 until the agent was promoted, 
the KGB Legal Residency in Paris effected six entries into 
the room with the assistance of technicians from the Special 
Section, KGB Second Chief Directorate*  whom NOSENKO named. 
After the agent lost his access, Fedor FOFANOV**  was sent to

* The Special Section, according to NOSENKO, handled surrep
titious entries into Western embassies in Moscow.

**FOFANOV was assigned from June or July 1963 to February 1964 
to the Soviet Embassy in Paris as an employee, and he ia 
believed to have replaced a suspect KGB officer in this 
overt position; he abruptly left Paris immediately after 
NOSENKO’s defection. NOSENKO indicated that FOFANOV was one 
of several technicians transferred from the KGB Operational- 
Technical Directorate to form the Special Group of the KGB 
Second Chief Directorate. NOSENKO proposed that he himself 
participate in a CIA recruitment approach to FOFANOV in 
Paris.
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Paris “in case he- will get access again sone time, even just a 
quick possibility." NOSENKO's statements concerning this lead 
are given in chronological order below. •

NOSENKO said at the 23 January 1964 meeting*  that-.he first 
learned of the successful agent penetration of the classified 
documents vault at an "important American military organization" 
in the Paris area shortly after returning from Geneva in: June 
1962. NOSENKO did not know the designation or precise nature of 
the installation involved in this operation., but because the . 
documents included information on strategic targets in France as. 
well as in the Soviet Union, he assumed that it was a "strategic 
planning installation." He also knew that the installation had 
its own airfield and that there were "procedures for bringing top 
secret documents in and for taking them cut."

* Because of technical difficulties in recording the first 
part of this meeting with NOSENKO, it is not possible to 
give a verbatim account of his initial statement on this 
case, What NOSENKO said at this time has been pieced to 
gether from remarks he made later in the meeting; from 
recorded recapitulations of his statements by his case 
officer later during the meeting and from notes taken at 
the meeting.

There had been six successful entries of the vault, four 
in 1962 and two in 1963. On each occasion Special Section tech- 
nidians had travelled TDY to Paris under courier cover to assist 
the local KGB case officer in the technical details of the opera
tion. Their function was to advise the case officer, concerning 
the entry and later to process the documents. The case officer, 
on this basis, would give appropriate instructions to his agent, 
and it seemed probable to NOSENKO that the technicians had never 
met the American.

Entry into the vault area was first achieved after the 
agent had used some radioactive substance to determine the com
bination. (NOSENKO thought that the agent had also photographed 
the lock for KGB study.) Subsequent entries were always made 
between two and five o'clock in the morning. The agent removed 
documents from the vault and delivered them to his case officer, 
who in turn passed them to the Special Section technicians. The 
envelopes were then opened, photographs were made, the documents 
were repackaged, and the envelopes were given back to the agent ' 
by the case officer for return to the vault. Thereafter, the 
Paris Legal Residency pouched the films to Moscow, and the 
technicians themselves left Paris until the next opportunity 
for entry.

The last time the vault Lad been entered was in the fall 
of 1963. At about that time the agent, a military man, received 
a promotion and was relieved of his night watch duties. (The 
agent was scheduled for rotation to the United States but, with 
his promotion, had obtained an extension until May 1964.) Al
though the agent was still active in January 1964 and was still 
assigned to his military post, he therefore had lost access to 
the documentary information. NOSENKO characterized this in
formation as highly sensitive and valuable to the KGB, adding 
that the Chief of the Paris Legal Residency as well as several 
case officers there had been rewarded for their part in the 
operation.
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finally, at the 23 January 1964 meeting NOSENKO reported 
that three of the Special Section technicians whc had travelled 
to Paris to participate in the operation were S.A. IONOV, L.A. 
LEBEDEV, and S.D. ILYIN; he said he could probably identify more 
if shown pictures of diplomatic couriers who had .travelled to 
Paris. KOSENKO did not know the identity of the Paris-based 
case officer. With the exception of those concerning strategic 
bombing targets, NOSENKO had no information on the nature of the 
documents which had seen obtained. He explained that he had 
never seen ary of these documents, that the technicians who had 
seen, them did not read English, and that they had learned about 
the targetting data only casually, from asking the case officer 
"What's this stuff?" at the time they were taking photographs.

Asked on 1 February 1964 whether CIA could do anything with 
its information concerning the travels of LEBEDEV which might 
help to identify the EGB agent of the Paris Legal Residency, 
KOSENKO replied; "Of course you can. P©r instance, find out 
when unose couriers were in Paris, what were the dates of their 
stay there, keeping in mind that this will be cne and the same 
LEBEDEV, (V.V.) SINITSYN, that Venyamin KARETNIKCV*... Not 
FOFANOV - he came in the fall and did not get involved.** Then

* SINITSYN and KARETiUKOV, whose first name and patronymic have 
also been given by NOSENKO as Venedikt Vasilyevich were also 
in the Special Section, according co NOSENKO.

**NOS£NKO gave CIA a similar clue concerning travel by the spe
cial technicians on 12 June 1962: "The Chief of the Special 
Section is Sergey icNOV. an excellent man. He is on a mission 
to Paris. (Note: CIA has been unable to equate any Soviet in 
Paris at this time with IONOV. There is no record that IONOV 
has been abroad under that name since December 1955. He made 
several trips to Paris and Brussels during the 1953-1955 pe
riod.) ...In the Second Chief Directorate there are good spe
cialists. with experience. These lads sometimes go to Aus
tralia, to France, immediately when something is needed. At 
once. This means that there is something (going on) where 
they are sent... In this Section there are two or three spe
cialists who can open any package and then seal it back up as 
it was. But there are only two or three of these altogether. 
Therefore, when there is something somewhere abroad, there is 
an immediate request to send these guys. One went to Australia 
one or two years ago. This means that there was something 
there. One went to France. Then this IONOV received the 
Boyevoye Krasnoye Znamya for this. Every time (they travel) 
they use a different last name- every time a different one... 
There are three men there that can open anything and then make 
it look as if nothing had been done... I know them. But. they 
never come out in their own last names. Each time they have 
a different one. There were (M.I.) PREOBRAZHENSKIY, (V.Z.) 
KARETWIKOV, and LEBEDEV." In speaking of IONOV s assignment 
to Paris and the travel of KGB "flaps and seals" specialists 
to France, NOSENKO apparently was not referring to the JOHN
SON case; NOSENKO said he first heard about the case after 
returning from Geneva in 1962; and JOHNSON stated firmly that 
the first entries of the Orly Courier Transfer Station did 
not begin until late 1962, about six months after NOSENKO 
made this statement, in 1964 NOSENKO named both LEBEDEV and 
KARETNIKOV as having a part in the Orly penetration. Contrary 
to his statement, however, both travelled under true name 
on their temporary assignments. CIA had no traces on
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we must look what kind of an org.’inization (the U.S, installa
tion is) : Some, leading American personality who has his own 
airport, who gets his mail delivered by plane, who has posses
sion of strategic plans. And then take a look at the people 
guarding this estaulishuent. Start from there. Then, see if 
you can get from the French a rundown on the activities of cer
tain members of the (Soviet) Embassy during the period when 
these specialists were there. This in addition to a careful 
study of those who work there, of the guards, and who takes the 
night duty, specifically during those years and during those 
times. Also w’no among the guards got a promotion - jumped ahead 
Try to pinpoint the American installation,. This one has an 
airstrip. This installation would be the one which would hold 
the war plans, even bombing target data on France. Where would 
such materials be found? It seems to me that there would be 
only one such installation. It would not be in 10 different 
places... It is a private airdrome, not a public one. I don't 
know whose base it is, I only know that they have the airstrip 
and that people come from there carrying in mail. They bring 
mail from the airdrome, from their airdrome, their airplanes."

NOSENKO said on 6 April 1964 that before leaving Moscow 
for Geneva in January 1964, he had been told that the Paris 
Legal Residency agent had lost his access and that FOFANOV was 
sent to Paris in the hope that the agent would again be able 
to get into the vault before his transfer to the United States.*  
When NOSENKO arrived at the Soviet Embassy in Paris on 19 Janu
ary 1964 while on route to Geneva, FOFANOV "was on duty at the 
entrance to the Embassy. He was the duty man, and of course 
when he saw me, he sard George, Georgel' So we chatted and 
he said he was not doing good, but he would probably be sitting 
there until May... So I asked him how this case was (going), 
was he doing any good, and he said that, for the present, he 
was not doing anything good but he had hopes that something 
might happen. That's all.''

* FOFANOV, a member of the Special Technical Section accord
ing to NOSENKO, applied for a French visa on 22 June 1963 
and arrived in Paris on 27 July 1963. JOHNSON received 
notice of his transfer out of Orly on 4 August and left 
Orly on 5 August 1963.(see below).

Also on 6 April 1964 NOSENKO stated that the penetration 
operation was "strictly a First Chief Directorate case," He 
then went on to describe the role of the Second Chief Direc
torate's technical specialists in gaining entry to the vault „ 
and in photographing the documents: "The specialists were not 
the ones that carried out the operation. It was carried out 
by the case officers of the Residency. The specialists-worked 
on the packages which they would open and then reseal again 
lateri When this happened and’.how they .got the keys made, I

(footnote continued from preceding page)
LEBEDEV until he was placed on the official Soviet courier 
list in 1962; NOSENKO provided the first indication that 
he had intelligence connections and in July 1962, a month 
later, LEBEDEV took his first trip abroad under this name, 
travelling to Brussels. CIA's only record of KARETNIKOV is 
a request he made for a visa to travel to Paris in February 
1963, but it is not known whether he made this trip.
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don't know. LEBEDEV, by the -ay, said that they placed radio
active particles, with the help of this agent, into the lock of 
the door at sji^beginning. Then (LEBEDEV said) that the par
ticles were E^ffibved and that they were picking the lock this way,. 
The same thing was, with the safe. . After they had the keys to 
the room tney still had to open tne safe. Before everything was 
finally reaay, j^ey (the Special Section technicians) had to 
come there (PqiiCW several times. How many times they came in 
1962, I doq't 'kho^. I know it was the beginning of 1962. "*

* According to CIA records, LEBEDEV, who has frequently travel
ed abroad under true name since July 1962, first visited 
Paris, enroute to Rabat, in December 1962. This roughly 
matches JOHNSON's statement as to when the first penetration 
was made.

.Questionedr;in detail about his knowledge of the Paris case, 
NOSENKO .provided the following information on 29 July 1964: “I 
■think '"}^ was not an officer, considering that he was
having th is, ^.1-1 night duty, but nothing was ever said about this 
either...^'.'- the operation was successful in 1962 be
cause the. boys from the Special Section were going several times 
in 1962. I tjjlnk the Residency didn't have the chance to do 
this before ;1962, because they couldn't do it without the help 
of these boys .from the'Special Section and they weren't going 
(i.e., did not<$0 abroad) in 1960 and 1961.) I know he was work
ing on the. basis of money - they sere giving him money. I think 
maybe he’was. recruited on the basis of money... I cnly heard 
that it was a big sum of money. I don't know if he was recruited 
in Paris and don't know if it was even a formal recruitment. I 
don't know what plans the KGB had for him after he leaves Paris. 
They were thinking that he must co soon. He was co leave in 
1963, And then in mid- 1963 he get this step up, went a step 
higher , and' so .he was then to stay until mid- '64. He no longer 
had regular, access and this is why FOFANOV was sent: In case 
he will get’Recess again sometime, even just a quick possibility, 
then he cantell them and FOFANOV will be there to handle it 
immediately,-. •.

'Taking.into consideration that I heard that almost all 
of ..the material they got was of interest to the Ministry of 
Defense,"NOSENKO continued, 'I think it was a military instal
lation. It was a military installation. It was definitely an 
installation and not just a single person with access to these 
secret documents. I know the operations were carried out only 
at night. The whole operation was completed while the agent 
was oh duty- The agent couldn't bring cut a great deal of 
material, only what he could hide on his person. From what 
the boys were saying, I would think that he was not alone on 
duty. I was even asking the boys: 'How can he take these 
things out?' And they said: 'Oh, he just says that he is 
going but for. coffee or a sandwich; he is gone only 5 or 10 
minutes..' I think he was still in the same installation even 
though he lost immediate access to the room after his promotion. 
This is why FOFANOV was sent in mid-'63. FOFANOV said when I 
saw him on 18 January 1964 (NOSENKO means 19 January) that the 
agent is supposed to stay in Paris until May 1964. He said 
that the agent is supposed to leave in May and then he (FOFANOV) 
will be finished there.
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“I know that they went by car and that they were able to 
complete the whole operation during the tour of duty of the 
agent. They had to pick up the materials, drive some place - 
maybe the Soviet Embassy - open the documents, photograph them, 
close them again just as they were, and get back to return 
them to the egent. all in this time. They did not specify 
which documents the agent was to bring out. But they were 
travelling as Soviet diplomatic couriers and I think their 
various stops were planned to coincide with the arrival of new 
materials at this installation. Also the fact that they had 
to open al 1 the documents shows that they were sealed when they 
received them from the agent.

"I don't know if it was a key or a combination lock on 
the door. '' KOSENKO concluded. "I know they had to apply radio
active material to learn how to open either the door or the 
safe. The agent had to open the door and inside he had to open 
a safe. "

(iii) KOSENKO s Sourcing

NOSENKO has been asked cn a number cr occasions to explein 
when and under what circumstances he learned of the Paris Legal 
Residency's operation against the U.S. military installation. 
He has always replied that he heard of the case "in little 
pieces" a- separate times from various members of the Special 
(Technical) Section who participated in it, NOSENKO, however, 
has been vague and at times inconsistent in describing what he 
learned from vhcm and how and when he learned this information. 
Generally he gave either LEBEDEV or KARETNIKOV as his principal 
source; under repeated questioning, NOSENKO has sometimes re
mained consistent in describing the time, place, and other con
ditions under which he learned a particular item of information, 
but he has said in one telling that it came from LEBEDEV while 
in the next that he learned it from KARETNIKOV. NOSENKO has 
also contradicted himself regarding which of these two origin
ally told him of the operation and has said that he cannot re
call which it was. The series of NOSENKOs statements about 
the sources of his information is presented in chronological 
order below.

"In connection with the thing in Faris...just exactly 
what did you hear about this military group?" NOSENKO was 
asked on 23 January 1964. 'Who told you. in exactly what con
text, when, and so forth? Try to do it word for word... When 
and who?" NOSENKO answered: "Well, you know this Special 
Section, this is IONOV and LEBEDEV and well now, let's see, 
(pause). In Moscow that's PREOBRAZHENSKIY, and ILYIN was in 
Paris. They are subordinate to the Technical Section. They 
were counting the agents and what was needed — the target, the 
rooms, safe, and everything else. He took molds and samplings 
of radio-active substances which could reflect characteristics 
in this American military installation." The subject changed 
without NOSENKO answering the next question, about what the 
Special Section officers had done in this operation. NOSENKO 
volunteered no additional information concerning his sources 
for the lead, and he was not questioned further on the matter 
during this, the first of the 1964 meetings. The transcript 
of this meeting suggests, however, that NOSENKO got his infor
mation from one of the technicians who not only travelled to
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Paris to instruct the Legal Residency case officer on the technical 
aspects of the entry but also was involved in photographing the 
documents provided cy the agent.

NOSENKO told CIA on 28 January 1954 that he had learned 
of this opeiation, shortly after returning to Moscow from Geneva 
in 1962, from a friend in the KGB, one of several technicians who 
participated in the operation. NOSENKO thought the source of this 
information was either LEBEDEV or FOFANOV.

During intensive debriefing on 6 April 1964 NOSENKO stated: 
"I first heard about this from KARETNIKOV." After describing the 
functions of the Special Section in Moscow, he went on to say that 
KARETNIKO7 came frequently to the Tourist Department to see him. 
The reason for their association was that NOSENKO then supervised 
work with the Moscow hotels designated for use by foreign tourists, 
while the Special Section set up equipment in various rooms of 
these hotels. The debriefing continued:

NOSENKO; 4hy do they come to see me?. First of all, they know 
me quite well and, secondly, simply because I super
vise this (Zunerican Tourists) section. IONOV would 
come...to chat among other things. KARETNIKOV told 
me about this, in Paris.

Question: /that did KARETNIKOV say when you first heard about
this?

NOSENKO: That they had carried out operations several times in
Paris, that two had already been there for this pur
pose, that they went there as diplomatic couriers to 
Paris... (NOSENKO at this point repeated KARETNIKOV's 
description of the role of the Special Section tech
nicians in advising the Paris-based KGB case officer 
and the methods which were used to gain initial access 
to the vault.)

NOSEIKO: KARETNIKOV was the first and then LEBEDEV. LEBEDEV
was later.

Question: These were the only two people, you say?

NOSENKO: Only two, only two.

Question: But you told me before that FOFANOV told you about
it too.

NOSENKO: FOFANOV, FOFANOV.. I knew that FOFANOV is here in
Paris. He was on duty at the entrance to the Em
bassy. ». (Here NOSENKO told of his conversation with 
FOFANOV about the case. NOSENKO then explained that 
he had already heard from LEBEDEV that the agent had 
lost his access and that FOFANOV had been assigned 
to Paris against the possibility that he would re
gain it.)

According to NOSENKO on 29 July 1964, he "first heard about 
this case from officers of the Special Section in 1962 - from 
LEBEDEV or KARETNIKOV, but I can't remember which was first. 
LEBEDEV or KARETNIKOV visited my office and maybe I might say:
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'I haven't seen you in a long time, what have you been doing?' 
And he would say: 'Oh, I have just been to Paris on e trip.' Or 
maybe I asked KARETOIKOV where LEBEDEV was because I hadn't seen 
him in a long time, and he told me that LEBEDEV was away on a 
trip."

When asked on 29 July 1964 which officers had ever mentioned 
this case to him, in any way at any time,.NOSENKO reoliedi "KARET- 
NIKOV, LEBEDEV, and IONOV in Moscow and FOFANOV in Paris in Janu
ary 1964." He affirmed that he had never discussed the case with, 
or mentioned it to, anyone else. "Yes," he continued, "I think 
LEBEDEV was the first one to speak to me about this case, bscause 
in 1962 I was Deputy Chief of the Seventh Department and was super
vising the work of the Third Section on hotels and restaurants.*  
LEBEDEV was a member of a commission which had been set up in the 
KGB to plan for the operational exploitation of new hotels which 
were being built or planned. He was coming to see me about these 
matters. So while I might hear just a little bit about this- from 
IONOV, I would hear more from LEBEDEV, because he was a good friend 
and was coming to my office on business."

* This would place NOSENKO's earliest knowledge of the case some
time after July 1962, when he said he became Deputy Chief of 
the Tourist Department.

**This sentence was added at NOSENKO's request prior to signing 
the protocol.

The following is from the protocol which NOSENKO signed on 
18 February 1965:

"I first learned of the penetration of an American 
installation in Paris after my return to Moscow in June 1962 
and at a time that I was a conscious and willing collaborator 
of the CIA and was attempting to gather information of inter
est to American Intelligence. I immediately recognized the 
importance of this information to American Intelligence when 
I first heard it. -

"I learned of this case in small pieces, in several 
conversations (some in my KGB office and possibly others 
elsewhere) with several different officers of the KGB over 
a period of several months. These officers were KARETNIKOV, 
IONOV, and LEBEDEV, all members of the Special Technical 
Section of the Second Chief Directorate.

"I do not remember from which of these three officers 
I first heard of the case, which of these officers told me 
what portions of the story, or when I learned the individ
ual details of this case which I have reported to CIA, or 

, the season of the year in which I learned them.

"I do not know why these officers told me of the 
Paris case, except that we were in good relations. In 
such circumstances it frequently happens that KGB officers 
will tell other KGB officers some details of operations on 
which they are working.**  I don't know whether they told 
other KGB officers this information. As my relations were 
equally good with each of those three officers, any of 
them could have told me any part of it.
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before he left .Moscow for Paris and although ICFAmOV had 
no idea chat I was a*are of any detai’s of thio case at the 
time, he answered ry two or three questions about this case 
during a short stop in Paris while I was enroute to Geneva 
in January 1964= I may have told him that I knew about it."

(iv) JOHNSON and MINTKENBAUGH

After preliminary investigation of the NOSENKO lead by the 
FBI, CIA, the U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations, and 
the Department of the Army (A.CSI), it was decided in early Septem
ber 1964 to concentrate on Army Sergeant Robert Lee JOHNSON as the 
likeliest candidate for reing the KGB agent in this operation. On 
2 October 1964, however, JOHNSON disappeared from his home in 
Alexandria, Virginia, after telling his wife that he was on his 
way to work. JOHNSON, a courier with access to "secret" materials 
at the Pentagon, failed to appear for duty on Monday, 5 October, 
Army counterintelligence officers then called at the JOHNSON home 
to interview his wife, Mrs. JOHNSON said that she had detected 
nothing unusual in her husband's behavior during the previous sev
eral weeks, that he had simply left for the office at about 2:45 
p.m. on Friday, the 2nd, and had not returned. She did not know 
why he had left or where JOHNSON might have gone. Mrs. JOHNSON 
repeated this statement in two later interviews, one toward the 
end of October and the second in the middle of November 1964.

Soon after JOHNSON'S disappearance. representatives of ACSI 
interviewed an Arlington, Virginia, real estate salesman, James 
Alien MINTKHIBAUGH. He had been identified by Mrs. JOHNSON as 
her husband's closest civilian acquaintance, having known JOHNSON 
from the time 12 years earlier when they served together in the 
Army. MINTKEJBAUGH had first learned of JOHNSON'S disappearance 
on Sunday, 4 October, when he telephoned the JOHNSON home and had 
talked to Mrs JOHNSON, Twice the same day and once the next 
MINTKENBAUGH had telephoned the Pentagon in hopes of locating 
JOHNSON. During the interview, he told the ACSI representatives 
that he had no idea where JOHNSON was. The last time he had seen 
JOHNSON, MINTKENEA'JGH said, was several weeks earlier, at which 
time everything seemed normal, although JOHNSON had complained 
of difficulties raised by his wife's mental condition.*

JOHNSON failed to reappear by 9 October 1964, the Army 
thereupon decleared him a deserter, and the FBI was brought into 
the case. The FBI reinterviewed both Mrs. JOHNSON and MINTKEN
BAUGH on several occasions in search of Information which might 
lead to JOHNSON'S whereabouts. On 10 November, immediately.follow
ing his third FBI interview, MINTKENBAUGH asked his roommate, whom 
he knew to be employed by GIA, to take him to CIA Headquarters to 
discuss "a matter of importance." During an interview that same 
evening MINTKENBAUGH confessed to a CIA representative that he 
had been a Soviet agent since 1952 or 1953, following his recruit
ment by JOHNSON, He described in general terms his own espionage 
activities during this 11 or 12 year period as well as those of 
Sgt. and Mrs. JOHNSON. No mention was made of the Orly penetration 
however. The next day, while his roommate was, out of the apart
ment, MINTKENBAUGH packed his things and disappeared, leaving a 
note saying that he would be "back in the spring."

* JOHNSON had told a Pentagon co-worker shortly before he went 
AWOL that, "My wife is driving me crazy!" Others there had 
noticed that JOHNSON appeared nervous and seemed to be drinking 
heavily in the days immediately preceding his disappearance.
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JOHNSON remained at large, his whereabouts unknown, until 
25 November 1964. At that time he turned himself in to a U.S. Air 
Force policeman in Reno, Nevada. He had, he said, run out of 
money. JOHNSON was immediately incarcerated on the charge of 
being absent without leave.

On 1 December representatives of the FBI and ACSI visited 
Mrs. JOHNSON to inform her chat her husband had been found. Then, 
for the first time, she launched into a long, detailed account in 
which she implicated JOHNSON, MINTKINBAUGH, and herself in espion
age activities for the Soviets. (She had not confessed earlier, 
she said, because of fear of what JOHNSON might de to her.) Mrs. 
JOHNSON described what JOHNSON had done on behalf of the Soviets 
while stationed in Berlin during 1933 and 1954, while serving in 
the United States from 1957 to 1959, and during his recent tour 
in France from 1959 to August 1964. JOHNSON, she said, had told 
her in 1962, when he was assigned to the Orly Field Armed Forces 
Courier Station, that he had removed documents from the vault 
there cn three occasions and had passed them to the Soviets.

A Joint FBI-ACSI team two days later began to interrogate 
JOHNSON on the basis of the information which had been received 
from NOSENKO, Mrs. JOHNSON, and MINTKENBAUGH. JOHNSON stead
fastly maintained his innocence: He had gone AWOL, he said, only 
in order to force the Army to hospitalize his mentally ill wife 
and tc require the Army or some other agency to find a means of 
taking care of his children. (He later insisted that he had had 
no idea of the suspicions concerning him at the time he deserted.) 
During these interrogations, which lasted until 22 December, 
JOHNSON was confronted with the allegations made by his wife and 
MINTKENBAUGH. He made a point-by-point denial. Meanwhile, MINT
KENBAUGH himself had been located by the FBI on 5 December at 
his brother's mountain cabin in California and was under inter
rogation.

JOHNSON was courtmartialed for desertion in December 1964 
and was sentenced to reduction in grade, forfeiture of pay, and 
was ordered to reimburse the government for the cost of return
ing him to A’ashington. The sentence included no confinement 
and, as he continued to profess his innocence, he was home for 
Christmas.. FBI-ACSI plans called for a resumption of question
ing on the espionage charges after the New Year. On 1 January 
1965, however, before the new interrogations began, JOHNSON 
walked in and made a voluntary confession. His reason for 
doing so, he said, was solely to help his children and his wife, 
whose mental condition was worsening. The substance of this 
confession is given in the section which follows.

(v) Information from Other Sources

The confessions by the JOHNSON couple and MINTKENBAUGH 
constitute the bulk of evidence on the case They indicate 
that the operation which began in 1953 reached its peak in late 
1962 and early 1963 when JOHNSON penetrated the vault at Orly, 
that Mrs. JOHNSON'S mental condition posed a serious threat to 
the security of the operation and that the KGB recognized this 
fact no later than late 1960. After August 1963 KGB interest 
in JOHNSON'S access to classified information declined markedly, 
and MINTKENBAUGH's contact with the KGB was severed at approxi
mately the same time. The JOHNSONs and MINTKENBAUGH were
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mutually supporting in all major respects, for they paid little 
heed to KGB efforts at compartmentation and continued to discuss 
their clandestine activities with each other. Their statements 
are summarized below, followed by a detailed presentation of 
their accounts of the operation. Urs. JOHNSON’S revelations to 
others about the agent status of her husband, and the Soviet re
actions to Mrs. JOHNSON'S mental illness which caused her.to 
make these revelations.

An effective and reliable agent from 1953 on, JOHNSON 
arrived at Orly in May 1961, out it was not until the fall of 
1962 that he obtained the combination of the vault. Probably in 
December JOHNSON made the first of his seven entries.into the 
vault. Five more penetrations appear to have been made during the 
period January to March 1963.. and the final one occurred in May 
1963. As summer approached and the days became longerJOHNSON 1s 
KGB case officer told him he was suspending the operation, on the 
grounds that the shorter hours of darkness had increased the risk 
beyond acceptable limits, bur the vault entries would recommence 
and intensify in the fall. In August, however, JOHNSON was trans
ferred to the Seine Area Command headquarters at Camp Des Loges, 
France, and lost access to the vault. As noncommissioned officer 
in charge of the Classified Control Center at Camp Des Loges, 
JOHNSON had access to all classified documents originating with 
the Headquarters command and with certain other commands as well; 
yet the KGB never pressed him to produce these documents and, 
JOHNSON said, seemed uninterested in the documents he offered 
to provide. When he was transferred to the United States in 1964 
following NOSENKO s defection, JOHNSON received the impression 
from his KGB handler that he was being "dropped." JOHNSON claims 
to have had no contact with the Soviets during the six months 
between his reassignment to the Pentagon and his apprehension 
in December 1964.

MINTKENBAUGH first served the KGB as a spotter of American 
personnel in Berlin during 1953 and 1954 and later from 1956 to 
1959, as a courier between JOHNSON and officers of the KGB Legal 
Residency in Washington. D.C. At the time JOHNSON was assigned 
to Orleans, France, in late 1959, MINTKENBAUGH was taken to 
Moscow to prepare for his "most important assignment." At KGB 
instruction, MINTKENBAUGH moved from California to Arlington., 
Virginia, in 1960. The plan was for him to establish a self
owned business so that he could be joined by a female (a KGB 
Illegal) who was to become his wife and operational assistant.

. ^Once this was accomplished MINTKENBAUGH was to ect as a courier, 
servicing a netv/ork of KGB agents throughout the United States. 
Despite repeated KGB pleadings and admonitions, he took no fur
ther steps to establish the desired cover, and for this reason 
the Soviet plan never materialized. Moreover, MINTKENBAUGH has 
said, by early 1962 he was depressed and disillusioned and was 
looking for a way to break contact with the KGB; from this point 
or somewhat earlier he claims to have performed his various KGB 
assignments in a perfunctory way or not at all. Contact was 
finally broken sometime in the late summer or early fall of 
1963 when MINTKENBAUGH was unable to read directions for fur
ther meetings which the KGB passed him on photographic film via 
deaddrop.. The KGB took no steps to reinstitute contacts, and 
MINTKENBAUGH's own efforts - after apparently experiencing a 
change of heart - proved unavailing.

Hedwig JOHNSON'S espionage career was limited to the 1953- 
1954 period, when she acted as a courier between JOHNSON in West
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Berlin and the KGB at Karlshorst. Although she was subsequently 
aware of the details of JOHNSON's work and even on occasion accom
panied him to operational meetings in France, she apparently never 
again played an active role.

TOP SEGUE
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a JOHNSON 1s Statements

Having admitted his espionage activities to ACSI and the 
FBI, JOHNSON gave what he said was the complete history of his 
relationships with Soviet Intelligence since the early 1950's. 
Hie following account is based largely on ACSI reports to the 
U.S. Security Board on 12 and 26 January 1965; they provide the 
details of his original confession and elaborate on his activities 
during his most recent tour in France.*

* Although the FBI subsequently debriefed JOHNSON in depth on 
his entire espionage career, these two ACSI reports contain 
the main substance of his story.

In 1952, JOHNSON -was stationed in West Berlin where he was 
the acting first sergeant of a Transportation Corps company. 
Despondent because he was passed over for promotion and not given 
the first sergeant position, and believing that his application 
to marry would be disapproved, JOHNSON decided to defect to the 
Soviets. His first attempt to defect was aborted in February 
1952 when Hedwig admitted to JOHNSON at the last minute that she 
had lied to him when she had informed him earlier that she had 
contacted the Soviet authorities in East Berlin and arranged for 
their defection as he had requested. After the initial attempt 
to defect, JOHNSON persuaded Hedwiq to return to East Germany to 
contact the Soviets, which she did. About a week after the abort
ed effort to defect, Hedwig and JOHNSON met with the Soviets in 
East Germany. JOHNSON informed the Soviets he was “fed up with 
the American way of life" and wanted to defect to the USSR. JOHN
SON was told there was no hurry about his proposal to defect, a 
statement with which he agreed. Another meeting was arranged 
for the following week. During the period between the first 
meeting end his marriage to Hedwig on 25 April 1953, JOHNSON met 
almost weekly with the Soviets. JOHNSON was finally told that 
he would be of more use to the Soviets if he were to remain in 
the American Sector. He agreed to do so and at the same time to 
perform tasks for Soviet Intelligence. JOHNSON has stated that 
he refused the money the Soviets offered for his services at 
that time, but he continued to work for Soviet Intelligence until 
his transfer to Rochefort, France, in April 1954.

During his Berlin assignment JOHNSON conducted the follow
ing activities on behalf of Soviet Intelligence:

- He was given a Minox camera by the Soviets and 
trained in its use.

- JOHNSON'S first important assignment was to call 
on a man named "Willie" (presumed by Hedwig JOHNSON to 
be Willie BRANDT, present Mayor of Berlin)= ntf> wear his 
uniform at the time he called on "Willie, "/to get "Willie" 
in his jeep by telling "Willie" the Americans wanted to 
speak with him. He was to drive "Willie" to the Check
point between East and West Berlin where "Willie" would 
be taken into custody by the Soviets. JOHNSON was 
instructed to use any force necessary, and he agreed 
to bring "Willie" to the Checkpoint dead or alive. JOHN
SON went to the address in Schoenenberg, West Berlin, 
provided by the Soviets, entered the residence, but made 
no further attempt to carry out his orders.
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- After his marriage on 25 April 1953, JOHNSON spent a 
week in Brandenberc, East Germany, as a guest of the Soviets, 
during which time various meetings were held, usually in 
JOHNSON'S room. During the week there JOHNSON was questioned 
extensively about his personal life and was asked routine 
questions about his organization. He was given a book on 
tie history of Communism which he read several times, and on 
one occasion he was questioned to such a degree on general, 
subjects that JOHNSON felt he was possibly being psycho
analyzed. When JOHNSON returned to West Berlin, Hedwig re
mained in East Germany to act as courier between JOHNSON 
and the Soviets. JOHNSON subsequently met with Hedwig on 
a weekly basis.

- JOHNSON was directed by the Soviets to try to obtain 
an assignment with CIC or the Military Intelligence Detach
ment (MID). He believes he may have tried to get into CIC, 
and he definitely applied for an assignment in MID but was 
turned down.

- JOHNSON was given the assignment of furnishing the 
names of CIC personnel in Berlin. He accomplished this by 
utilizing the Berlin Post Telephone Directory, which he 
also subsequently supplied to the Soviets. The Soviets were 
extremely pleased with this accomplishment. '

- In about May 1953, JOHNSON was reassigned to the G-2 
Section of the Berlin Command, with a secret security clear
ance- and assigned duties as a Message Center clerk. Be
cause MINTKENBAUGH. then assigned to the G-2 Section as 
chief clerk, would be able to detect JOHNSON taking photo
graphs in the office . and because JOHNSON believed that 
MINTKENBAUGH could act as a lookout for JOHNSON during the 
period he was photographing documents, JOHNSON decided to 
recruit MINTKENBAUGH. He subsequently "tested" MINTKEN
BAUGH and recruited him to commit espionage for the Soviets. 
The recruitment was accomplished without the prior know
ledge or approval of the Soviets. JOHNSON believes MINT
KENBAUGH was agreeable because of the excitement of the 
idea. JOHNSON and MINTKENBAUGH subsequently lived to
gether and were closely associated in espionage activities. 
Hedwig later escorted MINTKENBAUGH to East Berlin, after 
which MINTKENBAUGH came under the direct supervision of 
the Soviets and no longer worked for JOHNSON.

- During his assignment with G-2, JOHNSON photographed 
almost everything in his office, including cables, rosters, 
intelligence summaries, alert plans, evacuation plans, and 
possibly clearance documents. Usually he photographed the 
documents on his lunch hour. JOHNSON also wrote reports 
containing his personal observations and activities, which 
he photographed for transmittal to the Soviets. Hedwig 
acted as their courier, carrying the film to East Germany 
in the hollowed out portion of the heel of her shoe.

- When JOHNSON informed the Soviets that he expected 
to be transferred out of Berlin some time in 1953 due to 
an overage in his MOS, he was instructed to try to obtain 
an assignment in Heidelberg, Germany. At that time JOHN
SON was disillusioned with the Soviets since they had



informed him that much of the information he passed to the 
Soviets was of no interest to them. He therefore made no 
attempt to obtain the Heidelberg assignment. Instead, JOHN
SON took leave to Wiesbaden, Germany. When JOHNSON next met 
with his Soviet handler in KarIsborst, East Germany, JOHNSON 
informed the Soviets he had been to Heidelberg and had re
quested an assignment in the G-2 Section there. He was 
questioned in detail about his trip, but believes he was 
able"to convince the Soviets of the truth of his statements.

JOHNSON stated he had no contact with the Soviets after his 
transfer to France on 3 April 1954 until recontacted by the Soviets 
in the United States in 1957, through MINTKENBAUGH.

In July 1956 JOHNSON was discharged from the Army and moved 
to Las Vegas, Nevada. In the early part of 1957 MINTKE'iSAUGH re
contacted JOHNSON in Las Vegas and gave him a present of $500 from 
the Soviets. No conditions were attached to the gift, but JOHNSON 
was. offered a salaried job if he would re-join the Army and again 
work for the Soviets. The Soviets instructed JOHNSON to obtain 
some type of work involving security. JOHNSON re-joined the Army 
as instructed on 18 February 1957 but applied for missile train
ing on his own initiative. JOHNSON was assigned to Fort MacArthur, 
Los Angeles, California, on 18 February 1957 and from there sent 
to the NIKE-Ajax Missile School at Palo Verde, California, for 
training. JOHNSON stated that, while assigned to the school, het

- Photographed all training manuals he could procure. 
Most were believed to be unclassified, although one or two 
could have been classified "confidential.”

- Stole a sample of JP-4 NIKE fuel.

- Photographed a Hercules missile in detail. JOHNSON 
estimated he took 15 to 20 photographs of the missile from 
all angles.

- Took several photographs of the installation while 
on duty as a security guard in a tower overlooking a secure 
area at the missile school.

- Photographed the inside of a NIKE Missile Site, but 
with negative results as the photos did not come out.

JOHNSON maintained contact with MINTKENBAUGH on a bi-monthly 
basis. He passed photographs, personal reports and the JP-4 fuel 
sample to the Soviets through MINTKEi.’BAUGH and was paid by the 
Soviets on an average of $300 per month. JOHNSON was paid an 
additional bonus for the JP-4 fuel sample, which was of particular 
interest to the Soviets. He signed receipts for all payments 
received.

In 1958 JOHNSON was transferred to Fort Bliss where he was 
assigned duties as a supply sergeant with no access to classified



information. During this ass’gn.ment, JOHNSON accompanied MINT- 
XENBAVGH -o Washington, D.C., on one occasion and was introduced 
to MINTKENBAUGH's handler.*

* MINTKENBAUGH took JOHNSON to Washington on his own initiative, 
when, according to MINTKENBAUGH, he told his case officer 
that JOHNSON was waiting in a druastore on Wisconsin Avenue 
and wanted to meet him. The Soviet became areatly disturbed 
and took MINTKENBAUGH to task for acting without instructionsJ 
Nevertheless, he went to the drugstore and visited with JOHN-', 
SON.

** URZHUMOV was in Paris as an Attache in the Political Section 
of the Soviet Embassy as of March 1959. He replaced a sus
pected Soviet Intelligence officer, and GOLITSYN stated that 
he was almosfconvinced" that URZHUMOV was a KGB officer. 
URQiUMOV was scheduled to leave Paris in early 1965.

*** In a later debriefing, JOHNSON said thait they met "generally 
every two weeks." JOHNSON'S wife apparently attended meet
ings on a regular basis until some time in November 1960.

****Hedwig JOHNSON'S mental condition is discussed further 
below.

JOHNSON was transferred to Orleans. France, in the fall of 
1959 and reported there on 29 October for duty with the Mutual 
Security Section, U.S. Army Supply Control Agency. The Soviets 
were aware of this transfer, and within several days of his arri
val JOHNSON was contacted by MINTKENBAUGH who explained that he 
had been sent in order to arrange contact between. JOHNSON and 
the Soviets. A day or so after this, MINTKENBAUGH, JOHNSON, and 
JCHNSON's wife travelled to Paris, where the JCHNSONs were met 
by Vitaliy URZHUMOV, who introduced himself as "Viktor."**  In 
Mrs. JOHNSON'S presence, URZHUMOV expressed an interest in JOHN- 
SCN's new duty post, a NATO supply installation, and in JOHNSON'S 
job, which involved the handling of requisitions for supplier and 
replacement parts for NIKE missile sites. He asked JOHNSON to 
renew his intelligence work, and JOHNSON agreed.

Beginning in early January 1960, JOHNSON had approximately . 
eight meetings with UR2KVKCV in Paris. These meetings took place 
on the first Saturday of each month, and during the first few of 
them JOHNSON was accompanied by niswife.’** Originally it was 
planned that Hedwig would act as a courier, but this plan was dis
carded because it would have required that JOHNSON give her a 
detailed oral explanation of the information which he was furnish
ing the Soviets. The meetings with URZHUMOV lasted from 15 to 30 
minute.:, and at them JOHNSON passed the information he had managed 
to collect underwent training, and assisted in the development 
of dead drops and emergency plans.

While stationed at Orleans, JOHNSON furnished the Soviet! 
with photographs of documents, typewritten reports of his obser
vations, and personality data on other persons working in the 
Mutual Security Brance of rhe ordnance agency. Specifically he 
passed information on the French S-10 and S-ll anti-tank wire- 
controlled missiles, then in use by the NATO forces and on parts 
supplied to NIKE-Ajax units in Italy as well as the locations of 
these units. He also gave the Soviets a complete description of 
his own job and duties and of the organization and structure of 
the ordnance agency,

In late 1960 JOHNSON found it necessary to seek a transfer 
from Orleans because of his wife's mental condition.****  He dis
cussed this transfer at length with URZHUMOV, who agreed that the
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information coming from the ordnance agency at Orleans was "not 
too important." URZI-sUMGV advised JOHNSON to try to get an assign
ment either at SHAPE or t'JCOM since the Soviets could use a 
source at either of these headquarters.*  JOHNSON reenlisted in 
April 196i, and having requested assignment at Headquarters, 
Seine Area Command Paris, he was posted to the courier station 
at Orly Field, a unit which he knew handled top secret and crypto
graphic material. According to JOHNSON, URZHUMOV appeared to be 
very happy when he heard this.

* JOHNSON later said "Viktor" had told him that the only in
formation of value that he had supplied while stationed at 
Orleans was that concerning the S-10 and S-ll missiles.

** VLASOV was scheduled to be replaced in Paris in January 1965.

***JOHNSON has described the courier station as consisting of 
two rooms, an office area and the vault. "Entrance to the 
vault from the outer room was through two metal doors. The 
first door was secured by a steel bar at either end of which 
was a Sargent and Greenleaf combination padlock. The second 
door was secured by a key lock."

JOHNSON arrived at the Orly Courier Transfer Station in May 
1961 and for the next year met frequently with URZHvMOV. He was, 
however, unable to furnish anything of intelligence interest be
cause of stringent security precautions, but he did give URZHUMOV 
reports of personal activities, personality sketches, and sug
gestions as to which individuals seemed to be potential recruits 
for the Soviets. At one of their regular meetings in the fall of 
1962, URZHUMOV introduced JOHNSON to anew Soviet case officer. 
G.N. VLASOV, who called himself Felix."**  Thereafter JOHNSON 
saw very little of his former handler.

According to JOHNSON, the nature of the operation changed 
after VLASOV took over. VLASOV's handling, JOHNSON said, proved 
to be more direct and less discreet than URZHUMOV's had been: 
Whereas under t'ft ZHUKOV most of JOHNSON'S time was spent on locat
ing dead drops, the formulation of emergency plans, and training, 
penetration of the vault now became his primary mission. The 
first break in this direction came, JOHNSON said, when he was 
able to obtain the combination to the door leading to the vault 
area/” one of the officers in cha;ge had thrown in the trash 
can a piece of paper containing the combination in coded form 
and JOHNSON retrieved it after the officer left the room. (JOHN
SON had earlier made an impression of the key to the inner door 
of the vault when one of his co-workers had inadvertently left 
the key in the door. The Soviets had made a copy.) JOHNSON 
described this phase of the operation as being slow and careful. 
He first wrote reports on every detail of the courier service, 
including schedules for arrivals, deliveries, and handling of 
classified materials. On VLASOV’s instruction he also photo
graphed the vault door and the office and made detailed measure
ments of the door and the vault, this was accomplished et night, 
using a Minox camera furnished by the Soviets.
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During this period, too, JOHNSON began to establish a work 
pattern by volunteering to work straight through the weekend 
beginning Saturday morning and ending Monday morning. (He ex
plained to his superiors and fellow workers that he wanted to 
have Monday and Tuesday off in order to do the shopping and house
cleaning for his wife, who was not well. This arrangement was . 
agreeable to all, as everyone would have every weekend off.) 
JOHNSON also began to bring his shaving equipment and food to the 
office in an Air France bag; this bag was to be used in the opera
tion, and it was necessary that it be thought commonplace for him 
to carry it around,

JOHNSON estimated that about a month elespsed between the time 
he obtained the combination to the vault and the first penetration 
During this time he and VLASOV met about every third night to dis
cuss the penetration and plans were discussed for removing the 
documents, the Soviets' processing of them, and their sere return 
to the vault. The plan, as finally agreed upon, called for a 
meeting on the Friday night before the penetration was to be mad- 
to discuss details and arrange meeting sites. All penetrations 
were to be carried out during the midnight hours on Saturday; 
JOHNSON was to enter the vault at 2305 hours, obtain the material, 
leave the office at 2313 hours, and make the delivery to the 
Soviets at 2315 hours. As things worked out in practice, JOHNSON 
said- he sometimes entered the vault somewhat earlier. His selec
tion of documents was on the basis of their addressees; all were 
wrapped." He would then go outside to make sure no U.S. per
sonnel were in the area, then lock the front door, open the vault, 
take the materials, lock the vault, and with the documents in his 
Air France bag drive to the meeting site a short distance away. 
There he "ould exchange the bag for an identical one provided by 
the Soviets, containing sandwiches and a bottle of doped cognac, 
and return to his duty post. JOHNSON explained that if on re
turning to the station he was confronted by a visitor, he was to 
say that he had gone out to get some fcod; if it appeared that 
the visitor planned to stay long enough to upset the plan, the 
cognac was to be used (it never was used). A second contact 
with the Soviets, to retrieve the materials, was scheduled for 
between 0300 to 0400 hours at a different meeting site, about 
six minutes' drive away.

On one or perhaps two occasions when the combination to the 
lock had been changed, JOHNSON used a special device (supplied 
by VLASOV) to determine the new combination. On 23 February 
1965, JOHNSON said that he was quite certain he used this de
vice twice, in February and March 1963. This device was in 
two sections, one of which was a plate. The device fit snugly 
over the leek, the plate being placed to the rear of it, and 
the device recorded the combination of the lock by means of 
radioactive material in one section of it. JOHNSON said that 
VLASOV gave him the new combination to the lock about a week 
after he had placed the device on the lock as instructed. 
JOHNSON had earlier made photographs and detailed measurements 
on the locks used to secure the vault door; because the

* JOHNSON did not know precisely what documents he gave the 
Soviets. ACS I confirmed that there is a document, such as 
that described by NOSENKO, which lists bombing targets in 
France and that it had been sent to France during this 
period.
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radioactive device supplied by VLASOV fitted the- exactly, he i
supposed that it had been made especially for this penetration ' 3
operation.* ’■

* NOSENKO, however-. desciibed this device, or one very similar 
to it, in Geneva on 12 June 1962 X-rays are beamed against 
a safe in order to determine the combination by radiation... 
that is, in order to open a new safe, any safe... The (spe
cial) equipment is contained in two suitcases; they turn it 
on and rays are emitted in order to sense which combination 
should be chosen." JOHNSON said the device was contained in 
two separate pocket-sized packages as a guard against.harm
ful radiation, and both JOHNSON and NOSENKO have described 
the possible effects of this radiation on the health of its 
operator. NOSENKO was not asked and did not volunteer why, 
if this equipment was available at least as early as June 
1962, it was not used earlier in the Orly penetration oper
ation.

** By matching Saturdays with the dates on which CIA records 
show the special technicians named by NOSENKO to be in Paris, 
ACSI arrived at the following possible dates for the penetra
tions: 15 December 1962, 22 December 1962, 19 January 1963, 
26 January 1963, 16 February 1963, 2 March 1963, and 25 May 
1963.

***JGHNSON, who never met them, was told that it was necessary 
for the Soviets to fly the technicians into Paris from 
Moscow for each penetration of the vault.

JOHNSON could not recall the date when the first penetration :
of the vault was made, but he said that it could not have been be- ?
fore November 1962 as his car was out of commission throughout -?
October. Definitely, according to JOHNSON. there was a penetra- ;
tion just before or after Christmas 1962, and the first four pene- -4
trations were spaced closely together. Questioned in detail on ■
this subject during February 1965, JOHNSON eventually arrived at 
the estimate that there was no penetration made in November 1962, 
that two entries were made in December, and that five more pene- J
trations took place during January-Hay 1963. Regarding the Decern- 
ber penetrations, he first believed that they might have been on ■
the 15th and 29rh of the month, tntn rater said that he thought J
they had taken place on consecutive Saturdays, and finally re- ;
affirmed his belief that one was made on the 29th and ruled out 
the possibility of one on the 22nd. He believed that the January 
entry took place in the middle of the month, probably the 19th, 
and said he was quite certain that ar entry took place on 26 
April.**

The operation proceeded without disruption until it was 
terminated during the summer months cf 1963 on instructions from 
VLASCV, who felt that the days had grown too long and that the 
operation could not be carried our in daylight. Plans were dis
cussed for expanding the operation when it was resumed in the fall, 
however. Up until this time JOHNSON had been instructed not to ;
take out more than 12 or 15 envelopes at a time as the Soviet i
technicians***  could not handle a larger quantity during the time 
available. In the stepped-up operation, according to VLASCV, ’
sufficient personnel and fa.ilities would be available to process 
approximately 30 envelopes.



There were, however, no further penetrations. On 4 August 
1963, JCHNSCN received orders transferring him to the Seine Area 4
Command at C=mp Des Loges, not far from Paris. He went to his ij
Commanding Officer and told him that he did not want the trans- 
fer, that he was happy with his current assignment, and that it ;
was better for his wife to be near the hospital facilities in 
Paris. The officer replied that he would try to find another re- j
placement tor the position at Camp Des Loges but that, in the J
meantime, JOHNSON would have to report for duty as ordered. (Prior j
to leaving Orly, JOHNSON informed VIASOV of the transfer and offer- j

ed to attempt to recruit a fellow-worker to take his place in the • 1
penetration operation; VLASOV gave him definite instructions not •]
to make any recruitment attempts.) his assignment at Camp Des 
Loges as non-commissioned officer in ci:arce of the "Classified 
Control Center" was accompanied by a promotion. JOHNSON reported =
for duty on 5 August 1963. i

JOHNSON served at Camp Des Lores for r.ir.c mouths, until Kay 
1964. During this time he took part ir. only one operation for the ;
Soviets, photography of a Seine 7r=3 Command catalogue, classi
fied "secret". This 27-pag® document gave a synopsis of each 
Seine Area Command evacuation plan.•

JOHNSON managed to photograph this document during normal 
working hours, probably sometime at the end *f  1963 or in January 
1964 using a special h oil-over " camera, which he then returned to 
VLASOV. About a week later, JOHNSON again met with VLASOV, who 
told him that he did not consider the'information worth the risk 
involved and called off future attempts. The main purpose of the 
operation, VLASOV said, which was to acquaint JOHNSON with the 
"roll-over" camera and its use, hed been accomplished. .

JOHNSON later identified this document as the "Combat Opera
tions Index and Status of Emergency Plans." Classified 
"secret," it summarizes the contents of various individual 
emergency and evacuation plans for units under the Seine 
Area Command.

**A camera apparently of the same type was already known to 
CIA. In January 1962, a British double agent, believed to
be compromised to the Soviets, was issued a document camera

________ _ ____________ _ ___ _ Ba. information con
cerning a document camera with its own light source the size
of a cigarette case. When the KGB agent John BUTENKO was
arrested in the United States in October 1963, the FBI 
seized a document camera with its own light source built 
into a metal cigarette case. (The camera given the British 
double agent bore the serial number 56249, while BUTENKO'S 
had the serial 56248.)

JOHNSON described this camera as having a built-in light j
source and as resembling a cigarette case) To expose the film, ;
JOHNSON rolled the camera across the paces. According to JOHN- ;
SON, the Soviets attached great importance to this camera, and 
it was not given to him until he had provided detailed plans 
and descriptions of the building and office in which he worked, 
locations of the safes, and descriptions cf the personnel there. j
Furthermore, JOHNSON was instructed to return the camera to his ;
case officer the night after taking the pictures or in any case ’
within three days whether or not he had been able to take the 
pictures.**

orm of a cigarette case■ith its own liaht source in the
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During an interview on 18 February 1965, JOHNSON stated ; 
that he did not feel that his espionage efforts at Camp Des Logos 
had been very profitable for the Soviets. It was his opinion that 
the most important document to which he had access during this 
period was the top secret one on Seventh Army plans for retreat 
to the Pyrenees in the event of a Soviet Army attack. When he 
proposed that he attempt to obtain it for the Soviets, however, 
VLASOV showed a complete lack of interest, VLASOV's attitude led 
JOHNSON to believe that the Soviets already had the document. 
JOHNSON stated further that it was his usual practice to scan- 
documents which came into his possession and to make oral and 
sometimes written reports to the Soviets on their general contents 
He specifically recalled discussing with: VLASOV the periodic 
counterintelligence summaries issued by CIC to which he had access 
but VLASOV had not seemed interested in them, JOHNSON believed 
these discussions came up in connection with possible use of the 
'■roll-over" camera, and that VLASOV s response had been that the 
information involved was not worth the risk of his exposure.*

* JOHNSON said that in the Classified Control Section he had 
access to all classified documents originating with Seine 
Area Command and to some classified documents originating 
in other Headquarters; he was responsible for supervising 
the printing of classified documents and for accounting for 
and distributing all authorized copies of these documents. 
JOHNSON was asked on 18 February 1965 whether it would have 
been possible for him to take original documents or copies 
of them to his Soviet handlers. He replied that he could 
have forged receipts and taken a document from the Center 
on his person and, in addition, he could have made extra 
copies of any classified document. He did not do this 
with regard to the one document he did copy, he said, be
cause he had an interest in seeing and using the "roll
over" camera.

This change apparently occurred following NOSENKO's defec
tion in early February 1964.

JOHNSON recalled-that "at their last meeting and for a few 
meetings prior thereto, he and 'Felix' (VLASOV) did not stop at 
a cafe as had beer, their practice..'*  Instead, the entire meeting 
was conducted as they walked in the area of their point of con
tact in Paris.. At one of these meetings 'Felix' appeared to be 
visibly upset. In fact, he had not appeared for a meeting on 
the appointed date.. The contact was not made until the alter
nate date. At that time 'Felix' suggested that he (JOHNSON) 
knew why they had not met as scheduled., Whenhe (JOHNSON) replied 
that he did not know, 'Felix' explained to him that a Soviet In
telligence officer had defected in Geneva and that they had to 
be extremely cautious.. 'Felix' told him that he did not have to 
worry, that the officer did not know him, but 'Felix' instructed 
him to destroy anything which could identify him with Soviet 
Intelligence. 'Felix', who normally was very calm and self- 
assured, was completely out of character on this occasion. At 
this and succeeding meets before he returned to the United 
States, he (JOHNSON) tried to tell 'Felix' about the status of 
his expected rotation to the United States in May. 'Felix' did 
not appear to be interested in anything he had to say. Finally,
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at a meeting in early April, when ‘Felix1 told him that it was 
their last meeting, which came as a surprise to JOHNSON, he 
(JOHNSON) raised the question of how he was to notify ‘Felix1 in 
the event there was a change in his anticipated assignment to 
the Courier Station in Washington for which he had not yet been 
"given official orders, ‘Felix’ in reply instructed him to place 
on a designated -Wall of a building somewhere in Paris the letter 
‘W if he received orders for assignment in the Washington area 

and the letter ‘X‘ if he received orders for assignment elsewhere."

At this meeting VLASOV also told JOHNSON that he was not to 
worry if contact was not established immediately upon his return 
to Washington. He then gave JOHNSON contact instructions which 
called for the first meeting to-take place in New York City in 
December 1964, eight months■ later.. At some point in his discus
sions with VLASOV, JOHNSON told the FBI, he was surprised to see 
URZHUMOV enter the cafe where they were sitting and join them at 
the table. This was the first time that all three had met to- 

;gether since URZHUMOV had turned him over to VLASOV in 1961, prior 
hto the Orly penetrations. For URZHUMOV’s benefit, VLASOV again 
reviewed the arrangements for reestablishing contact in December, 
which gave JOHNSON an opportunity to express concern that he was 
to be out of contact for such a long time and to suggest the 
desirability of some sort of emergency contact arrangements such 
as he had'had during his duty tour in Paris. VLASOV andURZHUMOV 
told JOHNSON that such arrangements would not be necessary.*

* According to M1NTKENBAUGH, when JOHNSON contacted him in 
Arlington after his return to the United States, JOHNSON 
said that when he was leaving Paris the Soviets, treated him 
as though he was being "dropped." JOHNSON said he had been 
instructed to get rid of all materials used in the operation 
before leaving France. He also told MINTXENBAUGH that an
other reason for this belief was the fact that he had asked 
for instructions regarding emergency meeting procedures but 
had been told by the Soviets that none were needed. MINT- . 
KENBAUGH remarked to the FBI that this was a change in 
usual procedures.

JOHNSON claimed to have had no contact with the Soviets 
during his assignment at the Pentagon Courier Transfer Station 
from May 1964 until he went A.OL in October of that year.

. 1.
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When he walked ir. to CIA on 10 Nove.rb-r 1964 and during 
his first Interview by the FBI on 5 December 1964, MINTKEN- 
BAUGH de scribed his icruitment by JOHNSON" in Berlin in the 
summer of 1953 and his collaboration with JOHNSON in the 
clandestine photography of documents and their transmittal, 
via Mrs. JOHNSON, to the Soviets in East Berlin until the 
fall of that year. He also described his role in JOHNSON'S 
reactivation as a KCB agent in early 1957 and his own acti
vities as a courier between JOHNSON and Soviets stationed 
in Washington, D.C. until the summer of 1959. On the basis 
of this personal involv ment, he has been able to give what 
purports to be a fairly complete account of JOHNSON’S espion
age activities during this six-year period. With, a number 
of minor variations, which appear attributable to memory, 
V7NTKENBAK-H's description is consistent with the’story 
given by JOHNSON. Highlights of his confession are given 
below, s'parated into two sections, one on what MIN'.'KENBAUGH 
said about JOHNSON and one on wuat he said about himself. .

On Robert Lee JOHNSON

After JOHNSON was transferred to Orleans, France, in 
1959 and following MIMKENBAbGh's special training in Moscow 
(see below) tha* fail, the KCB instructed both agents to 
Sr-ver all ties with one another in an attampt to'compartment 
what r.ow had become separate operations. Both JOHNSON end 
MlNTKENBAlkH ignored these instructions. The two corresponded 
by mail throughout JOHNSON’S service in France and one of 
the first things JOHNSON did after getting settled in Washing
ton upon his re turn to the United States in the spring cf 
1964 was to look up hi^ old friend. The two got Together 
and swapp-d espionage stories. From this, M7NIKENBAUGH was 
able to tell the FBI in consid rabl- detail about the Orly 
Courier Station penetration. Although MINTKENBAUGH’s infor
mation added nothing to and was far less detailed than that 
lat-.-r given by JOHNSON, the two accounts were consistent.*

On His Activities

MTNTKENBAUCH pictured himself as an agent with no 
unique access to signigicant intelligence, initially dis
trusted by the KCB, later used as a spotter and then as a 
courier, ineffectual in carrying out the ore important as
signment given him by the KCB, but partly successful in

♦JOHNSON and his wife also were knowledgeable of MINTKEN- 
BAUH s activities during the 1959-1963 period. M1NTKEN- 
BAU1H apparently told them that he had been to Moscow for 
espionage training. From his letters to them in Orleans 
and later Paris, the JOHNSONS had a good idea of MINTKEN- 
BAl£H's principal mission in the Washington area, and when 
JOHNSON contacted him after returning from France in 1961, 
MINTKENBAUGH described his other assignments as well.
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fulfilling other less important KGB tasks.*  He also indicated 
that,- during the latter part of his agent career, he was a 
reluctant collaborator and became a handling problem for his 
KGB ease officers.

. MINTKQJBAUGH's career as a KGB agent began in the summer of 
1953,^shortly after a chance encounter with his old acquaintance, 
JOHNSON. Within a mutter of weeks JOHNSON told MINTKENBAUGH that 
he was a Soviet agent and then, without consulting the KGB, re
cruited MINTKENBAUGH as an assistant. JOHNSON'S KGB handlers., 
were 'extremely upset •' when they learned what JOHNSON had donei 
and it was not until October 1953, some months later, that they 
would agree to meet MIN I KEN BAUGH. In the interim he-.-assisted 
JOHNSON by standing watch while the- latter photographed docu
ments. From October 1953 to April 1954, when MINTKENBAUGH was 
transferred temporarily to duty with.a military hospital in 
France, he carried out a number of assignments foe the Soviets, 
almost all connected with the spotting and assessment of Americans 
stationed in Berlin. For the five-month period he was in France, 
MlNTKENBZrUGH claimed to have been out of touch with the KGB. Upon 
returning to Berlin in September 1954. he resumed his spotting 
activities and spent a part of his time learning photography, the 
construction and use of dead drops, and secret writing techniques 
in preparation for his impending transfer to the United States. 
He left Berlin in February 1956,

MINTKENBAUGH performed his next espionage assignment a year 
later when, in January 1957, he visited and reactivated Sergeant 
JOHNSON at KGB instruction. The following month he began service 
as a courier between JOHNSON, who was stationed first in Califor
nia and then in Texas, and the KGB in Washington, D.C. Other than 
these periodic courier trips, MINTKENBAUGH carried out no other 
KGB assignments until the late fall of 1959.

Probably in October 1959, MINTKENBAUGH flew to Berlin and 
from there, in company with a KGB officer, to Moscow, where he 
was lodged in a safe apartment. For about three weeks he received 
individualized training in photography, cryptography, and manual 
Morse reception, with emphasis on the latter. At the end of this 
period, his case officer asked for the first time whether MINTKEN
BAUGH was willing to marry a Soviet woman and live with her in the 
Washington area. According to the KGB plan as explained to MINT
KENBAUGH at this time, he would -establish a roof over his head" 
near Washington, preferably in Arlington, then, with the assis
tance of his "operational wife" he would serve as a courier,

* Although NOSENKO did not report on MINTKENBAUGH, he and JOHN
SON were so closely connected operationally and had such com
plete knowledge of one another1s activities, that the confes
sion of either agent would almost inevitably result in the 
apprehension of the other. For this reason MINTKENBAUGH’s 
story is given here in some detail. This account, for the 
most part, was given as part of and subsequent to MINTKEN- 
BAUGH's confession of complicity in Soviet espionage, but be
fore he was convicted for conspiracy.
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collecting information from a network of Soviet agents for 
delivery to tne KCB via dead drops. Several days after this, 
while MjNTKENBAUCH was still considering the KCB proposal, 
he was visited by "Alex." MINTKENBAUCH was told "Alex" was 
a senior KCB official and a "very important person." ("Alex" 
was later identified as Aleksandr FEKLISOV, then Chief of 
the American Department of the KCB First Chief directorate 
and later, under the name FOMIN, KGB Legal Resident in 
Washington.) "Alex" told MINTKENBAUGH that his Soviet wife 
would serve only as a cover for MINTKENBAUGH’s espionage; 
Her presence would allow MINTKENBAUGH to travel freely 
throughout th,- United States (New York, California, and New 
Mexico vere mentioned spec 1 fie ally) without having to worry 
about a "nagging wife." She also would be able to help him 
operationally, particularly ’.-iTh radio communications. From 
"Apex’s" manner and questions, MINTKENBAUGK gathered that he 
hid come mainly to "size him up" for this assignment, which 
MINTKENBAUGH now agreed to accept.

Subsequently MINTKENBAUCH was introduced to his intended 
bride, known to him only as "Irene,"* and the two spent some 
time together to get acquainted. She had either been informed 
or recognized that MINTKENBAUGH was a homosexual and told 
bi:n she knew.** MINTKENBAUGH returned to the United States at 
the end of December 1P59. His only assignment from the Mos
cow trip was to establish his own business in the. Washington 
area as soon as possible so that "Irene" could join him.

Following KCB instructions, MIMKENBALCH moved to 
Arlington, Virginia, in about October 1960, but failed to 
do anything about Lis "roof." Shortly after nis arrival and 
without advising or securing the approval of his KGB handler, 
h^ entered into a home-remodeling venture with a female 
friend from his days in Perlin.. When MINTKENBAUGH told his 
case officer about this after the fact, the latter became- 
"extren.ely upset," explaining that in instructing MINTKEN- 
FAIVH to establish cover, the KCB had meant to determine what 
business he was to enter. Ke told MINTKENoAUCH to get out 
of the partnex-ship as soon as possible and into a business 
of his own. While still continuing this activity (he 
eventually persuaded the KCB to accept his participation and 
to contribute financial support) MIMKENEA1GH took out a 
Virginia real estate license in the spring of 1961 and found 
employment with an Arlington dealer. MINTKENBAUGH said that 
although his KCB officer seemed "pleased" that MINTKENBAUGH 
was working for this firm, it was indicated that eventually 
the KGB would like him to get a real estate office of his 
own, which the Soviets would finance. MINTKENBAUGH took 
no steps to do so.

MINTKENBAUGH was also given a number of other assign
ments during this period. One of these struck him as being 
probably related to "Irene’s" dispatch to the United States. 
Some time in 1960 (MINTKENBAUCH is not sure of the date) he

♦Presumably "Irene" was to become a KGB Illegal who would 
entex* and live in the United States under a false identity.

♦♦Although MINTKENBAUGH is certain that -Sie KCB knew of his 
homosexuality from the start of the operation, this is the 
only mention of it to him by the KGB personnel during his 
entire agent career.
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’was sent to Vancouver, Canada, to secure the birth cert ifi- 3
cate of a fenale Canadian citizen, about the same age as 
’’Irene''; this female had emigrated to Finland with her family 3
as a child. Because of her age and "Irene's" Baltic origin, 
MINTKENBAUGH speculated that the assignment might be related ’

' to his principal ore. In November 1960 MINTKENBAUGH was ’
turned over to a new Soviet case officer who*  probably sone 
time in 1961, gave him a list of assignments which required 
that MINTKENBAUGH travel to Oklahoma to locate a. number of

*This was not the first time MINTKENBAUGH made such an j 
unannounced trip. In 1958, on his own, he flew to Berlin to
complain about his current handler in Washington, whom he j 
considered "creepy," and to request a change in case of- | 
fleers. .........................- ■ i

; missile sites. He was also to trace a petroleum pipeline ' ' ----- -A-
running from Texas to Pennsylvania, to pinpoint the location J
of a U.S. Department of State high.-frequency transmitter • 7

, near Warrenton, Virginia, and to determine the location of ’
; underground facilities of either the State Department or

CIA near Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. MINTKENBAUGH was success
ful in carrying cut some of these tasks and failed in others.

By early’ 1962. according to MINTKENBAUGH, he was in 
1 considerable financial difficulty. The real estate firm ;
: where he was employed was going bankrupt; his remodeling s

business required sizeable additional expenditures, and 
money was also needed to support other real estate ventures 
in California. MINTKENBAUGH again approached the KGB for 
funds, which were reluctantly given. The KGB case officer [
was "quite upset" on this occasion and told MINTKENBAUGH 
that the KGB could not continue to "pour money into the 
[remodeling] operation." He again instructed MINTKENBAUGH 
to finish up the business as soon as possible so that he 
could "stop wasting time" and establish his own cover firm.

Depressed by his financial reverses, MINTKENBAUGH now 
"began to feel increased pressures" because of his involve- ;
merit with the Soviets. He has since claimed that at this 1
tine hr wanted desperately to break off his relationship [
with the Soviets but did not know how to do it. He has J
stated his emotional condition "became so serious that he [
decided that he had better leave town for a while before he I
had a nervous breakdown." During this period, MINIKENBAUGH 
claimed, he was furnishing no information of value to the ]
KGB but was merely going through the motions of cooperation. 1

For these reasons, MINTKENBAKrH sold his share in the 
house-remodeling business to his partner in the spring of 
1962, resigned his position with the real estate firm, and 
unbeknown to the KGB, flew to Florida for about a month.*  
He financed the trip with part of the money he had recently 
received from his KGB handler. Shortly before departure 
MINTKENBAUGH wrote a letter to JOHNSON in France explaining «
that he was sick, that he was in dire financial difficulty 
and needed more money, and that he was going away for a 
while. He told JOHNSON to pass the letter to the Soviets. ...
MINTKENBAUGH later told the FBI that he had no intention at



the time to remain permanently in Florida: The trip was in 
reality an attempt to "run away, to drop out of his espion
age activities." He hoped the KGB would lose interest in 
him in his absence. The letter to JOHNSON, MINTKENBAUGH 
said, was to give the Soviets a logical explanation for his 
absence.*

Nevertheless, MINTKENBAUCH returned to Washington in 
time for his next scheduled meeting with his KGB case officer. 
He returned,.MINTKENBAUGH tola the FBI, "to face the music." 
The KGB officer was reportedly furious that MINTKENBAUGH had 
written to JOHNSON, a violation of the very specific instruc
tions MINTKENBAUGH had earlier received to destroy JOHNSON'S 
address and break all contacts with him. Shortly after bis 
return, MINTKENBAUGH found a job with another Arlington 
real estate agency. From this point on to the end of the 
operation, his principal assignment wes to photograph rental 
applications submitted by persons he knew or believed to work 
for CIA or otherwise to be of interest to the KGB.

The subject of the independent cover business and of 
"Irene’s" arrival in the United States was not dropped, 
however. Soviet efforts reached a high point, MINTKENBAUGH 
estimated, in August 1962 when ho was summoned to a special 
meeting and found "Alex" (FFKLISOV), whom he had last seen 
in Moscow, waiting lor him at rue meet site. In what im
pressed MINTKENBAUGH as a "pep talk," it was explained by 
"Alex" that he had come all the way from Moscow to see him.** 
MINTKENBAUGH, he stated, was worth a great deal of money to 
the Soviets, who were willing to give it to him, but MINTKEN
BAUGH must take immediate steps to establish his own business. 
FLKLISOV indicated that there had been no change in the plan 
to send "Irene" to Washington once this was done. Emphasizing 
this point, "Alex" said that the Soviets would assume respon- 
s ihility for all expenses involved in setting up such a 
business and would cover any loses which might result. 
Moreover, he advised MINTKENBAUGH to devise some sort of 
cover story to explain the large amounts of money the KGB 
was prepared to give him. Other aspects of MINTKENBAUGH's 
performance, including his failure to follow up on various 
assignments in the Washington area, were also discussed.

•In fact, if MINTKENBAUGH had not written to JOHNSON, it is 
likely that his absence would have gone unnoticed by the KGB, 
for he had no dead drops to service or meetings scheduled in 
this period. There are other examples of this alleged ambi
valence on MINTKENBAUGH's part. He has told the FBI on 
several occasions that he was looking for a way to break con
tact with the KGB and once said the "during recent years he 
had been intentionally careless from a security standpoint 
and did not care whether he would be apprehended in connection 
with his Soviet operation." On the other hand, JOHNSON has 
said that MINTKENBAUGH was depressed when the KGB finally did 
drop contact with him and that MINTKENBAUGH went to consider
able lengths to reestablish it.
♦♦The August 1962 date is apparently incorrect, as is "Alex’s" 
statement that he came to the United States especially to see 
MINTKENBALKiH. Travel records indicate that FEKLISOV, who 
arrived in Washington in I960, was out of the country from 
18 July to 10 September 1962.
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Mention continued to be made cf the KGB plan at meetings 
subsequent to ’’Alex's'' talk; MINTKFNBAUGH had nc doubts that, 
as he had been told in Moscow, his primary mission was to 
establish himself in a cover business of his own. At one of 
tnese meetings MINTKENBAUCH was told that "Irene" had become 
ill, but that the KCR planned to sond someone else in her 
place as soon as MINTKENBAUGH could provide cover. The 
latest mention of the plan which MINTKENBAUGH could recall 
was at a meeting in the late summer of 1963. At that time, 
his KGB case officer was distressed because no steps had 
been taken and told him: "I have been here two years with 
you and this has rot happened." There is no indication in 
MINIKENBAUGH's confession that he ever took any decisive 
steps to comply with KGB wishes in this regard.

These meetings in the late summer and/or early autumn of 
1963 were apparently the last direct contacts MINTKENBAUGH 
had with the KCB. At one of them, he recalled, his KGB 
handler reveiwed the verbal recognition signals to be used 
in the event that it became necessary for an unknown Soviet 
to contact him and said that he, the KGB officer, "might 
not be around ir. the future."* MINTKENBAUGH next unloaded 
his dead drop probably in September 1963, and he attempted 
to develop the film on which, according to established 
procedures, schedules and sites for future meetings and dead 
drops were given. Only parts of the KGB instructions could 
be made out, however. M’KTKENBAUUH took the blame for this, • 
telling the FBI that he had "botched up the film" by using 
faulty developer. He was able to determine only that his 
emergency meeting site had been changed and that his next 
dead drop was scheduled for loading on 23 November 1963, but 
he did not know the location of either. MINTKENBAUCH's 
means of contacting the KGB therefore was broken. Although 
thereafter he appeared at various of his previous meeting 
sites in the Washington area and called the emergency tele
phone number given him by his case officer, MINTKENBAUGH 
was unsuccessful in reestablishing contact. The KG3 took 
so initiative to do so, insofai- as MINTKENBAUGE knew.**

JOHNSON’S disappearance and an FBI interview concerning 
JOHNSON on 10 November 1964 caused MIMKENBALGH to prevail 
on his roorutate, known to him to be a CIA employee, to drive 
him to CIA Headquarters. There, during the night of 10-11 
November, he confessed his espionage activities to a CIA 
representative. The next day, before the FBI had a chance 
to talk to him, MINTKENBAUGH moved out of his apartment in 
Arlington and disappeared. The FBI located him on 5 Decem
ber 1964 at his brother’s mountain cabin in California.

♦MINTKENBAUGH’s case officer at the time was S.D. ROMANOVTSEV 
who did not leave the United States until December 1964, more 
than a year later.

•♦According to JOHNSON, MINTKENBAUGH told him in the spring 
of 19b4 that he was considering as a last resort travelling 
to Mexico under a false identity in order to recontact the 
Soviets there. There is no evidence that he attempted to do 
so.

I0P



Tearfully, MINTKENBAUGH claimed that he was "in the posi
tion of a man with a rope around his neck," that he deserved 
to be indicted and arrested for his past deeds, that ho was 
"one of God's mistakes,” that he had not found cut he was 
"queer" until he was 27 years old and this revelation had 
"almost killed him," that revenge "got into him” and he had 
to get even, and that it was all "God's fault." When 
finally in control of himself, he made a detailed confession.

i 
i

i-
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(c) Hedwig JOHNSON'a Statements

Mrs. JOHNSON’S active participation in Soviet espionage 
was short in time and limited in scope, encompassing only the 
period from 1953 to 1954 when she acted as a courier for 
JOHNSON in Berlin. She did, however, remain knowledgeable 
of JOHNSON'S, and to a lesser degree MlNTKENBADGH's, iDtelli- 
gence activities and waslater able to describe these to the 
FBI.

Mrs. JOHNSON'S account of her recruitment generally 
agrees with that given by her husband. She told the FBI 
how JOHNSON, embittered over his failure to receive an 
expected promotion, had sent her to East Germany to contact 
Soviet officials for the purposes of offering them his 
services. Mrs, JOHNSON said that JOHNSON was primarily 
Interested in revenging himself against the U.S. Army and 
had forced her into accepting this mission by telling her 
that he would not marry her otherwise. Her first attempts 
to establish contact with the Soviets at Karlshorst in early 
1953 were fruitless, and it was not until about three months 
later that she succeeded in delivering JOHNSON’S message. 
She was told to return to Karlshorst the same evening with 
her husband.

At this first meeting, the JOHNSONS were questioned by 
a group of about seven Soviets concerning JOHNSON'S desire 
to cooperate against the United States and his motivations 
for wishing to do so. JOHNSON gave the Soviets no classified 
information at this time and no decision was made that night 
about using him. The Soviets said they first wanted to 
check on JOHNSON and his wife. At the close of the meeting, 
Mrs. JOHNSON was given false identity papers to facilitate 
future crossings of the sector border.

Shortly thereafter. Mi’s. JOHNSON accompanied her husband 
to a second meeting with the Soviets. Again, she said, 
JOHNSON passed no information to the KGB other than a copy 
of his leave papers. Aftei' the meeting, however, JOHNSON 
asked her for a pair of shoes so the Soviets could alter 
the heels to form a concealment device. ’This was done. 
On four of five occasions prior to JOHNSON'S transfer to the 
United States in 1954, she crossed the border carrying film 
negatives which JOHNSON had placed in the shoes. According 
to Mrs. JOHNSON, she never knew what was on the film and she 
received no money other than for expenses from the Soviets. 
JOHNSON married her, as promised, in April 1953.

This apparently comprised her total espionage career, 
but JOHNSON was in the habit of discussing the details of 
his activities with her. In addition, she often accompanied 
JOHNSON to operational meetings after his return to France 
in 1959 and until her deteriorating mental condition made 
this inadvisable in November 1960. (She still went with 
JOHNSON to the vicinity of the meetings and waited for him.) 
Her knowledge of his activities thus was practically total. 
JOHNSON, for example, gave her full details of the Orly Pene
tration, including descriptions of the methods used to achieve 
initial entry, how he selected documents for the Soviets, 
and the procedures used to pass the documents to his case 
officer and later return them to the vault.
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Mrs. JOHNSON'S knowledge of MINTKENBAUGH*s espionage 
activities was less detailed. She had accompanied MINTKEN
BAUGH when he was first introduced to the Soviets and was 
present at at least one later meeting; she was aware that he 
was involved in the photography of documents with JOHNSON 
in Berlin; Mrs. JOHNSON knew that MINTKENBAUGH had "gone to 
Russia and there received an assignment from the Soviets. " 
From MINTKENBAUGH*s letters to her and -JOHNSON while they—— 
were stationed in France, Mrs. JOHNSON learned of MINTKEN- 
BAUGH's real estate ventures and got the impression that 
"MINTKENBAUGH was using his real estate background to assist 
Soviet agents in getting located [in the United States]/' 
JOHNSON, she said, put a stop to the exchange of letters 
with MINTKENBAUGH, telling her that MINTKENBAUGH had written 
things he should not have mentioned and that Mrs. JOHNSON 
(who was about to enter a mental hospital for treatment) 
"might talk about Soviet agents entering the United States? 
and setting up business firms.", .
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(d) Mental Condition of Hedwig JOHNSON

Mrs. JOHNSON'S mental instability first can ifested itself 
in serious form in late 1960, while JOHNSON was assigned to th' 
ordinance agency of the Orleans Aiea Command in France. 
At that time, JOHNSON said she persisted in claiming that 
she was being followed by a black sedan, that there was a 
microphone in the refrigerator, that she had been acquainted 
with the recent American defectors Martin and Mitchell, 
and that JOHNSON was having an affair with a local French- - 
girl who stayed with their children.*

As a result, Mrs. JOHNSON was admitted to the Army 
Hospital at La Chapelle, France, in November 1960 and was 
later moved to another hospital at Landstuhl, Germany. She 
was under professional observation for about a month on this 
occasion and returned home shortly before Christmas 1960. 
Following her release from the hospital, Mrs. JOHNSON was 
unable to sleep, and as the local doctor would not prescribe 
more than two sleeping pills a week, JOHNSON took her to 
Vienna in January 1961. After she had been examined, JOHN
SON was told that she would have to remain in a private hospi
tal there for an indefinite period of time for medication. 
When JOHNSON later returned to Vienna, the hospital doctors 
advised him to have Mrs. JOHNSON live for several years in 
Vienna with her family or, as an alternative, in some other 
large city with a German-speaking population in order to 
provide an environment to which she had been accustomed.

She returned twice to Vienna for shock treatment and 
examinations while JOHNSON remained in France. When JOHN
SON travelled to Vienna to get Mrs. JOHNSON after the second 
of these visits in the fall of 1962, her doctor told him that 
she had referred to him (JOHNSON) as a "Russian general" 
and had accused one of the nurses of being a Soviet spy. 
(Earlier, in the presence of neighbors, JOHNSON was accused 
by his wife of being a spy.) JOHNSON learned from his 
father-in-law that Mrs. JOHNSON had also told him that JOHN
SON was a Russian general. Eventually Mrs. JOHNSON was 
persuaded to commit herself to a U.S. Army hospital, and at 
the end of April 1964 she was evacuated from France to Walter 
Reed Hospital in Washington. (JOHNSON and his children 
returned to the United States several days later.) She was 
released shortly afterward, but her erratic behavior, JOHN
SON said, prompted his disappearance in October 1964.

The FBI report of this debriefing of JOHNSON states 
that "as an overall analysis of his wife, he described her 
as over-sexed. During the past 10 years her sexual demands 
had tripled over what they had previously been and she never 
seemed to be sexually satisfied." MINTKENBAUGH’s statements 
tend to confirm this evaluation. He has described Mrs. JOHN
SON as being a nymphomaniac who indiscriminately indulged in 
any kind of sexual activity with persons of either sex. Fur
thermore, for two years she prostituted herself regularly with 
JOHNSON’S knowledge while weekending in Las Vegas; he gambled 
with the proceeds.

Mrs. JOHNSON is now confined in a Virginia mental insti
tution.

♦JOHNSON has denied the latter charge. Nevertheless, JOHNSON 
on his own initiative did tell the French girl that he was a 
Soviet spy, and he sounded her out concerning her willingness 
to work for the Soviets.
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(e) Soviet Concern About Mrs. JOHNSON’S Illness

When it became apparent that his wife's treatment in 
Vienna had been unsuccessful and that he would have to 
leave Orleans to find a more suitable environment for her, 
JOHNSON discussed the matter in detail with his KGB case 
officer. In the fall of 1962, after he made photographs 
of the vault door for URZHUMOV, ’the Minox camera was re- 

_______ ______turned to the Russians. This [according to JOHNSON] was done 
because of Soviet concern over Hedy’sTmehtaicondition-. 
JOHNSON was instructed to retain no incriminating materials 
in his possession." After URZHUMOV learned of Mrs. JOHNSON’S 
confinement in a U.S. military hospital, JOHNSON said he 
became "all shook up" about the possibility that she might 
talk. URZHUMOV told JOHNSON to inform his wife that he was 
no longer' working for the Soviets, and JOHNSON must never 
again bring her to an operational meeting. URZHUMOV also 
advised JOHNSON to cease all intelligence activity for a 
while, and all espionage paraphernalia was to be returned to 
the Soviets.* Revised and more elaborate emergency contact 
arrangements, providing for contact in Vienna and Washington 
as well as Paris, were agreed upon to replace earlier, un
successful procedures, and preparations were made for JOHN
SON’S escape should he be compromised. He said on 6 Janu
ary 1965 that there was no particular pressure concerning 
the emergency contact and escape arrangements "except that 
there was always the question and concern that his wife 
might talk.”

Soviet fear that Mrs. JOHNSON might talk also was re
flected in the handling of MINTKENBAUGH in Washington. MINT- 
KENBAUGH explained to the FBI that "during the period when 
Hedy was confined to an Army hospital in Europe [November ■ 
and December 1960] his KGB case officer arranged with him 
to effect an 'eye-to-eye' meeting-at—Brentano's Bookstore 
in downtown Washington, D.C. MINTKENBAUGH was scheduled to 
visit the bookstore three times a week for a tnree-week 
period. The Soviet indicated that this procedure was to be 
adopted in order that it would be assured that Hedy had said 
nothing during her- hospital confinement which would expose 
the operation. MINTKENBAUGH said that he presumed that the 
Soviets had effected arrangements in Europe to beeome aware 
in the event Hedy would reveal any facts concerning her know
ledge of Soviet Intelligence. In the event Hedy did talk 
and a dangerous situation resulted, the Soviets wore to ad
vise MINTKENBAUGH through a drop or by a meeting."

♦In other tellings, JOHNSON has also said that the espionage 
equipment, which included a Minox camera and tripod and a 
flashlight with a "hollow-battery" concealment device, was 
returned to URZHUMOV at his (JOHNSON’s) own suggestion.
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(vi) Damage by JOHNSON to U.S. Interests

The following excerpts are from a preliminary damage 
assessment* of JOHNSON’S espionage activities since 1953 
which was submitted to the U.S. Intelligence Board by its 
Security Committee on 11 January 1966:

"The relatively low level of sensitivity of the 
information which JOHNSON passed to tjie Soviets during 
his assignments in Berlin, the U.S., and Orleans, 
France, coupled with the passage of time since those 
activities, permit an initial assessment of relatively 
minor damage.

"The damage done by JOHNSON at Orly, however, is 
of another order of magnitude. Extensive investigative 
efforts by the affected members of the U.S. intelli
gence community [NSA, CIA, State Department, DI A, and 
the military services|... have succeeded in identifying 
both the type, and in some cases, the specific docu
ments, which were in the Orly vault at some time during 
the period November 1962 to May 1963. Butit has not 
been possible to identify precisely which documents 
were in the vault on the dates of the penetrations.... 
The only viable assumption...is that all the documents 
to which JOHNSON had physical access during the period 
of his vault penetrations, i.e., all the documents in 
the vault, were subjected to possible compromise by 
the Soviets....The review, which is continuing, in
volves a considerable volume of documents which may 
total more than a thousand.

"The full extent of damage will only be known 
when the current review of documents by all affected 
agencies is completed.** The damage assessments pre
pared by the military services, however, based on a 
review of their documents to date, indicate that as a 
result of access to documents in the Orly vault, the 
Soviets may have learned:

1. Details of the Single Integrated Opera
tional Plan (S1OP) including the attack plans of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the identity of Soviet 
targets, the tactical plans of USAF elements in
cluding weapons systems and methods of delivery.

*Compilation of the final damage assessment has been compli
cated by three factors. One was the difficulty involved in 
determining what specific documents may have passed through 
the Orly Courier Transfer Station during his assignment there 
Second, since all documents remained wrapped while at the 
station, JOHNSON himself has been of little assistance in 
identifying them, although he has said that he concentrated' 
his selection on documents addressed to particular commands. 
Finally, Armed Forces courier service records for this period 
have been destroyed.

♦♦During the Investigation JOHNSON eliminated as material not 
available to him an exemplar envelope for the only CIA pouch 
sent to Europe through the Armed Forces Courier System.. It, 
therefore, appears that while at Orly he did not compromise 
CIA material directly.
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2. U.S. Intelligence holdings on Soviet 
military capabilities, atomic energy production, 
weapons storage facilities, industrial complexes 
and order of battle.

3. Daily U.S. Intelligence summaries in- 
i eluding our comments and reports on military and

political developments around the world.

4. Comprehensive'comparisons of U.S. and 
Soviet SAM Systems,

5. Indications of the scope and success of 
the U.S. national SIGINT effort.

6, A wealth of igaterial for use in crypto
analysis.

"From these preliminary reports...it is evident 
that Sgt. JOHNSON'S cooperation with Soviet Intelligence 
has resulted in most serious damage to U.S. national 
security."

The initial damage assessment does not cover the period 
from August 1963 until May 1964, when JOHNSON had access to 
all classified documents originating with the Seine Area 
Command and to documents from a number of other commands. 
JOHNSON has insisted that, during this period, he passed only 
one "Secret" document to his Soviet handlers; he has admitted, 
however, providing oral and some written reports concerning 
documents he read which were classified "Secret" and "Confi
dential" and which concerned emergency and evacuation plans 
of the Seine Area Command. Having claimed no contact with 
the Soviets after he began his duty tour at the Pentagon, 
JOHNSON has thus indicated that he furnished no information 
to the KGB for that period, which began in June 1964 and 
ended in his disappearance in October 1964.
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4. Unsuccessful Approaches to U.S, Citizens*

a. The HARMSTONE Case

(i) Introduction <

After providing the two promised leads** at his first 
meeting with CIA on 9 June 1962, NOSENKO then volunteered 
that the KGB—in 1958 or 1959 had made ani unsuccessful. re-_ 
cruitment approach to Richard C. HARMSTONE, Secchd Secretary- 
at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. Initially NOSENKO said that 
the KGB had photographs of HARMSTONE in homosexual as well 
as heterosexual acts, but in 1964 he stated that although 
the KGB knew HARMSTONE to be a homosexual, it had no photo
graphs of him in such activities. The KGB, thanks to micro
phones in the Embassy, learned that HARMSTONE did not tell 
U.S. authorities the full story of the approach, omitting 
the fact that the approach was based partly on his homo
sexuality. HAEMSTONE’s report of the approach was not, 
however, made in the Embassy. When HARMSTONE was.reassigned 
from Moscow, a summary of his KGB file was turned over to 
the KGB First Chief Directorate, and NOSENKO indicated that 
he was unaware o’ any developments in the case thereafter. 
Since the approach was made prior to his transfer to the 
U.S. Embassy Section of the American Department in January 
1960, NOSENKO said he did not personally participate in the 
operation but was informed of it by V.M. KOVSHUK, Chief of 
the Section. The bl fleers who did take part in the case 
could not be identified by NOSENKO.

HARMSTONE, a bachelor, was posted to Moscow in Octo
ber 1957. He went to the security office in the Embassy on 
23 May 1959 to report a series of events which had culminated 
the day before in his having been approached for recruitment 
by a self-admitted KGB officer (then known to HARMSTONE only 
as "Sergey” but later identified as KOVSHUK). The approach 
was based, with accompanying photographs, on his alleged 
homosexuality, an allegation which HARMSTONE denied in his 
interview by the Embassy Security Officer. He refused to 
collaborate, HARMSTONE said, but he had agreed to meet "Sergey" 
on 23 May. In keeping with his instructions from U.S, authori
ties, HARMSTONE lunched with "Sergey" that afternoon and 
thereafter avoided holding meetings with him. After his 
reassignment from Moscow in October 1959, HARMSTONE admitted 
to the Department of State Security Office that he had a 
homosexual background and the photographs shown to him by 
KOVSHUK had been genuine, but he again claimed to have rejected 
the recruitment attempt. HARMSTONE subsequently resigned from 
the Department.

Among the CHEREPANOV papers passed to the Moscow Embassy 
in November 1963*** was a document dated August 1958 on the 
KGB plans for operational activity against HARMSTONE.

♦NOSENKO has described a total of five unsuccessful attempts 
by the U.S. Embassy Section, American Department. KGB Second 
Chief Directorate to recruit U.S. Embassy personnel stationed 
in Moscow. Two of these, the attempted recruitments of mili
tary code clerks KEYSERS and STORSBERG in which NOSENKO says 
he participated personally, are discussed in Part V.E.3.C. 
The remaining three are described here.
♦♦These are the BELITSKIY and "ANDREY” leads, discussed in 
Parts VI.D.6. and VI.D.3.b., respectively.
♦♦♦For further information on the CHEREPANOV papers, see Part 
VI.D.7.C.
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Details on the HARMSTONE case from NOSENKO and other 
sources are presented below,

(11) Information from NOSENKO

On 9 June 1962, at his first meeting with CIA in Geneva, 
NOSENKO said at the outset that he would sell two items of 
information in return for the money he needed, and that he 
would tell CIA no more^—After—he had finished describing 
the "ANDREY" case, however, he volunteered a story about 
HARMSTONE, a Second or Third Secretary at the American Em
bassy in Moscow. The KC-B tried to recruit him, but he re
fused the approach. Previously the KGB nad used both female 
and male agents against him, and the KCB had photographs of 
the homosexual side as well as his activities with girls. 
KOSENKO believed that HARMSTONE did not tell the whole story 
to the U.S. officials, reporting only that there had been 
an approach to him based on compromise with women. The 
report on the approach had not been submitted in the Embassy. 
(KOSENKO did not say where he reported it, however.) At 
this meeting, having called the BEL ITSKIY case the first 
matter he would give to CIA and "ANDREY" the second, NOSENKO 
characterized the HARMSTONE case thus: "HARMSTONE. HARM
STONE. This is already the third item. Be patient. That’s 
enough for today. (Laughing.)"

In February 1964 at CIA request, NOSENKO reviewed the 
CHERERANOV documents, one of which concerned a KGB plan for 
operations against Richaid HARMSTONE. Part of the plan, 
according to the document, was to get HARMSTONE drunk and 
photograph him in intimate relations with a Soviet girl. 
NOSENKO said this was in fact the way the KGB did get the 
material on which it based the later approach to him: "They 
got him drunk. At the same time they had him photographed. 
And after that they talked with him. They tried to recruit 
him, but he evaded the proposition. He declined the recruit
ment. But he also said nothing; he did not report. For this 
reason they consider that if he comes into their view again 
somewhere, even in a third country, then they will get to 
him and say: ’How about recruitment? This happened on such 
and such. You did not report it. Have you thought It over? 
You are hiding it for so long from your government, from the 
State Department, that you had contact with Soviet Intelli
gence. NOSENKO was asked how the KGB knew HARMSTONE had 
not reported the approach. He replied: "He was monitored, 
and we would have heard if anything about this matter was 
reported.... Undoubtedly if he reported it, something would 
have been heard from [the KGB microphone in] the Minister 
Counsellor's [offIce].... They would dictate a message on this..

Asked who tried to recruit HARMSTONE, he said, "I do 
not know. That was prior to my coming into the department. 
This was in the year 1958 or 1959. I don't know who was the 
case officer who spoke to HARMSTONE." Asked if this officer 
was still in the American Department, he replied: "I don’t 
think he is. I don’t think he is concerned with it anymore."

Later reinterviewed concerning the HARMSTONE case, 
NOSENKO repeated his assertion that he could not identify 
the KC-B officers who were personally involved in the case, 
adding that he had learned of the case from KOVSHUK. He 
also repeated his statements that the KGB knew HARMSTONE
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had rot given the Embassy a full account of tne recruitment 
approach; this was known from the microphones in the Embassy, 
from the telephones, and from the ^act that HARMSTONE did 
not leave the Soviet Union ImmediatC'ly. (He thought that 
HARMSTCNE had left the Soviet Union not long after the ap
proach was made, toward the end of I is tour, and it was not 
an early departure.) The KCB also knew HARMSTONE to be a 
homosexual, but did not have any pictures of him in this kind 
_of activity; the KGB did have, however, a series of nude 
pictures of him with a female agent, and NOSENKO believed 
these photographs had been shown to HARMSTONE in the course 
of the recruitment attempt. NOSENKO thought that the KGB 
may have had more informat ten on HARMSTONE than he, NOSENKO, 
was aware of and could tell CIA--otherwise, he said, the KGB 
would not have made the approach. Aft?r HARMSTONE left 
Moscow, NOSENKO added, a summary of his file was given to 
the First Chief Directorate, but he never heard whether they 
had made an attempt to contact him thereafter.

(1ii) Information from Other Sources

HARMSTONE, one of the economic attaches at the Embassy, 
shared an office with William TURPIN, also an economic 
attache, until TURPIN was replaced in August 1958 by George 
WINTERS.* WINTERS and HARMS1ONE worked together until HARM
STONE finished his tour in October 1959.

The KCB plans for operational activity against HARMSTONE 
outlined in the CHEREPANOV document dated August 1958 tally 
closelv with information reported in Foreign Service dis
patches by TURPIN, HARMSTONE, and Janes RAMSEY, and sub
sequently confirmed by HARMSTONE in interviews conducted by 
the FBI. The descriptive details in the CHEREPANOV document 
about the agents to be used against HARMSTONE are quite 
specific and, when matched against the Foreign Service dis
patches, make it possible to identify them even though the 
document uses only cryptonyms when referring to them. For 
example, the plan states: "Through the agent ’NIKONOV,’ who 
works in the Institute of Economics of the Academy of Sciences 
USSR, continue to render to HARMSTONE small favors on a re
ciprocal basis (cooperation in arranging visits with economists 
visits to the institute, etc.) trying, on his part, to obtain 
from HARMSTONE materials on the economics of South America 
(the specialty of 'NIKONOV')." TURPIN, HARMSTONE himself, 
and WINTERS each reported having many contacts with Yu.V. BELOV 
who was the American Embassy's liaison contact with Soviet 
economists, particularly in the .Institute of Economics of 
the Academy of Sciences. BELOV was fluent in Spanish, and 
was concerned with economic problems of South America. 
Similarly, most of the other agents have been identified with 
individuals on whom there was detailed information available 
from overt contacts in Moscow.

HARMSTONE came to the security office in the Embassy 
on the morning of 23 May 1959 and stated that he was in 
serious difficulty and wanted to discuss the matter. He told 
of having been drugged while dicing at the home of BELOV in 
April 1959; also present was a "cousin" of BELOV’s who was

♦See Part VI.D.7.a. for a review of WINTERS’ role in the POPOV 
case.



an actor. A few weeks later, HARMSTONE said, he and WINTERS 
were invited to the BELOVs for the afternoon, but WINTERS 
was busy so HARMSTONE had to go alone. He named the various 
other Soviets who were part of the day’s outing, among them 
a couple named "SOKOLOV" (Identifiable in the CHEREPANOV 
paper as the case officer A.M. MIKHAILOV and the agent 
"KRCCHININA"). At a visit to a dacha after lunch, a friend 
named "Sergey" was present and made HARMSTONE's acquaintance. 
A few days later "SOKOLOV" invited HARMSTONE to have lunch, 
and mentioned-that "Sergey" -would probably-^oin them,-as-be 
did. After lunch the three went out to visit "Sergey’s" ■ 
dacha, where "SOKOLOV" soon disappeared to take a nap. 
"Sergey" then identified himself to HARMSTONE as a worker 
of the KGB who had been investigating the case of a "notorious 
homosexual," naming BELOVs "cousin." He brought out photo
graphs purporting to show HARMSTONE and the "cousin" engaging 
in sexual relations. HARMSTONE reported that he told 
"Sergey" the photographs were fabricated: He had never had 
homosexual relations with that man or any other. "Sergey" 
then made recruitment overtures, which HARMSTONE rejected, 
but he did agree to lunch with "Sergey" the following day. 
Also, "Sergey" offered to assist HARMSTONE In his career, 
and gave him his office number, to be called from outside 
the £mbasQf lest HARMSTONE should be overheard making the’ 
call.

Following the initial interview with the Security Of
ficer, the latter reported the situation to the Minister 
Counsellor, Richard DAVIS, who concurred in the Security 
Officer’s belief in KARMSTONE's innocence of the homosexual 
allegation. The two agreed that HARMSTONE might keep the 
scheduled appointment to have lunch with "Sergey" that same 
afternoon.

"Sergey" did most of the talking that afternoon, ac
cording to HARMSTONE, commenting on a number of the Embassy 
personnel and various prominent Soviet personalities. 
"Sergey" planned for HARMSTONE to lunch with him the fol
lowing week, but, following instructions of the Security 
Officer and Minister Counsellor, HARMSTONE thereafter fended 
off "Sergey" by telling him it was pointless for HARMSTONE 
to see him, that the KGB knew the situation to be "completely 
phoney," and that the KGB should stop harassing him; he 
wanted no assistance, no further luncheons, no other appoint
ments with KGB personnel. HARMSTONE successfully avoided 
contacts with "Sergey" thereafter, until the latter broke in 
on a dinner HARMSTONE was having in a restaurant with a 
casual Soviet contact (a student) in August 1959. HARMSTONE, 
said he repeated his refusal to see "Sergey" and the latter 
departed.

In August or September of 1959 HARMSTONE passed a note 
to the Security Officer in the Embassy in which he reported 
that he was certain that his KGB friend "Sergey" was identical 
with George WINTERS’ contact in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
V.M. "KOMAROV.'*  He explained how he had come to this discovery:

*KOMAROV is the alias used by KOVSHUK on his ten-month visit 
to the United States in 1957-1958 and later in Moscow with 
his American contacts, until 1963 when he began to use his 
true name.



"George WINTERS’ contact In Foreign Ministry V.M, KOMAROV 
. called the other day, asking for George. His voice sounded 

so much like that of ’Sergey’ that I asked George if 1 could 
see a photograph of KOMAROV on his 1957 visa application. 
If KOMAROV is not 'Sergey,* he could easily be latter's 
twin brother. The only difference is that when I have seen 
"S" he was always wearing glasses. In the picture he .is not 
wearing glasses. George has never seen him wearing glasses..."

_________________ HARMS.TONE-Ls_no.te_then—went—on_to_men.tlon—other—points—which__ ._____ —_______ ______  
support the identification.

; In October 1959 HARMSTONE completed his Moscow tour and
! returned to Washington. He was interviewed by :tbe Security
i Office of the Department of State and polygraphed on his
1 Moscow experiences. At this time he admitted to a homosexual
! background, and acknowledged that the KGB compromising photo-
j graphs were genuine, but reiterated his rejection of recruit-
• ment. He subsequently resigned from the .Department.



b. Idward tm» SMITH

(1) Information from NOSENKO

In 1962 NOSENKO told a-detailed story of a KGB attempt 
to recruit the Security Officer at the U.S. Embassy in 1954 
or 1955; a man named SMITH. His KGB cryptonyra was "RYZHYY" 
(redhead) because he had red hair.

NOSENKO reported, that SMITH was having an affair with 
his Russian maid, but the KGB could not manage to get photo® 
graphs of them in compromising situations because their 
intimate relations took place in his apartment in the Embassy. 
'The maid was therefore given a camera to take photographs 
of herself within the apartment, in various sexual positional 
the KGB superimposed photographs of SMITH in a photomontage 
and used these to make a recruitment approach to him. The 
KGB mailed him a letter instructing him to come to a personal 
meeting, enclosing copies of the photographs with the -letter. 
■He cane to the meeting and Second Chief Directorate Chief 
O.M. GRIBANOV himself made the recruitment approach’. SMITH 
wavered, saying neither yea nor no, but tg^eed to come baok 
to another meeting. He did not appear' for the second meeting, 
however, and NOSENKO claimed that at this time he personally 
was sent after the Russian maid to find out why SMITH had 
not come, She reported that he could not make up his mind 
what to do, that he had been up all night, first deciding 
that be would coopexate, then deciding that he would not. 
The KGB then sent him several more letters threatening to ex® 
pose him. Finally, after three days, SMITH broke down and 
told the Ambassador of the situation. He was immediately 
sent home, and that ended the operation.

In 1964 NOSENKO denied that he had had any personal 
role in the case, explaining that as a junior officer in the 
U.S. Embassy Section at the time, working on correspondents,* 
he would not have taken part in so important an operation. 
He said that he had heard about the operation from V.M, 
KOVSHUK, whose case it was at the time. (On a later occasion 
NOSENKO claimed that in a legal sense he had a personal role 
in the case; ho was assigned to a phone-watch to receive sur
veillance reports on the operation.) Otherwise, the accounts 
by NOSENKO of the SMITH operation have been consistent with 
the story he related in 1962,

(ii) Information from GOLITSYN■ ------ ------------- 51
In February 1962 GOLITSYN reported that in 1947 he had 

read a two-volume study on KGB operations against American 
Intelligence in the USSR, prepared by S.M. FEDOSEYEV, which 
gave examples of successful work against the U.S; Embassy in

■: g .V.'.

♦Bee Part V.C. for NOSENKO’s dating of his responsibilities 
in the U.S, Embassy Section from 1953-1955} he claimed to 
have been working on correspondents until June 1954, when 
he took over the Army Attaches. He stated that he left for 
the Tourist Department in June 1955. Edward Ellis SMITH ar
rived in Moscow on 20 July 1954. The first letter was dated 
1 June 1956 and received on 2 June 1956 by SMITH.
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Moscow. One case concerned an American, probably single, I. 4
who was either the Security Officer or the counterintelll- L J
gence representative in the Embassy. He had a dog, and lived [ ?
in an apartment in the city or a country house outside Moscow, . ' ■ I ;
His Russian maid or cleaning woman was his mistress. The KGB 'k 
thought he would not be recruitable by ordinary blackmail on । j
the basis of his intimate relations with his maid, so the maid, . > |
a KGB agent, was instructed to confess to him that she had | 5
been recruited^by-tfie“KGB “againsther will and“would* be* ar- y | y
reseed if she did not fulfill her KGB tasks. He agreed to I
help her, and GOLITSYN believed that he did not report this ’ ‘
to his Washington headquarters. He also recalled that the '
American first supplied only disinformation to the KGB, but 
when the KGB complained, he provided a mixture of truth and 
disinformation, GOLITSYN said this case study was based on li I =
a true Incident which took place between 1953 and 1957, but p 
he was not sure if the operation really did result in a sue- !\ ;
cessful recruitment as was alleged in the study. ' j :

(1 i i ) Information from SMITH !

The CIA employee Edward Ellis SMITH (a redhead), who 
was the Security Officer at the Embassy in Moscow; reported •
to the U.S. Ambassador on 5 June 1256 that he had received 
four letters from the KGB, the first on 2 June 1956. The 
first letter enclosed incriminating photographs of himself 
and his Russian maid and requested him to come to a personal 
meeting with KGB representatives outside the Embassy. He 
did not do so. SMITH received three more letters, threatening 
him with exposure to the Ambassador. He admitted he had been I 1
Intimate with his Russian maid.

SMITH was recalled from Moscow on 8 June 1956, and he 
left CIA employment a year later. When interviewed in March J
1962 on the basis of the GOLITSYN information, SMITH admitted 
that he had maintained his affair with the Russian maid 
during most of the time of his Moscow assignment, 20 July j
1954 to 8 June 1956, and confirmed that he had in fact passed j ;
unclassified information through her to the KGB for many j
months. He claimed never to have provided information of i
a classified nature, although he did pass the contents of 
cables in the category of Official Use Only. In addition, j
SMITH said he disclosed information which ”he knew would '
reach the KGB" (presumably through sources other than the 
maid), He also said that he never passed information that was I
not true, i.e., disinformation, ’



(c) The BINDER Case

(i) Information from NOSIN'KO

While reviewing notes he had brought to a meeting in 
Geneva on 26 January 1964, NOSENKO first mentioned the 
unsuccessful attempt to recruit Peter BINDER. NOSENKO said 
that BINDER, the ’’top Sergeant in charge of America House," 
had been -having sexual-relations-with a Soviet- female in his— 

room at the America House for some time and had been obtaining 
articles such as dresses and coats for her from the United 
States. Because BINDER'S activities were confined to America 
;House, the KGB was unable to photograph his indiscretions 
and thus had little means to exert pressure on him. The 
recruitment approach consequently failed.

In later interviews by CIA and the FBI, NOSENKO identi
fied the woman involved as Galya MORELLI, a KGB agent em
ployed at America House as a dishwasher. NOSENKO said that 
Vladimir DEMKIN of the U.S. Embassy Section was the case of
ficer working against BINDER, and that S.M. FEDOSEYEV, Chief 
of the American Department, took part in the approach. This 
was in 1962, KOSENKO said, after he had transferred to the 
Tourist Department, and for this reason he could provide 
no further details on the case.

(1i) Information from BINDER

Master Sergeant Peter BINDER arrived in Moscow, where 
he was assigned as manager of America House, on 16 March 1961. 
He was approached by the KGB on 15 January 1963 and reported 
the KGB attempt to U.S. Embassy officials the same day. On 
22 January 1963 BINDER was withdrawn from Moscow before the 
completion of his tour. At the airport as he was leaving, 
the Soviets attempted to prevent his departure by saying 
that he had never beer, properly accredited to the USSR. 
The plane was delayed for about 15 minutes while a heated 
exchange took place between Soviet officials and the American 
officers accompanying BINDER. He then was allowed to leave. 
The following description of the Soviet recruitment attempt 
is drawn from debriefings of BINDER by the U.S. Embassy Se
curity Officer in Moscow on the day of the incident and from 
debriefings by the FBI and Department of the Army after his 
return to the United States.

In about December 1961, according to BINDER, he first 
became intimate with MORELLI, a dishwasher at America House 
whom he has described as being a pretty, intelligent, well- 
manicured girl of about 26. Their relationship continued 
until June or July 1962, at which time MORELLI "disappeared” 
from her Job without notice while BINDER was on leave. During

♦It was BINDER who summoned the Embassy Security Officer, 
Hugh MONTGOMERY, to America House in the summer of 1962 when 
he became suspicious of "LILLIAN,” the "Austrian" girlfriend 
of the U.S. military code clerk Matthew ZUJUS. After 
telling MONTGOMERY that she was going to her hotel to get her 
passport, which would prove her nationality, "LILLIAN" disap
peared and was not seen again at America House. NOSENKO re
ported this incident, but associated.it with the development 
of another military code clerk (see Part V.E.3.C.).

TO? SECT



their affair, BINDER occasionally gave MORELLI gifts of 
money and clothing but restricted his meetings with her to 
his room in the dormitory. In about February or March 1962 
MORELLI came to BINDER and said that she thought she was 
pregnant; she made no demands of BINDER, however, and said 
nothing about getting an abortion.< Although at his first 
Interview in Moscow BINDER said that MORELLI at no time in
dicated that she was required to obtain information for the 
Soviets,—he. told the-FBI : in late_ February_1963 _that__o.n _oae J 
occasion in his room at America House MORELLI admitted to him 
that she was sent to America House by the Soviets and that 

- all employees there were required to meet in two groups once
a month with their contacts [KGB officers] to discuss the 
America House personnel.

On the morning of 15 January 1963, the day of the ap
proach, BINDER left-America House on foot to get a haircut 
at a Soviet barbershop, some 300 yards away. While he was 
enroute, a car pulled up beside him, three "goons" strong
armed him into the backseat, and he was driven to a nearby 
Militia station. After some perfunctory questioning, one — 
of the Militiamen made several phone calls, and an interro
gator arrived a few minutes later.

' The interrogator had a letter which he said had been 
mailed by MORELLI to the U.S. Embassy and had been inter
cepted by the KGB. The letter contained numerous allegations 
against BINDER, which the interrogator proceeded to list. 
Among them, BINDER was able to recall the following;

-On 25 November 1961 there was a party at America 
House for Soviet employees, after which BINDER and 
MORELLI went to BINDER'S room. Subsequently BINDER 
and MORELLI lived together as man and wife.

-At another party, in December 1961, BINDER 
pointed out five enlisted men living in America House 
[the letter named them] telling MORELLI that they were 
informants for John V. ABIDIAN. the Embassy Security 
Officer.*  He told MORELLI that the girls working in 
America House should be particularly careful of Charles 
GIDARO, as he was ABlDlAN's right-hand nan.

*See Part V.E.J.d. Coneorning KOSENKO’s responsibilities for 
tKe KGB coverage of ABIDIAN. NOSENKO has not reported that 
the KGB was aware of these enlisted men serving as informants 
for ABIDIAN.

- In February 1962, MORELLI told BINDER that she was 
. pregnant, and BINDER instructed her to get an abortion.

- At the George Washington’s Birthday Party in 1962 
BINDER pointed out ABIDIAN to MORELLI and Svetlana 
IVANOVA, another employee of America House, and told them 
to be careful of him as he was the Embassy Security Offi
cer.

- At some point BINDER gave a sewing machine to a 
Soviet citizen to sell for him. At another time BINDER 
ordered from the United States a coat for the America 
House employee Luba TISHKINO, but then told her that it 
had been lost in the mail. The coat was not really lost, 
however; BINDER gave it to one of the old cooks at Ameri
ca House because she paid him money for it.

TOP SECRET



-After asking whether BINDER was acquainted with 
Mr. LOHRER of the West German Embassy, the interrogator 
asked if BINDER had given LOHF.SR goods to sell on the 
Soviet market.

-In April 1962, BINDER told MORELLI that Hugh 
MONTGOMERY had arrived at the U.S. Embassy as Security 

■ Officer, that MONTGOMERY was a good friend of his, and 
. that he had told MONTGOMERY about his affair with_ ___ _______  _____

-----—-- MORELLr but 'EONTCOMERY_Ead told him "not to worry about 
i it.

j -BINDER told MORELLI and Svetlana IVANOVA that
: Richard C. JACOB,* a U.S. Embassy employee, was a "well-

trained spy" and that MORELLI and IVANOVA should there
fore be careful of his.

In describing his conversation at the Militia station, 
BINDER said that, after the interrogator had asked’a number 
of questions, he, BINDER, complained that the Soviet was •-
talking too fast. An interpreter was thereupon called in 
and remained until BINDER was questioned concerning JACOB, 
At this point, the interpreter left and the interrogator 
continued to question BINDER on personal matters. Except 
for the relatively short time the interpreter was there, 
all questioning was in Russian, which BINDER generally under
stood. After discussing BINDER'S family, the interrogator 
asked BINDER what ought to be done about the letter and the 
charges it contained. He suggested that if the letter were 
sent on to the American Ambassador, to whom it was addressed, 
U.S. officials would not believe BINDER'S denials of the 
charges, his career in the Army would be ruined, and BINDER 
would r.o longer be able to support his two daughters. According 
to BINDER, his reply was that ther-e was nothing he could do 
if the Soviets decided to forward the letter, and "that would 
be that." The interrogator then left the room.

When he returned about 15 minutes later he spoke to 
BINDER in a friendly manner, commenting that BINDER had been 
in Moscow for almost two y^ars and that it was obviously 
important for him to finish his tour there and remain in the 
Army. BINDER agreed with this. The interrogator then said 
that BINDER’S actions while in the Soviet Union had been quite 
proper, that he had always been very fair to the Soviet girls 
who worked for him, and that he, the interrogator, had decided 
to help him. The Soviet continued that he was going to forget 
about the letter and ail the charges contained in It and that 
the letter would not be forwarded. He also pointed out that 
as the letter was not going anywhere, there was no need for 
BINDER to mention the incident of his ari'est to anyone. BIN
DER was then driven back to the barber shop.

BINDER summed up the entire incident, which lasted a 
little over two hours, by saying that the approach was very 
low-key and that at no time was he specifically asked to sup
ply information to the Soviets, although this was implicit in the 
remarks of his interviewers.

♦See Part VT.D.7.b. regarding the detention of JACOB in connec
tion with the PENKOVSKIY case.
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During questioning by U.S. authorities afterwards, 
BINDER said that he had denied the truth of the allegations, 
point-by-point, and that, apart from the charge that he was 
intimate with MORELLI, none of them, in fact, were true. 
Specifically, BINDER told Army questioners in June 1963 that 
he had Laughed at his interrogator when the latter attributed 
to him the above statements concerning MONTGOMERY and JACOB 
(both CIA officers). BINDER denied to his U.S. Ariy inter
viewers (as he said he had to the Soviets) that he knew 
MONTCOMERYpersonally, that he tad told MONTGOMERY of hia-- - 
affair with MORELLI, and that he had told MORELLI he had 
done so. He said that he told the Soviet interrogator 
that it was "ridiculous to believe that Richard JACOB was 
a spy." In fact, BINDER said, he had no knowledge of JACOB’s 
duties in Moscow and had only slight personal contact with 
him.
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5. Operations Involving Other Westerners

a. Tabulation

(i) Introduction

KOSENKO has provided identifying information on 90 KGB agents, 
probable agents, and operational contacts of Western (but non
American) citizenship and he has described an additional 12 de
velopment "and investigationoperationF against such-third-country 
nationals. As indicated in the following tabulation, 55 of 
KOSENKO's recruitment leads and five of the 12 investigative 
and developmental leads were contained in the notes which he 
brought to* the meetings with CIA in Geneva in 1964 and which en
abled him to provide specific information on these individuals, 
for example, their dates of birth and precise dates or recruit- . f
ment. At the same time, however,' KOSENKO generally furnished 1.
comparatively fewer details concerning the KGB operations against U 
other Westerners than he did in his leads to American cases; \
often his information did not exceed that written in the notes. 
He has disclaimed personal participation in all but four of his 
.recruitment leads and two of his investigation/development cases.__  
Por the most part NOSENKO's foreign leads are based upon informa-y 
tion which he- said he learned casually and noted for passage to / 
CIA during the time he was Deputy Chief of the Tourist Depart- 
meat in 1962 and 1963. (With certain exceptions, NOSENKO nas 
been questioned less about his other Western leads' than about his 
American cases, particularly with regard to sourcing.) Most of 
NOSENKO's non-American leads were passed by CIA in 1964 to the 
appropriate foreign security services, and as yet the results of 
many of their investigations are incomplete. In a few cases, in 
vestigations were conducted abroad by CIA representatives with 
the results as shown in the tabulation below. Inder this tabu
lation, the leads are presented in alphabetical order of their 
country of nationality. In cases where NOSENKO has provided no 
specific source for his information tut has indicated, that the 
Tourist Department was involved at a time he has said he was 
assigned there, note of this is made in the "sourcing" column.



Agent Leads

LEADS

Afghani stan

^10 s ‘-ow' 
agent. KOSENKO did

13 a Lony-timt. 
not know the

rt date of recruitment, the basis of 
Uitmgnt-, . nor what type of informa- 
^^^^^^had provided to the KGB.

>elicveo A.P. DAVIDYAN was thc'Casj

Argent i na

Born in Odessa
now an Argentine citizen; was co 
ted in Odessa by the Chief of the 
opd Department of tHe Odessa KGB, 
u) VARYGS*; he was net again in

,c second departments of 
>scow.
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SOURCING AND DATE O? REPORT

Source not named. (1962 and 
196 )

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

local KGB units are provincial counterparts of

INVESTIGATION RESULTS

I

Earlier CIA suspicions that he is 
a KGB agent stemmed from his long 
tour in Moscow, his pro-Soviet atti
tudes, and his ability to conduct 
large-scale blackmarket activities 
in Moscow with impunity.
was in official liaison with Soviet 
representatives in Kabul prior to 
his assignment to Moscow; his rela
tions with these Soviets were re
portedly cordial. apparently
gave his full personal support to 
Prime Minister DAUD's program of ex
panding Afghan military and other 
ties to the Soviet Union. Contrary 
opinions have been received which 
describe him as pro-West or at least
staunchly nationalistic. NOSENKO

Identified the ' \
investigation so rar has disclosed 
no contacts with Soviet Officials 
in Argentina. '

. ' ..".7^ 1 ''H
; AZ... r/' . •_ 7. .

the Second Chief Directorate V

... '.iiS ■■ ■-
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O|W by an officer of the Tourist 
.rtment, Second Chief Directorate, 
was recruited. Currently a business- 
13) Buonos Ai res andlhas relatives in 

lata; this case has been turned over 
hfc First Chief Directorate.

•* fnu; Argeatin
recruited in Moscow in 1961 or 1'362

(1964)

iqimosexual grounds. Recruited by 
. iMALYt'GIN of the Fifth Section, 
r^can Department, Second Chief Direc- 
itje, in Moscow in 196 2.*

Source not named.
of the 

Argentine Embassy in Moscow, con
fessed to his superiors on 5 Decem
ber 1961 that he had been recruited
by the KGB on homosexual grounds. 
The case officer who acted as in
terpreter in CES3§ESE33Birt recruitment 
was V.L. ARTEMYEV, whom NOSENKO 
has identified as one of the case
officers under his supervision in 
1960-61.

An Australian who
njto the USSR as a tourist in 1960 
was contacted at the request of 
^'rst Chief Directorate; she 

e4d to cooperate and is an opera
nd! contact, not an agent.

Sou’-ce not named. (1964 notes)

Austria

Moscow (was possibly 
ruited after an extensive culti- 
iqn by GRIBANOV in the period 
0461.

NOSENFO first learned about 
when he was working in the

American Department in 1960 and 
1961, but he could not pinpoint 
the date more precisely. Source 
was Nikolay IGNATOV, who visited 
the Department on the orders of 
O.M. G*RL BANOV, Chief of the Sec
ond Chief Directorate, to obtain 
requirements. (1964)

aacording to NOSENKO, the Fifth Section of the American Department is concerned with Latin American Embassies1 
ia Moscow.
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a An East.-Went trader
. and a KGB agent ;
etui ted in Vienna by two KGB offi- 
ri there on TDY. '

NOSENKO brought to CIA in 
Genevii a copy of the official 
KGB summary report on 
He Learned of through
Tourist Department involvement.
(1964)

the subject, of several de
nunciations as a Soviet agent, is
Communist sympathizer; he offered 
his services to CIA in March 1961
but was terminated in 1962 on the
basis of an unsatisfactory poly
graph examination, lack of produc
tion, and general suspicions 
concerning his probable KGB agent 
status.

Mg UNKNOWN; The code clerk at the 
s r 1 an“ Emi'assy in Moscow in I960 
sla KCU agent.

O.S. BUBNOV of the Third Depart
ment, Second Chief Directorate, 
toil nosEnko in 1960 about this 
agent. (1962)

a code clerk in 
Moscow (luring the late 1950’s, be- 
c.ime involved with a young Russian 
girl and was questioned about this 
by his superiors, who suspected KGB 
sponsorship; he was removed from 
cryptographic work in 1961 and 
placed in a non-sensitive job. 
After reviewing CIA information on 

NOSENKO confirmed that 
trixs was the’ name of the agent on
whom he had reported.

) Belg turn

cruited on 29 July 1!yt>2 by Lt. Col. 
EKSEYEV and Capt. ROMANOVICH of the 
xth Section (Auto Tourists) of the

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

/ known as
visited the Czech 

Embassyin u? ussels on at least 
one occasion. (See entry on van de

A Belgian, was re- 
ulted on 14 July 1962 by the Tourist 
partment; he is a bus driver for

otter.
^and is used as a

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

His identity has been confirmed 
(See entry
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Source not named. (1964 
notes) 1963 that

he had been recruited by Soviet In
telligence. He indicated that

agency were also Soviet

¥
UNKNOWN: An of fiber of unknown 

ionaTi ty, who in employed at a NZvTO 
i^llation in Belgium, is an ex- 
•.41y valuable KGB agent; the agent 

involved in cipher work, as he 
jupptied large quantities of infer- 

i^n which, has assintied the KGB in 
ding enciphered N»TC> communicat ions . 
efts from the Special Technical 
tion of the Second Chief Director
travelled TDY to Brussels to a 
he operation during 1962.

NOSENKO learned of thin from 
L.A. Ltsu-IDEV, Second Chief 
Directorate technician, who 
assisted in an entry into the 
installation. (1964)

LEBEDEVs travel to Belgium, as re
flected in CIA records, indicates 
this operation took place, in July 
or October 1962. Another source 
had previously described a similar 
operation occurring at about the 
same time and also in Belgium; it 
appears possible that both leads 
are to be the same agent, who has 
not been definitely identified.

Augu 
t4 tn

Recruited on 
962 by the Tourist Depart-

to meet with her|case officers 
11; she returned to the USSR in 1963 ; 
!ls an interpreter for

this case will probably ue 
xred to KGS Archives.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Source not named. (1964 notes)

's-
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; A Russian emigre
,uw livjng in brazrli, where he owns a 
oiirist firm; recruited by the Tourist 
enactment in 1963. i

& composer and con- 
uctor; was recruited in Moscow in 
ucust 1957. I

Source- not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
no’.es)

Source not named. (1964 notes}

Suspicions that he is a KGB agnnt 
pre-date 1963. Interviewed in June 
1965 and denied any approach by 
the KGB.

a long-time 
Brazilian Communist. His contacts 
with Soviets are open.

Latvian origin; 
e request of the

GB First Chief Directorate, by the 
altic KGD while visiting the Baltic 
sentries in about October 1963.

Source not named. (1964 notes)

Identified as double agentAJjE UNKNOWN; A former citizen of 
ermany was brought to the Soviet • 
nion for Illegals training in 1963 
nd was in contact with XU.I. GUK. 
h|s j:v-son i« active in Canada ,• where 
0|is subordinate to and in contact 
itpi the KGB Legal Residency. Much 
dentifying data known by NOSENKO.

NOSENKO learned of this case 
frc-i GUK in 1963. (1964)

former agent or 0.5.Army C1C in
German y was compromised
to the Soviets and doubled by them 
in the 1950's. Confessed Soviet re
cruitment immediately to U.S. handl
ers and was aided in emigration to 
Canada. Later recontacted by KGB 
in Canada and reactivated. (See 
Part VI.d.5.c.)

^MK UNKNOWN; Canadian Embassy code 
tark, *;ho  was recruited in Moscow 
bqut 1957; he later went to Warsaw 
laro he was contacted by a KGB offi- 
sq on. TOY.

*

Source not named. A Canadian Embassy guard who confeesod 
his recruitment has been confirmed 
by NOSENKO as the subject of this 
lead.
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A Canadian of Ukrainian 
^tant/waV contacted by the Tourist 
>artmc:'.t while in th;e vrSR as a tourist
December IOC’: although not fully re- 
i^ted, he came to anl agreement with a 
, -officor and may be contacted in 
Ida by an Illegal.

- i
; I

i Canadian

I .**• -crn £ ted by KGB on 
aQ».« 'x «.> 7 A rot tuls nt out 19 5 3 or 1954; 
•tl GRIB/CJOV (••••rsor.aJly invnlvtd in 
se; NC S’.IKKO thought that did
t jeooyorate with KGBl after he loft
s^ow. NOSENn? corwnncod that a case 
high icvel as this.would not be a 

ird“ recruitment, ? .e. , there would 
b{necessarily have bp ar. a direct 
pKoach, nnd nc secrepy agreements or 
edicts w.’iild normally oc required.

Source not named..- but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

In 1962 when NOSENKO first sup
plied this lend, ^JSSSETuyfFSSS1® 

he "-aid he had 
fc.irned ul the case from conversa
tion with, the case officers. In 
7 !♦#>.; hr Sc id that V.D. CHELNOKOV, 
who was later his immediate super
visor in the Tourist Department, 
had participated in the recruit
ment while he was in the Secund 
(Anglo-Canadian) Department, Sec
ond Chief Directorate, in about 
1953. KOSENKO also said that he 
first heard of the case in 1955 or 
195c during an official visit to 
the city of Vladimir, whore the 
local KGB told him the story of 
J&’SSuSMiaving visited Vladimir in 
1954; while there he manifested 
homosexual tendencies whi1e he was 
drunk; NOSEIJKO said SZSSSStogot 
so drunk that he lost his shoes 
and they were later returned to 
him through the mails in Moscow. 
(1962)

GOLITSYN provided information about 
KGB operational interest in ASSESS' 
during first tour in Mos
cow, between 1948 and 1951; the KGB
was aware that J was a homo
sexual; GOLITSYN knew ..that the KGB

but did not
know whether he had been approached. 
In 1964 was interviewed con
cerning his experiences in Moacw. 
be admitted having been compr-eaaiaad. 
on the basis of homosexual activi
ties, during his tour as JESSSSSS^SBBb 
between March 1954 and April or May
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I

(I ) Egypt I
NAME UNKNOWN: A .low-level employee 
oif the Egyptian Embassy in Moscow 
was a KGE agent targettec’. against 
America House; he was recruited in 
Moscow prior to 1961 on the basis 
of speculatory activities. G.I. 
GRYAZNOV and V.V. KOSOLAPOV of the 
American Department[helped the 
agent's case officer in the Sixth 
Department, KOH Sccqnd Chief Direc
torate, sell 200 tc. ;300 watches that 
the agent had obtained abroad. 
This case officer and GRYAZNOV met 
w|.th the agent; NOSENKO did not know 
who had recruited him.

I- '
(1) Finland 5   ।

A_—XTT~. 
KGB agent, she works' fur t.iiu 
firm and also for the Finnish Tour futT 
Association; recruited by the Tourist 
Department and the local KGB organs . 
in Leningrad.

L. _ .mi,-..... i
Recruited in 19 59 l>yj the Tourist De
partment with the aid of the Leningrad 
KGB; she works in a travel bureau in 
Finland.

Source not known. (1964)

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

No source given, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1954 
notes)

the UAL Embassy, Moscow, was known to 
residents of America House. He re
portedly involved several /American 
code clerks with women and in black
market activities. See Parts 
V.E.3.C. and VI.D.2.
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433

A KGB 
^^s7'^tary

No bu
Department involvcment. (1964

No source, but Tourist Depart-

etsity. Recruited {date 
yj the teve.nth Department 
he I

at eau 
our is 
epi ng

st ‘v .V. r» .: ”7 A

(1964

j u r. e

■ fa..c\

rst in 
ted on

in 1963 
□ pro- 
works

partment 
notes 1

but Tourist
olvemcnt,

or 
t

n? i°o
30 January 1964 that ne learned 
of the operation in 19G1,
when he accompanied O.M. GRI
BANOV to a reception of the Ind
ian Embassy and realised from a 
comment made by that he
•7as a friend of GHIEAiiOV’s and an 
agent. On 16 February 1965 NC- 
SENKO said he learned of the case 
mainly through friends, and that 
the Indian reception had been held 
in 1953 or 1959. (1962)



fnu): O.M. GRIBANOV Chief
Che Second Chief Directorate, is 

r^onally handling this important agent 
iror.inent French businessman; he was 
•^uited as early as 1956 or 1958, and 
frequently comes to1 Moscow

434 .

N^SEMKO said he knew there was 
such a French agent but did not 
know the name until "there was 
a call placed to the General 
(GRIBAI.’OV) , and when 1 asked 
from whom is the call, then . iL-j-*.,. 
found out it was from 
then it was Clear to me." 
(1964)

nrtSUstria aha "emigrated to France 
in 1938.

has ex
tensive business connections in the 
Soviet Union and other Bloc coun
tries; at the same time he has many 
high-level connections in French
political and Intelligence circles 
Recorded suspicions of £ 
Soviet contacts date from 1959

GOLIT
SYN reported in 1961 that as early 
as 1955, GRIBANOV travelled to
Vienna to meet with an important 
nqeii ta French businessman;

\ .a; ►; v ’ • -E?
he made a half

dozen trips to the USSR and re
portedly boasted of being in contact 
with General GRIBANOV and others

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

a,..
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the Tourist Department; he works as 
viidc and interpreter for various 
:$ch tourist agoncieb.

IKS'

Correspondent 
in Moscow; a long-time 

:ond Cliv;: Directorate agent. . N'O- 
;KO saiilC^-as working for the
itfth Cepart-nent (coupterintelli- 
ide against employees of embassies 
France, Italy, Greece, Belgium, 

(land, Luxembourg, Switzerland).

Department; she was an intcr- 
-•ter for tourist groups visiting the 

Union during 1957-59; gtSfeSaEfc 

thib case is dosed.-

n cruren living^ in wa
etui ted in 1963 by the Tourist IX— 
rtment; he is a teacher of geography 
dlhistory at some college and works 
the summers for the1National Tour-

t{Centor

ris

Ro- 
i~y6ur“T^37TnF~D^ of 

in

485.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

NOSENKO heard passing references 
from case officers of the Second 
Chief Directorate. (1964)

Not identified.

Source not. named, but Tourist Do- Not identified. 
purtw.t involvement. (1964 notes)

Source nc': named, but Tourist De
partment involvement. (1964 notes)

Not identified.

irom Yu.G. GRICHMANOV, Chief of 
the Second Section, Tourist Depart
ment. (1964 notes)
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Recruited on 16 

oy officers from the Tour- 
Ocpartmcnt and the Ukrainian KGB;

is a bv.s driver for the 
rlst agency.

L
Germany |

formerly a k-gh agent in Kaz.tKhstan 
was r«-recruited by]the Tourist 

aytment in 1963.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Source ::ot named, but Tourist De
partment involvement. (1964 notes)

Not identified.

When she emigrated to Germany in 1953 
admitted being an MVD 

informant in Kazakhstan. She was die

!

charged from a Radio Liberty job in 
Munich in 1961 a® a security risk. 
When contacted by CIA in 1964, she 
admitted recontact by the KGB in 1963 
but said she was given no assignment 
and had not been contacted by Sov-

I 
Recruited in 196j 

the Tourist. Department; lives in 
nkfurr. and is employed by the 

tourist agency.

Owner ci f the 
veT agency; recruited in 1962 by 
^ourist Department.
s I
! J

‘ crypt onym
FO"; an employee of the 
v$l agency, was recruited by the
reat Department in 1963.

Source not named, but Tourist De- 
partment involvement. (1964 notes)

Scurce not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Source not named, but Tourist De
partment involvement. (1964 notes)
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- An employee of the
Jan tbwssy 1:1 Moncow from 1957 
1961 and a KGP agent!

I 1

I ,
UNKNOWN; A member of the Iranian
BSy in Moscow is a K^B agent. No • 
ils. I

Indian diplomat 
either a

.ic;< nt or solid 'contact, gnsW^T?^

iih he was met by
. GNK in Geneva. GUK returned 
idnwa in August 1961 to meet

j^idon-.-s in j

jjRrsrsjwm. «?;»
tl; Moscow had oe-a recruiter 

'.□LAt'Ki, the- Assistant Naval Attache 
Ije U.S. Embassy in Moscow, but had 
:any bwn recruited k>y the KGB.
1& C 4 , NOS El-KO gave the same in-

1 e:■ but named as tho
abenu who was recrui|ted by OUliACKI. 
tionca or. this change, NOSENKO said 
he w.c r.r.w not sure who it was and
jneybe there were two separate eases.

-nt r> diplomatic list which indicated 
there was nobody named S^^^Swt the

No source named. (1964)

Yu.I.GUK told NOSENKC about 
this case in Geneva in 1952, and 
KOSENKO told CIA then. The 1963 
detail KOSENKO learned from GUK 
also.

DULACKI * s attempt to recruit 
was overheard l?y means of a port
able microphone on the restaurant 
table whore the conversation took 
plaro. NOSENKO was at that time 
Deputy Chief of the American Emb
assy Section (in October 1966, 
NOSENKC' said that this took place 
after he had relinquished his re
sponsibilities for Naval Attaches— 
which included PULACKI, a Marine- 
in the spring of 1960). (1962
and 196-!)

TO
P SEC

RET

name earlier; in 1962, NOSENKO had 
I'^d the name

No source given. (1952) Not identified, but two Iranian Emb
assy employees are known to have' 
been recruited in Moscow, one in•1959

, •. ■; . ■.
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and the other in 1962. The name 

on the Iranian diplomatic 
list seemed vaguely familiar to 
NOSENKO. This name appears in the 
CHEREPANOV Papers (Part VI.D.7.C.).

) Israel I

fnu: An Israeli citizen
si 1 " ••"■•"•■
rk

agent-recruiter (non-staff officer) 
the KG3 there. The! KGB later had

Personal involvement in the KGB 
investigation of Pavel SHAKHOV as 
a possible American agent.
(October 1966)

ason (unspecified) to suspect
at also 'an agent Of the
ited States, Israel, and perhaps 
eat Brit<iin; he was Ithcrefore termi- 
•- SHAKHOV’S later contacts with

in Geneva wore one of the

c--. 
t 
ff.? 
K •. f.-

asonu for KGB suspicion that SHAr 
V himself was an American agent, 
ni February 1965, NOSENKO first said 
at one of SHAKHOV’S 'contacts in

d| not provide any otlher details.)

ME UNKNOWN: KGB cryptonym "MOSHE," 
i Israeli citizen, was recruited by 
.e KGB in October 1962 by the Tourist 
partment. The case was tramferred 
the First Chief Directorate (KGB 

gal Residency, Israel) at their 
guest. Agent is aRussian emigre 
i director of tourist
ShCy.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Not identified
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One lot a group cf 
juiistTdwlcUei! mailing letters for 
iei NTS in 1963; was detained and 
nfesned to being an American agent;

Source not. named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

has then doubled by the RGB and 
Leased.

Source not named. (1964) Thi s appears to refer to 
sister was employed 

bv the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.

in the 
ibasay in the late 1950's; was 

ted by the NCI; on the basis of 
Lachma:.Ret dealings. He was re- 
rUited subsequently by £-.ibassv Secur- 
ty Officer John V. ABIDIAN for un- 
oactfied activities in trance and 
L'pcrtcd this to the KGB.

An JTta?-i-an citizen 
irn in eek?.!^in Moscow; he was re- 
ruited in"”the USSR by the Tourist 
(partmont in May 1961; he is a guide 
nd interpreter for tourist groups 
nd at Italian exhibitions.i i

Involvement with NOSilNKG' s
target, ABIDIAN (see Part
V:E.3.d.). (1962)

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Interviewed by CIA, he repeated 
denials that he was a KGB agent and
said he made up the story of his

the KGB off."
recruitment by ABIDIAN to "scare





bcprescnt.ati-acs c 
p company, Which deal
ron'‘tV j Soviet Union;’ han been

Source not named. (1964 
notes)

on a mission for the U.S. 
^^Army and CIA while in the Soviet

iruitoci by the KGB (nc date given).
Union in 1958, but would not co
operite with his offi
cer upon his return.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

tgratc.

toorco not named, 
notes)

(1964

Source not named. (1964)

his recruitment by the KGB in 1957 
and travelled again to the USSR in 
1958.

: code clerk in the
jipuneue Embassy in Moscow in 1962 
was a KGB agent; assisted the KGB 
in entering the Embassy to photo
graph code materials;

Source not named. (1962)
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(^nu) : Japanese busin«s- 
niBii 11; Mcscow recruited by the Tourist
department in 1957 cir 1958.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

has had longstand- 
ing_ business connections in the USSR.

Recruited by CIA in 1959, he re
turned from a mission to the USSRby in

1962 and was to be turned over to t.tie 
".(SB Legal Residency in Tokyo for handi
ng.
IIs) Mexico

Source not named, but Tourist 
n’pjr'.mcnt involvement. (1964 
notes) in 1962 and was then terminated by 

CIA for having failed to carry out 
his assignment.

Source net named. (1964)



A publisher anc’l'*

tT* Latin American Section
E>EV
Amuri-

494 .

NOSENKO received this infor
mation from YELISEYEV. (1964 
no t es)

Department, in 1961 while a 
xist in USSR; "very valuable agent" 
af later turned over to the KGB
st Chief Dir'-d.orute; in January 

,2^ he received 61,000^ from the KGB 
al Residency in Mexico City for 
fillmunt of an assignment. (In 
atet interview in 1964, NOSENKO 
d tiiat^^^ was a valuable agent 
the tinSgals Directorate, First 
ef Dii ectorate, and it was from.

came.Sj coir )

ikether land!

the
1963;

>us dr i the Dutch firm
ho has| provided 

material to rhe KGB.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Recruited 
by the Tourist [Department

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)the basis of a sexudl compro- 

:he lives with he

interest to the First Chief
ractorate.

J Norway

Norwegian journal- 
t named si^^^^war. recruited in 
SCOW in 1957 or 1956; NOSENKO
ok part in the operation by

Personal involvement in develop
mental stages of operation.
(1964)

a journalist travelled 
to the USSR in 1957; later wrote 
an article in which he told of re~ 
cruitment on basis of blackmarket 
activities, but didn't mention sexual

■ I
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(xf Switzerland

9^4 apparently not cooperating with 
□Viets any more because of fear.i

NOSENSO was told of this case 
by Yu.I. GUK in 1962 and S.I. 
GAVRICHEV in 1964. (1962)

Unidentified; investigations con
tinuing.

(fnu) : KGB cryptc- 
lum" “ ZI1Ann A*': "a woman horn in Italy 
nd now living in Geneva; was re- 
ruited 10,1959 and turned over'to 

Genova Legal Residency of the 
she has contacts with Americans. 

^RSported in 1962 without name or any 
emails except that there was a fe- 
ate agent of the Geneva Legal Resi- 
erjcy whose KGB cryptonym was 
ZltANNA"; S.I. GAVRICHEV was meet- 
ndher nt that time.) *

In 1962 heard from Yu.I. GUK 
of an incident Involving her. 
(19g2 and 1964 notes)

sti Department while a tourist in 
hd USSR in 1960.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

2)! United Kingdom

(fnu) : In June or July 1959, 
USENKO personally recruited a 
ritish subject named
fter he had been compro.WSe J ry 
aobsexual agents.YEFREMOV and 
JUCOV. ' '

Personal involvement. (1964)
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M, fnu; Ey himself NOSENKO re- 
ruiien a British citir.cn named 
n Moscow during the 1959 tourist sea- 
bru on the basis of homosexual compro- 
isje involving ?b'ne of his homosexual 
gents, either VOLKOV or YEFREMOV, 
ase turned over to First Chief 
ir^ctoiate.
aa| Uruguay

Personal involvement as case 
officer of homosexual agent and 
as recruiter. (1964)

A Uruguayan citi- 
en?wao lives in Montevideo and is 
p^ominer.t there ;

eciruited in Moscow in 1960 at the 
eqpest of the KGB Illegals Direc- 
orate; lie was then turned over to 
hat directorate for handling in 
ontevideo.

bbl Venezuela

_j A dentist in
ir#cas; recruitecr’ir. "1959 by the 
utist Department and turned over

> the KGB First Chief Directorate.

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)
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Dovn 1opmontal and Inyestigation Cases

SOURCING AND DATE OF REPORT

Personal involvement. (1964)

Sen:co not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964)



Director of the 
tourist' agency; was under 

development by the Tourist Dcpart- 
moht; First Chief Directorate asked 
tl&t case be turned over to them. 
Tttis wns done.

Owns^W 
ships i n liamt.-urg aim govs to the USSR 
eQery year. NOSENKO himself was in 
contact with a bout 1957 or
1958 but. d^l not recruit him at this 
time. had realised what was
h jnnfc-.Vjn severed the relationship.
■^kS^^sti 1 I goes to the USSR and the 
/5b continues to surround him with 
agents but he has not been recruited.

<f n-i) : A Canadian; is known 
to naw f.'.g'.vin homosexual acts 
while ir. the USSR as a tourist in 195'>; 
the KGB will attempt to recruit him if 
ha returns.

N&ME UNKNOWN: KGB cryptonym "KOMETA"; 
a|Br11Isa" woman who works for some pub- 
l|caticn in London which publishes in 
the Russian language; she visited the 
USSR in 1961 and 1962 with a spotting 
mission for British Intelligence, 
t^crc had an affair with a KCB agent, 
and has corresponded with him; when 
the agent wrote that he would be com
ing to the West on a visit in 1963, 
she replied by mail that she would like 
to see him, but. could not at that time; 
the KGB is waiting for the British to 
make the next move.

Source not 
r tmer. I 

notei)

named, but Tourist 
involvement. (1964

Source not named, but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964)

Not identified.



IAME UNKNOWN: In 1960 or 1961 the KGB 
a* preparing a recruitment operation 
gjinst a British audio technician who 

■aihe to the British Embassy in Moscow;

501.
Source: net named. (1962) Not identified.

$GB female agent enticed him into 
ic^ apartment, where compromising 
hetographs may have been taken.; as far 

SslNOSiiNKO knew, the KGB never made a 
recruitment approach in this case.

i
(JAME UNKNOWN: A former Russian now in 
rrpnkI:urt, Carmany, working for West 
>e|rman or American Intelligence; the 
KGp was trying to recruit him in 1961 
through his sister or cousin who still 
lives ir> the USSR; the KGB has met him 
in! France; the outcome is unknown. 
NA^E UNKNOWN: A young female Swiss 

to|iris t i n the USSR who works for the 
police in Basel or Zurich was contacted 
byf the KGB on her complaint of stolen 
money; the KGB arranged to return the 
ojhey to her; she: was assessed and the 

load was passed to the First Chief 
Directorate.

A Swedish tourist 
Znj l.cnin'iiau during June 1963; tried 
to recruit a Soviet citizen, supposedly 
ot| American Intelligence: the Soviet 
was a KGB agent, and the entire approach 
was recorded; if returns to
th® USSR an attempt will be made to 
rdcruit him.

Source not named. (1964)

No source named. (1964)

Source not named. (1964 notes)

This person is a CIA contract em
ployee in Frankfurt who refused to 
cooperate with the KGB In 1961 and 
reported the approach to his super
iors. W

 SECRET
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* (fnu): A Dutch citizen;
rivell'cCT'as a tourist to the Soviet 
njjon in 1959; ho was photographed in 
otyosexual activity and thia will be 
B^d as a basis for recruitment 
p^roach if he returns to the USSR.

Lives on<^^E3«^ 
raunsenweig, Germany; visited the 
S^R in 1959; the KGB suspects he is 
Homosexual and will attempt to re- 

rait him if he returns.

Source not name', but Tourist 
Department involvement. (1964 
notes)

Source not named. (1964 notes)
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b. The VKSSALL Case ; ’

(|) Information front NOSENKO

At the 11 June 1962 meeting with CIA, NOSENKO first mention- 
ed the lead which was later equated with William J.C. VASSALL, the 
KGB agent in the British Admiralty. Neither then nor later in 
1962 did NOSENKO identify this agent by name.

NOSENKO was asked on 11 June 1962 whether he had ever heard 
gf the KGB agent George BLAKE, "the man who compromised the famous 
tunnel operation in Berlin."* NOSENKO replied: “Yes, I did. But 
I'll tell you this, that there was a far more important Englishmen 
Who was our agent than BLAKE.** He is a- very big man, and from him 
ye get all kinds of materials. We get all the details about NATO. 
He is our number one agent, the best of all intelligence informa
tion. He had been in Moscow, and we recruited him there. We got 
him on a homosexuality charge, a very extreme one involving multi
ple persons. The case officers who recruited him received the 
Order of Lenin... He is not an intelligence man. He is a high- 
ranking man. He is working on all kinds of NATO matters and is 
delivering most valuable information... He was in Moscow some 
time ago. My friend and three others in the KGB section running 
him received the Order of Lenin. That is a very high distinction 
for the KGB... I do not know the man's name, but I do know when 
he was in Moscow, and I know that he has a very high position. 
He is in London now." NOSENKO was reluctant to go into further 
details at this, his second meeting with CIA, but he added: "I'll 
tell you all about him tomorrow, my brothers. I will tell you 
many things tomorrow, and the day after... This is our number 
one operation. There is no sum of money we would not be willing 
to pay him."

The next day NOSENKO was asked for additional information 
about the "high level British agent," and he told his case offi
cers: "I don't know the exact content of the material (he was 
giving) except that they were very valuable military documents, 
and I know that he even brought in draft copies when he was here 
in Moscow. He went to London, and I believe he works in a Minis
try. I think it is in the office of the First Lord of the Admir
alty. He still meets with our case officer even now. He brings 
them extremely valuable material. He is either a deputy or a 
First Secretary, or a member of the secretariat; the most im
portant thing being that all material of the greatest signifi- 
cant value passes through his hands. He was recruited in 1956 
or 1957. I don't know when he returned to London, but he was 
working with the (KGB Legal)Resident there, who yas at that

- time a man whose name is Major General (N.B.) RODIN.*** RODIN .pr-- . »

* BLAKE, a British MI-6 officer, has admitted that he informed 
the KGB of the Berlin tunnel operation (which involved the 
intercept of Soviet and East German telephone conversations 
by CIA and MI-6) prior to the time the operation became 
active in May 1955; it was terminated in April 1956.

* * In September 1964 CIA sought more details from NOSENKO about 
BLAKE. He responded: "BLAKE? Who is BLAKE?" When reminded, 
NOSENKO said: "I don't know what kind of information he 
(BLAKE) gave. I think he gave information, but I don't know 

. what kind or how much. This is a mistake on what I supposedly 
said before." For a further discussion of BLAKE, See Part 
V.D.7.b.

* **RODIN, who served in London under the alias KOROVIN, was 
previously known to have been Chief of the KGB Legal Resi- 

i dency in London.
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also received an Order of Lenin for his participation in the case, 
but this was for the obtaining of valuable documents and not be
cause of any involvement in the agent's recruitment. RODIN was 
personally in contact with the agent in London... I don't know 
what position he (the agent) held in Moscow. I don't want to 
tell you anything I don't know. Remember, this was handled by 
another section and I could not very well ask them. You see, it's 
none of my business. He gave us everything on military and polit
ical matters. I found out (about this agent) from my friend (V.A.) 
CHURANOV. He was involved in the recruitment personally. He is 
in Moscow now. He returned about a year ago from Copenhagen. He 
was there as the (KGB Legal) Resident, under the cover of First 
Secretary. Prior to that he was the Chief of a section in the 
English Department of the Second Chief Directorate. That was 
about three years ago, and at that time he personally recruited 
the Englishman.".

NOSENKO told •CIA on 13 June 1962 that the "high-level 
British agent" had on one occasion provided a report on an Anglo- 
American conference in London, which contained references to 
American and British Intelligence operations.* During/final 
meeting in 1962, a day later, NOSENKO again stated that RODIN 
had received the Order of Lenin for his part in the operation. 
When asked whether the name KOROVIN meant anything to him in 
connection with operations against the British, he replied: "I 
have heard that name, but I cannot associate it in any way. 
Possibly he is the man in London now."**

After recontacting CIA in 1964, NOSENKO reported that he 
had already provided almost all he knew about VASSALL, who had 
been arrested in 1962. VASSALL, NOSE^KO summarized, was re
cruited in Moscow and turned over copies of official Embassy 
documents while there. After he returned to England and while 
he was working in the Admiralty, he was considered to be the 
KGB's best agent. His value, NOSENKO said, was indicated by 
the fact that CHURANOV had received a KGB award for his role 
in the recruitment and then later, when VASSALL was producing 
in England, the Order of Lenin along with RODIN, the handling 
officer in London.***

***Questioned on CHURANOV's reaction to VASSALL's arrest, NOS
ENKO stated on 29 January 1964 that CHURANOV had said: "Well, 
this is all. This is the end of my career and I'll never go 
abroad again." Shortly afterwards, CHURANOV went to GRIBANOV 
to ask to be returned to the Second Chief Directorate for.this 
reason.

* NOSENKO on 1 February 1964 said: "In general it was known 
from some source important information was coming in from 
the British, specifically, information about NATO. As soon 
as the NATO Intelligence Services would hold a meeting in 
London, we had the information as to what was discussed. 
When the American, Canadian, and British groups met in 
London. The material came in from that VASSALL, or from 
someone else—I don't know." On 8 September 1964 NOSENKO 
commented further that in 1960 or 1961, about the same time 
he heard about these materials, he also learned that the 
KGB First Chief Directorate had a good source; in British 

.counterintelligence. NOSENKO said that he did not know 
whether VASSALL had access to this type of information or 
whether this indicated another source.

** NOSENKO was asked on 29 January 1964 whether RODIN, VASSALL's 
handler in London, was also known as KOROVIN. He replied he 
thought so.
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NOSENKO added a few details concerning the compromise of 
VASSALL. The KGB, he said, had evidence of homosexual acts 
between VASSALL and one homosexual, but then the KGB managed to 
acquire photographs of him involved with three homosexuals at the 
same time. NOSENKO was unable to recall the names of two of them, 
whose KGB cryptonyms were "MUKHIN" and "SIBIRYAK" (the latter a 
young scientist and the only one of the three who could speak 
English); the third was Viktor BELYANOVSKIY, an actor in Moscow 
who also took part in a_^metican citizen
Martin MALIA and CHURAKOV told NOS
ENKO that VASSALL was 'really shocked" and became sick when he 
saw the photographs.

NOSENKO told CIA on 24 January 1964 that he had been very 
worried in 1963 when it was reported in an article by Joseph 
ALSOP that VASSALL had been apprehended by the British as the 
result of a lead from the Americans. "I rememberNOSENKO said, 
"the press stated that there was a defector who was a diplomat 
and who was about to come to England from the States and that he 
was instrumental in having unearthed this Soviet spy, at a high- 
level place, whose name was VASSALL,* The First Chief Director
ate was in an uproar when they read this ALSOP article. As a 
matter of fact, at the KGB conference 1 insisted that our recent 
flaps were a result of information from GOLITSYN, particularly 
(on) VASSALL. When they asked me how I knew, I said we have 
records here that he was given VASSZ-.LL' s material to read in 
connection with his own work."

NOSENKO said on 8 September 1964 that his fears that the 
articles in the Western press might eventually bring him under 
suspicion were allayed when he learned from CHURA'IOV some time 
later that the First Chief Directorate had reluctently decided 
that GOLITSYN must have been the source to the VASSALL lead. The 
leaders of the First Chief Directorate did not want to believe 
at first that GOLITSYN was the source of the lead, but it was 
known that although GOLITSYN did not know VASSALL's name, he had 
on one or two occasions translated materials received from 
VASSALL.

(ii) Information from GOLITSYN

On 26 March 1962 GOLITSYN was being interviewed by British 
authorities and provided information leading to the identifica
tion of VASSALL as a KGB agent. GOLITSYN said that he worked 
in the International Treaty Organizations Section of the Infor
mation (Reports) Department of the KGB First Chief Directorate, 
from September 1959 until May 1960. During this period he re
ceived documents from the British Admiralty which were copies 
of papers from top Admiralty officials concerning the construc
tion and financial expenditures relating to a naval base at 
Clyde, dated July 1959. bn the basis of many of these docu
ments GOLITSYN had to prepare a report for the Soviet Minister 
of Defense. He said that he was told that the British Depart
ment of the First Chief Directorate had also disseminated such 
information, and after contacting the British Department he was 
given a large file of copies of original documents from British 
Admiralty, including documents of the First and Second Lords of 
the Admiralty. (The documents he read were Russian translations 
of copies of original British documents.) There were other

The defector source referred to by ALSOP was GOLITSYN (see 
below).
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documents covering all Admiralty activity mentioning navy bases, 
fleet commands in the Mediterranean, Aden and other cities in 
the Mediterranean area. There were also documents dealing with 
bases in England ar.d concerning important questions and deci
sions in the Admiralty.

According to GOLITSYN, these documents were received from 
an agent source in London, covered the period 1958-59, and were 
usually received at two-month intervals. He related that he had 
talked in 1955 to a KGB officer friend, Ye. G. KASHCHEYEV,*  who 
'was recalled to the USSR in 1954 from London. KASHCHEYEV told 
GOLITSYN that at that period KGB had two other important agents, 
one of whom was BLAKE. The other important source was working 
in naval intelligence in 1954,but GOLITSYN said he did not know 
the identity of the KGB officer handling the Admiralty agent., 
source. He suggested, however, it could have been A.V. BARANOV 
because that officer received the Order of Lenin for. his work in 
England at about that time.

* See Part V.I.7. for NOSENKO's statements on KASHCHEYEV.

During a 5 April 1961 interview GOLITSYN was shown a selec
tion of documents concerning the British Naval Command Organiza
tion in the Mediterranean, He selected two documents he thought 
he had seen before, although he said he was not sure. These 
documents were: (a) Internal Admiralty Memorandum, Subjects 
“Command in the Mediterranean," dated 2 July 1959; and (b) inter
nal Admiralty documents. Subject: "Unified Headquarters for the 
Middle East," dated 22 January 1960.

When GOLITSYN was shown additional British documents on 
7 April 1962, he recalled he had seen documents concerning "the 
whole infrastructure program, the whole of NATO.“ as well as 
documents concerning notes of meetings held in the Admiralty.

GOLITSYN said on 25 May 1962 that the photographic repro
ductions of the documents were of medium or better quality, in
dicating they had been reproduced by a process better than hand
held Minox camera production.

On 11 June 1962, British officials passed to CIA a list 
of 20 candidates, including VASSALL, resulting from their inves
tigation of the GOLITSYN lead. (The investigation was not being 
pursued along the lines of the KASHCHEYEV lead mentioned above, 
concerning a source in naval intelligence in London in 1954 who 
may have been recruited in Moscow.) CIA provided the British 
on 17 June 1962 with preliminary details on what NOSENKO had 
reported about the KGB source in;the British Admiralty.- On 
18 June 1962 the British indicated to CIA that the list of 20 
candidates had been narrowed to two individuals, one of whom 
was VASSALL. Full details of NOSENKO's information on this 
case were passed by CIA to the British on 20 August 1962.

By 12 September 1962 British authorities had focused 
sufficiently on VASSALL to arrest him. VASSALL immediately 
confessed.

WSECBET
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(iii) Information from VASS ALL

. On the day of his arrest. 12 September 1962, VASSALL con
fessed that he had spied for the Soviets almost continuously since 
the spring of 1955.*  (A search of his quarters immediately after 
his arrest resulted in the discovery of 15 rolls of exposed film 
which, when developed, revealed 140 photographs of pages from 17 
official Admiralty documents dated between 24 July and 3 September 
1962; all were reported to be secret documents, "the exposure of 
which would gravely damage the security of the state.") In. his 
confession, VASSALL described his recruitment by CHURANOy and 
another man, known only as "Nikolay" in March 1955 on the basis 
of compromising photographs taken during the course of a "homo
sexual orgy" involving himself and a number of Soviets- at the 
Berlin Hotel in Moscow at the end of October 1954. From about 
September 1955 on until he returned-to England, VASSALL bought 
KGB silence by bringing CHURANOV and "Nikolay" documents from

* VASSALL served in Moscow as clerk in the office of the British 
Naval Attache from 3 March 1954 until 2 Jurie 1956, when he 
left the Soviet Union to resume his former duties as a clerk 
in the British Admiralty.

** KARPEKOV was identified to British authorities as a KGB offi
cer by KGB double agent Boris BELITSKiy (see Part VI.D.6..) in. 
April I960, before KARPEKOV was handling VASSALL. RODIN was 
reassigned from London in April 1961. BELITSKiy gave CIA the 
same information in July 1961.

. the British Embassy. In May 1956, in anticipation of his depar
ture for home, VASSALL was introduced to a third Soviet, subse
quently identified as RODIN/KOROVIN, who was to become his con
tact in London. Their first meeting in England took place about 
the end of August 1956. VASSALL continued to meet RODIN once 
every three weeks until the arrest of Soviet Illegal Gordon LONS
DALE in January 1961, which resu’.ed in a four month moratorium 
on personal meetings. To these meetings VASSALL would bring docu- 
merits that he obtained from his office in the Naval Intelligence 
Division of the Admiralty; the documents would be photographed 
and returned to VASSALL during the same meeting.

Several months after RODIN had broken off contact as a re
sult of the LONSDALE arrest, VASSALL was contacted by N.P. KAR
PEKOV*  *and  there were infrequent meetings from then until May 
1962. It was not until May 1962, however, that VASSALL was told 
to resume his espionage collection; he was trained to operate an 
Exakta camera and used it thereafter until his arrest. The last 
two meetings with KARPEKOV took place on 13 and 17 August 1962. 
At the meeting on 13 August, KARPEKOV told VASSALL that he was 
going away on holiday and the further meeting four days later 
was arranged so that VASSALL could hand over anything he had 
obtained before KARPEKOV left. At their final meeting, KARPEKOV 
arranged for their next meeting to take place on 30 October 1962. 
(KARPEKOV left London for the Soviet Union on 6 September 1962.)

By VASSALL's account, the first time he received any money 
from the Soviets was just before Christmas 1955, when he was 
given "at least 1,000 rubles." Thereafter, at every fourth ‘ - ■
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meeting during his stay in M0SC04 he was given sums of 2,000 
rubles. On his return to England, RODIN and later ^ARPEKOV paid 
him sums varying from 50 to 200 pounds. According to VASSALL, - 
the annual totals of these amounts varied between 500 and 700 
pounds, an estimate which the British consider "modest, to say 
the least" judging from VASSALL's luxurious way of life.
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who would be called Illegals if they are members of a Soviet 
Illegal's net or if they run an Illegal net themselves. Irrespec
tive of the nationalities of the members of the ret." NOSENKO 
agreed that this summation was "absolutely correct."

(ii) Information from NOSENKO

While reviewing the notes he brought to a meeting with CIA 
on 26 January 1964, before his defection, NOSENKO came across an 
entry which prompted him to say: "I know one Canadian. I'll 
give you his description. I have it written down. I don't have 
his first name or his last name, but I know that he is a Canadian, 
his age, when he was in the Soviet Union, he went there on a 
podvisnaya visa. This Canadian actually is of German oricin, 
from Germany. He's a Canadian citizen, end he is an Illegal. He 
took a trip to Moscow in 1963, he was met by GUK, and he was 
given money to open a business. He is supposed to start a busi
ness enterprise in Canada. They wanted to set him up as an Il
legal Resident in Canada to run some agent. There are a few 
other things I'll tell you later." NOSENKO was asked why GUK 
had met this man in Moscow, and he answered: "GUK somehow got 
in contact with him. It wasn't KGB. It was simply an acquain
tance. "

In later interviews NOSENKO added that the Illegal:

- was married, and the father
of two children; .

- may have been escorted to Moscow in 1963 by KARD- 
ASHEV, since KARDASHEV had gone co a French port to meet 
a foreicner and accompany him on a Soviet ship to the 
USSR ;

- was given false documents in Moscow for travel 
from Moscow back to Europe;

- in Moscow received"?10,000 or semething like 
that" to open "some kind of optical business;"

- returned to the West via a Satellite country, 
either Hungary or Rumania, and then flew to Geneva where 
his genuine documents were returned to him.

NOSENKO also said that the KGB had decided to have the Illegal 
remain in Canada after originally planning to assign him to 
New York City, where he would be under the control of the local 
KGB Legal Residency.

(iii) Activities in Germany
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6. The BELITSKIY Operation ;

a. . Introduction ' '

When NCSENKO first contacted CIA in June 1962, one of the 
two pieces of information which he said he was willing to sell 
was the fact that the CIA agent BELITSKIY was under KCB control, . 
(B.Ye. BELITSKIY, a Radio Moscow broadcaster and Soviet Govern- 
went interpreter, had been a CIA agent in place since his recruit
ment at the Brussels Exposition in September 1953.) At the time 
NOSENKO made his information known, BELITSKIY had met CIA repre
sentatives in the West in debriefing sessions on three separate 
occasions. The last occurred in Geneva in May 1962 while BELIT
SKIY was serving as an interpreter for a WHO Conference. At that 
time NOSENKO was also in Geneva, participating in the Disarmament 
Conference.

b. Information from NOSENKO

(i) Statements in 1962

In the discussions with CIA officers on 9 and 11 June 1962, 
NOSENKO revealed considerable information on BELITSKIY. He also 
described his own connection with the case and offered his opinion 
on how CIA should proceed in the light of his revelations. He 
claimed that he had first heard of the BELITSKIY case, by its 
code name "BELKIN," when he was working in the U.S.Embassy Section 
American Department, KGB Second Chief Directorate. Not directly 
involved with the agent, he learned of the case through his friend
ship with the chief of the section (name not given) which was then 
running him.*  "So I already knew there was this 1 BELKIN,1" said 
NOSENKO. He did not actively participate in the case, however, 
until the spring of 1962. During his tour with the Disarmament 
Conference, NOSENKO said, he received a cable from Moscow direct
ing him to give advice to the "young" and "inexperienced" case 
officer, V.L. ARTEMYEV in the event that American Intelligence 
should contact BELITSKIY in Geneva. Actually, NpSENKO continued, 
the Second Chief Directorate had "inserted" BELITSKIY into the 
WHO delegation in the hope that CIA would "find him." There was 
such a contact, NOSENKO said, and therefore he knew about the 
handling of .the cese insofar as the Geneva meetings were con
cerned, although he had not been personally involved in it be
fore.

* NOSENKO said that at that time he himself was Deputy Chief of 
the U.S.Embassy Section. It follows from this that he would 
have become aware of the BELITSKIY case between January 1960 
and January 1962. In 1964 NOSENKO identified the friend who 
had told him about BELITSKIY as V.i. PETROV, Chief of the 
Second Section, American Department, responsible for pene
trating American Intelligence operations, mainly those in 
the USSR. . ;

NOSENKO described BELITSKIY as a KGB agent whom the Americans 
had recruited in London and never met inside the Soviet Union. .
N0SENKO stressed both of these points a number of times: "So I 
knew that in due course he was recruited in London...’ There was 
never any contact with him inside." NOSEJKO stated that BELIT- . 
SKIY was an agent of the American Department in 1962, although ’ 
he had once worked for the Second (British) Department. He

TOP SECRET
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claimed not to know the date of recruitment but said that he 
knew that the case was already in progress during his second 
assignment with the U.S. Embassy Section (January 1960-January 
1962), and "The first time he went abroad he was already our 
agent. He had been our agent for a long, long time..."

NOSENKO indicated that the KGB's purpose in running the 
BELITSKIY operation was to lure American Intelligence into meet
ing with the agent inside the Soviet Union. In this way, the 
KGB hoped to learn the channels and means through which American 
Intelligence communicated with agents inside the Soviet Union. 
This, said KOSENKO, was the "most important task" of the Second 
Chief Directorate. Although BELITSKIY, in meeting with his Am
erican case officers, continually pleaded fear of contacting or 
being contacted by American Intelligence in Moscow, NOSENKO 
claimed that this was a ruse and that the real KGB intent was to 
use BELITSKIY "to draw you to us - to the Soviet Union - so that 
you would work with him net abroad." He said that after BELIT
SKIY was recruited ir. London, CIA "did not go on with him... 
didn t hold’any meetings with him." Nevertheless, he said; the 
KGB "cherished the hope...to lead him in somewhat deeper...well, 
now they have."

NOSENKO commented that the KGB First Chief Directorate, 
with its'-own responsibilities and objectives, was unaware of the 
purpose of the Second Chief Directorate in the BELITSKIY case. 
The First Chief Directorate, through Department D, provided 
dezinformatsiya (disinformation, referred to by NOSEIKO as 
"deza") at the Second Chief Directorate's request, but in this 
case, as in other "games," it did not know for what ultimate 
purpose the "deza" would be used. NOSEKKO indicated that in 
such cases I.I. AGAYANTS, Chief of Department D, did not even 
know in what country the disinformation was to be used, let alone 
the identity of the agent. The Second Chief Directorate, more
over, was at liberty to add or discard items from the "deza" pro
vided by Department D. *

NOSENKO stated that after the directive from Moscow arrived, 
he participated in the direction of BELITSKIY'S meetings with 
the American case officers, advising ARTEMYEV on specific steps 
to be taken,.- For example. NOSENKO said, when the American case 
officers asked BELITSKIY whether he could establish contact 
with some Soviet on the Disarmament Delegation, NOSENKO advised 
ARTEMYEV not to use anyone from the Soviet Ministry’ of Foreign 
Affairs. Rather, he told ARTEMYEV that BELITSKIY should pretend

- -----  - . - ---- -
* While on this general subject, NOSENKO commented that the 

Second Chief Directorate was looking to the.day when its-offi
cers in the field would not have to be subordinate to the KGB 
Legal Resident in a given country, always a member of the 
First Chief Directorate. In Geneva, NOSENKO said, the local 
Legal Resident was “weak" and "over-cautious." According to 
NOSENKO, this man had been ordered by Moscow to help in the 
BELITSKIY case "if anything is needed" but tried to interfere 
with the actual running of the case. At that point, NOSENKO 
told hims- “Ke don't need your help. We shall run it our
selves."
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that he was getting information frcm the heed of the American 
Department of TASS, A.K. KISLOV, who was then in Geneva.* The 
information BELITSKIY furnished to the Americans would, of 
course, be "deza" from the KGB. This plan was carried out, and ■, 
BELITSKIY reported information "from KISLOV" to his American case 
officers. To backstop this part of the operation, in case the 
Americans "checked up," NOSENKO and ARTEMYEV arranged for BELIT
SKIY to be introduced to KISLOV.

According to NOSENKO, Department D prepared 'other disinfor
mation for BELITSKIY to give to his American case officers in 
response to their positive intelligence requirements. The Second 
Chief Directorate asked Department D to "make.it good information, 
so the opposition will not sense that it is ‘‘dezaI "Moscow is 
happy," NOSENKO reported, because KGB Headquarters believed that 
CIA had accepted "at face value" the information which BELITSKIY 
gave. Among these pieces of disinformation, NOSENKO said, was 
the name of a Soviet Intelligence officer in the WHO in Geneva.

Concerning the individuals involved in this case, NOSENKO 
related that BELITSKIY had been met in Geneva first by the Amer
ican case officer "Bob" and later also by "Henry" who was "called 
out from the States. ' The KGB case officer, ARTEMYEV, was "still 
a young fellow," although he had good potential, and had not 
worked on the BELITSKIY case in Moscow. Ee had beer, sent to 
Geneva to work on counterintelligence matters and to direct 
BELITSKIY if the Americans should make contact with him.*** After 
the WHO conference ended, NOSENKO said, the Soviet participants 
left in groups; BELITSKIY departed on 26, 27, or 28 May but 
ARTEMYEV stayed a few days longer.

According to NOSENKO, Moscow believed that CIA had accepted 
BELITSKIY'S bona fides. From the KGB standpoint, while BELITSKIY 
was "not a bad agent," he was apt to go a bit too far sometimes 
and to "add things on his own." For this reason, NOSENKO said, 
the KGB decided not to let him spent too much time with CIA, 
fearing that he might say something "which would cause you to 
sense that he is a plant."

NOSENKO strongly and repeatedly advised CIA to “continue the 
game" but under no circumstances to meet the agent inside the 
Soviet Union. He indicated that he considered it "in your inter
ests" to continue to play BELITSKIY, and he remarked that the 
KGB would guess how CIA found out about the case if it were

See Part III.D.5 for further details bn NOSENKO's relationship 
with KISLOV.

!

** NOSENKO commented, concerning disinformation in general and 
i ' vV speaking of this case in particular, that it is "very diffi- 
i ; cult" to pass disinformation, and that there is a certain 
i "danger" connected with passing it - in providing "that which
; . is almost true, changed Just a little bit," the agent niight
j give away something that is of real value to the opposition,
r There is also the danger of arousing suspicion in the minds

of the opposition's case officers if the information is not 
good enough, he implied.

! ***See Part V.D.7.C. for additional information on ARTEMYEV'S
i operational activity.
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terminated - he and ARTEMYEV were the only officers abroad who 
knew about the operation. (At that very moment, he said, the 
KGB was waiting for someone to arrive in Moscow and contact the 
agant. K. NOSENKO proposed a plan through which CIh could cause 
the KGB to send BELITSKIY abroad again, and two days later he 
again urged that this plan be adopted: CIA should choose an 
elderly couple who were travelling to the USSR and give them a. 
letter to mail to BELITSKIY immediately on their arrival; in the 
letter there should ba a hint through which BELITSKIY (and-the 
KGB) would realize that CIA wanted him to come out and did not 
plan to contact him inside; the KGB would then be forced to send 
BELITSKIY abroad again in order to continue the "game." Thia 
reaction would be in line with the mission of the Second Chief 
Directorate "to recruit the foreigners... and then pass them on 
to you for your recruitment. That is our mission - give our own 
Russians to you for recruitment and recruit foreigners." NOSENKO 
also continued: “Don't trust him for a second but... give the 
impression that you believe him." He stressed that the travellers 
chosen for this task be "elderly," that they not be connected with 
CIA in any way, and, most important, that they mail the letter 
immediately on their arrival. NOSENKO also advised CIA to do 
something about the safe apartment in which "Bob" and "Henry" 
had met BELITSKIY. He complained that BELITSKIY had noted that 
the name on the door was not that of the American Counsellor 
whose apartment it was supposed to be, and he said that BELITSKIY 
had also reported that he felt it had an “un-lived in" look.

(ii) Statements in 1964

When he came to the West again in 1964, NOSENKO again dis
cussed the BELITSKIY case." In January 1964, he was asked his 
advice about CIA's handling BELITSKIY. Again he suggested that 
CIA "continue the plan" in order to determine "what actions they 
will undertake when they will see that you do not plan to have 
Moscow contacts." He commented: "You have a realistic basis 
for not doing this in view of the PEN’KOVSKIY case, etc." ** 
Again he expressed the opinion that "what they are trying to do 
in this case is to pull for a Moscow contact... The hope is 
that you would go out to meetings with him in Moscow." The 
Second Chief Directorate did not consider the BELITSKIY case a 
big operation: "it was only a small success from our viewpoint."

NOSENKO claimed, as he had in 1962, to have been personally 
involved in directing the meetings BELITSKIY had had with the 
Americans in Geneva. ARTEMYEV "was a very young man. There
fore, a cable came from Moscow ordering me to take over the 
direction of the case over ARTEMYEV... in caae a contact was 
made, and it was." NOSENKO .ndicated that it was O.M, GRIBANOV 
himself, Chief of the Second Chief Directorate, who had ordered 
him to take charge.

In the meantime, CIA had continued the "game." In October 
1962, during the week of the Cuban missile crisis (dis
cussed in Part V.F. 10.) BELITSKIY attended a''conference 
and was met several times by cia representatives.(See Page

♦* See Part VI.D.7.b. for details on the compromise 
SKIY.

। Of PENKOV-
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ui 1961" from PE7RO7, Chief of the Second Section o£ the American 
Department. "I don't know when the case began, but It was going 
in 1960 and 1961," he said. In 1962, he obtained more details

• i 
! i

j from ARTEMYEV, who was in the same delegation as BELITSKIY, and 
f then the cable came from Moscow ordering him to help ARTEMYEV

in the case. NOSENKO said he did not know who recruited BELIT- 
• SKIY for the KGS, but it was not PETROV. This operation, like 
all "games" of the Second Section, was supervised by M.G. MATVEYEV 
Deputy Chief of the American Department..

In 1964 NOSENKO made a number of comments and observations 
■ which he had not brought up in any way in 1962. In noting, for 
i example, that BELITSKIY had originally been a British Department 

agent, he remarked: Maybe they tried to serve him up to the 
British, and maybe the British didn't bite." As for the charac
ter of BELITSKIY and the KGB's view of their agent, or. 29 Janu
ary 1964 NOSE KO stated: "If you were to stop it,.then wait 
until the appropriate moment, confront him, tell him the 'game' 
is up - you know all about him - then he might co for this and 

. yuv may recruit him." On 2 February 1964, when the CIA case 
officer suggested that perhaps BELITSKIY might not have reported 
everything to the KGB, especially the amount of money he had 
been given by CIA, NOSENKO agreed that perhaps this was co “be
cause I'” was very much surprised how little money the Americans 
gave BELITSKIY... I was convinced that something was not right, 

> and I told ARTEMYEV that I didn't believe that the Americans 
could pay such small sums. I was convinced that BELITSKIY only 
reported that he received a small part of what he actually got." 
NOSENKO said that when he told PETROV that he did not believe 
BELITSKIY, PETROV said he had not quite accepted his reports 
either, because every time BELITSKIY came home from abroad, "he 
always tries to hand me some gift and therefore I’m inclined 
to agree with you." NOSENKO said that BELITSKIY had been 
thoroughly investigated but that he himself felt that "it is 
possible that at any given moment a person would change his 
mind and go off." NOSENKO mentioned for the first time, on 
10 June 1964, that the British Department had a file "in which 
material had been placed which would indicate that there were 
some suspicions" about BELITSKIY, but that "this 'suspicious' 
file was not given to the Second Section, American Department, 
when they took over."

(iii) BELITSKIY Photograph

In October 1966 NOSENKO said that he had seen BELITSKIY 
in person on several occasions in Geneva in 1962. r Shown BE
LITSKIY'S photograph a few days later, NOSENKO failed to re
cognize it.
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c. Information from Other Sources

BELITSKIY was a chemist by training and a translator and 
radio commentator by profession. At the time of his recruit
ment, and throughout his relationship with CIA, he was employed 
by Radio Moscow. Fluent in English, he was used primarily as 
a scientific conroentator on programs beamed to the British Isles. 
In addition to his radio work, BELITSKIY frequently served as an 
interpreter for the Soviet Government, both at home and abroad, 
and achieved considerable recognition in this capacity during 
such widely publicized events as the POWERS trial and GAGARIN's 
visit to England. Ostensibly he was fully trusted by the Soviet 
authorities and was allowed an unusual degree of freedom in his 
association with foreigners.

BELITSKIY was recruited by CIA in Brussels in September 
1958 while he was serving as an interpreter at the Soviet Pavil
ion of the World's Fair. During the period in which he was being 
assessed as a potential agent, BELITSKIY created the impressions 
that: first, he was not in full agreement with the current Sov
iet regime and probably even harbored some grudge against the 
Soviet system because his father had been purged under STALIN; 
second, he was not averse to considering defection at some future 
date, provided he could do so with his wife; and third, he was 
eager to pick up extra money, in return for which he was willing 
to provide information acquired in the course of his duties.

Leads to BELITSKIY had come to CIA from three separate 
sources. All of these sources had, however, been introduced to 
BELITSKIY through Aline MOSBY, a free-lance journalist whanBE- 
LITSKIY had known in Brussels. (BELITSKIY later admitted that 
he had had an affair with MOSBY.) CIA's initial contact was 
made through the services of Karl KOCH, a former CIC employee, 
then working for Radio Free Europe (RFE), who had befriended 
BELITSKIY.*  KOCH was used only to make the introduction to a 
CIA case officer; he was not told the nature of CIA's interest 
in BELITSKIY.

* KOCH had been dismissed from CIC, charged with misconduct in 
the performance of his duty. He was accused of violating

: direct orders and involving CIC in a possibly embarrassing 
incident, plus trying to coerce another CIC employee to make 
a favorable report on an individual allegedly formerly connect
ed with a Soviet or Hungarian Intelligence service.

KOCH furnished several reports on BELITSKIY to his security 
officer in RFE. It seemed obvious from KOCH's reports that BE
LITSKIY did not manage his financial affairs well. He had, 
according to KOCH, developed a foolproof system for beating 
the roulette wheel and had once asked KOCH to take him to a 
certain place where he could try out his system. According to 
KOCH, BELITSKIY on this occasion won about $320 but, "not want
ing to leave a winner," he threw the money back on the table. 
Subsequently he lost everything at the same game, and as he was 
to leave for home shortly, was very anxious to get some money 
with which to buy some presents.

W SECRET



KOCH further reported that BELITSKIY had "opened up" to him 
during their automobile trip to the gambling house and had dis
cussed a wide range of personal subjects, including his child-. . *

* A CIA graphological analysis indicated that BELITSKIY is 
"most secretive about his personal affairs and does not 
easily confide in anybody."

hood, his work, and his life in the Soviet Union.*  He allegedly 
told KOCH that he;was somewhat unhappy because he was prevented, 
on account of his Jewish origin, from advancing as far as he 
thought his abilities merited. KOCH also reported that BELITSKIY 
told him that his wife had visited the Brussels Fair as a tourist. 
KOCH said that BELITSKIY obviously had "moments of great doubt" 
about the wisdom of speaking freely to him (even naively asking 
him if he were "MVD'), but that he, KOCH, felt that BELITSKIY did . 
so because he needed someone to ta)k to and he felt he could trust 
KOCH to be discreet. KOCH stated that BELITSKIY had "protested ■ 
he would never defect," but that KOCH felt that he would "jump 
if he saw a way out." KOCH was cooperative on learning that CIA 
wished to be introduced to BELITSKIY. He lent his apartment for 
the initial contact and remained out of earshot for some 45 min
utes, while the interview was taking place., KOCH told BELITSKIY 
that he "suspected" that the "friend" to whom he was going to 
introduce him was an American Intelligence officer. At the ini
tial contact (time was short) BELITSKIY was offered the opportu
nity to work in place in return for a guarantee of future finan
cial assistance in resettling in the Jest, plus whatever small 
current reimbursement he could satisfactorily cover. BELITSKIY 
appeared surprised, but rather pleased. He was willing to oper
ate as CIA suggested for the time being. Financial arrangements 
were made, and BELITSKIY was briefed on fairly general,but high 
priority, positive intelligence requirements. He was given a 
secret writing communication system and agreed, according to 
the terms of his contract, to communicate with CIA by means of 
this system within four months of the date of his return to the 
USSR.

In the two years prior to his recruitment, BELITSKIY had 
on several occasions been rather outspoken during conversations 
with certain Westerners with whom he had come in contact. His 
frankness ccncerning his disaffection with certain aspects of 
Soviet life as they affected his career as well as his behavior 
on several occasions (including an episode in which he tried to 
borrow money from a member of the British Embassy in Paris sev
eral years earlier), had convinced the British Intelligence Ser
vice (MI-6) that he was a provocation agent. In talking with 
the CIA case officer who questioned him about this frankness, 
BELITSKIY stated that he had been trying to make contact with 
either British or American Intelligence "for the past three 
years", but that he had "not been able to do so securely." He 
added that he felt he had been "very careful" to whom he had 
spoken frankly. He said that he had "trusted" KOCH and had 
felt that KOCH could "put him in touch with the proper persons."

The possibility of BELITSKIY'S being a Soviet provocation 
was thoroughly and frequently considered, both initially and 
as the case progressed. In view of available evidence, com
bined with the personal impressions of the CIA case officer who
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felt that BELITSKIY was sincere, it was judged at the tine of 
his recruitment that BELITSKIY, whatever his true motives, was; 
not controlled by the KGB< During the 11 hours, of meetings in 
Brussels, the case officer observed, BELITSKIY "did not over
sell himself," "claimed no military friends," "offered no oper
ational leads (ever, when requested)," "did not attempt to elicit 
information," "refused AIS contact inside the Soviet Union," 
"did not use a single intelligence term," and convincingly 
appeared to be unfamiliar with secret writing systems. The case 
officer felt that.the Soviets would have more to lose than gain 
in sending a provocation agent with the scientific background 
and access to information which BELITSKIY appeared to have. This, 
plus the Soviet's expressed fear for his own security (including 
his staunch refusal to contact American Intelligence inside the 
USSR), and his apparent ignorance of intelligence terminology 
and professional techniques, contributed to the initial judgment 
that he was not under KCB control. BELITSKIY'S motivation appear 
ed to be a combination of factors, including revenge for the per
secution of his father, disaffection with the oppression by the 
Soviet regime- of Jews and intellectuals (he fell into both cate
gories),an? the shortage of consumer goods for the average Soviet 
citizen. ?^en asked point-blank why he was willing to cooperate 
with American Intelligence, BELITSKIY replied with the question: 
"Did you read Dr, Zhivago?" A.lthough certain aspects of his 
past behavior were somewhat puzzling, none was actually incon
sistent with, nor aroused any strong suspicion concerning, his 
claims that he was acting entirely on his own initiative.

In April 1950 BELITSKIY was in London hut did not contact 
CIA. He later explained this in terms of his personal security 
and also indicated that he thought CIA might contact him. In 
June 1960, CIA sent a summary of the operation to MI-6, request
ing any assistance it could provide and offering to share the 
product of the operation. In August MI-6 gave CIA its view: 
BELITSKIY had come to London with a Soviet Intelligence brief; 
his attempts to contact Westerners were so blatant that the KGB 
must have known about them; but it was possible that not all of 
the agent's activities were necessarily controlled by the KGB. 
In September 1960 CIA advised MI-6 of its agreement that BELIT
SKIY "undoubtedly had an RIS mission when he came to the UK 
earlier this year," adding the opinion that he probably had 
been used in the past by the KGB; also, that the only way to 
resolve the unexplained points, CIA stated, was to engage in a 
secure interrogation which would include a polygraph examina
tion. As. of October 1960 the CIA position on the case was 
stated as follows: "As matters now stand we have our doubts 
as to the bona fides of BELITSKIY, but are not convinced that 
all his actions have been controlled by the RIS. We consider 
him too valuable a potential source to drop without exploring 
all possible avenues of investigation. Subject has acknow
ledged access to high-level Soviet scientists and to informa
tion of high priority interest."

. In October 1960, BELITSKIY attended a World Journalists' 
Rally in Vienna but, he explained later, had no opportunity to 
contact American Intelligence during his 10 day visit.

The next personal contact with the agent was made in 
London in July 1961*  when a series of meetings took place;

* PENKOVSKIY (see Part VI.D.7.b.) was also in London (on TOY 
alone) in July 1961.
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during two of these BELITSKIY was given a polygraph test. He 
was questioned closely (albeit in a friendly manner) about his 
relationship with the KGB. He explained that he was frequently 
in contact with persons whom he suspected to be KGB, both in 
his work at Radio Moscow and particularly in connection with his 
travels abroad, but that his only official briefing by the KGB 
was in connection with the POWERS trial. On another occasion, 
he said, he was told how to handle himself if the "wrong" ques
tions were asked at the MARTI!</MITCHELL press conference in 
Moscow, but this was not openly a KGB briefing. BELITSKIY also 
indicated that all travellers leaving the USSR were routinely 
interviewed and- briefed, and were told to "sort of keep their 
eyes open" to locate potential targets of information. He said 
he felt that "whatever he had been able to do along this line" 
had resulted in his being given ELY'S abroad and having relative 
freedom of movement....

At the end of the London debriefings it was concluded by 
MI-6 and CIA that BELITSKIY "did not appear to be practicing 
deception or to be controlled by the RIS." Both did agree, how
ever, that he was "evasive when pressed, then glib, but without 
volunteering information.'*  The majority view at that time was 
that the agent's prime motivation was a financial one, coupled 
with an assurance of CIA assistance upon his defection. It was 
also believed that BELITSKIY had by then become so deeply in
volved with CIA that it would be very difficult for him to break 
contact and/or to report his plight to the KGB.

* Throughout the course of this operation various individuals 
participating in it expressed doubts about BELITSKIY’S bona 
fides. Whatever doubts may have existed, however, they did 
not affect the conduct of the case; the general consensus was 
that the agent was not controlled by the KGB, and the case 
continued to be run as if he were not. Moreover, the poly
graph examiner reported that BELITSKIY had been "substan
tially truthful in his answers to the questions asked," al
though he did recommend that the agent be re-examined under 
controlled conditions.

The third contact with BELITSKIY was made in Geneva in May 
of 1962. The CIA case officer met the agent six times, for a 
total of approximately 12 hours. At this series of debriefings 
a second American case officer was introduced. In his report on 
the contact the original case officer stated that he felt 
"stronger than ever that Subject’s potential as an agent is 
unlimited." He stated that his original views on BELITSKIY'S 
bona fides had not changed and that he felt the latter realized 
that he had passed the point when he could afford to report his 
collaboration with CIA to the KGB. The second case officer 
reported that the reservations which he had had about the agent's 
bona fides before the meetings with him had been dispelled by 
the latter's manner. He also reported, however, that on two 
occasions during the meetings he had had a "sinking feeling" 
that "the relationship was not kosher." He said that during 
the discussion of the two factions which BELITSKIY claimed 
were then vying with each other in the Soviet Union (the 
"moderates" vs. the "hard-liners"), he had the feeling "that 
the tale was concocted and maybe the agent was trying to convey
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to U.S. authorities something that someone wanted to have convey- ‘ 
ed and could not have cone through normal channels." The second 
case officer was also struck, by a change which he perceived in 
BELITSKIY'S manner when theyVwere discussing the matter of con
tact inside the Soviet Unions At first, BELITSKIY was very con
cerned, but toward the end of the meeting he seemed to abandon 
all caution and to be quite happy about it, even suggesting that 
a CIA courier could perhaps bring him some scarce goods. *

Throughout the relationship, however, BELITSKIY exhibited 
great concern for his personal safety. During the period between 

. the initial and the second series of meetings, CIA sent him two
open letters containing secret writing. He responded to the first 
(in time to validate the terms of the contract), but not to the 
second, explaining in a later meeting that his failure to do so 
had been due to fear for his own safety. His reasons for this 
fear (including the fact that the handwriting on the open letter 

' was "typically American"), were judged plausible and convincing,
• and his desire to discontinue this type of communication was

respected. Although BELITSKIY did not wish to communicate by 
. secret writing, he did later agree that "in a matter of gravest

importance" he would permit CIZ\ to send him a message via some
one with whom he could be, logically, in professional or social 
contact. He stipulated, however, that it be someone who was 

■ entirely "clean" and completely unwitting of the true nature of
his relationship with CIA. He insisted, moreover, on a guaran-

. tee that if CIA ever did have to communicate with him by any
1 means, it should never refer to the subject of a previous

conversation. He felt that under such circumstances he would 
- stand a better chance of refuting any accusations, since there

would be no evidence that he had responded to the overtures of 
American Intelligence. BELITSKIY also expressed concern on sev
eral occasions for the case officers' welfare as it related to 
his own, cautioning them, for instance, never to go to Berlin 
or to Moscow.

BELITSKIY was deemed from the first to have access through 
his work to information of unusual value to the United States 

: on the Soviet political scene, scientific personalities, and
science-related events. In addition, it was hoped that through 
various relatives, friends, or acquaintances, he would be able 
to provide some information on certain other high-priority re- _ 
quirements. During each of the series of debriefings he was 
able to furnish some general information on Soviet political 
factions and currents, on many scientific and governmental

. personalities, and on missile and space-related events. This
. information was in general, however, either not of great value, 

: . already known, or impossible to evaluate or corroborate. Never
I ~ theless, the case officer felt that the agent had "no way of i 
; measuring the usefulness of any particular piece of informa-
[ tion" and that he was "going out of his way to provide us with
I everything he thought might be of possible use."
i •j BELITSKIY was not able to answer specific requirements

in the highest priority fields of missiles arid atomic energy.
1 However, as he himself stressed, he did not have direct access .

to classified documents, and CIA had not expected that he 
would be successful in these areas. On the other hand, he 
did appear to have access to some military information of a <
classified nature through his status in the military reserves. .
Although previously, he said, he had not been interested or ji
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attentive at these meetings and had managed to avoid all cut one 
refresher course, he promised to attend in the future and to try 
to remember everything he could which might be of value to CIA. 
Before any benefit from this aspect of his life could be reaped, 
his reserve status was changed to limited availability' and he 
was no longer expected to attend meetings.

On the other hand, BELITSKIY was successful in cultivating 
a number of individuals who were potentially valuable sources of 
information to him on priority target areas. One of these, for 
example, was a cousin who allegedly was chief engineer in a 
plant concerned with nuclear submatines. Furthermore, the type 
of information which BELITSKIY was reporting indicated that, in 
the course of his work and through cultivation and extension of 
his broad range of acquaintances, i.e should be able in the future 
to provide CIA with extremely useful information.’ He was able, 
for example, to report those items which were censored from his 
scientific program mdus.i ipcs because of then security impli
cations. He also occasionally received interesting news in ad
vance of its publication. He had learned of the ouster of the 
American diplomat, Kermit S. MIDTHJL ’some time before it was 
officially announced, in October 1952. He also had knowledge of 
the attitudes and activities of certain non-Soviets in Moscow 
who were of interest to CIA. such as Francis Gary POWERS, and 
was acquainted with several Westerners who had defected to the 
USSR. Also, BELITSKIY remarked that he had once known someone 
who had lived in the house of "the real Rudolf ABEL," this 
friend had told him that Rudolf Ivanovich ABEL, the KGB Illegal 
arrested in the United States, had merely assumed the identity 
of the real ABEL, who hat' died.

With regard to certain specific assignments which he failed 
to carry cut, BELITSKIY invariably offered explanations for his 
inability to do so (usually relating fear for his personal se
curity) which were difficult to regard as unreasonable. One 
example was his decision at the last minute not to bring to 
CIA the Radio Moscow telephone book which he had been asked to 
get. He "had it in his hand while pa.king," he said, but felt 
that "because of a current reorganisation at the Radio" the 
information would be "outdated’ by the time CIA got it and that 
therefore he did not think it worth risking its being found if 
his baggage should be inspected.

Evaluations of BELITSKIY'S behavior, attitudes and apparent 
motivation, and production were continually made in the course 
of the case. Although there was a definite feeling that he had 
not been frank about the full extent of his relationship with 
the KGB, neither the results of the polygraph examination, the 
conclusions of a graphological analysis, nor the judgments of 
the two individuals who had contacted him personally during 
the three series of debriefings tended to contradict these con
clusions directly.

Moreover, as the case progressed, it appeared that his 
reputation within the Soviet Union was growing and that his 
usefulness to CIA was increasing correspondingly. His personal 
contacts and potential sources of information became more nu
merous as his job responsibilities increased. The trust which 
his superiors placed in him seemed to be borne out by the

TO? SECRET
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freedom he was allowed. It appeared that there was a good 
chance he would be permitted to exit the Soviet Union from time 
to time and would therefore be able to get information to us

. despite his reluctance to communicate from within. He was thus 
considered, on the whole, to be a-highly useful potential, if

4

not actual, source of positive intelligence information 
basically motivated to help American Intelligence.

who was
3

After the NOSENKO information was received in June 
CIA continued the BELITSKIY operation. A fourth series

1962, 
of meet-

•3

ings was held with the agent in the United States in October of 
1962. BELITSKIY was at that time accompanying a Soviet delega
tion to "The Second Informal Conference of Influential Ameri
cans and Soviets"(at Andover, Massachusetts), a gathering of 
prominent Soviet and American citizens to discuss international 
problems in the interests of world peace.* The Soviet delega
tion of 16 was headed by a member of the CPSU Central Committee, 
who was listed as a representative of the Soviet Trade Union 
Press. The conference occurred during the Cuban crisis, 21 to 
27 October 1962.**

During this extremely critical period in Soviet-American 
relations, BELITSKIY communicated the following points to his 
CIA case officers:

- The members of the delegation had been briefed in 
Moscow by the First Deputy Foreign Minister to be concilia
tory, even to the degree of pointing out that the Soviet 
Union disagrees with China on the distribution of nuclear 
weapons to other powers, and to avoid any position which 
could be regarded as offensive to the American partici
pants.

- BELITSKIY "personally" regarded President KENNEDY'S 
announcement of a "blockade" of Cuba as appalling. He 
stated that he was convinced that Cuba could have been 
weaned from the Soviet Union by very careful handling 
without alienating opinion in other countries, and that 
the President's action tended to strengthen the position 
of the "hard line, tough talk" faction in the Soviet 
Government. Immediately following the President's an
nouncement, the delegation was instructed to make the 
Soviet position plain, but to do so in a moderate tone.

- The leader of the Soviet delegation had partici
pated in a discussion with Norman COUSINS, of The 
Saturday Review, who explained to him the reasons for

* This conference is an extension of the "Pugwash" conferences, 
originally sponsored by Cyrus EATON, identified by PENKOV- 
SKIY as a GRU contact.

**Also participating was S.I. BEGLOV, who had conferred with 
G.N. BOLSHAKOV on 19 October 1962 in New York, ostensibly 
on matters connected with the USSR magazine^ See Part 
V.F.10.

TUP SECH
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the President's stand on Cuba. 'According to BELITSKIY,
who had 
COUSINS 
weapons 
risking 
weapons

acted as interpreter, the Soviets' reply to 
was that the USSR had refused to give nuclear 
to China and that there would be no point in 
an affront to Communist China by giving advanced 
to Cuba. He said the Soviet Union was willing

•3
I

3

>1
to enter into negotiations with the United States on the 
question of the spread of nuclear weapons co other 
countries. (COUSINS' explanation of President KENNEDY'S 
stand was that he was pressured by the coming election 
and the need to circumvent criticism by the Republican 
Party; by Congressional leaders; and by a report that 
Congress would soon learn of the irrefutable evidence 
concerning the Soviet missile buildup in Cuba.

Ji

&
•3

Except for once sailing abroad on a Soviet cruise ship, 
BELITSKIY has not been seen in the West since his October 1962 
visit to the United States, His voice, however, has been heard 
frequently in broadcasts from Radio Moscow since that time. 
Among BELITSKIY'S broadcasts was a two-part series of 22 November
and 2 December 
North’ America, 
publication of

1965, beamed to the United Kingdom and to eastern 
called 'Inquest Into the Facts surrounding the 
The Penkoyskiy Papers. . >
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7. KG3 Investfeations

a. Compromise of POPOV

(i) Introduction

Twice during the first meeting with CIA in Geneva in June 
1962 NOSEUKO alluded to the compromise of the CIA agent penetra
tion of the GRU, Lt. Col. P.S. POPC7, and at the next meeting he 
attributed the compromise to KGB surveillance of a CIA officer in 
Moscow mailing a letter to POPOV. Essentially the same story of 
the POPOV compromise was given hy KOSENKO in 1964, with certain 
additional details being supolied at that time.

a two of the CHEREPANOV papers*  confirm 
that KGB surveillance led to the discovery of POPOV's status as 
a CIA agent, but also said that POPOV was under some

* The CHEREPANOV papers are discussed at greater length in 
Part VI.D.7.C.

security suspicion prior to the left er- sn.: i 11J1incident. Neither 
KOSENKO nor these other two roui ces, 
supplied a precise date for this incident Beyond the statement 
in one of the CEEREBAKOV papers that it occurred in January 1959. 
The actual date of the letter mei.Hr.~ was the 21st of that month, 
and hence according to KOSENKO, and t he CHEREPANOV papers,
it was then that the KGB establisnSu cne fact of POPOV's collabor
ation with CIA. Information from GOLITSYN, however, places the 
time of the compromise as early as L95 7, and GOLITSYN has also 
stated that a KGB agent (rather than KGB surveillance) was the 
cause of the comoromise.

e*

with 
from

Presented below are selected pottions of the CIA operation
s compromisePOPOV, 

NOS et; KO

(ii) CIA Operation with POPOV

After 32 months of contacts with CIA while he was stationed 
in Austria, POPOV was transferred in September 1955 to East Ger
many to become a case officer at the GRU (tactical) intelligence 
point in Schwerin, and contacts with CIA were resumed in January 
1956. The GRU reassigned POPOV on 28 June 1957 to the Inspection 
Directorate, a strategic intelligence element in Berlin/KarIshorst, 
where he handled some of the Illegals being dispatched from, re
turning to, and training in East Berlin. There he remained in 
contact with CIA until his recall to Moscow in November 1958 (see 
below). Meanwhile:

- During July and until 13 August. 195 7 POPOV handled 
..... a total of five Illegals passing through East Berlin and 

was made responsible for a sixth Illegal in training there. 
He was relieved of the latter responsibility on 2 November 
1957.

- The next and last Illegal to be assigned to POPOV, 
in early October 1957, was a woman whose true identity Is. 
believed to be M.N. TAIROVA. She was destined to join 
her husband, I.A. TAIROV, in the United States. Before 
her dispatch from Berlin on 1 November 1957 to New York
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F^T pieced tne weman under surveillance when ;he entered 
the United States at New Yer/. City on 27 November 1957, 
and the FBI observed ter first meeting with TAIROV on 8 Dec
ember 1957, in accordance with the plan which POPOV had re
ported to CIA. The TAIROV couple remained under FEI surveil
lance until their disapfoerer.ee- on 12 March 1958. POPOV
subsequently expressed concern for his personal security, as 
ar. aftermath cf learning that the TAIROV couple told the GRU 
about having been under surveillance.'

- From 12 December 1957 to 19 Jt-nuary 195'3 POPOV was 
on leave in the USSR. Upon his return to Ferlir./KerIshorst, 
he was removed from the 11 locals-handling unit and placed 
in the unit dealing with Illegal support agents.

- POPOV reports cf March through October 1958 shew that 
the KGB was then conducting investigations of the Illecals- 
handlir.g unit and that two kgs count r-r intel ligence officers 
were taking the initiative in associating with him.

I i

i

f 
f

In November 1958 POPOV was recalled to Moscow for the expressed 
purpose of discussing an Illegal support agent of his, and he did 
not return to Eerlin/Kar J shorst. brush contacts: between POPOV 
and Russell LANGELLE, a CIA officer stationed at the Moscow Em
bassy, took place on 4 and 21 Ja:;u?.;y, 18 March, 23 July, 18 Sep
tember, and IC October 1959. George WINTERS, also ? CiA officer 
at the Embassy, mailed a letter to POPOV on 21 January 1959, 
POPOV passed a message to LANGELLE on 18 September 1959 report
ing that he had been arrested and doubled by the KGB in February 
of that year.’* At the final brush contact, on 16 October 1959, 
Soviet authorities detained, questioned, meds recruitment over
tures to, cr.d eventually (several hours afterward) released LANG- 
ELLE. He was then declared persona non grata by the Soviet 
Government.* * *

“ There are strong indications that this message revealing 
POPOV'S arrest in February 1959 was prepared at the direction 
of the KGB, The message opened with the following remarks: 

; • '■ "Concerning my compromise, I was arrested in February. The
compromise started from the compromise of our Illegals (the 

j husband and wife in the U.S.)... Then your first letter to
| (me at my home in) KALININ was intercepted." (This is a
j reference to the letter mailed by WINTERS.)
; ***The Soviet Government declared WINTERS persona non grata on

26 Aucust 1960, and at that time the Soviet press linked him 
to LANGELLE-POPOV case. NOSENKO was asked on 1 July 1964 why 
WINTERS was not expelled from the USSR at the time, LANGELLE 
Was, in October 1959. He answered: "First of all, why should- 
we (the KGB) show how we found out (about POPOV)? Then it

i was thought that if WINTERS stays, maybe we can find more
i \ POPOVs, if WINTERS sends some more letters."
< '

TOP SECRET
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(iii) Cause and Date cf the Compromise > . .

(a) Information from NOSEIEKO.

Early in the first meeting with CIA ir. June 29t2, NOSENKO 
outlined the terms for his cooperation with CI A and said: "Never- 
ir. my life will I go in contact (with CIA) in XostOT’or the U33R, 
never in my life. I also know about LANGELLL and PCPOV; I knew 
this matter. When it was abroad it was fine, Lot when you decided 
to meet him ir. Moscow...” He went on to explain that he did r.ot 
want to have happen to him what had happened to PGPOV. Near the 
end of the-meeting NOSENKO remarked: "I can tell how LANGELLE 
blew POPOV - not LANGELLE, hut because of whom and why we found 
him - for your future use, so chat you will knew how to operate, 
rut LANGELLE was not guilty. It was r.ot LANGELLE who was guilty. 
Another person was responsible for the comprcmise. Next time."

NOSENKO fulfilled this promise. He Legau by praising LANG- 
ELLE, whom he described as a competent officer employing sound 
operational techniques, and said: "LANGELLE did not blow the 
operation. WINTERS blew it." WINTERS. NOSENKO continued, had 
been observed mailing a letter by one or two members of a KGB 
surveillance team (no ^late given). The KGS intercepted the 
letter, arrested POPOV, and controlled his future meetings with 
LANGELLE, about three in number.*

During an examination and discussion of that portion of the 
CHEREPANOV papers bearing on the POPOV case, NOSENKO on 3 Febru
ary 1964 confirmed the authenticity of their contents and re
affirmed that surveillance of the letter-mailing by WINTERS had 
led to the identification, arrest, and doubling of POPOV by the 
KGB. Although at this time NOSENKO commented chat the WINTERS 
letter to POPOV definitely did not contain metka, he said in 
June 1964 that the letter had teen chemically treated, i.e., with 
metka.**

NOSENKO was asked in July 1964 to describe the format and 
contents of the official KGB orientation on the POPOV case, en
titled "Boomerang, " which he claimed to have read. According 
to NOSENKO, this top secret document made no reference either 
to WINTERS or to the letter-mailing incident. He added that 
the document was not entirely factual and some of it contained 
sanitized information.

(b) Information from

Besides the suspicions attached to POPOV because of the
TAIROV case, reported that POPOV was re
called to Moscow because of his correspondence with his Aust- 
rian girlfriend via a conspiratorial address in Berlin;

* As previously indicated, four brush contacts were made sub
sequent to 21 January 1959.

** "Metka" the Russian word for "mark" or "sign" is used,to 
refer to a "thief powder;" it is said by NOSENKO to have 
been a KGB operational aid used in the detection of clan
destine mail.

MSEC®



T.-.ree reports by GOL IbiiT; pert-a :n to t:.--* v c. rng 
of the KGB' s >der.t i 1 icat, q:-. of a-. t. c»- of CIA'

- According to GOL:TG”” reI>?v_io-: of ‘.he cftiiiol 
XGB orientation on tho POFG/ .-I sc- winch ;c to-ad in Lu-•,.
1959 or e_rly i960, rovic.w op'‘ted with the Sia- er,one 
that a KG3 agent reported there w -vs a R a k in the Soviet 
military intelligence system (GR'IJ ir. vol vivo ir. formation 
of a military, intelligence, and political r.afne. GOLITSYN 
believed the orientation indicat-.d. th!’_ the agent's 1 eport 
was received by the K73 in about 1957 . *"■' The orientation 
also said: The KCB thereupon heg-.:n an iirwitiqation; learn
ing that LANGELLE was posted to Moscow for the purpose of 
handling a special agent, the KR in.-nediately piuced hiri 
under survei llar.ee;'?{ in the ceitse of rhis surveillance 
the KGB observed a brush contact between LAliGELlE and

CAs si *

*v.y

?saa-w»
3.

♦•**Georce BLAKE, the British Intelligence officer arrested in 
April 1961 on charges of espionage for the Soviets,, has 
admitted passing to the KGB in May and June^ 1957 information 
from and related to POPOV: the details which he has acknow
ledged giving the KGB, however, were not sufficient for the 
KGB to have identified POPOV as the source, nor to have 
placed the agent in the Illegals-handling unit in Berlin/ 
Karlshorst.

*****LANGELLE arrived in Moscow in January 1958.
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POPOV; after the second such contact, POPOV was 
.arrested.*

* As stated above, POPOV's message of 18 September 1959 said 
he had been arrested in the previous February; if this 
portion of the message is correct, the orientation there
fore indicates that the KGB observed the first LANGELLE- 
POPOV brush contact, on 4 January 1959, and POPOV was 
arrested some time after the second brush contact; on 
21 January 1959.

♦* Although GOLITSYN gave this officer's name as KOTOV, 
GOLITSYN'S other facts about him make it clear that he 
was referring to KGB Colonel M.V. ZHUKOV. Stationed in 
Vienna during the 1953-55 period and, like POPOV, working 
against Yugoslav targets, fflUKOV was personally known to 
POPOV. On 23 November 1957 POPOV said: "Can you imagine 
whom I ran into in Karlshorst two or three times? It was 
my competitor on Yugoslav operations when I was in Vienna. 
Do you remember ZHUKOV of the KGB?... He may be assigned 
here or /may be/ on TDY, but he has just come recently." 
(A year later POPOV reported that ZHUKOV was still in 
Berlin/Karlshorst working, he believed, in Anglo-American 
operations.) It would thus appear that the KGB sent 
ZHUKOV to Berlin not long before 23 November 1957 and in 
connection with the investigation of POPOV. .

***SEROV was KGB Chairman until the latter part of 1958.

- GOLITSYN named a KGB officer who had been . 
stationed in Vienna where he was working on Yugoslav 
targets; this officer was aware of POPOV's association 
with the Austrian woman (see above), suspected POPOV, 
and although he reported his suspicions, nothing was done 
about them. All of this occurred while POPOV was serving 
in Austria (until September 1955). Some time in 1957 or 
1958, GOLITSYN< continued, the KGS was told by a source that 
POPOV was an agent. The KGB then assigned this KGB officer 
to Germany because he knew POPOV and was familiar with 
the background.’*

- General I.A. SEROV was Chairman of tue KGB when 
the first information about POPOV's agent status was 

. received.  .***

In summary, what GOLITSYN has said about the compromise indicates 
that a KGB agent provided the lead to POPOV and that this lead 
was received in 1957 or 1958.
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In January 1964 NOSENKO gave a detailed account of the compro
mise of GRU Colonel O.V. PENKOVSKIY, the CIA and British Intelli
gence (MI-6) penetration agent whose arrest by the KGB was 
announced on 2 November 1962. In i subsequent debriefings and; in
terrogations NOSF.NKO has offered further information on certain 
aspects of the PENKOVSKIY compromise, continuing to maintain that 
it was brought about by KGB surveillance in Moscow during 1962? 
Also according to NOSEUKO, it was not until the latter stages of 
the operation that the KGB realized American Intelligence was 
involved with MI-6 in this operation.

The reports by NOSENKO and other sources on the PENKOVSKIY 
compromise are presented below, but to place them in context, 
they are proceeded by a brief summary of the .PENKOVSKIY operation 
from the CIA and MI-6 standpoint.

(ii) Resume of the PENKOVSKIY Operation

In August I960 PENKOVSKIY gave two American tourists a pack
age of materials to deliver to the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. These 
materials included a description of a proposed dead drop site at 
Number 2 Pushkin Street, which PENKOVSKIY had selected for a pos
sible communication channel; in the letter PENKOVSKIY enclosed in 
the package, he also gave his home telephone number and instructions 
for a call to be placed to him at a certain time to indicate that 
the package had been received and that the Americans were interested 
in further contact with him. Efforts to make this telephone con
tact with PENKOVSKIY failed, as did several additional efforts on 
his part to establish contact with the U.S. Embassy. The Pushkin 
Street address was checked from the outside on two occasions there
after by Eugene MAHONEY, CIA officer at the Embassy in Moscow,-, 
who walked past the building cn 12 November and 4 December 1960. 
On 21 January 1961 MAHONEY went inside the building and checked 
the precise location of the dead drop site, behind the radiator 
in the vestibule of this building. (On 30 December 1961, John 
ABIDIAN, U.S. Embassy Security Officer and coopted CIA worker, 
also went inside the building to check for possible loading cf the 
dead drop by PENKOVSKIY.) In April 1961, PENKOVSKIY succeeded in 
making contact in Moscow with the British businessman, Greville 
WYNNE, with whom he was already acquainted from previous trips to 
Moscow by WYNNE. Through WYNNE, PENKOVSKIY passed to MI-6 docu
ments and notice of his forthcoming trip to London in April. MI-6 
promptly notified CIA, and the two services jointly conducted the 
operation until it was terminated by the KGB on 2 November 1962.

Throughout this period PENKOVSKIY served in a GRU element 
under cover of the State Committee for Science and Technology 
(GKKNR) in Moscow, and it was under GKKNR cover that PENKOVSKIY 
travelled abroad three times, to England in April-May and July- 
August 1961 and to France in September-October 1961. In addition, 
to PENKOVSKIY's personal meetings with American and British case “ 
officers while on these TDY's, there were 27 exchanges of 
materials in Moscow. The CIA and MI-6 intermediaries used for 
these exchanges were WYNNE, on his business trips to the USSR; Mrs. 
Anne CHISHOLM, wife of an MI-6 officer stationed at the British 
Bnbassy;* and Rodney CARLSON of CIA. 

' t.
3s The KGB penetration agent in MI-6, Geprge BLAKE, had iden

tified CHISHOLM as a fellow officer prior to the time this 
couple was posted to Moscow. He had also identified MAHONEY 
to the KGB as a CIA officer prior to MAHONEY'S arrival in 
Moscow.
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PENKOVSKIY himself reported having observed surveillance 
coverage at two street .meetings with Mrs. CHISHOLM in January 
1962,* and both PENNOVSKIY and WYNNE noted surveillance cf 
their meeting in early July 19-62. The operation came to an 
end when WYNNE was arrested in Hungary ar.d Richard JACOB, of 
the CIA Station, responding to an emergency signal to service 
the Pushkin Street dead drop, was apprehended at the scene on 
2 November 1962. In May 1963 a pub;io trial was hold in Moscow, 
followed by an announcement of FENKOVSK'Y’s execution and 
WYNNE'S imprisonment. WYNNE was released or. 22 .April 1564, in 
exchange for a KGB Illegal jailed ii. England, and he was sub
sequently debriefed by CIA and British, authorities on his ex
periences at the hands of t!:c- KGB.

(iii)

(a)

Statements by KOSENKO

At the 1962 meetings with CIA in Geneva, about four months 
before the PENKCVSKIY operation was tor.7iir.atod, KOSENKO made no 
reference to PENKG7SKIY and the Pushkin Street dead drop. (In 
1964 he said that before bis first .'.-..c-eting with CIA he riad known 
of the visit to the dead drop by the U.S. Embassy Security Officer, 
John V. AB1DIAK, but that as of Juni 1962 there was no reason for 
him to recall or report this incident.) In dune I9u2, however, 
KOSENKO did raise a matter which appears to he directly related 
to PENKOVSKIY. This item concerned U.S. Marine Cor1 a Colonel 
Leo J. DULACKI, the Assistant Naval Attache.** NCG.'JKO volun
teered that DULACKI was an active in tell igar.ee officer believed 
by the KGB to belong to CIA. The KGB "overheard" (from a micro
phone in DULACKI’s office) that the Assistant -.'aval Attacks was 
to meet an Indonesian in a restaurant, and the KGB therefore 
placed a concealed microphone at their restaurant table. From 
the monitored conversation the KGB learned that EtvACKI was 
attempting to recruit the Indonesian and was

1 After the seconc such observation, on 19 January 1962, the 
last of their street meetings, PENKOVSKIY broke contact with 
Mrs. CHISHOLM until 28 March 1962.

** DULACKI, who has had no affiliation with CIA, served in Moscow 
from August 1958 until April 1961. NOSEHKO said on 29 January 
1965 for the first time that he personttlly supervised American 
Embassy Section operations against all U.S. Military Attaches, 
which would have included DULACKI, from approximately January 
1960 until May or June 1960. On 20 October 1966, NOSENKO indi
cated, also for the first time, that from about February 1960 until 
about April 1960 he personally was the case officer for Naval 
Attache’personnel at the U.S. Embassy in addition to his general 
supervisory responsibilities. (See Part V.E.3.e.) According 
to KOSENKO, DULACKI was neither recruited nor approached for 
recruitment by the KGB; he could not remember the names of the 
KGB agents who might have been targetted against DULACKI, and the 
only item of interest obtained about DULACKI by the KGB from any_  
source was that concerning this meeting with the

5 ’ * *
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seeking information from him on Soviet shi 
Indones fan's.nameNOSENKO 

meeting 
in 1961

in 196 2 added that the Kon r.ad
di

: to Indonesia, 
k* At a later 
•ecruited 
id occurred

before or after the restaurant meet inn with CULACKI.

Speaking of 
in 1964 that DULA was workir.

and he made no ref
___  or to the name 

different name for the Indonesian 
there were two different ones."

nee to the 
Asked whv he

1962, KOSENKO

KOSENKO told CIA
□onesia

haa 
replied: "Maybe

NCSENKO was questioned further about DVLACKI and the Indon
esian during the October 1966 interrogations:

Question:

NOSENKO;

>210 was Ob’LACK I1 a agent?

As I was tellin 
restaurant with 
of the Indcnesi
In 1951 this was. I don't remember when.. It was
when I was supervising work against code darks. When 
I began to work, after a month or so, I took the files 
on Naval attaches and then, after two months, I gave 
them to BELOGLAZOV. I immediately went on leave after 
two weeks, for a month. I took t?.*_- files either be
fore or after leave.

Question: Why only the Navy?

NOSENKO: It was decided by KOVSHUK. Take only ths Navy while 
you're getting acquainted with the Section. At the 
same time, the case officer DRANOV was retiring. He 
handled only the Naval officers. I didn't take the 
Army or Air Force. Ihis incident took place later 
with

Question:

NOSENKO:

Question:

Can you give a more definite time?

He was sitting with OWasBat a table. Their conver
sation was con trollr d cy T; - e x t r a /a miniaturized 
transistor temporary microphone/.

How did you hear about this?

NOSENKO: I was Deputy Chief of the section. I don't remember
who reported it. I saw the svodka (report) myself.

The 
1959 to

in Moscow from
ng debriefed on 22 Jan-

uary 1965 about his post-arrest interrogation by the KGB, 
WYnKE reported that the KGB played back a portion of a tape 
recording of his conversation with PENKOVSKIY at the Budapest 
Restaurant in Moscow on 27 May 1961. This portion, WYNNE 
said, dealt with PENKOVSKIY's remarks to WYNNEabdut a girl
friend with whom he had become acquainted during the April- 
May 1961 TDY to London; PENKOVSKIY called the woman
(or ' The KGB interrogators indicated to WYNNE that
they thought '<SgJ8pwas a cryptonym, and they demanded that 
WYNNE explain its significance, but WYNNE was unable to do 
so.
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Question: Any other details?

NOSENKO: What I remembered I reported before.

Question: Who gave you the name

NOSENKO: DULACKI was also acquainted with^^^ hut there was no
recorded conversation like tie knew also.
An Indonesian. ‘

Question: How did you hear about this?

NOSENXO: Working in the First (U.S. Embassy) Section I heard
maybe from BELOGLAZOV. 1 don't remember who. I also 
heard this opinion, that maybe he was a contact or an 
agent. But no proof.

Question: What was his position?

KOSE.KKO: A military officer, that is, intelligence. I don’t
remember anything else. •

(b) Reports cn the Compromise

• When asked in January 1964 whether he knew how PENKOVSKIY 
was compromised, NOSENKO answered that he had "all the details" 
and then gave the following account:

Ever since the POPOV case (see Part VI.D.7»a.) there 
had been intensive surveillar.ee of personnel from the U.S. 
and British Embassies in Moscow. As a result of this sur
veillance, Mrs. CHISHOLM was seen ducking into an alcove, 
evidently following a Soviet citizen whom the surveillance 
team was unable to identify. Surveillance coverage of 
Mrs. CHISHOLM - and, indeed, on all British Embassy per
sonnel - was immediately increased, and she was soon 
observed following the same Soviet citizen on the street 
in a clandestine manner. The Soviet citizen was identi
fied as PENKOVSKIY.

The KGB immediately launched a full investigation 
of PENKOVSKIY, including a complete check of his back
ground. To avoid alerting him, knowledge of the investi
gation was kept to a minimum, and surveillance of him was 

- restricted to stationary points in the neighborhood of 
his residence and office. As one part of the investiga
tion, a man who closely resembled PENKOVSKIY and dressed 

. like him was made to walk in front of Mrs. CHISHOLM when 
‘ she was on a Moscow street; when she began to follow 

this man, the KGB thus obtained confirmation of its 
identification of PENKOVSKIY. Another part of the in
vestigation entailed a search of the PENKOVSKIY apartment; 
to accomplish this, he was given a drug which made him 
so ill that hospitalization was necessary; and, Mrs. 
PENKOVSKIY was lured from the apartment on a ruse; nothing 
was found during this search. The KGB next aimed a power- 
ful telescope at the window in PENKOVSKIY's apartment and 
obtained an apartment directly above his’; from the bver- 
hanging balcony of the apartment occupied by the KGB some



flower pots were suspended, one of them able to take 
pictures through the window of the apartment below; in 
this manner the KGB photographed PENKOVSKIY removing 
"suspicious materials" from the back part of his desk; 
in the search of the apartment which followed, these 
materials were found in the desk, tut the KGB left them 
there.

By the time WYNNE visited Moscow in July 1962, both 
he and PENKOVSKIY were under surveillance, and their sus
picious behavior in front of the Peking Restaurant on 
5 July gave the KGB another conclusive indicator of PENKOV- 
SKIY's activities. Also, the KGB was able to monitor 
conversations between PENKOVSKIY and WYNNE in the latter's 
hotel room, despite the fact that PENKOVSKIY turned on 
water faucets while they were talking.

PENKOVSKIY was arrested only when the KGB knew that 
WYNNE was scheduled to go to a Satellite country. PENKOV- 
SKIY cave a complete confession, and it was only at this 
point that the KGE realized American Intelligence was in
volved in the operation. After PENKOVSKIY revealed details 
about the Pushkin Street dead drop, the KGB correlated this 
information with that contained in the surveillance report 
of ABIDJAN'S presence at the spot.*  Nevertheless, in 
arranging a trap at Pushkin Street on 2 November 1962,the 
KGB expected the dead drop to be serviced by someone from 
the British Embassy. Instead, JACOB (of the CIA Station 
in Moscow) was apprehended there.

* See Part V.E.3.d. for details of ABIDJAN'S visit to the Push
kin Street dead drop on 30 December 1961.

The KGB felt that it had obtained all pertinent in
formation from PENKOVSKIY and that he was "beyond redemp
tion" even for future interrogation. PENKOVSKIY was 
executed.

In subsequent questioning soon after his defection, NOSENKO 
repeatedly claimed that the KGB had no prior knowledge of American 
Intelligence participation in the PENKOVSKIY operation until 
JACOB's arrest on 2 November 1962 at the Pushkin Street dead drop.

NOSENKO was asked in July 1964 for details on the KGB 
official report (obzor) about the PENKOVSKIY case. He said that 
he had never read the report because, although printed, it had. 
not been circulated as of the time of his departure for Geneva 
in January 1964. By O.M. GRIBANOV (Chief of the KGB Second Chief 
Directorate) and "various other case officers," however, NOSENKO 
was told of certain of the items which would appear in the KGB 
official report and most of which he had already reported. The 
fact that the KGB surveillance team had failed to identify 
PENKOVSKIY at his first observed meeting with Mrs. CHISHOLM, 
NOSENKO added at this time, would not be included in the report. 
According to GRIBANOV, whereas the report would state the KGB 
knew PENKOVSKIY was working for both the British and American 
services, in reality the KGB did not know of the Americans' 
involvement until PENKOVSKIY was arrested. With regard to this 
latter point, NOSENKO said that the KGB investigation of PENKOV
SKIY was handled by officers from the British Department; rather 
than the American Department of the KGB Second Chief Directorate4
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except for V.M. KOVSHUK of the latter department, 'Furthermore, 
NOSENKO stated, the KGB interrogators attempted to force JACOB 
to admit he was a British citizen.* ’

* JACOB has not indicated that such an attempt was made.

** This Directorate is responsible for counterintelligence and 
security in the Soviet Armed Forces.

In February 1965 NOSENKO provided his most complete account 
of the PENKOVSKIY compromise and the KGS investigation which 
ensued:

' The first that PENKOVSKIY appeared in life of the 
KGB was during one of WYNNE'S visits to Moscow. The KGB 
knew of PENKOVSKIY's acquaintance with WYNNE and that he 
was even visiting him in the hotel where WYNNE was staying. 
The KGB checked with the GRU, and the GRU answered that 
PENKOVSKIY was working on WYNNE as a target. PENKOVSKIY 
was working in the GKKNR as a cover, and WYNNE was one of 
his acquaintances. Later, there was massive surveillance 
of the employees of the British Embassy - I don't know 
exactly with whom - but PENKOVSKIY was noticed being in 
contact with someone from the British Embassy', but sur
veillance lost him... Later he was noticed with the wife 
of British Embassy officer CHISHOLM. At this point, the 
KGB didn't tell the GRU anything, because the GRU had no 
right to have any contact with any foreign embassy people 
without telling the KGB - except at official receptions 
and functions, and even here they have to tell the KGB 
so that surveillance will know. And when surveillance 
noticed PENKOVSKIY with Mrs. CHISHOLM, they immediately 
recognized him as the guy they had lost.

"This was the beginning of the very active work on 
PENKOVSKIY” - without telling the GRU. They (the British 
Department, KGB Second Chief Directorate) were checking 
his work at the GKKNR, They managed with the help of 
the KGB Third Directoraco**to  look at his file. And 
they tried to control him at home. They were afraid to 
put him under regular surveillance because he Would 
immediately find out - he was a capable officer - but 
they put surveillance on him from time to time. However, 
they set up a closed (fixed surveillance) post in a 
building opposite his apartment, about 200 meters away. 
They got a flat there, set up a post, and watched his 
window with a telescope. They also used the flat directly 
above PENKOVSKIY's flat. Here they even put microphones 
to hear his conversations with his wife and tapped the 
telephone of course. Then they noticed that he was hiding 
something in his desk, taking the drawer out and putting 
something behind. And when he was taking off his shirt 
he was putting notes (inside). They noticed him taking 
pictures. Above his flat there was a balcony with 
flower boxes. They put a camera in the flowers somehow 
which could be lowered so that it could take pictures 
through PENKOVSKIY's window by command (remote control) 
from the closed post. This was to get evidence, to 
see the documents he was working with.

"There was another meeting with WYNNE. PENKOVSKIY 
met WYNNE in WYNNE'S hotel. They spoke in the bathroom



with the water running. But the KGB managed to intercept 
the conversation - not everything, hut several words indi
cating there .was something incriminating. PEUKOVSKIY 
called WYNNE and they agreed to meet at the Peking Restau
rant, but PENKOVSKIY was checking (for surveillance) and 
did not go with W/IJNE into the restaurant as they had 
agreed, but walked about the city with him. Surveillance 
tried to monitor their conversation from a distance of 200 
meters with a special microphone like a long pipe, one meter 
long, or maybe a little less.

"They decided to enter PENKOVSKIY's apartment and see 
what was hidden in his desk. In the GRU they controlled 
what documents PENKOVSKIY was taking...

"They used a drug to put him in the hospital, a pre
paration which they put on his chair. He inhaled it into 
his body and got sick. His skin became reddened and he 
felt pain and had to go to a doctor, a military doctor who 
put him immediately in ths hospital. He went to a military 
hospital - they were ready for him there - and was hospital
ized... They considered his wife, then his wife s mother, 
or his mother, or maid - I don't know - and the elder girl 
in school. On the second day of his illness a KGB officer 
disguised as a soldier came to PENKOVSKIY's flat and told 
his wife that the doctors wanted her to be checked because 
it was possible PENKOVSKIY had a contagious disease, not 
serious. She went to the hospital, and the flat was en
tered. Keys had been made before. They took pictures of 
everything. They found many things, code pads and so on, 
which showed that he was really working After that they 
decided to arrange his arrest.

“PENKOVSKIY was supposed to go abroad, and the KGB 
did everything to prevent it, but in such a way that he 
wouldn't understand. They even cancelled a whole delega
tion.* This was while they were still trying to get proof.

"Then WYNNE came to Hungary. They arrested PENKOVSKIY 
and I think one or two days later they took WYNNE.

"The manner of arresting PENKOVSKIY was such that 
even GRU wouldn't know about it. (D. M.) GVISHIANI (head 
of the GKKNR) took part. He told PENKOVSKIY to come with 
him to the Central Committee, and when they were down in 
his car he said: "Wait here a minute while I get a docu
ment I forgot." There was an entrance on Gorky Street, 
but the car was in the courtyard behind. The KGB was 
waiting here. PENKOVSKIY got in the car, and that was 
it - he couldn't call out, no one saw it.

"Two days later I know that (General S.G.) BANNIKOV 
(Deputy Chief of the KGB Second Chief Directorate) flew 
to Hungary and took WYNNE. I don't know the details of 
WYNNE'S arrest, but I know that BANNIKOV returned with 
WYNNE...

PENKOVSKIY was scheduled to travel to the United States in 
April 1962, but this visit was postponed because, allegedly, 
the Soviet learned the Americans' plans to conduct provocations 
against the delegation PENKOVSKIY was to accompany.
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"I tr.w that during the search PENKOVSKIY's daughter 
came home from school early. I know that one of PENKOV- 
SKIY's female relatives or one of his wife's female rela
tives was a former KGB agent, and she intercepted the 
girl...

“Mrs. CHISHOLM was walking on the street and they, 
dressed a man just like PENKOVSKIY - he entered a telephone 
booth or an apartment house entrance or something. She saw 
him. It was necessary that they see each other at a dis
tance before making contact. I don't remember exactly, 
but there was a little park or square, and there was some
thing connected with CHISHOLM'S child, something connected 
with candy.

“And about the Pushkin Street you know - that was for 
PENKOVSKIY.

"The investigation was a big secret. I found out only 
when he was arrested. It was in 1962. Maybe a month or 
half a month before the arrest I might have heard that 
there was something hot in the Second (British) Department... 
The Second Department officers were running around. (G.V.) 
BONDAREV (of the British Department) was running to GRIBANOV 
and didn't have to wait. Something was up, but what? May
be (A.V.) SLNTSOV (of the British Department) told mes 'Soon 
we will have an outstanding success.' I think that he said 
that to KOVSHUK and me, because it was obvious that some
thing was going on. In GRIBANOV'S outer office it was 
"noticeable that BONDAREV was running to GRIBANOV every 
day... GRIBANOV then dismissed others, even turning away 
his deputies. BONDAREV was always there. So I knew some
thing big was going on, but I didn't know what - maybe it 
was a recruitment.

"Of course, I could have heard something from surveil
lance. I was going to the dining room with Venyamin KOZLOV 
(Chief of the American Depa'rtmerit, KGB Surveillance Direc
torate). I was close to him in 1960-1961. I went with him 
in the general's dining room occasionally... KOZLOV would 
say: 'Something is going on in the Second (British Depart
ment, KGB Surveillance Directorate)« : Because he knew 
the chief of surveillance for the Second Department...

“I don't remember where I was when the arrest was 
announced... The officers in the First Department didn't 
know what was going on. BONDAREV asked JACOB to confirm 
that he was an Englishman. They were expecting an English
man, not an American. The First Department was stunned 
when they found out that an American had come to Pushkin 
Street...

"The first time the KGB saw PENKOVSKIY and WYNNE 
together they asked the GRU aoout it, I think even (GRU 
Chief I.A.) SEROV himself, whether PENKOVSKIY was Working 
with WYNNE-.- And PENKOVSKIY had-written up something-about 
his contact with WYNNE. The GRU replied that the contact 
was official... WYNNE was coming as a businessman. The 
GRU doesn't have a counterintelligence mission against 
businessmen. The Second Chief Directorate does, and they 
noticed. Maybe PENKOVSKIY went to WYNNE'S hotel room.
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"I heard these things from SUNTSOV and from different
officers. GRIBANOV gave lectures
ANCV in Caucasus (T h^ard it myself).
three and a half or four hours without stop. During the 
first half hour GRIBANOV spoke about the work of American 
Intelligence. Then he told them about the PENKOVSKIY case, 
talking from notes. When I left in January 1964 I heard

GRIBANOV spoke for
and BANNIKOV too.■ GRIB

that the case- study on PENKOV finished but not yet
printed. BANNIKOV also gave a lecture, for the officers 
of the Second Chief Directorate, which I did hot attend...

I

the 
got 
the

"I even visited the trial, not the first day and not
last day. I went with some of the officers We
tickets from the Second Department. I went with one ..Of 
officers from the’Journalists Section and stayed there 
about an hour. Some of the officers from the Seventh

3 

*

Department also went during the trial
row from the end. 
twelve rows in fron

It's a sma 11 ha 11;
_I sat in the third 

there were about
of me. While I was there they were

putting questions to PENKOVSKIY end WYNNE and they were 
answering this and this. It wasn't interesting. For me 
it was interesting to look at PENKOVSKIY. In GRTBZNGV's 
and BANNIKOV'S lectures there was a big stress on PEMKOV- 
SKIY the man, that in Turkey he was acting badly, and that 
there was a bad knarakteristika (fitness report) in his
file In the trial they never said that he was a colonel
or that he was in the GRU. In the case study there was 
more. They said many things - that he didn t give money 
to his wife, only five rubles a day.

"I don't know the exact date that the surveillance 
saw PENKOVSKIY and lost him. Maybe already in 1961. I 
remember that while I was working in the First (American) 
Department in 1960-61, maybe in 1961, there -as a period 
when - maybe once or twice - they took surveillance teams 
away from us, despite the need for several brigades for 
ABIDJAN, and gave them for a time to the Second Depart-- 
ment...

"I learned these details after the arrest. I heard 
it from officers in the Second Department. SUNTSOV told 
me, (S.K.) ROSHCHIN could have told me. GRIBANOV didn't 
mention surveillance losing PENKOVSKIY in his lecture... 
I think the massive surveillance on the British Embassy 
was November-December 1961, but I don't know exactly. 
PENKOVSKIY was in contact with someone else before this 
woman, Mrs. CHISHOLM. The KGB knew who it was. It was 
a British employee, but I don't know who.., This might 
have been in GRIBANOV'S lecture. But GRIBANOV didn't 
speak about surveillance losing him, or give the technical 
details of the closed post or the details about the ba1- 

■ cony. There was something in the case study that SUNTSOV’ 
wanted to change, but I don't know what - the case study 
hadn't yet appeared in January 1964. I didn't read it 
and don't know what it was. If it had appeared I could 
have found out. SUNTSOV would have said: 'Here we changed, 
something former

. hi
■ 'I’.:



®®^lhe KGB had been awaTe’Tf
Americans, and in particular with JACOE, for /.Lout two and a half 
months prior to the arrests.*  This awareness resulted from a series 
of talks between members of the KGB and PENKGVSiIV.

Richard JACOB had never been intended to play a role in the 
PENKOVSKIY case; he was brought in on 2 November 1962 as a 
substitute for Rodney CARLSON, and had no other part in the . 
case. PENKOVSKIY did not know JACOB nor did he know of him.

** In his official report of his check of the Pushkin Street dead 
drop, ABIDJAN noted that while he was in the vestibule a woman 
entered, and he knelt down and pretended to tie his shoelaces 
until she proceeded past him and cn up the stairs.

*** The only CIA officer to meet PENKOVSKIY in Moscow was CARLSON 
and their introduction tock-place in a- brief encounter at an j 
Independence Day reception at the U.S. Embassy in 1962. Their ( 
next and final contact, the only one in which materials were 
passed, occurred on 27 August 1962 in the bathroom of the 
apartment of the U.S. Embassy officer William HORBALY (see 
Part V.E.3.f. for NOSENKO's remarks on HORBALY).

stated that every asset of the KGB Sur-
veillance Directorate was utilized against U.S. Embassy targets dur
ing the several months prior to. the arrests, and that this coverage • 
resulted in the detection of an Araoricau entering a Pushkin Street 
apartment building. The KGB ?stablished a 24-hcur surveillance on 
this address. Eventually, bLUXOVSKIY was obs^r'":'.: entering the 
apartment and was immediately sd; ed, inter reg;nted, and debriefed 
concerning his collaboration wit’, America:; an’. Bi c t .•; h Intelligence.

elaborai.ed cn the Kebred 'V reoert: When 
massive sui vei u ^nce or a.". ! :j:;;;?sy t=.rg.t^ tefr.'.ea an American 
visiting this address the first time, th - was not fcllowal
inside oy surveil lants, but on the second otts.’O",' h-t was followed 
closely and the curve;.l Lint observed taut he was k.>celing down, 
apparently tying his si.ee.*'  ’•■'•• •’'•’- on to s„-y that., although
this was not very utnsua], it was sutf;cL:nt to .::c ise suspicion in 
view of the fact that. tnir. American had t.i-iir. visiting the
same address on two ooe-sicns for ■« a/.cuent re?.r/jr:.' Therefore the 
KGB established 24-hour c n'eraau ut iiiz.Lig cLiso circuit TV camera 
equipment. PENKGVbKlY was observed casing it; o .-.T.crican was ob
served. loading a dead drop behind a loi-Ly he.--tirm; unit (radiator); 
the KGB tagged the drop material with a raeiucr.'.c substance; PSN- 
KOVSK1Y was observed unloading the crop anu proceeding to his office, 
where he secreted tne material in a ccncealm-.n’.: area in his desk; 
utilizing a radioactivity detector, the KGB located rhe concealment 
area in the desk; the KGB also continued in surveillance of the 
dead drop site, observed PEUKOVSKIi lead the djad drop, and seized 
an American who caia to unload it. FENKOVSflY wjs then confronted 
with photographic evidence of the loadings and unloadings and could 
offer no defense.
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(xx) Informatier, f rom the O£Iti* <_ ■LlLA'iPSfX

A document provided i.y e it i vu ;r purportedly
the official KGn report ?r. its i.'.vesticaticr ■■•£ ’ K J'.’SKIY.
According to this doevr.‘t.nt, strvciilance of ' rs CHISHOLM on 
30 December 1961 reveal-d her suspicious cc-' cact. wi'h a Soviet 
male. Thin person was not identified initially; ''r". CHISHOLM 
was observed at what appeared to be possible meeting places 
on 5 and 12 January, but no contact was seen Gn ’9 January 
1962 surveillance of Mrs. CHI2:.OEM detected a cvn'.sct between 
her and 'a Soviet man, who was then identifier as Pi3KOVSKlY_*

* PENKOVSKIY. reported on 23 March 196 2 that he h=d observed 
surveillance on Mrs. CHISHOLM, but not.on hinrelf. on
5 and 19 January. He had not observed .surveillance on 
the 12 January meeting. As a result, PENKOVSKIY broke 
off street contacts with Mrs. CHISHOLM.

(x) Information from WYNN E

WYNNE'S statements to CIA and Mi-6 in early 1965 re
lating to the compromise and investigation of PENKOVSKIY were 
largely based upon events during his (WYNNE'S) interrogation 
by the KGB. In trying to obtain a confession, WYNNE said, the 
KGB insisted that it knew everything about the operation and 
that PENKOVSKIY had made a complete confession,. WYNNE stated

TOP SECRET
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that he himself resisted confessing, whereupon the KGB produced 
evidence consisting of tape recordings of conversations, photo
graphs, and WYNNE’S own business diaries.

The KGB played for WYNNE two tape recordings of conversa
tions he had had with PENKOVSKIY, and WYNNE (who was convinced 
that the -recordings were genuine) pinpointed the dates when the 

' conversations were held: 27 May 1961 and 2 July 1962. The 27 May
1961 conversation was the one in which PENKOVSKIY mentioned his 
girlfriend "ZEP"; it further consisted of an exchange of cryptic 
remarks as PENKOVSKIY indicated to WYNNE that he had material 
he wanted to pass to him. WYNNE told him not to discuss it then 
and there but to wait till they were out of the restaurant.

The photographs were of WYNNE alone, of WYNNE with PENKOV
SKIY, of WYNNE with unknown Soviets, of PENKOVSKIY with Mrs. 
CHISHOLM in a park,*  and of JACOB at the Pushkin Street dead 
drop. Concerning the photographs of himself, WYNNE was able to 
give the dates when they were taken, and the earliest of these 
dates was 27 May 1961--the same day his restaurant conversation 
with PENKOVSKIY was recorded. This photograph showed WYNNE 
approaching the CHISHOLM residence in Moscow. Another photograph, 
taken during his August 1961 visit to Moscow, demonstrated that 
the KGB observed an exchange of materials between PENKOVSKIY 
and WYNNE. At the time the photograph was taken, PENKOVSKIY 
had brought a satchel to WYNNE containing materials for British 
Intelligence. (The satchel apneared in the photograph.) WYNNE 
took the satchel from PENKOVSKIY, left PENKOVSKIY waiting while 
he went upstairs and emptied it, came back downstairs with the 
empty satchel, and returned it to PENKOVSKIY.

* PENKOVSKIY-and Mrs. CHISHOLM met twice in a park, in July 
and December 1961; WYNNE believed that the photograph he 
saw showed trees in full foliage.



c. Compromise of CHEREPANOV

(i) Introduction

KOSENKO brought to his first meeting with CIA in January 
1964 an official KGB "temporary duty authorization" showing 
that he had been permitted to participate in the USSR-wide 
search for A.N. CHEREPANOV the month before.* At this 
meeting and subsequently KOSENKO gave details on CHEREPANOV'S 
background, his transmittal of KGB papers to an American in 
Moscow, his compromise, his efforts to escape to the West, 
and his eventual fate. Essentially, according to NOSENKO, 
CHEREPANOV was a dissatisfied former KGB officer who provided 
American authorities with genuine KGB documents and whose 
treason was discovered as a result of the U.S. Embassy handing 
over the documents to the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

_-aviesources 
have verified the uUThcnticity of the CHERE- 

PANUv payers and their information tends to confers NOSENKO’s 
account of events after the Embassy placed the documents in 
MFA hands. There is, in addition, from non-Sovic i sources con 
sider&ble information on CHEREPANOV pre-dating th? November 
1963 incident as well ?.s reports from Americans involved in 
this incident.

In the following sections are presented available data 
about CHEREPANOV and what ensued after he gave the papers 
to an American tourist for delivery to the U.S. Embassy in 
Moscow. Also given below are NOSENKO’s comonts on the con
tents of the CHEREPANOV papers.

(i i) Earlier Information on CHEREPANOV

CHEREPANOV’S name first was brought to CIA’*; attention 
in October 1953 as a potential Soviet defector.

Jack RAYMOND, Belgrade correspondent for the New York 
Tines, telephoned a Third Secretary of the U.S. Embassy 
there to tell him that he had a man in his office with in
formation "from behind the Iron Curtain"; RAYMOND suggested 
that someone from the Embassy would find the man of interest, 
but the man allegedly did not want to come to the Embassy. 
The Third Secretary went to RAYMOND’s office, where he met 
the unnamed individual in the presence of RAYMOND’S Yugoslav 
secretary. RAYMOND explained that the man had been writing 
to him from his home village, but RAYMOND had not replied 
until recently when he told the man to stop at his office, 
as he had just done that day. RAYMOND added that the person 

, . had offered information of a kind that he did not feel he
could use in his news reports. The Third Secretary took the 

I man to his quarters and interviewed him, then Interviewed
i him again later the same day in his office in the Embassy.

♦According to the "temporary duty authorization" NOSENKO 
held the rank of lieutenant colonel, as KOSENKO himself 
told CIA. He later retracted this claim, placing his rank 
ini 1963 as captain. See Part V.G.
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The man, Tihon DUNAYEV, was about 65 years of age and 
claimed to be of Ukrainian origin. He said he had been 
"mixed up in the Balkan wars," had fought with the White 
Russians, and in 1920 had escaped with General WRWuEL to 
Istanbul, coming to Yugoslavia the same year. He recounted 
a history in Yugoslavia which included botn milirary and 
civilian service with tne Yugoslav Government, by virtu-? of 
which ho was retired on a government pension. He indicated 
that in 1924 he had made the acquaintance of Captain. Ease 
NEDELJKOVIC, who had been a close friend ever since. - Tr.e 
latter had told him of having been in Russia i:. 1915 .'ith a 
Prisoner of War Commission, and claimed to have lived with 
a Russian family at that time. NEDELJKOVIC allegedly had a 
picture which was taken of him with this family. NE2ELJK0V1C, 
according to DUNAYEV, was in 1953 employed at the post office 
near the railway station in Belgrade, and had m?t several 
Russians during the past year or two. (These Russians 
called at the post office for packages which they received 
from Switzerland.) Several weeks prior to the Octob-r in
terviews, an official had come to the post office, and 
NEDELJKOVIC, in conversation with him in Russian, told him 
of his experiences in Russia in 1915. It socz developed 
that this Russian official was the son of tne fsni'v with 
whom NEDELJKOVIC had stayed, and a fast friends.-ip had r<- 
sulted. After several meetings the Russian finally told 
NEDELJKOVIC that he was "up to his neck" witn tns situation 
in the USSR and that he wanted to defect immediately. he 
would if he were in the West, but being in Yugoslavia, he 
was afraid that the Yugoslavs would return aim to the USSR. 
He allegedly told NEDELJKOVIC that when he 1-it *h== Embassy 
he would not leave empty-handed—he would "bring seme thing 
with him," material of intelligence value. DLNAYEV under
stood from his friend that the Russian was the assistant to 
the Soviet Military Attache. (In these two interviews, 
DUNAYEV claimed he knew only that tr.e Russian called him
self "George.") After NEDELJKOVIC had told the story to 
DUNAYEV in order to get his advice, DUNAYEV decided that the 
New York Times correspondent was the man to put him in co:- 
tact with the U.S. Embassy.

DUNAYEV was informed that the Embassy could give no 
guarantees, although interested in the case. First, however, 
it would be necessary to know who the Russian official was, 
the full story on his relationship with NEDELJKOVIC, and the 
firmness of his intent to defect. DUNAYEV agreed with this 
and added that if this did not work out, "we will try to get 
him into Austria illegally." DUNAYEV left the Embassy just 
minutes before mobs gathered before the building and stoned 
it, in protest against U.S.-British action corierr.irg 
Trieste.

He returned to the Embassy 15 days later, explaining 
that he had been unable to report immediately on his dis
cussions with NEDELJKOVIC because the militia had been pre
venting people from approaching the Embassy. He said he had 
visited NEDELJKOVIC the night he had left the Embassy and 
had told him that he had contacted "interested persons," 
without saying they were Americans. NEDELJKOVIC had given 
him a recognition phrase which he and the Soviet had agreed 
upon should a third party contact the Soviet. NEDELJKOVIC had 
given him identifying information on the Soviet: His name 
was CHEREPANOV, he was a Soviet Embassy official working
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"under cover" of consular duties; his age was given as 35 
to 40, and in addition to giving a physical description, 
DUNAYEV reported that he was single, spoke good Serbian, 
some French and English;* DUNAYEV further reported that 
CHEREPANOV was now prepared to deliver intelligence docu
ments and escape Yugoslavia. From NEDELJKOVIO's daughter, 
however, DUNAYEV said he had learned that after certain 
recent demonstrations—two days after he had last seen him— 
NEDELJKOVIC had fled Belgrade planning to escape from Yugo
slavia and had not been heard from since. DUNAYEV nonethe
less was prepared to help the Russian himself, and said that 
he now knew that CHEREPANOV visited a warehouse at the 
railway station twice a week to pick up packag-s for the 
Soviet Embassy. He described his plan for approaching 
CHEREPANOV there, using the recognition phrase, and setting 
up a meeting later the same day in a park, where he could 
then pass to CHEREPANOV the Americans' instructions for 
communicating via a dead drop. (The dead drop had been 
designed so that the site could be monitored by Americans 
surreptitiously from inside a U.S. Mission building.)

This was the last time DUNAYEV appeared in th? case. 
He apparently never came back to the Embassy, ar.d in any 
event further contact with him was forbidden by the Ameri
can Ambassador who wanted no U.S. personnel personally in
volved further in the case.

The dead drop site was observed as planned fcr the 
several dates which DUNAYEV had been instructed to give 
CHEREPANOV. CHEREPANOV did not appear on any of these dates, 
but, on the day after the first date, what appeared to be 
surveillance was noted by the U.S. observers. CHEREPANOVs 
failure to appear at the drop site was considered to be th- 
end of the operation because there was no way left to con
tact him. .

It was decided, therefore, to discuss the case with th? 
Yugoslav security service, the UDB, with which CIA had sox? 
official liaison. The Yugoslavs were told only that CIA 
had information on a potential Soviet defector or agsnt-ic- 
place, and CIA wanted their permission to handle the case 
unilaterally. The Yugoslavs were not given any identifying 
data on CHEREPANOV. They agreed that CIA should try a 
defection approach, on the condition that the Soviet there
after would meet with the Yugoslavs and make a public re
quest for asylum in Yugoslavia (after which they would per
mit him to be removed from the country secretly if he so 
requested).

An American military attache lived in the same apart
ment building with CHEREPANOV, and he agreed to try to entice 
him into his apartment to discuss defection and asylum. This 
was planned for the end of December 1953, but the unexplained 
absence of CHEREPANOV and his family from 25 Decembex* until

♦Aleksandr Nikolayevich CHEREPANOV was identified from dip
lomatic lists as Second Secretary and Consular Officer at 
the Soviet Embassy. He was known to be married.
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ecmetime late in January 1954 delayed the approach. It was 
then found because of many other Soviets In his apartment 
building, there were no opportunities for a secure approach. 
Before an approach could be made under any set of circum
stances, the same American military attache had a half-hour 
conversation with CHEREPANOV while attending the Soviet Em
bassy’s Red Army Day reception in February 1954. The at
tache used each of the aoveral occasions when the two were 
alone to probe under various pretexts for CHEREPANOV'S desires 
regarding a further contact, but CHEREPANOV responded either 
with noncomitval answers or not at all. The attache reported 
his impressions that CHEREPANOV was a "confirmed and loyal 
Soviet official of no special stature," and that be was 
"neither interested in nor desirous of further contact with 
the tfest."

Two years later, in February 1950, it wag reported that 
CHEREPANOV maintained limited social contacts with the U.S. 
Air Attache and Consul in Belgrade.

In April 1956, at a "farewell intimate luncheon" at
tended by a representative of the American Embassy, CHERE
PANOV stated that he was returning to Moscow where he hoped 
to be assigned for a year or two, but he was not certain.

According to a report dated June 1956, CHEREPANOV had 
been active in courting people from the U.S. Embassy in 
Belgrade, and as of the time of the report, had gone back 
to the USSR "probably to work in the Foreign Office."

More exteslve information on CHEREPANOV was provided 
in 1957 by Milos GREGOV1C, a Yugoslav who defected to the 
British in October 1957. He had been a UDB agent working 
in Belgrade against foreign diplomats. CHEREPANOV was one 
of his operational targets. According to this source, 
CHEREPANOV was first posted to Belgrade in 1348 or 1949,* 
and was one of the very few Soviet diplomats who remained in 
Belgrade after the break with the Comlnform, at which time 
he was charge d'affaires. In 1952 or 1953 he became First 
Secretary and head of the Consular Department.** At this 
time he was identified by the UDB as a Soviet intelligence 
officer. The main reason for the UDB certainty about this 
was the wide scope of his contacts with Yugoslav workers

•The break between Yugoslavia and the Cominform took place 
in June 1948. There was no formal break in diplomatic re- 
iations between the USSR and Yugoslavia, although there was 
noSoviet Ambassador present in Belgrade from 1950 to 1953, 
and there was no Soviet military attache representation pre
sent from 1951 to 1953. According to the Yugoslav diplomatic 
lists, Aleksandr CHEREPANOV arrived in Belgrade sometime in 
1952, appearing on the diplomatic list for the first time in 
November 1952, as Second Secretary. He was one of only 
seven Soviets appearing on the diplomatic list at this 
time. The new Soviet Ambassador appeared for the first time 
bn the November 1953 list, bringing the total diplomatic 
representation up to eight.

♦♦CHEREPANOV was Second Secretary throughout his tour in 
Belgrade, according to the diplomatic lists.

TO? i®
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and students, a number of whom were arrested by the UDB on 
. suspicion. On several occasions the UDB had felt it had

almost enough evidence to enable the Yugoslav Government to 
expel CHEREPANOV, but the evidence was never completely 
satisfactory.

Thus In 1954 GREGOVIC was assigned the task of coa- 
. promising CHEREPANOV’S wife, Irene. Approximately three

.. months after he mot her, GREGOVIC personally succeeded in
compromising Irene. He continued to handle her as an in
formant over a period of about a year and a half, during 
which time he also maintained their personal relationship 
on a spasmodic basis. Irene’s information enabled the UDB 
to discover that CHEREPANOV had established a network of 
informants among workers and students, mostly in Belgrade 
and its vicinity. Subsequent information established the 
fact that he was also in close contact with trade union 
leaders and particularly with river port workers, a number 
of whom were subsequently found to be anti-Yugoslav and pro
Soviet in their outlook. Another Soviet, an intelligence 
officer who had been recruited BV the UDB, confirmed to

* GREGOVIC that CHEREPANOV was a member of Soviet Intelligence.
The Soviet said also that CHEREPANOV had been an intelligence 
officer during the war and had at one- stage been parachuted 
behind the German lines on a special services operation 
which resulted in the kidnapping of a German general.

GREGOVIC described CHEREPANOV as "always smiling but 
in fact an extremely cold and cruel individual.” Although 
he did not appear to be emotionally attached to his wife, . 
he was extremely jealous and watchful of her. He frequently 
urged his wife to use her exceptional beauty and seductive 
charm in cultivating Yugoslav officials in order to obtain 
information. GREGOVIC also said that CHEREPANOV was very 
fond of hunting, which "appeared to give relief to his ex
cessively sadistic nature."

CHEREPANOV was recalled to Moscow in mid-1956, according 
, - to CR3G0VIC.



(Ill) Reports by Am^rinars

In October ar.d November 1963 a university librarian 
from a midwest campus visited the ISSK on a book-buying 
mission lor his universit.. He had not n.ade any official 
arrangements to contact MEZHKNlcA (Internetior.al Book 
Agency, under the Sov i c i ni str y of Foreign Trade) in
advance of his trip, but called at its office in the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade building after he arrived in Moscow. He 
explained his interest in obtaining second-hand books. 
In a few minutes an English-speaking Soviet was sent to 
the lobby, and he identified himself as Aleksandr Niko
layevich CHEREPANOV. After discussing the librarian’s needs 
with him, the can agreed to cooperate with the American. 
There were three more contacts with CHEREPANOV, all in the 
lobby of the same building.

The last contact was on 4 November, at which time 
CHEREPANOV informed the librarian that the book procurement: 
listings, except for a few items, had been approved for 
release. Then, speaking softly and quickly in Russian, he 
passed the librarian a thick envelope which he said contained 
information of r.o value to the librarian but of much value 
to the American Embassy. He asked that it be passed im- ■ 
mediately to "Mr. Moi ton" who worked on cultural affairs 
in the Embassy, and, if Mr. Morton was not there, to give 
it to someone else whom the librarian might know or recog
nize as trustworthy. CHEREPANOV further requested that the 
librarian call him from outside the Embassy to let him know 
(by use of a code word) ii the envelope had been delivered 
successfully to the Embassy. He cautioned the librarian 
not to mention his—CHEREPANOV s—name in the Embassy. 
(The envelope was, deiiv^icd to -he Embassy according to 
CHEREPANOV'S instructions, except that in the Embassy the 
librarian did mention CHEREPANOV1s naxe as the Soviet who 
had presented iba pajkage.) Subsequently the librarian 
called CHEREPANOV, as ins-ticctsd, to confirm the safe delivery 
of the package.*

The envelope from CHEREPANOV contained a bundle of 
documents, some typed and some handwritten. Upon examination 
they appeared to be classified KGB file materials. Fearing 
Soviet provocation, which could lead to a denunciation of 
the Embassy on the grounds of possessing classified Soviet 
Government documents,** Embassy officials had the documents 
photographed and on the next day, 5 November, turned the 
originals over to the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

♦At the librarians's request, on 16 November the Embassy 
placed a phone call to a man who identified himself as 
CHEREPANOV in order to follow up on the $1,000 order for 
books left by the librarian; an innocuous telephone conver
sation resulted. The individual who called himself CHERE
PANOV said he had written to the librarian ths day before 
(i.e., 15 November 1963) concerning the matter. The librarian 
later confirmed that he had received such a letter from 
CHEREPANOV dated mid-November. •

♦♦Such a provocation had actually been directed against 
another U.S. Embassy in another Iron Curtain country shortly 
before these events took place.



(iv) Information from NOSENKO

. Note: All of 
nishcTTy NOSENKO.

information <.ich follows was fu

CHEREPANOV w*s corn a^out 1920 or 1921. Turing World 
War II he ns a KUB officer working with partisan groups 
behind the lines, later he was in Yugoslavia for feur or 
five years, the dates not known. CHEREPANOV was probably 
Deputy Chief of the KC2 legal Residency in Belgrade. 
While there, his wif- tad an affair with either an Englishman 
or an American.
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sibl j for t-.rt - targets: Richard 
'ic^r; Jolm .Me V ICE AR , a consular of- 
AJONIE, seerc-sary to the p-rsonncl of- 
ark as a case officer was rono, and 
KvB dxciied to retire : in. B-cause 
d har II. for which he rtc-iv?d three 
fox each year of military service, he 
cr.dit to b - eligible for retirement 
the xir.imux age (40) lor retirement

Upon retiring in July or August 1961, CEEREPANOZ got 
a job with MEZHKMZA. fnr.appy about his enforced retirement 
and angry at tee K-.-.-1, he bee ax? ev-n more dissatisfied when 
MEZHKNIC-A turned dow^ nis stv-.ral attempts to go abroad.

Prior to leaving the K-B, 1HERIPAN0V stnl- draft copies 
of documents b.t had r i.rdl-d in tne l.S. Emnaesy Section. In 
one case, he copi d rr< cortert? oi a isput in his own hand
writing, evidently b~mg ur xble to st-al the docuxer.t him
self. All of the documents ’—s ha-t stolen were intended for 
destruction.

When the U.S. Lr^~sv officials saw the CHEREPANOV 
documents, they were afraid that the documents were part of 
a KGB provocation, ar.d they said to themselves: "What are 
the Russians trying to do to us?” the Embassy officials 
photographed the do.:ur.-uts and on the next day returned 
them to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. When the Ameri
cans gave the documents to th? Ministry, the ECB said: 
"What did the Americans give this back to us for? Maybe they 
were afraid of provocation, but maybe another thing—maybe 
they are trying to destroy the American Department, to con
fuse them. A^d it did, it did. '

In November 1963 Yu.l C’K came to visit NOSENKO and 
brought news about ”a catastrophe" in the KGB. GUK said he 
had the story from B.F. MAKASKFZ, a m:tual friend of GUK’s 1 
and NOSENKO’s.* MAKASREV had- be-n in Foreign Minister-Andrey 
GROMYKO’s office when the CHEREPANOV papers were brought 
there, after their delivery by Thomas FAIN of the U.S. Em— 
bassy. MAKASHEV saw th- rare of O.M. GRIBANOV (Chief of 
the Second Chief Directorate) on some of the papers and saw 
that one of them was a plan for agent operations against an

•NOSENKO said he first met MAKASHEV in Geneva in 1962, when 
both were there with the Disarmament Delegation; he subse
quently saw MAKASHEZ occasionally in Moscow.

< _ .



i - ; of a]j the people who had been working in the American Department
' ’ during the time period covered by the papers, 1959 to 1960 or

1961.

The whole matter was held very tightly in the KGB, and its 
investigation went on for no more than 20 or 25 days. When the 

' KGB examined the doc-ments. some were round to be in CHEREPANOV's 
; handwriting, but no documents were found which pertained to CHERE- 
? PANOV's own case work, or that of the U.S. Embassy Section where 

he worked. (NOSENKO also noted that the KGB found no documents 
dated later than 1961- r.one for 1962 or ;963--only 1959, 1950 and 

.. 1961.) Thus there were a number of indications pointing towards 
CHEREPANOV, who had left the section in 19£1. The KGB did not 

< dare alert him by putting full-time surveillance on him, but in
stead mounted fixed surveillance posts at his home and office. 
In order to provoxe CHEREPANOV into some precipitous action on 
the basis of these suspicious points, a former KGB colleague was 
sent to visit him and, in the course of conversation, to mention 
the great disturbance in the KGB because someone had passed 
stolen KGB documents to the Americans. CHEREPANOV manifested no 
reaction to the news and was quire cool about the matter. The 
next day the fixed surveillance post observed him leaving hi3 
house in the morning at his usual time, apparently on his way 
to work, but the fixed surveiliar.ee post at his office soon re
ported that he had not arrived at work. He had 'simply dropped 
out of sight."

to intensive search all over the city of Moscow" ensued 
then spread throughout the Soviet Union. Bordet controls were 
tightened, photographs of CHEREPANOV were sent out to Republic 
and local KGB and militia offices, all means of transport were 
covered. Reports began coming in from various places that sotce- 

- one who seemed to fit CHEREPANOV'S description had been seen 
acting suspiciously here and there. Reports which came into 
KGB Headquarters frem Gorkiy Oblast strongly indicated the possi
bility of CHEREPANOV’S presence there, so NOSENKO was dispatched 
to the area to check the reports.’

NOSENKO went to Gorkiy on the fourth day after CHEREPANOV'S 
disappearance. The area was covered with very deep woods, 
"where a person could lose himself for life.'' On the seventh 
day CHEREPANOV was located and arrested in Baku, where he was 
on his way to the Iranian border.

* When NOSENKO first told this story, at the first meeting in 
Geneva in January 1964, he pulled from his pocket a document 
which he said was his official KGB "temporary duty authoriza
tion" to go to Gorkiy Oblast for the CHEREPANOV search. He 
noted that he had brought it out illegally, to show CIA. The 

- document, authorizing the Gorkiy KGB office to extend cooper
ation to NOSENKO, was valid from 15 to 30 December 1963.
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A special plane was immediately sent to Baku, carrying *. J
S.w; FEDOSEYEV and several other American Department officers. I 1
They picked him up and headed immediately back to Moscow, I . •
interrogating CHEREPANOV on the plane. He immediately con- 
fessed to having given the documents to the Americans. 
When asked why, he said he was "angry at the KGB, very 
angry," and besides, he thought he might ask the Americans 
for some money in return for the documents. He confessed 
that on 4 November he had passed the documents to an Ameri
can tourist who was a librarian interested in Russian books. 
He said he had given the documents to this American in the 
entrance hallway in the building of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, the building in which the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade was also housed.

Because of the fact that CHEREPANOV had eluded the KGB 
between the two fixed surveillance posts which had been 
established, the Second Chief Directorate suffered consider
able criticism for not putting CHEREPANOV under full, round- 
the-clock surveillance, CHEREPANOV himself, however, told 
the KGB that had he detected surveillance on himself he 
would have written to the government and newspapers a letter 
of protest against "such ah indignity, such persecution," 
and then would have committed suicide, leaving the KGB 
without proof.

CHEREPANOV was in prison when NOSENKO left the USSR 
(on 18 January 1964) and would be shot, but the affair would 
not be publicized. In addition to his wife, CHEREPANOV 
would leave a daughter as a survivor.









graduation fioin the J'.ilitafy Diplomatic A.ademy tn 1959, and 
he became bitter and'resentful. After he- had ti’ally ob
tained a Job in the Ministry of Foreign Trade, he tried to 
gain revenge by pas^i-pg Ministry documents to a U.S. Govern
ment official visitin’^- the Ministry. Because- tn. U.S. 
Government believed this act to have hern a Soviet provo
cation, the documents were subsequently returned to the 
Soviet Government. CHEREPANOV was arrested, tri':d. ar.d shot 
His widow, Irina, works in a hairdressing shop at 15 Petrov- 
ka Street in Moscow, which is patronized by wives of Kremlin 
officials; he also left a daughter, about id years old.

said she could provide no further details.

In the course of a CIA interview
in 1966, she described the Soviet union as being
"like a cage, like prison, where people sometimes run away, 
but they [the autnoritiesi uro able to track tr,<m anywhere." 
She stated that she knew for a fact that a perron was shot 
in Moscow, CHEREPANOV, who worked in t.hc :w-.e 'Miiftaiy- 
Diplomatic) Academy as her husband. During <he war CHERE
PANOV was an offlcvr in intelligence, and was a "good, brave 
and resourceful soldier. Then he came to the Academy, where 
he was unhappy. He wasn't a good worker there, considering 
it a personal slight to nave been sent i!:&re with all his 
background." lie became so bitter that he gave impory.ant • 
documents to the Americans about 1963 or ]964Ameri
cans, however, thought that tin- documents were /Sfal s," so 
they gave them to the Soviets. In two days CHEREPANOV 
was arrested and in two months he wus shot.
said that she knew this nan personally, and his wife as 
welly though only slightly. Her husband, however, was a 
friend of CHEREPANOV'S, end being "very loyal," he went to 
see his widow, although he had only met her once. (She was 
unable to recall from whom her husband had learned of CHERE
PANOV'S death.) CHEREPANOV’S wife told
that CHEREPANOV had "real Jy^Leant to do what ho did; he - Sc 
really had t a ken s ~ tfu o t ed CHEREPANOVA as
saying: "I rerenbir how he’ti.'o'!'. these papers out of the 
house. Then he returned and took something from the cabinet 
or something. And I asked him, ,T'hat is that?’ He said, 
’It is something unimynrtant.’ And two days later he was 
arrested." that CHEREPANOV had not
known the AmvF^&rfa&ry well when he gave him the papers, 
but he was "ft foreigner, c. friend." When asked if CHERE
PANOV was a GRU officer, said she t nought he
was a KGB officer, but was rot certain of this. However, 
the documents were "very important ones, important, enough 
that he was shot."





Installations and Soviet Citizens in the U.S.A, in 
1957-1953.”* The report bears the signature of 
Colonel A. FEKLISOV,**  whose title is given as Thief, 
First {American) Department, First Chief Directorate, 
Committee for State Security under the Council of 
Ministers USSR.” Attached to this document is a sheet 
of 16 signatures, with dates after all but four, indi
cating that these individuals had read the report 
(CHEREPANOV'S is included). At the bottom of this 
sheet is indicated the fact that the report was typed 
in two copies, copy number one, which this copy is, 
addressed to the Second Chief Directorate, and copy 
number two addressed to a file, No. 1976, volume 5.

*0ne paragraph of the document refers to American surveil
lance of Soviets in New York City, and the next paragraph 
begins: "The intensity of surveillance was uneven. From 
November 1957 to April 1958 a decrease was noticed in the num
ber of surveillance teams assigned to work directly against 
Soviet employees. This did not mean, however, tnat the Ameri
can surveillance service reduced its surveillance of, Soviet 
employees as a whole." The dates cited here approximate the 
period, from late November 1957 to mid-March 1958, when the 
FBI was conducting surveillance of two Illegals in New York 
City as an outgrowth of an operational lead from CIA source 
POPOV (see Part VT.D.7.a.). Information from NOSENKO rela
ting to FBI surveillance is discussed in Part VI. F.
♦♦FEKLISOV is the true name of, the former KGB Legal Resident 
who served in Washington, D.C., under the alias 'FOMIN.”

♦♦♦NOSENKO identified V.A. KUSKOV as an officer in the Second 
Section, American Department, KGB Second Chief Directorate, 
and said that CHEREPANOV worked in the same room with KUSKOV.

♦♦♦♦For a further discussion of the role of George WINTERS in 
the POPOV case, see Part VI.D.7.a.

The rest of the documents pertain entirely to KGB 
coverage of the U.S. Embassy and American diplomats in 
Moscow for a period of over two years: The earliest is 
dated August 1958 and the latest 15 October 1960. Most 
of them were prepared by or for one senior case officer 
of the U.S. Embassy Section, First Department, SCD, 
Major V. KUSKOV.***

Two reports are on. Americans who had already left 
the Soviet Union; in addition to summarizing the Infor
mation collected on them while they were in Moscow, these 
reports indicate the processing required for the file's 
contents prior to retirement to KGB Archives. The sub
jects of these reports are Edward L. KILLHAM, Second 
Secretary from July 1957 to July 1959 (document dated 
October I960)and Wallace L. LITTELL, Attach? from June 
1956 to July 1958 (document dated October 1960).

There are four operational plans for agr-nt work 
against American diplomats stationed in Moscow at the 
time the plans were prepared: Richard HARMSTONE, Second 
Secretary (document of August 195$; Lewis W. BOWDEN, 
Second Secretary (document of Feuxuary I960'; James A. 
RAMSEY, Second Secretary (document of February I960); 
and George WINTERS, Attache (no date).****

TOP SECRET



Another document is typed on a preprinted letter
head form entitled "Agent Repdrt";; the form has all of 
the KGB organizational titles printed on it, with blank 
space left to be filled in for the date, the number of 
the section, department, and directorate, the name of 
the agent source and that of the case officer who re
ceived it. This particular report is that of the agent 
"LILIANA," concerning her contacts with WINTERS between 
3 and 6 March 1959. The report describes how she made 
his acquaintance and what transpired ar each of her 
meetings with him thereafter. Following her report is 
a brief statement of future plans for the use of this 
agent against WINTERS. A notation appears on the first 
page that the report was translated from Spanish, al
though the name of the translator is not given. (This 
seems to suggest that the agent wrote her own account 
of her activities, as she is identified in the report 
as having recently repatriated to the Soviet Union from 
Argentina.) The typing date appears as IS April 1959, 
and the signature line was prepared for Major KOVSHUK, 
"Deputy Chief, First [American) Department’ of the KGB 
Second Chief Directorate.*  KOVSHUK's r.ame also appears 
as the case officer who received the report from the 
agent.

♦NOSEN’KO identified V.M. KOVSHUK in this position around 
this time.

**For a further discussion of the role of Russell LANCELLE 
in the POPOV case, see Part VI;D.7.a.

One handwritten document, entitled "Conclusions on 
the Matter of Operational Development LANvELLE,"**  is 
on a kind of paper different from that used for any of 
the other documents; it is lined and columned, and the 
headings at the top of the columns (e.g., number and 
date of document, to whom addressed or from whom sent) 
suggest that the paper is a record sheet or log of cor
respondence. It bears the date of October I960, but is 
not signed, nor does any designation of section, depart
ment, or directorate appear. The document is a summary 
of LANGELLE's activities in the Soviet Union, primarily 
details of his activity as an intelligence officer lor 
CIA. One facet of LANGELLE’s operational activity is 
described in some detail, as follows: "On tee 28th of 
May 1958 L. loaded a dead drop at Lenin Hills. He at
tempted to give the visit to Lenin Hills for the pur
poses indicated above the outward, appearance ef an inno
cent outdoor recreation trip with children. Incidental! 
prior to loading the dead drop L. had previously cased 
the travel pattern of his surveillance, the situation at 
Lenin Hills, and had visited that area with his wife.

"As a consequence, it was established that this 
dead drop belonged to a person recently arrested by the 
Directorate of the KGB under the Council of Ministers

TOP SECRET



of the USSR lor ilie City of Moscow, REPMKUV, who had 
been recruited by American intelligence...."* His 
meetings with POPOV in Moscow are set out accurately, 
with dates. WINTERS’ mailing of a lettei’ to POPOV is 
mentioned, but in contrast to exact dates used through
out the paper for other events cited, the date of 
WINTERS’ mailing is given only as "January 1959."

There is a handwritten document comprised of names 
and addresses of Soviet citizens, headed with a state
ment that these are authors of letters addressed to the 
U.S. Embassy in Moscow, but intercepted by the KGB. 
Where dates of the letters are given, they are for Octo
ber 1960. In a few cases the contents of ths letters 
are characterized (e.g., "request for financial aid— 
5,000 rubles," "complaints about inability to live on 
pension"). Under two of the names a note appears, 
which looks as though it had been added at a different 
time or with a different pen, but in identical hand
writing; the note says "letter enclosed." These two 
letrei's were enclosed in the package of documents.

The two documents described above—the LANGELLE 
"Conclusions' and the list of Soviets who wrote to the 
U.S. Embassy—appear to have been written by the same 
person. Although the sample on the document described 
next is only a signature, it may well be the same hand. 
The name is CHEREPANOV'S. This document, the only docu
ment having for its subject a Soviet citizen, is a type
written summary of derogatory information on a Soviet 
youth who began to lead a dissolute life in 1957, 
becoming a black market speculator and a homosexual. 
As a consequence he was expelled from the Komsomdl and 
from the Institute at which he had been studjing. He 
nonetheless continued his criminal activities, including 
contacts with foreigners for purposes of fleeing the 
USSR, despite warnings by the militia and the Kr2, and 
he had two long meetings with Attache Richard SNYDER, 
"Consul of the American Embassy," to discuss his wish to 
go to America. The document, dated February I960, is 
signed by Lt. Col. A. CHEREPANOV, "Senior Case Officer 
(no section indicated]. First Department," of the Second 
Chief Directorate. (Presumably the document is relevant 
to the American Department because of the contact with 
an American diplomat.)

♦On 24 May 1958 LANGELLE visited the area of the dead drop 
site referred to herein with his wife to case and photograph 
the site area. The site had been described to him as a 
certain section of a wooden staircase in the park area. 
When his report was received at CIA Headquarters it was 
obvious that because of inadequate information, he had 
cased the wrong staircase, so he was told to go back as 
soon as possible and repeat the casing for the other stair
case. He did this on 28 May 1958, bringing his children 
for cover. He did not put a drop down at this or any other 
time. A legal travel~agent actually put the drop down on . 
7 June 1958. This drop was not intended for the agent re
ferred to in the CHEREPANOV document, REPNIKOV, who in fact 
was not even a recruited agent at the time, although efforts 
were being made—unsuccessfully—during this time to recruit 
him. At no time was any dead drop put down for REPNIKOV, 
nor were any ever planned for him.



The remaining papers are handwritten drafts of 
reports pertaining to various of the Americans named 
above, some incomplete, and extensive rough notes which 
appear to be extracts from surveillance reports, most 
of them on WINTERS. All these notes are in the same 
handwriting, which appears to be that of KUSKOV.

(x) NOSENKO’s Comments on the CHEREPANOV Papers

On 3 February 1964 NOSENKO was shown all the CHEREPANOV 
papers with the exception of the FEKLISOV report on opera
tional conditions in the United States. Just before they 
were given to him to read, NOSENKO was asked if he had been 
shown the pepers before he left Moscow; he replied that he 
had not. He said lie knew that the documents pertained to 
BOWDEN, RAMSEY, HARMSTONE, WINTERS, and LANCELLE, but he 
had not read them. Asked who in the Second Chief Cirectorate 
knew exactly which documents were involved, NOSENKO named 
S.M.FEDOSEYEV, Chief of the American Department at the time; 
GRIBANOV, Chief of the Second Chief Directorate; and G.I. 
GRYAZNOV, Chief "of the U.S. Embassy Section. These three 
officers, he said, had possession of the docuta«-i;ts after 
they were returned by MID to the KGB.

NOSENKO then proceeded to examine and read aloud the 
contents of the documents, making occasional explanatory 
comments as he went along. He identified thv handwriting 
of CHEREPANOV himself, as well as that of KUSKOV, KOVSHUK, and 
BELOGLAZOV. Concerning the substance of the documents, NO
SENKO made very few comments. in discussing me operational 
plan for work against WINTERS, NOSENKO noted that this docu
ment, which was a handwritten draft, had been signed by 
KOVSHUK, Chief of the U.S. Embassy Sectior.; NOSENKO then said: 
’’He should not have signed this. I do net know why he signed 
it. He should not have signed it." Asked why not, he said: 
"Because it is a draft. He should have sigr.--d the typed 
copy. And why he signed the rough draft I do not know..."

As he studied the agent report which KOVSHUK received 
from source "LILIANA,” concerning WINTERS, NOSENKO commented 
on KOVSHUK’s failure to fill in the line which is intended 
to identify the safe apartment or operational apartment 
where the report was received. "It is obligatory to indi
cate the place, in the second line," he added. "It is 
obligatory to write in the number of the personal file [this 
did appear in the document] and where the contact took place."

Reading aloud the agent plan for BOWDEN, described 
therein as the FBI man in the Embassy, NOSENKO came to the 
section which states: "Ironically one day as though by 
chance he [BOWDEN] blurted out to our agent ’SHMEDOVA" 
’ARTUR’s* affiliation with American Intelligence." He was 
interrupted to be asked who "SHMEDOVA" was; NOSENKO said: 
"Cleaning woman undoubtedly. An affiliation of 'ARTUR’ with 
American Intelligence." He was then asked: "What connec
tion did ’ARTUR' have with American Intelligence?" To this

♦’’ARTUR" was the KGB cryptonym for NOSENKO’s agent Arsene 
FRIPPEL; see Part V.D.5.



NOSENKO replied: "That I cannot say." The CIA case officer 
renarked: "Why, you should know, you’re his case officer.,." 
NOSENKO ignored this comment and continued to read the docu
ment aloud. A little further on in the document reference 
is made to use of future agents to report on ROWDEN; again 
"ARTER" is ment-oned, and NOSENKO identified him this time 
as FRIPPEL. Then he said: "I asked FRIPPEL, and he said 
'But 1 know nothing. 1 ’How is it you do not, when ho is 
the counterintelligence man in your Embassy? He interrogates 
you.'' And he answered: 'But no, he is a good man."'

In reading a draft report which appears to have been 
an attempt to summarize the KGB information on WINTERS, NO
SENKO read out the sentence: "During his stay in the USSR, 
WINTERS sent eight espionage letters,*  and loaded a drop 
in connection with a game the KGB played with American Intel
ligence." He was asked if he knew about those eight letters, 
but he said he did not. The CIA case officers made some remarks 
critical of WINTERS' skill as an intelligence officer, in 
view of the fact that the KGB picked up these eight letters. 
NOSENKO retorted: "But at that time I would not have run him 
down. He did not know that he had Metka on him.* ♦ Prior to 
the year 1962 did you know about Motka? No, I don't believe 
you did." At this, he was asked: "Oh, you mean those eight 
letters were detected from Metka? NOSENKO said: "Of course." 
The case officer asked: "Not from surveillance?" NOSENKO 
said: "No. Beyond the fact that he could be seen mailing 
them, the rest Metka gives.... Well, that letter which was 
mailed by WINTEHSTto POPOV was without Metka. That which was 
for POPOV definitely was without Metka. But’ the other 
letters, that was not so. I would not blame him. How would 
he know? He put them in his pocket—that's all." NOSENKO 
added that the letter which was sent to POPOV was one of the 
eight letters to which the document refers.

*According to CIA records, in addition to the one letter to 
POPOV referred to here, WINTERS mailed only six other S/W 
letters to agents in the USSR.

♦♦The first source of information on KGB use of Metka, the 
KGB code name for thief powder or detecting powder, was 
NOSENKO, in June 1962.

♦♦♦See Section VI.D.3.e. for a discussion of the HARMSTONE case.

♦♦♦♦HARMSTONE did report the KGB approach, and the Minister 
Counsellor’s office was the site of a discussion of the case.

NOSENKO then reviewed the document concerning Richard 
HARMSTONE.♦♦♦ He repeated his earlier statement that HARM
STONE had been compromised and had been approached by the KGB, 
that he turned down the recruitment offer, but that he did 
not report the approach to the U.S. Embassy. He was asked 
how the KGB knew that he had not reported the approach, to 
which NOSENKO replied: "He was monitored and we would have 
heard by audio if anything about this matter had been re- 
poi'ted.-.. .Undoubtedly if he reported it something would have 
been heard from the Minister Counsellor's materials as to 
what this might be. And they would dictate a message about 
this."****  Later NOSENKO was asked who tried to recruit HARMSTONE.



He answered: "I do not know; that was prior to my coning 
into the department. This was in the year 1953 or 1959. 
I don’t know who was the case officer who spoke to HARM- 
STONE." NOSENKO was asked: "Is he still in the Department?" 
He replied: "I don’t think he is. I don’t think he is 
concerned with it any more."*

♦KOVSHUK was identified by HARMSTONE as the KGB officer who 
made the approach.

**See the foregoing section on the contents of the CHERE
PANOV package for details on the inaccuracies included in 
this document.

♦♦♦REPNIKOV had been reported as a dissident Soviet youth 
as early as 1355, and in 1957 he told one of his American 
Contacts that he had once been arrested and served time in 
a Soviet prison at some time for one of his attempts to 
escape illegally from the USSR. He was arrested again there
after for a second plan for escape, and he was given psycho
logical treatment as a result. REPNIKOV was in contact with 
a number of Americans and other Western travellers again in 
1958 and 1959. In September 1959 another Soviet, a friend 
of his, told an American tourist that REPNIKOV’ had been 
arrested after receiving a letter from an American which 
thanked him for his interest in being an agent and gave him 
directions for future contacts. In the summer of 1960 there 
was a long article in Komsomolskaya Pravda about the arrest 
of REPNIKOV and a friend of his on charges of being agents of 
CIA. Neither was.

NOSENKO read the document which set forth highlights 
of LANGELLE’s operational activities in Moscow, chiefly 
devoted to the POPOV case, but also including information 
(inaccurate in detail) concerning a dead drop site in Lenin 
Hills.**  As be read this section he commented: "Incidentally, 
they [ the KGB] found the dead drop and contents by accident. 
Little children, children." Asked if he knew anything about 
this incident of Lenin Hills, he answered, "Kids. Russian 
children found it by accident. For after LA?<GELLE had left 
the area, surveillance checked over the area, but they found 
nothing...." Reading further he cume to the statement that 
it was later established that the dead drop was intended 
for the person already arrested by the KGB, REPNIKOV. To 
this he added that REPNIKOV was known as Stanislav "Slava" 
REPNIKOV, who had been recruited by some tourist; these de
tails were not included in the CHEREPANOV document. He was 
asked if REPNIKOV had been arrested and was thereafter 
working under KGB control, but he said this was not the case. 
He explained that he had been arrested, and the KGB there
after "roughed him up once in a while" because he was of the 
category of Soviets who were known to associate with foreigners. 
He did not know what American tourist had recruited REPNIKOV, 
but he was aware of the fact that REPNIKOV had not been 
arrested until after the tourist had left the USSR.***

When he was reviewing the summary of information on 
LITTEIL, who had left the USSR before the summary was pre
pared, NOSENKO was asked if he knew anything about one of 
the Soviets named as a one-time contact of LITTEL's, B.P. 
VORONTSOV. The document, a rough draft with corrections, 
contained a statement that a meeting between LITTEL and
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VORONTSOV took place on the street, and they went ta a ;
restaurant together. It further said that VORONTSOV was 
continuously in contact with foreign tourists. These two 
lines are crossed out in the draft, and in their place is 
written: "The Second [Counterintelligence and Security;
Department of the UKGB for the city of Moscow is fully 
oriented concerning him." N0SENKO was told that VORONTSOV 
most recently worked for Inturist at the Hotel Metropol in 
Moscow, and that he had had a number of meetings with 
American students and with tourists. NOSENKO commented: 
"This is agent work. He is an agent.” He was asked, "But 
to you nothing is known?” NOSENKO said, "Absolutely nothing."’

NOSENKO went over the rest of the CHEREPANOV documents 
rapidly, for the most part simply reading them aloud, with 
side remarks on topics unrelated to the documents or the 
Americans discussed therein.

*In the summer of 1963, VORONTSOV had contacted two different 
groups of young Americans and told them of his plans for es
cape from the Soviet Union. He also told them he had informa
tion about KGB agents through his Inturist employment, and 
that the American authorities should be told of him andhis' 
plans; he passed on an elaborate code system which.was to be 
used to get in touch with him to assist him in his escape . 
plans. He was so open in his contacts, unrealistic in his 
plans, and insecure in his conversations with the young,Ameri
cans (none of whom had any intelligence connections) that 
when they reported to American embassies in the West, VORONT
SOV was immediately assumed by U.S. authorities to be either 
a clumsy provocateur or a fanciful, immature youth. . Nothing 
further was heard from VORONTSOV. There had been no previous 
record of him in CIA files; the CHEREPANOV document was the 
only confirmation of his other contacts with foreigners.



d. Report on KAZAu-KOMA!.EK 

(i) introJuct ior.

Vi.-.di-ir Juieph KAZAN • .-'tV i.U: i K was the o f rtS nsd?
to the FBI by both NOShNKO an;i source A^'^ing.- to
their infer-. at ion , the Soviets i--j ;>;■■• i tn ’.-.re r ••■;<• a tural i red 
Amo rican to the dSS’^ i.i cjant c t i m with ais hami.: . .^-'ass . ,
travel business; cnee there, he •..uLi be arre a: e.l .nJ turned over 
to the Caeca Ministry oi the Interior th.: .MV, the Ccvch counter
part of the KGB) to face charges r; espicn.iyr. »:A£.V.-KOAIAREK is
the cnlv ind i v j h.a ’ •■.he; ’bee twa so nre > •• - - ' Si ,.K0 oh 26 Febru
ary 196 4 •otaaib,- confiraun-
iniorsat i on. ac-J i t ion j : : s t:.*. : nl\ hcw.i ir-.’ance of NGSCNKG 
giving the rbl detail;, or. a prison while fail ing to offer the saiJ'o 
or similar details to CIA.

'third

c. entry

(i i) Statement by KOSENKO





e. Alfred SLESINGER: Suspected Source of the FHI 

(i) I ntrodact ion

NOSENKO first reported on Allred Lazarevich SH.SiSGLR (also 
spelled SL::£INGER) or. 3 July when h>. said an American 
of this last name, owner of a photog rapbic shop j:; .New York City, 
was suspected by the KGB of having connect ions witn the FBI. 
Consequently, KOSENKO said, whe:: .'jLESl.'.GL?. travelled to Moscow 
the KGB Tourist Department arranged to place him in contact with 
an agent of the department, and while SLESINGER was in'Odessa 
the Tourist Department instructed the KGB organization in that

again while visiting there in lie.

Details from .KOSENKO an J SEE:' i 1’ -’u this sub
ject are presented below.

(ii) NOSENKO’s Infornition

SLESINGER was under surpicicn by the ”GB First Chief Direc- ,
tcrate, according to KOSENKO, because of Libusiness transactions ;
with a number of Soviets who cane to his store an.i in whom he s -J
seemed to display mere than normal interest. The First Chief ’ J
Directorate was cf the opinion that SEES iNVt.R was trying to be- h
come closely acquainted with some Soviets a-.v w..-s trying to study |
them. Upon learning of his forthcoming tn; to the USSR,* the 
KGB suspected that "he -night make some contacts or do something *
interesting."** The KGB, KOSENKO said, wanted to study SLESINGER 
as being a possible agent or operational contact of the FBI.

The KGB had a file on SLESINGER, and responsible for this J
case was Yu.M. DVORKIN, a senior case officer in the American 
Section of the Tourist Department. An agent of the Tourist De - >
partment (name not give by KOSENKO

was director of a photographic shop in Moscow, ’ <
ana on KGB instructions he became friendly with SLESINGER during ■ \ j
the latter's trip to Moscow; NOSENKO thought that the two men
later exchanged correspondence. SLESINGER went to Odessa, J
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states o;< 12 June that the KGb had teen successiu^ in effecting 
clandestine entry into foreign embassies in Moscow and had, in 
fact, been able to get into all of them with the exception of 
those of the United States and Great Britain. NOSENKO was then 
asked whether the KGB had also been able to enter the West German 
Embassy. He replied: "The situation is worse with the Germans. 
It is worse. It's a different matter with the Germans. They 
are being listened to. KROLL, the Ambassador,* is a very intel
ligent and skilled analyst, and he provides a great deal of solid 
information... KROLL dictates everything and even his own memor
anda. The memoranda he dictates are very interesting, very 
interesting memorada. That is, the information we receive from 
the microphones is very solid information, very solid information, 
because he knows everything. He knows what ADENAUER will think 
ahead of time. A very intelligent man and an excellent, excel- . 
lent analyst. His analysis is tremendous. Also, [U.S. Ambassador] 
THOMPSON visits and talks with him, and we know that THOMPSON was 
there and what tock place. Valuable information. He is very 
talented, this KROLL." -

NOSENKO provided additional details on the microphones in 
the west German Embassy on 20 and 24 August 1964. -His informa
tion was incorporated by CIA into the following report:

"While discussing microphones in the U.S. Embassy, Mos
cow, Source [NOSENKO] stated that the KGB also had micro
phones in the West German Embassy in Moscow during the 
period 1959 through 1961. The German Ambassador dictated 
cables, dispatches, and passages of a book he was writing 
on the Soviet Union, and the KGB overheard all of this 
from concealed microphones. According to what Source 
heard, the information in the dictation concerned the 
political situation, the German Ambassador's position on 
a given topic, and the position of other ambassadors with 
whom the German Ambassador had discussed a specific topic. 
Source learned this information either from Oleg Sergeye
vich BUBNOV, Deputy chief of the Third Department (Germany 
and Austria), Second Chief Directorate, or Mikhail SKORIK, 
Chief of the First Section, Third Department, Second Chief 
Directorate. Tatyana GRISHNYAT, from the Operational 
Technical Directorate, brought to Source's office material 
which had been obtained from concealed microphones in the 
U.S. Embassy, Moscow, which was of concern to the U.S.

15 Hans Anton KROLL became West German Ambassador to Moscow in 
1953. From 1953 to 1955 he had been Ambassador to Yugoslavia, 
and from 1955 to 1958, Ambassador to Japan. His only previous 
Soviet tour was during 1923-1925, when he was the German Vice
Consul in Odessa. In March 1962, .KROLL received a consider
able amount of publicity in the Western press when, according 
to the New York Times (2 March) there was "an outcry in the 
West German press all week over reports in Die Welt and Bild, 
Hamburg newspapers with the same ownership, tnat Dr. KROLL 
had recommended major concessions to the Communists for a 
German-Soviet settlement." As a result, ADENAUER publicly . 
recalled KROLL to Bohn for consultations. He had been under 
fire for similar reasons the previous November and was re
called then, too. He left Moscow permanently at the end of 
1962.



Embassy Section, American Department, Second Chief Direc
torate. During these visits she would open her bag and 
Source could see the large documents which were destined 
for the Chief of the Third Department. The cover letter 
read: ’List number . To (Chief of the Third Depart
ment). Translated from German by ____ ________ .* Source
often joked with Tatyana and in this view would complain to 
her that she always brought very thin documents for the 
American Department but very thick documents for the Third 
Department. On several occasions Tatyana would be late 
delivering material to Source's section, and she would state 
that the typists in the Operational Technical Directorate 
were busy doing something for the Third Department. On the 
basis of his experience Source knew that something important 
must have been received from the microphones concealed in 
the German z\mbassador' s office.

"All of the intercepted material obtained by the Opera
tional Technical Directorate was sent first to the Informa
tional Group of the Second Chief Directorate. This group 
decided which information should be seen by the Central Com
mittee. According to Source, a large amount of this mater
ial was considered very significant at the time and was sent 
to the CPSU Central Committee over the. signature of the 
Chairman of the KGB.

"Source never read any of the above material. Source 
does not know if the microphones are still in place and 
still operational.

"Source does not know if the KGB was able to break 
the German codes.”

Tpp
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.9. Cryptologic Successes Against the U.S. Embassy 
wf

- Introduction

At his second meeting with 1962, NOSENKO
^Spressed fear that the U.S. Moscow might be advised

his contact with CIA. Thiy/weWj^be a fatal move, he said, 
'Slhce-the 'KGB was reading xlf;S£Ate.Department enciphered cable 
traffic between Moscow a’tji'Washington. NOSENKO explained that 
he knew this because, as.^>^&»ior officer in Enbassy
Section of the Amer icah/b^.^rtment, he saw th$<W»tphered cables 
eyery day. On thij^^Hs and also -his personal
and direct respon^tS^ity fcr the sect Don1 s^op^ations against 
American code cTerks', NOStjNKO assured hj^^A handlers on sev
eral occasions that the kCb could not?.^i^iiBfe.never been able to 
read traffic enciphered ^^the U.S.'.Armed Forces (attache) 
cryptographic system.*-

* It was for this reason that his own and the section’s "number- 
one mission" in 1960 and 1961 was to recruit a military code 
clerk, but this had not been accomplished; see Part V.E.3.C.

Meeting with vC^t,the next day, NOSENKO tempered his earlier 
statement about KG^^-yp.tologi«*  successes. He reported that 
"only certain" of State Department ciphers were being read 
by the KGB, and thatSie personally saw the deciphered plain text 
only on rare occasi^is. This information was further qualified 
during the interrogations of February 1965 when NOSENKO said that 
State Department enciphered traffic was broken "very, very sel
dom" during the 1960-1961 period and that, "we [the U.S. Embassy 
Section] never saw these documents." NOSENKO has not changed his 
original statement that the KGB has never been able to break 
the military codes.

KOSENKO has stressed that he has no aptitude for technical 
matters and had no interest in or access to information on spe
cific techniques used by KGB cryptologists to break the American 
codes. He suggested in general terms, however, that KGB suc
cesses in this field were made possible in part by information 
obtained from .American cryptographic personnel who defected and 
were recruited in the late 1940's and the 1950's, in part by 
information from the microphone installations in the two mili
tary code rooms and certain U.S. Embassy offices. NOSENKO has 
not specified how this information was used or which of these two 
categories of sources was of greater value, although he did re
port that the loss of KGB ability to read the State Department 
codes coincided with and was largely a result of the installation 
of an acoustically secure enclosure for cryptographic operations. 
(The date was late 1961 or early 1962, according to NOSENKO, but 
actually late 1962, according to U.S. authorities.) At the 
same time, NOSENKO indicated, the microphone in the military code 
room (which was probably effective until late 1960, according 
to NSA) was of little use.

There is a degree of correlation between NOSENKO's informa
tion on KGB cryptologic successes and that earlier, reported by



GOLITSYN. GOLITSYN told CIA that "three or four messages of 
State Department cipher traffic were broken sometime in the 
period 1945 to 1950; past traffic could be read on this basis. 
I have not seen the evidence, but they read the telegrams of 
the Foreign Service in Moscow in 1960^-and evidently later." 
GOLITSYN then went on to say: "I am*sure they had as an agent 
a code clerk of the Foreign Service." NOSENKO's statements con 
tradict GOLITSYN.*

? The following sections summarize NOSENKO's information re
garding KGB cryptologic efforts, methods, and successes and, 
since they have a bearing on his report, provide excerpts from 
NSA and USIB damage reports on the KGB microphones found in the 
U;S. Embassy in 1964.

■ See Part V.E.3.C.



Fronhis personal experience, NOSENKO said in 1962, he knew 
that the KGB Eighth Directorate had broken the enciphered mes
sages of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow but not those of the military 
elements there. At the end of 1561 or the beginning of 1362, 
however, the KGB cryptologic success ended, according to NOSENKO 
in 1964. Ue has furnished some details on the types of Embassy 
enciphered traffic being read in clear text and on the way in 
which the clear text was treated within the KGB Second Chief 
Directorate; in addition, NOSENKO has indicated that the KGB used 
microphones in the Embassy and exploited human sources to further 
its cryptologic work. These points are reviewed separately below.

(i) Breaking U.S. Ciphers

The first reference by NOSENKO to KGB cryptologic successes 
against U.S. Government enciphered traffic was made at his sec
ond meeting with CIA cn 11 June 1962. At that time he raised the 
subject in connection with his personal security new that he was
in contact with CIA. Ue said: "If possible, handle things in
such a way that only a small group knows. Listen, I don't trust
your records because there are people even there. I will tell
you something more. Ke are reading certain of your codes. There
fore J don't trust this business and, therefore, I ask... It is 
better to list me somewhere in your records as an intelligence 
officer who you have under development. But don't indicate my 
rank anywhere.* Listen, here is what I fear--! even had the idea 
of going home and putting a bullet through my head and ending it 
all. Because I don’t trust you. I don't trust your methods and 
I don't believe that you can keep a secret 'secret.' 1 am afraid 
that something will go wrong.

"Listen, we are reading your ciphers. We are even reading 
your ciphers. Certain of your ciphers are being read. We are 
reading [them] at the present time. I am afraid to tell you this. 
Why? You will change them and they will guess at once why there 
has been a change after everything had been going smoothly for 
so many years. You must give some.thought--Let them read [the 
codes]. Nothing has happened, America has not disappeared. 
America is just as strong as it always has been.

"We are reading all the State Department ciphers. Under
stand, [we are reading] all the State Department [ciphers], but 
not the military [ciphers]. This is the situation: We are read
ing all the State Department ciphers. [Several words unintelli
gible, as NOSENKO is whispering.] What THOMPSON has said, what 
nis present Counsellor, McSWEENEY, [has said]. All this is being 
read, i.e., these ciphers are being read, but the military 
[ciphers] are not. The military are not. [I know this because] 
I worked in this business, against the American Embassy... I 
was a deputy section chief. I know everything and I am telling 
you everything. And my main work was with a code clerk...**

** James STORSBERG, see Part V.E.3.C.(ii).

1 Later in this meeting, NOSENKO said he was a major; for a 
further discussion of NOSENKO’s rank, See Part V.G.l.



I can even tell you that we tried to get him there, but it didn’t : /? j
work out... -

* J ..r- .V^i

"So, we are reading ail the State Department ciphers. But si
if you change something right now, they will understand at once 
that it could have cone only from ne... All ciphers that go from ’
Moscow tc Washington are being read, but not the military [ciphers], 
the State Department ones. Because we still are unable to under- s
stand the military ciphers, but the State Department ciphers are |
being read. But, if you wish to protect me, you must--I don't \ 'g
know what to do--let them be read. Listen, I saw then every day, 
every day, i.e., the ciphers, all enciphered State Department .
cables which went from the Embassy. We had them all, down to 
the last one. I saw them every day..." 1

During the third meeting, on 12 June 1962, NOSENKO revised j
his statements made the day before. He now said that only cer- 4
tain of the State Department codes had been broken, and that he <
had only rarely seen the clear text of deciphered cables. NOSENKO 4
repeated that military cipher systems had not been broken. His 4
statements were as follows: "(We are reading] not all, not all, :
of course. Sone are being read... All things which are sent in 
cipher are, of course, intercepted, but not all are being read. 
It is impossible to read them. It is necessary to knew the •<«: 
ciphers to read them. Well, let's suppose that we send [enciphered ;
cables] from the United States. You pick all of them up, but you ?
cannot read them. It's the same with us. Everything that leaves 
the Embassy, everything like a teletype machine, all this is noted, 
everything, no matter how it is transmitted. But everything is 
not read... The State Department ciphers are being read, not 
all, but they are being read... I mean that what the military 
sends we are not able... but we can read some of what your diplo- i
mats send. Not we [the KGB Second Chief Directorate] but the ;
[KGB] Eighth Directorate. They are reading some things." ]

- j
Asked whether the KGB was reading all the State Department's :

enciphered traffic or only a small part of it, NOSENKO replied: *
"Not all. We are not reading all the State Department [traffic]." 
He also said, contrary to his statement of 11 July 1962 that he 
saw the deciphered traffic "every day," these documents reached i
him "very seidcm"--at the most "ten or twelve times" during I960 j
and 1961. )

Following his defection, NOSENKO reported that he had learned 
in discussions with G.I. GRYAZNOV of the American Department, 
KGB Second Chief Directorate, during 1962 and 1963 that the KGB 
could no longer break State Department enciphered traffic by the .
end of 1961 or the beginning of 1962.* (Earlier, on 24 January 
1964, NCSENKO said that he knew "definitely" that the KGB Eighth -
Directorate was then having no success in breaking enciphered ]
traffic of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.) At about the same time J
that State Department traffic could no longer be read, NOSENKO ?
reported, various U.S. Embassy officers were less often heard

’ According to NOSENKO, he was transferred to the Tourist Depart- 
ment from the U.S. Embassy Section, American Department, about £

this time. -4
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discussing significant information over the cont-ned microphones J J
Id their offices. This development had led GRYAZNOV and S. M. 4
FEDOSEYEV (Chief of the American Department) to conclude that a 3
"room-within-a-room" had been installed in xhc- kmoassy and that 1
other security measures had been instituted there.• After his 
transfer from the American Department io early 1962, NOSENKO con- 3
tinued, he also had occasion to discuss the KGB loss of code- -3
breaking capability with GRIBANOV, Chief of the Second Chief Direc- .
torate; from him NOSENKO learned that the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party was exerting considerable pressure on the Chairman 
of the KGB for continuation of tnc mate rial formerly obtained in 3
this manner; consequently, the KCB Chairman was demanding maximum 
effort from all officers in the recruitment of code clerks. 

■ ■ '5
In the second series of hostile interrogations, on 20 February 'J

1965, NOSENKO made the following statement concerning KGB crypto-' 1
logic success during 1960-1961: "Occasionally the Eignth Directo- t
rate would break messages, but very, very seldom, and we never saw j
the documents." 5

(i1) Handling of Dec1phered Gab1 -s 
* 4

In mid-196«l NOSENKO was debriefed or: the procedures used by
the American Department, during nis reported tenui. there in 1960- J
1961, in handling the clear’ text of deciphered cables of the U.S. j
Embassy. The report of NOSENKO’s states,eats on this subject is as ‘
follows: "The Russian text of those State Department coded mes
sages which had been broken was sent to SEMICHASINYY, the Chairman 
of the KGB, who sometimes forwarded it to Oleg Mikhaylovich GRI
BANOV, Chief of the Second Chief Directorate. GRIBANOV at times !
forwarded some of the material to Vladimir Alekseyevich KLYPIN, ■
Chie-f of the American Department, or KLYPIN’s successor, S.M. . )
FEDOSEYEV. NOSENKO saw such material on the desk of KLYPIN and J
later on FEDOSEYEVs desk, but. was never permitted to read it. j
NOSENKO knew, however, that tnc- reader had to sign for tnose '
articles that he read. Nikolay ZEMSKOV, from the Secretariat t
of the Second Chief Directorate, biougnt a book containing the f
broken State Department messages to KLYPIN or FEDOSEYEV. He 5
would open the book to certain pages which had red paper and %
permit KLYPIN or FEDOSEYEV to see the material. This was Eighth 1
Directorate material, but NOSENKO did not know wnere or how :i
ZEMSKOV got it... At times portions of this material were read i
aloud to NOSENKO by KLYPIN, but they concerned the position of 
the American Ambassador or the U.S. Government on political ques
tions and were of no significance to him. Infrequently there was 
mention of the expected arrival of Americans who were not per
manently assigned to the Embassy, and NOSENKO remembered that 
one such item concerned the arrival of one or two men, a ’commis- i
sion,’ to check the work of the Political Section. Inc attitude 4
of the Secretary of State or the American Ambassador was some- ,
times expressed on certain unremembered topics, but NOSENKO took 
no interest in the information as it did not relate to agents or ' i

_____________________ i 
♦See Part V.E.3.g. for a further discussion on NOSENKO’s in- ,3
formation on the decline in quality of intercepts resulting 4
from the decreased efficiency of the KGB microphone installs- ■
tions in the U.S. Embassy. j
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agent activities. NOSENKO noted, however, that the material con
cerned messages from the American Ambassador, Moscow, to the 
Secretary of State and from the Secretary of State to the Amcri- : 
can Ambassador, Moscow. All of this material was highly sensitive, 
and few people were permitted to see it or ever, to know of its 
existence. NOSENKO stated that it was treated more carefully 
than Top Secret information."

(iii) Methods of Cryptologic Attack

Unable to describe the techniques of the KGB Eighth Direc
torate in breaking U.S. Department of State cryptographic systems, 
NOSENKO nevertheless did indicate various methods applied to the 
problem as known to him from his position as Deputy Chief of the 
U.S. Embassy Section and his responsibility for handling the pro
duction of KGB microphones concealed in the Embassy. One method, 
mentioned by NOSENKO or. 12 June 156’, stemmed from the habit of 
certain Embassy officials (notably Ministers Counsellor FREERS 
and McSWEENEY) dictating the text of outgoing cables aloud. 
When the texts were picked up cn the KGB micropnones,* the Eighth 
Directorate compared them against enciphered traffic intercepted 
by other means. The two other methods indicated, analysis of 
equipment sounds and exploitation of human sources, are dis
cussed in greater detail below. <

NOSENKO has twice referred to the Eighth Directorate's 
interest in equipment sounds and snatches of technical conversa
tions picked up by the microphones in the State Department and 
military code rooms. He said on 24 January 1964 : "Nrow, we also 
listened to the code room and the teletype office, but we could 
never get anything out of the teletype office because of inter
ference [equipment noises which drowned out conversations] .** 
In the military cede room--that was where [James H.] STORSBERG 
and later [Matthew P.] ZUJUS worked--we didn't get much, he 
could hear STORSBERG swearing on occasion, and then he would men
tion a group of numbers. This was, of course, all recorded and 
we turned it over at cate to the Eighth Directorate, dealing 
with coding and decoding. Of course, all other intercepts were 
turned over to them also." NOSENKO reported on 14 May 1964: 
"In 1960 and 1961 from the State Department code room [we heard] 
always the sounds of machines only. Machines only. Three times 
during these two years maybe somebody said one phrase or one of 
the guys said several numbers. Jim STORSBERG was sitting alone 
in the military area. The reception was good. He seldom spoke. 
Sometimes he repeated numbers to himself and sometimes a mechanic 
of code machines came to him, a military guy, a sergeant... I 
forget his name.*** They said two or three phrases: 'Did you

11 See Part V.E.S.g. concerning the KGB microphones in the U.S. 
Embassy.

** Until December 1962 when an acoustical room was installed 
within the State Department to enclose cryptographic equip
ment, teletype and code machines were vulnerable to the. one 
microphone later discovered in this area. Since that time 
presumably only the teletype equipment could be heard. Here 
NOSENKO is speaking of the earlier period. On 20 February. 
1965 he said, however: "The microphone is not in the State 
Department code room, but next door where the teletype 
machines were located." This information was true only after 
the secure room was installed. '

*** William Stanton HURLEY, a Warrant Officer who supervised mili
tary communications, repaired cryptographic equipment, per
formed stand-by cryptographic duties when STORSBERG was un
available, and supervised other sensitive activities (see 
Part V.E.3.C.).



:; check this? Yes. This side good.' And so on. This was 1960 
and 1961, and everything from these two rooms--State and military- 
was put in one special place. Colonel Aleksandr (Nikolayevich] 
SELEZNEV from the Eighth Directorate came and looked at thea. 
There were numbers. He took them for one or two days and then 
returned them.”

NOSENKO was more specific with regard to another source of 
analytic information. Questioned on 24 January 1964 concerning 
the recruitment and use of code clerks by the American Department, 
NOSENKO enumerated the recruitments known to him and then said: 
"As I,recall, way back in 1948 or 1949, there was a man of yours 
who defected. He stayed behind. I believe his name was McMILLAN.* 
I don't remember his exact name, but he stayed behind in the USSR 
and I know he helped them a great deal. Then, after him, was this 
’ANDREY.' Thanks to his help they were able to read your State 
Department codes.*-! To date we have never been able to read your 
military codes. 'ANDREY' was not a code clerk. I believe he was 
a code-machine technician. After that there were many efforts 
made, but there were no successes. Right now I know definitely 
that the Eighth Directorate, which is involved with decoding, 
does not have anything at all. In the past they have submitted 
reports to KHRUSHCHEV and the Central Committee on their inter
cepts'.' But now they are not getting anything at all. Therefore, 
right now the highest priority mission given to the First (Ameri
can) Department and the Second [British] Department is to get 
at code clerks. But in any event, they never were able to get 
at your military codes." The debriefing continued:

Question: But did not 'ANDREY' bring out military code material?

NOSENKO: No, I believe it was only State Department material.
What he mainly did was to describe the operation of 
code machines and what daily or other periodic settings 
were made.***  Then, of course, those two who were very

*** At the time of SMITH'S Moscow tour there was only one code 
room at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, used both by State De
partment and military personnel. As the only cryptographic 
machine technician assigned to the Embassy, SMITH had access 
to both State and military cryptographic equipment, although 
he was an Array sergeant assigned to the office of the Mili
tary Attache. In his statements to the FBI, SMITH has 
claimed that, in fact, the only information he gave the Sov
iets in Moscow was fabricated by himself and therefore use
less.

’ James H. McMILLAN, a code clerk on the staff of the U.S. 
Military Attache in Moscow, defected in 1943, because of his 
devotion to a Soviet woman.

** Dayle W. SMITH (KGB cryptonym: "ANDREY") was in Moscow 1952- 
1954. It is not clear from NOSENKO whether the benefits of 
SMITH’S information were limited to this period or extended 
to 1960-1961. Apparently the same type of cryptographic 
equipment was in use by the State Department for the entire 
time. See Part VI.D.3.b. for further details on this case.

TOP SECRET
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knowledgeable of such natters, MARTIS' and MITCHELL, 
they gave tremendous help.* Then there was some 
American code clerk who they brought into the USSR, 
I believe, via India.

Question: Was this HAMILTON?**

NOSENKG: I don't know his name. This was after MARTIN and 
MITCHELL... He helped them a bit. No question about 
it. To some degree anyway. After that so far as I 
know there was nothing at all with results. Now they 
are attempting to get a.code:-,clerk.

Question: Were there other attempts made?

NOSENKO: Yes, there was an attempt against Jim STORSBERG.***

* William Hamilton MARTIN and Bernard Furguson MITCHELL were 
NSA mathematicians who defected to the Soviets in July 
1960. Both had previously served with the Naval Security 
Group in Japan and were familiar with U.S. intercept and 
cryptologic efforts. No indication is available that either 
had any detailed knowledge of U.S. cryptographic procedures 

.and equipment.

** Victor Norris HAMILTON (also known as Fouzi di Mitri HINDALI), 
a native of Palestine, worked as a linguist in the Arab 
Section of NSA from 1357 to 1959, when he was released for 
medical reasons (paranoid schizophrenic). He defected to

i the Soviets in Prague on 12 June 1959. He was not a code
clerk.

| *** See Part V.E.3.C., which describes the STORSBERG case and
j other unsuccessful KGB recruitment operations involving
: American code clerks during.1960 and 1961.
j. . ■ - ' ' ' ' '
t
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c. U.S. Evaluations

NOSENKO’s stateiaents about the KGB microphones in the Ameri- 
can'Embassy led to investigations by U.S. authorities which re
sulted in damage assessments, part cf which are germane to the 
NOSENKO reports on KGB cryptologic successes. NSA examined the 
question of cryptographic security in light of the microphones, 
found in the State Department and military code rooms at the 
Embassy, while the USIB Security Committee studied the security 
ramifications of other microphones which were discovered in the 
Embassy. Extracts from the NSA and USIB Security Committee 
reports are given below. Although the latter report does not 
specifically mention the cryptologic potential held by the micro
phones, it states that classified cables were dictated in the 
Internal Political Section offices until December 1963; most of 
the military cables; the report adds, were typed by the origina
tor, but certain ones were dictated in the Military Attache 
offices.

(i) NSA Report

"... There were two code rooms in the Embassy, one serving 
the Department of State and the other serving the attaches. An 
operating microphone was discovered in each of these two rooms. *

"During the fall of 1962, special enclosures were built for 
each of these rooms, and all cryptographic operations were per
formed in these enclosures beginning in December 1962. Enclo
sures of this type are built to rigid specifications and have 
been exhaustively tested. They are designed to protect against 
just such networks as discovered in Moscow. Thus, we may conclude 
that there has been no compromise of information in Moscow due 
to cryptographic operations since December 1962, so long as the 
enclosures were operated in accordance with the proper procedures. 
Between 1952 and 1962, however, the code rooms were not protected 
against this type of surveillance...

"... It was technically feasible for the Soviets to have re
covered the plain texts of the messages encrypted and decrypted 
by machines , in these code rooms. This stems from the fact that 
teleprinters and cryptographic equipments do not run silently; 
they.emit acoustical and electromagnetic energy--that is, they 
make-noise as they type, print, and punch information. The 
sounds emitted by the machinery involve minute differences in 
amplitude, frequency, and timing as different letters and charac
ters are processed by the equipment. Relatively insensitive 
pick-up devices can detect these differences if they are placed 
•at fairly close range to the equipment as was the case in each 
of the Moscow code rooms. When these sounds are recorded and 
analyzed the plain text of messages can be reconstructed. Con
sidering the specific equipment used, we must conclude that the 
Soviets could have recovered the texts of most messages sent to 
or from the Moscow Embassy from the time of occupancy until 
December 1962 in the case of Department of State traffic, and 
through 1960 in the case of attache traffic...

"In addition to the recovery of the plain texts of indi
vidual messages being processed during this time period in Moscow, 
it is possible that information on the cryptographic operation

According to all knowledgeable sources queried in the investi
gation of Dayle SMITH, all cryptographic operations, both military 
and State Department, were performed in a single room on the ninth 
floor of the new Embassy building in 1953 and 1954. Separate 
code rooms were established sometime after this and before 1959.



of the MCB (State Department cipher machine) and the KL-25 
(Attache cipher machine) was recovered... This results from 
the fact that the sounds made by these equipments reflect the 
internal mechanical workings of the cipher machine; these sounds 
can be recorded, analyzed, and the cryptosystem itself could 
have been reconstructed. If this did occur, not only the mes
sages processed in Moscow, but also those messages processed by 
other posts using the same machines and the same cryptomaterial 
could nave been lost to the extent that they were intercepted...

"The attache cryptomaterials are similarly compartmented. 
During the period 1952 to 1960, various rotor machines were used. 
In 1952 to 1954, the KL-25 was used in a small net consisting 
of Moscow, Afghanistan, Ceylon, Egypt, Hungary, Iran, Israel, 
and India. From 1955 to 1958, the KL-1 was used, and from 1958 
to date the KL-7 has been used. In October 1960, the KL-7 was 
placed in a special sound-proof box which prevented any attache 
traffic from being recovered after that time, since all attache 
messages were processed either in that system or in.one-time pad..

. "In Moscow, the Department of State during the period Octo
ber 1960 through February 1961 enciphered nearly all messages 
classified Secret and Top Secret in one-time pads, resulting in 
the loss only of the Confidential traffic during that period. 
Department of State found it necessary to revert to the use of 
one-time tape machines for messages classified up to Secret from 
March 1961 until the enclosures were installed. Therefore, most 
Confidential and Secret traffic was probably lost during that 
period; but Top Secret messages were still enciphered in one-time 
pads and thus secure...

"We must assume that all Department of State communications 
'.hat were machine-processed in Moscow could have been compromised 
from 1952 to December 1962. These consisted of messages of all 
classifications until October 1960; Confidential messages only 
from October I960 until February 1961; and Confidential and Sec
ret messages from February 1961 until December 1962.

"Most Department of State classified messages involving 
Iron Curtain posts exclusive of Moscow should also be assumed 
to have been compromised during 1952-1959 through cryptomachine 
information derived at Moscow. It can be assumed that such 
messages during 1960-1962 were not compromised by this means. 
State Department classified messages which excluded Iron Curtain 
posts would not have been compromised by the Moscow penetration 
because of the isolation of crypto systems.

"Machine enciphered military attache traffic processed in 
Moscow should be assumed compromised until October 1960, but was 
secure after that date.

"During 1952 to 1954, all traffic in the entire attache net 
which included Moscow could have been compromised.

"There is no reason to believe that any information was 
compromised through cryptographic operations after December 1962 
when special enclosures were installed, so long as the enclosures 
were operated in accordance with the proper procedures..."



(ii) USIB Security Committee Report .

"The security practices and procedures (at the American 
Embassy] appear to have followed a pattern from April 1953 to 
May 1960, at which time the first plastic (acoustical] room 
was installed. A change occurred in the work habits (in May 
1960] in that the more senior State Department officers utilised 
the plastic room for sensitive discussions and dictation. The 
room could accommodate only a limited portion of the Embassy 
classified discussions and, accordingly, a number of classified 
discussions were held outside of this secure area. In the April 
1953-May 1960 period it was an accepted practice of the Ambassa
dor and the Deputy Chief of Mission to discuss openly in their 
offices routine classified operations of the Embassy and to dic
tate classified documents and telegrams. Extremely sensitive 
matters such as high-level political decisions, matters perti
nent to the most sensitive U.S.-Soviet relationships and positive 
intelligence operations were not dictated and if discussed, 
were mentioned in a cryptic manner...

"In the External Political Section during the 1953-1960 
period there were daily staff meetings... Work assignments 
were given at these meetings to individual officers who, in turn, 
prepared classified dispatches or telegrams to the [State] De
partment. It was reported that the officers of the External 
Political Section frequently dictated classified material, includ
ing telegrams, within their offices. Officers of the Internal 
Political Section generated few classified telegrams... These 
were, however, typed in the offices. From May 1960 to date [1964] 
the Ambassador-DCM operation conducted their most sensitive clas
sified discussions and actions in the acoustic room; however, 
routine classified day-to-day operations were discussed and dic
tated in the offices. Ambassador KOHLER reported that since 
August 1962 he and members of his staff working on substantive 
or sensitive matters utilized the secure room and that all ma
terial to be encrypted was drafted in long-hand or dictated in 
the acoustic room.

"The pattern for the External Political Section and the 
Internal Political Section remained basically the same during 
the period of May I960 to the present time; however, the most 
sensitive matters were discussed or dictated in the acoustic 
room-or drafted in longhand... In September 1962 the second 
acoustic room was erected for the typing section for the handl
ing of sensitive classified material. From December 1963 to 
date it was indicated that no classified telegrams have been 
dictated outside of the acoustic rooms. It was statedi however, 
that the day-to-day operations including analysis of develop
ments within the Soviet Union were openly discussed in various 
offices and the conclusions reached later became the basis of 

; - classified documents or telegrams...

"The military attaches reported that most cables were 
drafted in longhand or typed by the originator and then turned 

■ over to the code clerks for transmission. In certain instances
i cables were dictated in the offices..."



1. Introduction

NOSENKO, as previously indicated, came to Geneva with the 
Soviet Delegation to the Disarmament Conference in mid-March 
1962 and established contact with CIA in June of that year. 
His arrival ih.Geneva and his first meeting with CIA thus
occurred three<fnonths and six months, respectively, after [
Anatoliy Mikhailovich GOLITSYN defected to CIA from the KGB
Legal Residency in Helsinki, on 15 December 1961,* and was ex- .
filtrated to the United States. I

A discussion of what GOLITSYN said about KOSENKO appears in 3
Part V.I.7. : .' j

3
Presented below are, first, a summary on GOLITSYN, then 1 ?

a survey comparing GOLITSYN'S and NOSENKO's leads, and finally, 
a protocol on GOLITSYN which NOSENKC signed. j

i 4 
2. Background Information on GOLITSYN * j

GOLITSYN, a KGB counterintelligence, officer, was assigned i 4
to the Soviet Embassy in Helsinki in July 1960 under the alias , 1
of Anatoliy KLIMOV. In defecting to CIA, he provided more than ! ’
20 documents taken from the Helsinki KGB Legal Residency files 
as well as extensive information about KGB officers and opera- i
tions acquired during his 16-year career in the KGB. ; >

GOLITSYN had had a variety of job and training assignments !
in the First Chief Directorate in Moscow and training assignments ; ;■
in the Second Chief Directorate.** The bulk of his career was J j
spent in work against the American target for the First Chief 
Directorate; this was his responsibility in Helsinki and had 
also been his principal area of responsibility during his pre- i i
vious tour abroad, in Vienna from 195 3 to 1955. (In the lat- i J
ter assignment he had been known to Petr DERYABIN, who defected I :
to CIA in 1954, and this was the reason for GOLITSYN being I j
assigned to Helsinki under alias.) i z J

Among the GOLITSYN documents was a study of American In
telligence operations exploiting tourists visiting the USSR, (
the so-called "legal travel program."*** This study, which j

***See Part V.D.7.C. for details. < -

runs to sixteen pages in translation, was prepared in KGB . ’
Headquarters and was sent to the Helsinki Legal Residency under . ' ' i
a cover letter, dated 7 April 1961, which suggested a number j
of steps to be taken in order to counter such operations. j
The study was based on two principal sources: '

’ According to NOSENKO, GOLITSYN defected on or about 15 Janu- i- a
ary 1962, after NOSENKO had been reassigned to the Tourist
Department. 3

** As a result of this service, GOLITSYN was the original 
source of numerous leads to identifiable penetrations ' •
of Western Governments, including agents with access ;
to classified information such as William VASSALL (see 4
Part VI.D.5.b.) and the French officer in NATO, George . /a
PACQUES.
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- The minutes of HA and MI-6 joint conferences on 
legal travel operations, held in 1959 and 1960. (The 
KGB agent George BLAKE confessed that he had passed these 
documents to the KGB.)

- Actual cases of American legal travel operations in 
the USSR which had keen revealed to, or uncovered by, the 
KGB. (Some of the cases had seen publicized through Soviet 
announcements of arrests and trials, but the majority of 
those cases cited by name in the study had not previously 
been known to be compromised. In a few instances activities 
of the American Intelligence agents appear to have been 
embroidered upon by the KGB. while in some others innocent 
tourists were wrongly accused by the KGB since CIA records 
reflect no evidence to substantiate American Intelligence 
affiliation or activity on the part of the individuals 
named.)

Among recommendations made in the cover memorandum was the in
struction to recruit or place agents in tourist agencies handling 
travel to the USSR. These agents could then provide information 
on the use of these firms by foreign intelligence services in 
work against the Soviet Union.

GOLITSYN had information on certain aspects of the KGB Second 
Chief Directorate work against the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. Prior 
to his assignment in Helsinki he had conferred several times in 
April and May 1960 with officers of the U.S. Embassy Section of 
the American Department, Second Chief Directorate, concerning 
possible assistance he could render chem in their work against 
American code clerks transiting Helsinki en route to their Moscow 
posts.*  During his assignment to Helsinki he travelled to Moscow 
on TDY in January 1961, at which time he discussed with these 
same officers the possibility of his using in Helsinki a Finnish 
businessman, Johannes PREISFREUND, who had been recruited by the 
Second CThief Directorate for an operation against an American 
code clerk in Moscow.” GOLITSYN acquired further information 
about such operations on at least two occasions, when Second 
Chief Directorate officers visited Helsinki on TDY and either 
called on him for support or chatted with him about officers and 
operations.

* NOSENKO denied that GOLITSYN visited the American Department 
at any time in 1960.

**A1 though knowing that GOLITSYN went to the American Depart
ment in 1961, NOSENKO said that the month was not January 
but July, for it was in July that he 'NOSENKO) was on leave; 
GOLITSYN’S passport, however, verifies he was in the Soviet 
Union in January 1961 and shows no entries for July of that 
year. See Part V.E.3.C. for further details on PREISFREUND.

3. GOLITSYN Leads and Information ftom NOSENKO

a. Microphones in the U.S. Bnbassy

In his visits to the American Department GOLITSYN learned 
by accident of KGB technical operations against the U.S. Embassy



in Moscow. When asked in April 1962 about the product from such 
operations, GOLITSYN said he had heard about results -any times, 
but the only concreta.example he was in a position to give was 
the following: During one of his visits to the American Depart
ment in 1960* he heard and saw that a report or reports of the 
results of audiosurveillar.ee in the U.S. Dabassy had been lost. 
While he was present, the Department Chief ordered ell the per
sonnel to search once more for these papers, and as GOLITSYN 
stood there they went through all their files. GOLITSYN said 
he could see that there were many such reports, each having a red 
line on it, which signified that these reports were the property 
of that department of the KGB Operational Technical Directorate 
(OTU) which was responsible for making the installations. Ue

j explained that this meant that the American Department had to re
turn the reports to that Directorate, and this was the reason for 
a search being made. The only office in the U.S. Embassy which 
was specifically mentioned in connection with this search was 
that of the Minister Counselor.**
b. Other Leads Corroborated by N9SENK0

■4

.3

NOSENKO have given mutually confirming information, although
their respective reports do not always cover the same data.
These operations, all discussed elsewhere in this paper, are:

- Henry SHAPIRO

- BENSON, MULE, and STROUD

- Thomas BARTHELEMY

Part V.C.2.a

Part V.C.3.b.

Parts V.D.7.C. & VI.D.2.d.

- Carmen TORREY Part VI,D.2.a.

Elsewhere GOLITSYN has stated that he visited the American 
Department several times between April and June 195G in 
preparation for his assignment to Helsinki in July 1960. 
He has also incorrectly stated that he visited the depart
ment in December 1960 (his passport and CIA travel records 
show this was actually January 1961); GOLITSYN therefore may 
have been referring to this later visit.

♦* In June 1962, NOSENKO'told CIA that there were microphones 
in the offices of the Minister Counsellor at the U.S. Emb
assy, and he said at that time that he had seen intercept 
reports of conversations or dictations by successive Mini- 

”*^Jter Counsellors. In 1965 NOSENKO volunteered a story about 
‘^^wwEs^^rhe loss of one of the intercept reports which the Zmerican 

Department had received in 1950 or 1961; he identified it 
as one which recorded the Minister Counsellor giving dicta
tion. According to NOSENKO, the American Department was 
turned upside down for a month, December, in the search 
for the missing report. Although the document was never 
found, neither the Chief of the American Department nor 
O.M. GRIBANOV, Chief of the Second Chief Directorate, was 
subjected to any punishment because the draft from which 
the missing report had been typed was found to be in the 
possession of the Second Department of OTU. From this the' 
investigators concluded that the document itself had pro
bably been returned to the OTU and burned, and that in
advertently no paper had been executed to record its des
truction.



- Canadian Code Clerk 
(name net known)"

- William J. VASSALL

- Clandestine entry 
into Swedish Embassy

Parts V.D.7.C. t VI.D.2.b.

Part VI.D.4

Part VI.D.4.

Part VI.D.4.

Part VI.D.4

Part VI.D.4.

Part VI.D.5.a.

Part VI.0.9.

c. Leads Conflicting with NOSENKO Reports

Either through direct contradictions on a key point or 
through omissions by NOSENKO about a major feature, there are 
five operations on which GOLITSYN and NOSENKO have supplied 
conflicting information. These operations, all discussed 
elsewhere in thia paper, are:

- James STORSEERG & 
Johannes PREISFREUND

Part V.E.3.C.*

- Adam BROCHES Part VI.D.2.a.

j- Gerald SEVERN Part VI.D.2.a.

- "SASHA" (KGB 
cryptonym)

Part VI.D.2.a.

-Edward E. SMITH Part VI.D.4.b.

d. Leads to Operations Against U.S. Embassy Not Covered by 
KOSENKO

GOLITSYN reported on six operations against personnel of 
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow which have not appeared in the re
porting by NOSENKO.**  These operations are summarized below.

** By virtue of his position as Deputy Chief of the U.S. Emb
assy Section in 1960 and 1961, NOSENKO said, he was directly 
responsible for knowing of all KGB operations against person
nel at the Embassy in that period and definitely would have 
known of any successes since his earlier tour; he knew that 
“ANDREY" was the last successful one (1953-54).

GOLITSYN heard in about 1957 of the recruitment of a female 
employee—"like a secretary"—of the U.S. Embassy, with another 
American girl, she had travelled to Georgia in 1957. There the 
KGB placed in her path a KGB agent, a Georgian male. They be
gan living together, and this relationship continued in Moscow 
where she was recruited.

* GOLITSYN's lead to the American recruited with' PREISFREUND's 
help is equated to STORSBERG on the basis of NOSENKO’s and' 
PREISFREUND's statements that PREISFREUND participated in no 
other operation. GOLITSYN reported that the target of this 
operation was recruited; NOSEKKO reported that STORSBERG. rer ... 
jected the KGB approach.



____ _______-that'ther~latter'had-'asr-a*r'agent a“*~*
code clerk in the Embassy who was scheduled for transfer to Hel
sinki. This subject came up in a discussion of GOLITSYN’S forth
coming assignment to Helsinki, and GOLITSYN was told that if the 
agent was transferred to Helsinki, GRYAZNOV might let GOLITSYN 
have him as his agent. GRYAZNOV gave GOLITSYN r.o details about 
the operation other than the fact that the agent had provided the 
KGB with some information and the KGB considered him "a real agent.

.4Also in the spring of 1960, GOLITSYN learned from GRYAZNOV 
that he, GRYAZNOV, had developed an operation against a military 
code clerk at the U.S. Embassy to the point that the KGB was "99 
per cent sure" that the target would be recruited. From the 
accounts given by NOSENKO and STORSBERG, this does not appear to 
concern the STORSBERG operation, which.was just beginning at this 
time. NOSENKO has mentioned no other operation against a military 
code clerk.

1

I.Y. KURILENKO told GOLITSYN that while serving in the U.S. 
Embassy Section he had followed an American diplomat returning to 
the United States in 1959, and there he had completed the recruit
ment which had begun while the diplomat was assigned to the U.S. 
Embassy in Moscow.* According to KURILENKO, he had travelled to 
the United States under cover of the Soviet Exhibit Committee.

GRYAZNOV informed GOLITSYN in April or May I960 that an 
‘ American, possibly a code clerk, but definitely an employee of 
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, was either recruited or prepared for 
recruitment on a homosexual basis beginning in 1959 and concluding 
in 1960. The KGB had photographs of the American in various homo
sexual acts. However, SHELEPIN, who had just become Chairman of 
the KGB, was stressing ideological rather than blackmail recruit
ments at this time; SHELEPIN said that this method of approach was

. "too dirty" and the KGB should find another way. SHELEPIN did
not exclude the future use of the photographs, which the KGB 
hold in reserve.

would
s

Another case mentioned by GRYAZNOV to GOLITSYN was that 
the attempted recruitment of an American female secretary on

of 
the

basis of her relationship with a KGB agent, either a lover or a 
close friend. The agent, with the help of a KGB officer, tried 
to influence her, but failed. She left the USSR prior to July 
1960, but the KGB planned to work on her again, as she was to 
return to Moscow.

On a TDY trip to Helsinki in November 1960, V.V. KOSOLAPOV 
of the U.S. Embassy Section told GOLITSYN that he had come there 
in order to ride back to Moscow on the train with a U.S. Embassy 
code clerk with when he planned to strike up an acquaintance to 
be continued in Moscow.** In about September 1961 a friend of ' 
KOSOLAPOV’S came to Helsinki on TDY, and GOLITSYN tried to get 

. him to talk about KOSOLAPOV’S train operation, but he would not 
discuss the case. From this GOLITSYN was certain that the re
cruitment had been successful.

J

1 
.1

- i

.1

GOLITSYN learned from V.M. KOVSHUK, apparently in January 1961, 
that the Finnish agent Johan PREISFREUND had recently been used in 
the successful recruitment of-an American at the U.S. Embassy. 
NOSENKO has described no successful operations in-which PREISFREUND 
took part (see preceding section).

1 NOSENKO said that there was no operational reason for KURILENKO’S 
travel to the United States at the time of the Soviet Exhibition 
in New York City, and that KURILENKO’S duties related only to 
security; the KGB Resident in New York City, NOSENKO added, could 
have given KURILENKO some special task if he wished.

** See Part V.E.4.b. for discussion of KOSOLAPOV’S TDYs to Helsinki.

TOP SECRET
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4. NOSENKO's Information on GOLITSYN

In February 1965, after he had been questioned by 
CIA about GOLITSYN, NOSENKO signed the following state
ment concerning his knowledge of GOLITSYN:

"I have never met or seen Anatoliy Mikhailovich 
GOLITSYN.

"During the period 1960-1961, while I was serving 
as Deputy Chief, First (U.S.Embassy) Section, First 
(American] Department, Second Chief Directorate of the 
KGB, I remember that Anatoliy GOLITSYN visited the 
Section to discuss the proposed use of my agent "PROKHOR" 
[PREISFREUNu] in the operations of the Helsinki Residentura. 
I was away from Moscow at the time of GOLITSYN's visit, 
but I know that he talked to V.M.KOVSHUK, and that at 
KOVSHUK's request he also talked to [Yevgeniy] GROMAKOV- 
SKIY (of the American Department] about American diplomatic 
couriers travelling through Helsinki en route to and from 
Moscow, and to KOSOLAPOV about American code clerks. I 
do not remember what they specifically discussed. I 
learned about this visit from KOVSHUK after 1 eturned 
to Moscow from leave, and also heard about it from’ 
KOSOLAPOV and GRGMAKOVSKIY.

"I do not know the date of this visit of GOLITSYN's, 
but I do know that it was after he was posted to Helsinki. 
I believe that it was in the summer of 1961. I know for 
■certain that I was away from Moscow at the time on leave, 
because KOVSHUK told me about it after I returned from 
leave. Since he discussed code clerks, I would have met 
him if I had been there.

"I have been told by my interrogators that this 
visit of GOLITSYN's took place in January 1961. I do 
not believe this to be true because I know that I was 
saway on leave when he came and my leave was in July 
1961.

"1 never heard of any other visits by GOLITSYN to 
the First Section, First Department, during the time 
that I served there in 1960-1961.

"I have been told by my interrogators that GOLITSYN 
visited the First Section, First Department, three times1 
in May-June 1969 before going to Helsinki and that he 
talked at length to KOVSHUK and GRYAZNOV about what he 
could do. in the Helsinki Residentura to assist oiir Section , 
in its operations against code clerks coming to the 
American Embassy in Moscow. I am sure that GOLITSYN did 
not make any such visits, in 1960 and that no such conver
sations took place at that time. Since I directly super
vised the work of GRYAZNOV and KOSOLAPOV and shared the 
same office with then,any professional discussions by them 
with GOLITSYN about code clerks would be either with my 
knowledge or would be reported to me. If he did in fact . 
make such visits in May-June 1960, I cannot explain why I 
do not know about them.

• TOP SECRET



"I have been told by my interrogators that KOSOLAPOV 
visited Helsinki in November I960 to accompany an American 

. code clerk on the train to Moscow. I have also been told 
that on this trip he had official contact with GOLITSYN 
concerning this cede clerk and concerning one of GOLITSYN'S 
assignments to assist the^First Section, First Department, 
Second Chief Directorate by developing information on 
code clerks before they left Helsinki for Moscow. I do 
not know that KOSOLAPOV went to Helsinki in November 1960. 
I do not know that KOSOLAPOV accompanied any American 
code clerk to Moscow from Helsinki, except Paul JENNER. 
I do not know that KOSOLAPOV met with GOLITSYN and dis
cussed the subject of code clerks with him in Helsinki in 
November 1960 or that KOSOLAPOV ever saw GOLITSYN in . 
Helsinki.

"I do not remember that exact date of GOLITSYN'S 
defection, but I know that it was in January 1962, I 
believe cn the 15th or 17th of January. I do remember 
that he defected on a Saturday and that it was not „ 
discovered until the following Monday.* I an certain 
that GOLITSYN's defection took place after I had trans

' ferred back to the Seventh [Tourist] Department in 
January 1962. In the ensuing investigation within 

■ the KGB, I was never questioned on what code clerk
operations GOLITSYN may have known about.

"I know that no written damage report on GOLITSYN's 
; defection was prepared in the Second Chief Directorate.

In the Seventh Department, where I was serving at the 
time, of GOLITSYN's defection, I remember that V.D. 
CHELNOKOV, the Chief of the Department, was questioned 
about the orienterovka [study] on tourist operations 
which GOLITSYN was known to have taken.

"I have been told by my interrogators that GOLITSYN 
defected on the night of IS December 1961. I cannot 
accept this date because I know that I was no longer in 
the First Department at the time of GOLITSYN's defection. 
I Agree that the true date of GOLITSYN's defection must 
be known to the CIA, and I can only assume that "v inter
rogators have either made a mistake or are try in" to trap 
me. In any case, I still maintain that GOLITSYN d* ‘ cted 

, . after I moved to the Seventh Department in January U>2."

Surveillance of Soviets in the United States /

i • 1. Information from NOSENKO

i At the second meeting with CIA in Geneva in 1962, NOSENKO
| .. related that V.A. KOZLOV, Chief of the American Department
; of the KGB seventh (Surveillance) Directorate, had gone to
I • the United States the year before to investigate the suspected 
* cessation of surveillance of Soviets stationed in New York City

i ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■
i ■ The 15th of January 1962 fell on a Monday.- "
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and Washington, D.C.*

"We have sensed that something has happened in America 
NOSENKO said at that time. "We do not feel surveillance, there 
is no surveillance." The KGB Legal Resident in New York City, 
B.S.IVANOV, had reported the situation to the KGB First Chief 
Directorate which, in turn, had scught the Second Chief Direc
torate's opinion as to why no surveillance was being noted. 
Unable to suggest a reason, the Second,Chief Directorate asked 
whether the surveillance of Soviets could have been called off 
temporarily. The First Chief Directorate doubted that this 
could be the case but did state that radio traffic normally 
used in U.S. surveillance "was not on the air." KOZLOV con
sequently was sent to the United States to assess the situ
ation, and in the course of a month, NOSENKO said, he visited 
both New York City and Washington. KOZLOV discovered not only 
that there was no surveillance of Soviets but also that "they 
dropped our democracies -- Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary. They 
temporarily took them [surveillancej off."

Also at this meeting NO$ENKO commented that:

'-3

- "If your surveillance comes up on the radio, they 
[KGB monitors] pick them up everywhere." - . .

- The practice of KGB case officers was not to
proceed directly from a Soviet installation to a meeting 

’ ‘ ‘ ’ Soviets as decoyswith an agent, but rather to use other 
"so that you will think we are working 
as in fact we are not working on them, 
veillance is onto everybody as soon as 
the door" of a Soviet installation.

on somebody, where- 
[American] sur- 

they come out a
4

NOSENKO's only other reference to surveillance in the 
United States was made on 29 January 1964 during a discussion 
of the "ANDREY" case.** While V.M.KOVSHUK was in the United 
States tjying to reestablish contact with "ANDREY", NOSENKO 
said, he'was usually accompanied by two other KGB officers. 
KGB monitoring of FBI surveillance communications revealed 
that KOVSHUK and the others*** were referred to by the FBI as 
"the Three Musketeers."

2.Information from Other Sources

a. GOLITSYN .

In early 1962 GOLITSYN reported that the KGB was well

15 KOzLoV was in New York City from 15 November to 30 December 
1961, except for a two-week period (from S to 19 December) 
when he was in Washington. His departure from New York City 
fell on the same day that John ABIDIAN visited the Pushkin 
Street dead drop in Moscow and that, according to NOSENKO, 
KOZLOV later went to the. dead drop site (see Part V.E.3.d.). 
KOZLOV had earlier been in the United States with the 1 
Bolshoy Ballet, from 12 April to 14 June*1959.

** For further detailsl on the "ANDREY" case, see_Part VI.D.S.b. 
*** The others, V.M.IVANOV and A.K.KISLOV, were not named by 

NOSENKO.
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acquainted with American counterintelligence surveillance 
tactics, and since about 1953 the KGB, through special ap
paratus, was able to monitor radio traffic stemming frbm 
American surveillance of Soviet Embassy personnel. While at 
the KGB Juridical Institute in 1957-55, GOLITSYN said, he 
had read studies on the methods used by U.S. counterintelligence 
in Conducting surveillance of Soviet officials in Washington 
and New York City. The studies included sene American documents 
obtained through KGB agent sources, containing instructions 
for carrying out surveillance on Soviets. The KGB, GOLITSYN 
added, used this information defensively abroad and in adapting 
its own surveillance techniques within the USSR.

CHEREPANOV Document

One of the documents provided by CHEREPANOV in November 
1963* was entitled "Operational Conditions in the U.S.A, and 
tr.e Activities of American Counterintelligence Organs Against 
Soviet Installations and Soviet Citizens in the U.S.A, in 
1957-58." Nearly half of this document, signed by *A.S. 
FEKLISOV,** was devoted to a discussion cf the organization 
and methods of FBI surveillance of Soviet officials stationed 
in New York City and Washington. The information (sources 
not indicated) covers radio communications between fixed 
surveillance posts and nobile surveillance posts.

B The CHEREPANOV documents are reviewed at greater length , 
in Part VI.D.7.c. «

** FEKLISOV, under the alias FOMIN, previously served as KGB y j
Legal Resident in Washington. “

■ • • ■ '
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